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Preface
The strategic importance of modelling is recognised by an increasing number of
companies and public agencies. Enterprise modelling delivers the ‘blueprints’
for co-designing organizations and their information systems, such that they
complement each other in an optimal way. Achieving this interplay requires a
multi-perspective approach that takes into account technical, organizational and
economic aspects. It also recommends the cooperation of researchers from different fields such as Information Systems, Business Informatics and Computer
Science.
The 4th International Workshop on Enterprise Modelling and Information Systems Architectures (EMISA 2011) addresses all aspects relevant for enterprise
modelling as well as for designing enterprise architectures in general and information systems architectures in particular. It is jointly organized by the GI Special Interest Group on Modelling Business Information Systems (GI-SIG MoBIS) and the GI Special Interest Group on Design Methods for Information
Systems (GI-SIG EMISA).
These proceedings feature a selection of 24 papers from academia and practice
on enterprise modelling, enterprise architectures, business process management
and measurements, analysis and explorative studies. We received 39 submissions which were thoroughly reviewed by at least three experts of the program
committee. Twelve contributions were selected as full papers for presentation at
the workshop and for publication in these proceedings. Additional, twelve papers were accepted as research-in-progress papers.
We would like to thank the members of the program committee and the reviewers for their efforts in selecting the papers and helping us to compile a highquality program. We would also like to thank the local organization, in particular
Nadine Blinn, Niels Müller-Wickop and Martin Schultz as well as Michael
Fellmann and Novica Zarvic for their assistance with organizing EMISA 2011.
We also thank Deborah Bunker and Ulrich Frank as keynote speakers. We hope
you will find the papers in these proceedings interesting and stimulating.
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Markus Nüttgens, Oliver Thomas, and Barbara Weber
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Enterprise Architecture as an Instrument of
Strategic Control
Beate Hartmann
Department of Information Systems – Systems Engineering
University of Bamberg
Feldkirchenstr. 21
96045 Bamberg
beate.hartmann@uni-bamberg.de

Abstract: Enterprises compete in high dynamic and fast changing markets.
Reacting quickly and flexibly to market changes is a crucial competitive advantage
for an enterprise. Therefor premises of strategic planning and achievement of
strategic goals have to be controlled permanently and in a systematic way.
Strategic control which is part of strategic management monitors premises of the
corporate strategy and the environment of the enterprise in order to evaluate
whether the strategic positioning is still appropriate or whether the strategy has to
be adopted due to changes in constraints. This paper shows how the enterprise
architecture of an enterprise can be used as an instrument of strategic control.
Strategic control is characterized by a high demand on information. Hence one
needs to know where needed information is to gather. Enterprise architecture
which is enriched by results and information of strategic management process is a
helpful instrument in delivering information respectively the source of gathering
information used in strategic control. In particular for each enterprise architecture
layer a proposal is given how strategic control can be supported.

1 Introduction
Enterprise Architecture (EA) is used in enterprises in many different ways [ARW08].
Regardless of concrete use the goal of EA is to create an IT environment which is
focused on the corporate strategy [Mi08]. Hence it is mandatory that the strategic
positioning of an enterprise is reflected in the EA in order to be of any value to the
enterprise [Bo10]. The goals of an EA and in particular the goals of business information
systems have to match with the overall strategic goals of the whole enterprise. Therefore
it is essential to design and if necessary to redesign the EA within the strategic
management process [Go06]. Thus information about the process of strategic analysis
and choice are implicit contained in the EA. This information, in turn, can be used in
strategic control.
Premises which are defined within the process of strategic planning are the fundament of
a corporate strategy [BS95]. The strategic positioning of an enterprise is established on
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those premises. Therefore it is of strategic importance to first document these premises
carefully and second to monitor them permanently. Should there be changes in premises,
strategy might be adopted respectively modified. SAAT ET AL. state, that external forces
such as changes in premises are “beyond the scope of EA models” [SAG09, p. 4].
Nevertheless the EA provides hints, where those changes in premises are noticed first in
daily business. Another task of strategic control (see chapter 2.1) is to measure the
degree of target achievement, i.e. to control whether the strategic goals of an enterprise
are achieved and the intended strategy is implemented successfully. In order to measure
the degree of target achievement one needs to know which processes respectively which
business application systems or business units were responsible for achieving certain
goals. Also in that case EA, where processes and application systems are mapped in a
model, is able to provide valuable information.
The research question is: How can EA support the strategic control of an enterprise?
This paper introduces a research framework for answering this question. A proposal is
submitted, how information from strategic management process which is needed within
strategic control can be included into EA respectively into an EA model.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In chapter 2 conceptual
fundamentals are given. The understanding of the terms strategic control and enterprise
architecture is stated and related work is given. In chapters 3 - 5 the proposals for
supporting strategic management in general and strategic control in particular are stated
for each model layer of an EA. Chapter 6 concludes with a short summary and an
outlook on further research needs.

2 Conceptual Fundamentals
This chapter provides an overview of conceptual fundamentals which are basic for
understanding the topic and of research work which is related to that topic. The terms
strategic control and enterprise architecture are explained. Based on this understanding
related approaches are stated.
2.1 Understanding of Strategic Control
Strategic Control in Strategic Management Process
Most of the authors in the fields of strategic management and corporate governance
consider strategic control to be part of strategic management [Fr10, p. 171-176; PR94, p.
16; Ha06; SS00, p. 157]. HAHN characterizes control as an obligatory addition of any
planning processes [Ha06]. Strategic control therefore contains the control of strategic
planning respectively strategic maps. Strategic control does not start at the end of the
planning and implementation process but at the very beginning of the strategic
management process. As soon as assumptions within the strategic planning process are
made, those so-called premises have to be overseen [SS87]. “Strategic control is
concerned with tracking a strategy as it is being implemented, detecting problems or
changes in its underlying premises, and making necessary adjustments.” [PR94, p. 381].
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Hence strategic control has to be forward-looking since the end result of a strategic
process is “still several years off” [PR94, p.381] and realized parallel to planning and
implementation processes [Ha06]. Figure 1 clarifies this meaning of strategic control.

Figure 1: Strategic Control in strategic management process

Types of Strategic Control
STEINMANN and SCHREYÖGG distinguish between three types of strategic control:
premise control, implementation control and strategic surveillance [SS87]. “Premise
control is designed to check systematically and continuously whether the premises on
which the strategy is based are still valid.” [PR94, p. 382]. Thus premise control is
focused on noticing changes in premises as early as possible in order to allow an early
shift in strategy if necessary. Implementation control checks milestones during strategy
implementation in order to recognize deviations from the chosen strategic course [SS87].
Strategic surveillance finally is defined by STEINMANN and SCHREYÖGG as an unfocused
control. The environment of an enterprise and the enterprise´s resources are to be
monitored for information which could be threats but also opportunities for the
enterprise´s continuity.
Problems of Strategic Control
One thing all types of strategic control have in common is a high demand on
information. The kind of desired information is known whereas the source of
information gathering is partly unknown or undefined within an enterprise. Once it is
known who or what (e.g. a business application system) is responsible for collecting the
desired information and where they occur first, the enterprise´s management can respond
quickly to threats or opportunities. A quick respond to market movement is an important
strategic competitive advantage. Besides for instance predefined milestones in the
strategic implementation process it is hardly possible to determine ahead at which time
which information has to be gathered [SS00, p. 248f]. Nevertheless the strategic course
has to be monitored in a structured manner. The EA of a company can make a valuable
contribution to this. Before making proposals for that, the understanding of enterprise
architecture in this paper is given.
2.2 Understanding of Enterprise Architecture
A common definition for EA is not given in the business information systems
community so far. In this paper the understanding of architecture as “the fundamental
organization of a system embodied in its components, their relationships to each other,
and to the environment, and the principles guiding its design and evolution” [IEEE00]
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follows the definition by the IEEE. Hence EA is understood as the fundamental
organization of an enterprise.
An EA can only be established successfully in an enterprise if it is considered being a
means to an end. “Architecture is a means, and should not become a goal itself“ [Op09,
p. 45]. OP´T LAND ET AL. state EA amongst others as a mean “within strategic
Business/IT-Planning” and “to align strategic objectives and IT” [Op09, p. 40]. Every
intended use should create value to an enterprise. The benefit of an EA will be the
greater the stronger EA is positioned in accordance to goals and objectives of an
enterprise.
An EA model maps the components of an enterprise, relationships within an enterprise
and to the environment into a model. There are various approaches for EA modelling.
Most frameworks for EA modelling disperse the core artefacts of EA to five layers in
order to reduce complexity [WF07]: Business architecture, Process architecture,
Integration architecture, Software architecture and Technology architecture. The
methodological foundation of this approach is the Semantic Object Model (SOM) by
FERSTL and SINZ [FS95; FS06], which is an object- and business process-oriented
methodology for modelling business systems. In the SOM EA the core artefacts
identified by WINTER and FISCHER [WF07] are comprised in three model layers: (1)
enterprise plan, (2) business process model and (3) resource model (see figure 2).

Figure 2: SOM enterprise architecture [FS06, p. 349]

Business objects at the business process model layer have to fulfil goals and objectives
which are deduced from the enterprise plan layer. Furthermore the SOM methodology
provides a concept for explicitly linking business application systems to business process
models [FS06]. Hence information from strategic management process can be
considered continuously from enterprise plan to business application systems.
Strategies respectively strategic goals are initially specified at the first layer of the SOM
EA. Premises of a corporate strategy are not modelled at all in any EA model so far.
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2.3 Related Work
The design of an EA should be a task of the enterprise´s strategic management. ROSS ET
AL. even claim, that enterprise architecture should be a strategy itself [RWR06]. Most
researchers position the design of EA in the strategic planning process [Op09, p. 40;
RA09; Go06]. In accordance to that BOUCHARAS ET AL. identify in a broad literature
review as benefits of EA “better strategic planning” and “Decision Making” [Bo10].
Thus EA is considered to be of value in the strategic planning process. SMOLANDER ET
AL. suggest the metaphor that architecture represents decisions [SRP08]. Following this
metaphor EA represents management´s decisions, esp. strategic planning decisions. A
benefit of EA in strategic control in contrast is barely mentioned. An extensive literature
review of publications in journals of the AIS1 Senior Scholars´ Basket of journals
brought no hits searching for articles linking EA and strategic control. There have been
some research works, especially within the TEAR2-workshops, concerning the benefits
of EA. The main focus of articles reviewed by BOUCHARAS ET AL. in the paper „The
Contribution of Enterprise Architecture to the Achievement of Organizational Goals“
lies on empirical studies analysing the benefit of EA in practice [Bo10]. However
strategic control cannot be identified as a context, for which EA is of value. Possibly it is
because, to the best of my knowledge, the potential benefit of EA to strategic control has
not been analysed so far.

3 Supporting Strategic Control by the Enterprise Plan
In this chapter a proposal is introduced how information generated and used in strategic
management process (in the following called ‘strategic information’) can be integrated in
EA models and in turn can be used in strategic control. The following focuses on the
enterprise plan layer of the EA model (see fig. 2). The proposals for supporting strategic
control by other layers of the EA are given in chapters 4 and 5.
Studies show that premises, the underlying assumptions of every strategy, are not
documented well [BP03]. But documentation is required in order to check the premises
within strategic control whether they are still valid or changes have occurred.
Furthermore goals of business information systems should coincide with the strategic
positioning of an enterprise. Therefore premises as well as strategic goals should be
documented in the enterprise plan layer.
The enterprise plan of the SOM methodology takes an outside perspective onto the
business system [FS06]. In the system of objectives and goals, which is the behavioural
view of the enterprise plan, the planned strategies, goals and objectives as well as
constraints are modelled. FERSTL and SINZ do not provide a metamodel for the design
objects of the enterprise plan layer, since the modelling of the SOM methodology
focuses on the second and third layer of the SOM EA. But in order to document
information needed in strategic control in a structured manner a formal description of
1
2

Association for Information Systems
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premises and strategic goals is needed. Therefore following classification is introduced
which leads to the metamodel in figure 3. The relationship between strategies, strategic
goals, measured values and actions bases on the concept of the Balanced Scorecard by
KAPLAN and NORTON [KN97] which is a management tool for translating strategy into
action.
Premises are assumptions on which a strategy is based on (see chapter 2.1). A premise
can be basis of several strategies and a strategy usually bases on more than one premise.
A premise is a specific constraint. There exist further constraints, e.g. regulation on
taxation or accounting. Those constraints are out of focus here because they affect all
competitors in the same way and are not assumptions of strategic positioning. Premises
can be further differentiated into critical and non-critical premises or internal and
external premises. This can be modelled either as another meta object or as attributes. A
strategy aims one or more strategic goals. Conversely a strategic goal can be assigned to
several strategies. A strategic goal is a specific goal. Besides strategic goals there are
also operational goals, for example. Since in this paper information used in strategic
management is considered, other than strategic goals are out of focus. A goal can be split
into sub goals. Goals respectively their achievement are restricted by constraints. For
every goal at least one measured value has to be defined which measures the degree of
goal achievement. A measured value belongs to exactly one goal. A target value is given
to each measured value as an attribute of this meta object. In order to operationalize a
strategy for every goal at least one action is defined. An action in turn can contribute to
achieve several goals.

Figure 3: Metamodell for the considered part of the enterprise plan layer

This metamodel is the basis for supporting strategic control by EA, since strategic
information is initially attached to the top layer of the EA model. Further layers are
modelled under consideration of this strategic information.
Next an example for illustration purposes is introduced. e-Car plc. is a company that
deals with electric cars. The company entered the German automobile market recently.
Table 1 shows an excerpt from strategies and underlying premises which were defined
by the management of e-Car plc. This example is a modification and extension of the
example given in [LWF10].
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Premise
A new product can only be launched on the
market at a moderate price level
Growing demand for electric cars
Government aid for electric cars remains
until 2014

Strategy
Cost leadership
Growth strategy
Cost leadership

Table 1: Example premises and strategies

Figure 4 shows the relationship between strategic goals, actions, measured values and
target values as an extension of the metamodel defined above: A top-level strategic goal
is to “be a reliable partner”. In consideration of the strategies (see tab. 1) a subgoal is e.g.
“pay on time”. The achievement of this goal is evaluated by the measured value “date of
payment”. Target value for goal achievement is “one day before the contractual date of
payment”. In order to achieve this goal the action “diligent billing management” should
be implemented.

Figure 4: Modelling of strategic goals at enterprise plan layer

4 Supporting Strategic Control by Business Process Models
At business process model layer solution procedures for realizing the enterprise plan are
specified [PS10]. That means that the implementation of the corporate strategy is
modelled. Hence the defined actions in the enterprise plan have to be reflected in the
business process model. Premises and strategic goals defined in the enterprise plan
should be mapped to certain business objects in order to clarify which business object is
responsible for putting defined actions into practice and for delivering which strategic
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information. Before this mapping is explained in detail a short introduction into the
modelling method of the SOM methodology is given.
In the SOM methodology there exist two views of a business process model. “The
interaction schema is the view on structure” whereas the “task-event schema is the view
on behavior” [FS06]. Strategic goals and constraints are only modelled in the structural
view. In the interaction schema business objects and business transactions which
transmit goods, services or messages between these business objects are modelled. A
short example illustrates the modelling method. The negotiation between a company and
a customer consists of an initiating transaction (i), a contracting transaction (c) and an
enforcing transaction (e). Fig. 5 shows the structure of this business process.

Figure 5: Interaction schema

4.1 Modelling of strategic goals
In strategic control the achievement of strategic (interim) goals is monitored.
Furthermore it is checked which actions put into practice successfully and which actions
missed their targets. Hence strategic goals and their sub goals have to be mapped to
business objects. These business objects are then responsible for translating these goals
and for implementing assigned actions.
In the SOM methodology every business object has to fulfil goals and objectives which
are given by a management object. Goals and objectives in general and strategic goals in
particular are modelled as follows. A management object (e.g. “Management” in fig. 6)
sets goals and objectives of an operational object (e.g. “Production” in fig. 6). This goal
relation is modelled as “g”-transaction. The operational object in return informs the
management object about the degree of goal achievement [FS06].
Example e-Car plc.: The two top-level goals “Be a reliable partner” and “Profit
maximization” are mapped to the business object “Management” (see fig. 6). The
subgoals are assigned adequately by this management object to the operational objects
“Production“ and “Sales”. For example, the subgoal “Pay on time” has to be fulfilled by
the business object “Production”.
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Figure 6: Modelling of strategic goals at business process model layer

Every action can be mapped to a transaction of the business process model [Me96, p.
153]. The result of an action is a service which is performed either by the sender or by
the receiver of a transaction.
Example e-Car plc.:
Action
Quality aspects are
part of contracts with
delivers
Diligent billing
management

Service
Working out adequate
contracts

Transaction
c: PO preproducts

Registration of invoices
immediately and check
by a second person

c: invoice

Table 2: Actions and transactions

The action “Quality aspects are part of contracts with delivers” (goal: Good quality) has
to be implemented by working out adequate contracts, which is prerequisite for the
transaction “PO pre-products”. The business sub object “Procurement“ sends this
transaction. The action “Diligent billing management” (goal: Pay on time) is applied
through registration of invoices immediately and checking by a second person whenever
the transaction “invoice” reaches the business sub object “Production finance” (see tab. 2
and fig. 7). For the sake of clarity, modelling of measured values and target values in the
business process model are omitted.
For modelling objectives and therefore for mapping them form enterprise plan layer to
business process model layer rules are defined, e.g.:
"
"

A modelled goal in the business process model has to correspond to a goal
defined in the enterprise plan respectively has to be assigned to a goal as a sub
goal. (Secures continuous goal-orientation and consistency)
A strategic goal and corresponding actions have to be linked in the same
business object respectively in a controlled business object. (Secures that a
business object is able to achieve the strategic goal)
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Figure 7: Modelling of actions at business process model layer
(excerpt, transactions within “Production” are omitted)

Modelling strategic goals and assigned actions in this detailed way ensures that business
processes are aligned to corporate strategy.
4.2 Modelling of Premises
Another important task of strategic control is to monitor the premises of strategies. The
question raises how and where those premises are to be monitored and who is
responsible for that. SCHREYÖGG and STEINMANN suggest the business unit which is
factual competent to monitor premises. [SS00, p. 249]. Thus premises are attached to
business objects in the business process model following the rules:
"
"

Which business object notices a change of a premise first?
In which transaction between business objects can a changing premise be
noticed first?

For modelling premises the notation of modelling context of business systems is
adopted. WAGNER and FERSTL define the context of business objects and transactions as
“influencing factors of their environment which are not already modelled in
transactions“ [WF09, p. 4]. Hence context is understood as specific constraints of
entrepreneurial activities. Since premises are also understood as constraints the use of
this notation is justified.
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Figure 8: Modelling of premises at business process model layer

Example e-Car plc.: The premise “Growing demand for electric cars” is characterised by
a high number of requests and orders. These transactions reach the business object
“Sales” (see fig. 8). The premise “A new product can only be launched at a moderate
price level” is overseen by the same business object through analysing the realized sales
numbers and prices. In the decomposition of the business object “Sales” premises can be
attached to the business sub objects „Sales administration“ and “Sales management” (see
fig. 9). The premise “Government aid remains until 2014” has to be overseen by the
management of e-Car plc.

g

g

g

g

g

Figure 9: Modelling of premises at business process model layer - refinement
(excerpt, transactions within “Sales” are omitted)

For modelling premises and therefore for mapping them from enterprise plan layer to
business process model layer rules are defined, e.g.:
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"
"

Premises which are not modelled in the business process model layer are to be
monitored by the management (e.g. business object “Management“ in figure 8).
A premise can also be attached to more than one business object.

Once it is known which business objects have to monitor which premises the business
objects are then responsible for the way they monitor premises. Business application
systems can support this monitoring (see chapter 5). A procedure for dealing with
changed premises has to be defined by corporate governance, which is out of focus here.

5 Supporting Strategic Control by Business Application Systems
Software development projects, thus also development projects of business application
systems supporting business processes, fail frequently because of lacking goal
synchronization between software development project goals and goals of the whole
enterprise [BM11]. Therefore it is necessary to take strategic goals during specification
of the business application system into account.
The third layer of the SOM EA (see fig. 2) comprises the resource model. It “describes
the actors for carrying out the business tasks of the business system” [PS10, p. 59].
Those resources are needed for execution of business processes. Besides the
specification of business application systems also the organization of personnel is
specified. The latter is not considered in the following since this is a classical field of
organization theory. Nevertheless considering the strategic positioning of an enterprise is
also very important in personnel decisions. The better the first and second layer of the
SOM EA is modelled and the more information about strategic positioning is included,
the stronger business application systems will be aligned to strategic goals, which is an
important contribution to Business-IT-Alignment.
In a business process model goals are attached to single business objects. One or more
business objects are linked to one business application system. I.e. the linked business
application system supports the execution of the business processes. For more
information how derivation is done in detail see [FS06]. Therefore it is explicitly
specified that a business application system has to support the goals respectively the
actions which are attached to the business objects linked to this application system. If the
measured value of these goals can be measured automatically then checking the degree
of goal achievement is easy. E.g. if the payment process is IT-supported then it can be
automatically checked, whether the outstanding accounts of the business object
„Production finance“ are paid one day before the date agreed on in the contracts (see fig.
7). The same is true for the desired information in strategic premise control. Premises
are also attached to business objects und therefore - if changes in premises can be
determined automatically - also to one or more business application systems. An
example would be the number of queries respectively conclusions of contract which are
directed to the business object “Sales administration” via a web shop (see fig. 9).
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6 Summary and Outlook
Detailed information about the parts of an enterprise and their relationship to each other
are included in the EA. Enriched by information from strategic management process the
EA can be a valuable instrument of strategic control. The paper on hand introduces a
proposal how information respectively the source of gathering information needed in
strategic control like changes in premises or responsibility for achieving strategic goals
can be taken from the EA. The other way round putting information from strategic
management process into all layers of an EA model ensures that business process models
and business application systems are going along with the strategic positioning of an
enterprise.
An essential prerequisite for EA being an instrument of strategic control can be deduced
from that: The EA has to be developed within the strategic management process and has
to be adopted when changes in strategy are made.
Further need for research is necessary in defining this involvement in the process of
strategic management. Furthermore tool support in modelling strategic information at all
layers of the SOM enterprise architecture is needed. Tool-supported modelling of EA
especially documenting premises and strategic goals in an enterprise architecture tool is
mandatorily required for understanding a strategic positioning of an enterprise in order to
follow this positioning in further modelling of the EA.
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Abstract: Enterprises are subject to continuous change driven by top-down
planned transformation projects as well as by bottom-up initiatives realizing what
is called the evolution of the enterprise. Enterprise architecture (EA) planning presents itself as a means for facilitating and controlling this change. Nevertheless, the
methods and models of EA planning developed in recent years either have a strong
focus on planned (proactive) transformations or on guided (reactive) evolution. In
this paper, we outline an EA planning method that accounts for both types of enterprise change by illustrating the interplay of EA planning, requirements, release,
and synchronization management. Specifically we focus on the coordination of design activities modeled as intermeshed closed-loop control systems and on an integrated information model describing EA transformation planning.
Keywords: Enterprise architecture planning, methods, models, techniques

1 Introduction
Today’s enterprises find themselves confronted with ever changing economic, regulatory, and technical environments that they are forced to continuously adapt to [RWR06],
[Wa05]. Performing changes that are necessary or help to leverage idle opportunities is a
complex task, aggravated by the intricate and highly interwoven architecture of the overall organization. Thereby, architecture or enterprise architecture (EA), respectively, is
understood as the “fundamental organization of a system [the enterprise] embodied in its
components, their relationships to each other, and to the environment, and the principles
guiding its design and evolution” [IOS07].
A commonly accepted instrument to guide enterprise transformations is EA planning,
whose main goal is to enhance and maintain the mutual alignment of business and
IT [HV93], [LLO93]. Effectively established, EA planning as part of an EA management (EAM) function provides an organization-wide perspective on change, making the
impact of projects on EA elements transparent. While business is commonly seen as the
driver of organizational change, projects are the implementers and by their nature a
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cross-cutting aspect. Changes to an enterprise can be differentiated into evolution (incremental change, usually bottom-up driven) and transformation (fundamental change,
usually top-down driven). Whereas support for the former type of change is typically
provided by functional methods of business administration, e.g. human resources, distribution, or marketing, the latter requires a holistic management function to systematically
support organizational transformation [Wi08]. Although EA planning is commonly regarded as a core capability of EAM [Pu06], only a few authors propose well-engineered
methods and models for EA planning. Especially, the need to integrate EA planning with
existing management functions like enterprise-wide requirements management or project
portfolio management to derive consistent transformation plans as well as synchronization management to implement changes is not considered in existing approaches. Therefore, this paper contributes to the field of EA planning by answering the following research questions:
!

How can top-down driven, planned transformation and bottom-up driven guided
evolution of the enterprise be consistently integrated in EA planning?

!

Which methods or conceptualizations from related disciplines (requirements, project portfolio, and synchronization management) are suitable for consistently planning transformation and evolution aspects of enterprise change?

In order to answer the above questions, we follow the identify problem/motivate – define
objectives – design – demonstrate – [evaluate] process by [Pe07]. Section 2 motivates
the need for an integrated EA planning method and model and derives relevant requirements. Prefabrics from the areas of EA planning, change, and requirements management
as well as project portfolio, and synchronization management are revisited in Section 3.
Our artifact – a method for integrated EA planning – is presented in Section 4. The theoretic discussion on the artifact is complemented in Section 5 by a case study, which
serves as a demonstration and initial evaluation 1. Finally, Section 6 critically reflects our
contribution and provides an outlook on further research.

2 Deriving requirements for integrated planning
Matthes et al. conducted a survey on the state-of-the-art in EAM tools [Ma08]. Central
means of analyzing these tools is a set of nine “scenarios” that describe typical activities
of EAM. The scenario descriptions provide core concerns on an abstract level which are
further concretized with questions that are to be answered in performing the activity.
While initially developed as a set of requirements for analyzing EAM tools, the scenarios also provide a basis for deriving requirements for an integrated EA planning method
and underlying model. In short the methodology for scenario elicitation can be summarized in five steps as follows [Ma08]:
!

Derive initial scenario description from project experiences, scientific literature,
and end-user input

1
Although our demonstration is based on a real industry case, it is not hold a full evaluation. However, this
single case provides support for the proposed artifact to justify its discussion in the scientific community by
this publication.
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!

Conduct on-site workshops with the survey’s industry partners

!

Revise scenario descriptions to on-site feedback provided by reviewers and add or
reshape scenarios appropriately

!

Conduct remote review round with industry partners of the survey

!

Revise scenario descriptions to feedback

Following this methodology, a comprehensive set of scenarios based on existing literature and further leveraging the knowledge of 30 user companies has been compiled.
Three of these scenarios are essential for EA change processes, namely enterprise-wide
requirements management, project portfolio management, and synchronization management. In the following the concerns of these scenarios are briefly summarized and the
corresponding questions are reformulated as requirements for an integrated EA planning
method and underlying model.
Enterprise-wide requirements management is concerned with gathering and documenting
the requirements raised at different times and in different parts of an organization. A
requirement describes a desired state of an organization’s EA or part thereof. Affected
EA elements can reside on all EA layers from business to infrastructure. In the management process these requirements are classified in respect to their urgency and are
grouped by affected EA elements. Thus, typical requirements of enterprise-wide requirements management read as follows:
(R1)

Collect and document requirements in a uniform way

(R2)

Categorize requirements in respect to their urgency (“must” vs. “may”)

(R3)

Link requirements to affected EA elements

(R4)

Derive project proposals from requirements

Project portfolio management decides which project proposals are executed as projects
in the next planning period. The process plans a short term future state of the EA based
on various measures and takes a transformation-centric perspective by analyzing which
EA elements are changed by which project. By doing so, the management process diagnoses potential for alignment between change activities. Such analyses can uncover that
a project targets optimizations to an element which is conversely retired by another project. Project portfolio management raises the following requirements:
(R5)

Estimate project proposals’ costs and economic impact

(R6)

Analyze and resolve dependencies between transformation and evolution project proposals targeting the same EA element

(R7)

Ensure that urgent project proposals are prioritized high and scheduled on short
time initiation

(R8)

Assign and distribute project budgets

Synchronization management establishes a common time-schedule for approved projects
respecting their interdependencies. In particular, projects that aim at affecting the same
EA elements at the same time but may not be integrated into a single project are re-
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scheduled to minimize project interplay. Synchronization management further is no onetime activity but has to continually track project states such that actions for re-scheduling
can be taken early, if necessary. Thus, the following requirements can be derived:
(R9)

Schedule projects to minimize pertaining EA-induced interdependencies

(R10)

Control project progress and re-schedule in case of project delays

Reflecting our research questions (see Section 1) requirements (R1), (R3), (R4), (R6),
and (R9) are of interest and are addressed by our method and model.

3 Preliminary and related work
The question of engineering enterprise transformation using EA models has been addressed in detail by [AG10b]. However, [AG10b] do not consider evolutionary bottomup change initiatives that may occur on a local project level. We aim at enhancing the
existing method towards an integrated approach that reflects methods and models from
enterprise-wide requirements, project portfolio, and synchronization management (R1)
and thus integrates centrally derived transformation plans as well as locally triggered
evolutionary change (R6). Figure 1 shows how EA planning depends on other processes.
Requirements Management
Product Portfolio
Management

Business Process
Management

Application Portfolio
Management

IT Infrastructure
Management

requirements

EA Management
Business and IT
Strategy
Development

strategic
requirements

EA Planning

as-is models
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EA Analysis
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to-be models,
project
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as-is state

as-is EA

Implementation
Release
Management

Project Portfolio
Management

Synchronization
Management

Figure 1: Contextual diagram of the EA planning process [AG10a]

The EA planning process is one of several EAM processes, complementing EA as-is
documentation as well as EA analysis processes. EA planning is driven by requirements
from the different sub-architectures. As the planning process is based on EA models,
information about as-is models and condensed information from EA analysis is needed.
Besides that, strategic principles from business and IT strategy processes guide the EA
planning process. Main outputs of the planning process are to-be models of future architecture states as well as project descriptions about development projects that will implement the planned enhancements. Those project proposals are accompanied by EA principles that are developed within the EA management processes and distributed into im-
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plementation processes via EA planning. The actual implementation is then controlled
by release, project portfolio, and synchronization management processes. From there,
information about the as-is state of EA is fed back to EA management and to subarchitectures’ management processes. In Subsection 3.1 we will review approaches for
top-down transformation planning. In Subsection 3.2 we will complement these by approaches for bottom-up planned evolutionary change.
3.1 Top-down transformation planning
[AG10a] present a method for EA transformation that puts emphasis on the method’s
“outputs” as well as on their interdependencies.
The result of the first step of the method is a list of EA elements that need to be changed
in order to reach the targeted to-be state (R3). Those EA elements are the core subjects
of transformation activities. Additionally, as EA elements must not be considered as
stand-alone artifacts, information about their relationships to other EA elements needs to
be captured as well. Thus, the method produces a list of predecessor/successor relationships linking the as-is with the to-be state, as a basis for plan development activities.
These relationships are covered in a transformation model.
The second step plans transformation in detail. The step’s result is a description of project proposals (R4) containing a list of preconditions, a list of affected EA elements and
a relative time line that respects individual life cycles of and temporal interdependencies
between EA elements (R9). Based on these proposals actual projects can be defined in a
third step, taking available budgets and resources into account.
The analysis of differences in the as-is and the to-be state identifies successor relationships between model elements which represent successor relationships of enterprise
artifacts, more precisely of their lifecycle phase “in production”. From there, the general
dependencies of pre-production and decommissioning lifecycle phases can be derived
for each segment. The actual sub-division of such pre-production phases varies depending on the type of artifact considered and may comprise various development activities,
including specification or testing. Preceding analyses should be grounded in an according information model describing the concepts of the enterprise and the transformation
model. [Bu09] have presented such a model introducing the notion of ProjectAffectable
and applying it to the EA model concepts business application and business support,
respectively. Figure 2 shows an adapted version of this model, which also accounts for
temporality aspects of EA planning. Thereto, the start and end dates of the projects’
work packages are temporal attributes in the sense of the corresponding pattern of
[CEF99]. This means that the transformation model can change over time entailing an
adaptation of the duration of the work packages (R10).
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Figure 2: Information model adapted from [Bu09]

The next steps of the EA planning method aim at scheduling an effective sequence of
development activities upon the affected artifacts (R9). Therefore, the change-induced
relationships between the model elements must additionally be taken into account. A
temporal restriction, for example, may arise, if a new business process is to be introduced in the to-be state and the supporting applications must be developed before the
business process can be activated. Additionally, individual model element lifecycles that
might be affected, for example, by vendor support must be respected and integrated.
Scheduling the development activities and establishing the transformation model can be
supported by planning techniques from the field of project management. Gantt or milestone charts are commonly used to represent schedules. However, these techniques lack
in showing interdependencies between activities and events, which is provided by network techniques [Ke09]. Among such techniques to construct project network diagrams,
the Project Management Institute mentions the Precedence Diagramming Method and
the Arrow Diagramming Method that are able to display temporal dependencies between
individual activities [PMI00]. Based on project network models, formal analyses can be
applied to determine actual dates for project plans. A common technique is the Critical
Path Method that calculates deterministic early and late start and end dates for each activity, based on an activity-on-node network [AW90].
3.2 Bottom-up planned evolutionary change
In classic software development requirements engineering is understood as a process to
create and maintain a high-level requirements document for a system (R1). According to
Sommerville [So01] any requirements engineering process is comprised of four activities. Feasibility studies are conducted against the background of an initial set of requirements to answer whether the system under consideration contributes to the overall objective of the organization and whether a system can be implemented within the current
technological and economic constraints. Based on the answers to the preceding questions
system requirements are subsequently (requirements elicitation and analysis) discovered
in cooperation with the stakeholders. These requirements are classified and organized
into groups of related and mutually coherent requirements. Preceding their documentation in a requirements specification document, the requirements are prioritized and negotiated upon. During requirements validation different kinds of checks are performed
using multiple techniques as systematic or formal review. Thereby, checks for internal
validity (consistency), external validity (completeness and realism), and quality (verifiability) are performed on the requirements specification.
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Proceeding from one-time requirements engineering in a software project to requirements-related processes for a long-living software solution, one comes to the discipline
of requirements management [So01]. In the single-system environment of classical software engineering the corresponding change management process boils down to three
essential activities of identifying a change proposal, analyzing the proposed change with
respect to costs and feasibility, and implementing the change. The IT Infrastructure Library (ITIL) [OGC00] furthers this basic understanding of change management by introducing additional steps for authorizing change, which form a counterpart of the feasibility analysis discussed by [So01]. Further, ITIL adds a post implementation review,
which in line with classic software engineering may be understood as revising the requirements specification.
Release management is primarily understood as the process of making software available to its users. What at first sight seems to be an easy task is aggravated by the complex
interdependencies of modern component-based software. [HW03] discuss five requirements that release management has to satisfy: 1) make component dependencies explicit,
2) keep releases consistent with respect to these dependencies, 3) control user access to a
release, 4) support development team transparently, and 5) store history of releases and
their usages. Key concept of release management is component metadata, i.e. specifications on dependencies between components, but also on dates of release and of withdrawal.
After an internally and externally validated set of requirements has been converted to an
agreed project portfolio (R4), synchronization management aims at the interdependencies between the changed projects (R9). [ES10] describes a method for identifying such
dependencies exemplified along the following three types of dependencies:
1) organizational dependencies, resulting from multiple projects targeting the same part
of the organization at the same time, 2) interface dependencies, resulting from the need
to migrate applications’ interfaces simultaneously with changing the related applications,
and 3) technical dependencies, resulting from infrastructure dependencies of applications, e.g. the compatibility with only distinct operating systems.

4 An integrated method for EA planning
The artifact of the paper at hand is an integrated method [MS95] for EA planning taking
global top-down driven transformation plans as well as local bottom-up driven evolution
of partial architectures into account.
A method consists of a sequence of design activities which are related to a procedure
model. The produced design results of the design activities are represented by an information model. Additionally, a method consists of roles which describe the participants
involved in the design activities. At the same time the inclusion of roles introduces various perspectives different stakeholders may have on design activities. Instructions on
how the design results are produced and documented are provided by adequate techniques [Br05], [Gu94].
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Our analysis of related work shows that all of the relevant requirements (Section 2) but
(R6) are addressed by preliminary or related work described in Section 3. Our analysis
also shows that general planning cycles for global EA transformation plans on the one
hand side and more local requirements, release, and synchronization management on the
other hand side are similar. While the granularity of their planning objects differs (and
thus the approaches’ formality) their activities and techniques are similar. The main
challenges for an integrated planning approach are its organization and coordination as
well as its consistent description in an information model (R6). Therefore, this contribution focuses on the coordination of design activities (Subsection 4.1) and on an integrated information model (Subsection 4.2).
4.1 Coordination mechanisms
Deriving consistent and integrated plans for EA transformation and evolution is a complex task because
!

a number of subsystems (represented e.g. by architectural layers) need to be coordinated and the subsystems are again complex,

!

a number of stakeholders responsible for one or more subsystems need to be coordinated, thus the task can only be solved by division of labor,

!

neither the (sub) system(s) nor its environment(s) can be expected to remain unchanged during a planning cycle and a plan’s implementation.

It is unlikely to develop a consistent and integrated plan for EA transformation and evolution in a single iteration by central planning. Instead several iterations of centralized
and distributed planning will be necessary.
In cybernetics this situation is modeled as a closed-loop control system comprised of
goal setting, (meta-)planning, controlling, running, and measuring. The measurement
results are fed back to the controller who then adjusts the system’s input. If engineered
properly closed-loop control systems achieve defined goals even in a dynamic environment. In case a system consists of several other systems it can be modeled as a system of
intermeshed closed-loop control systems (Figure 3) [HG94]. In such a situation running
system A is equivalent to (meta-)planning and controlling of system B.
goals

(meta) planning and
controlling system A

input of to-be values

running and
measuring system A = input of to-be values
(meta) planning and
feedback of as-is values
controlling system B
running and
measuring system B
feedback of as-is values
input

Figure 3: Closed-loop control systems based on [HG94]
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output

Systems of intermeshed closed-loop control systems are guided and controlled by
1) overall goals and 2) contracts describing the interfaces between each closed-loop
control system. Overall goals are defined by business strategy, IT strategy, and EA strategy in particular. The structure of interfaces is defined by the governance structure relevant for the participants of the planning cycle. Legitimacy of each partial plan as well as
the integrated solution can be evaluated based on existing EA principles. Such systems
can be vertically or horizontally intermeshed. Vertically intermeshed systems can be
found in hierarchical relations, e.g. overall application planning is vertically intermeshed
with application planning for divisions, business units, regions, products etc. Horizontally intermeshed systems can be found with peer-level planning, e.g. application planning
is horizontally intermeshed with IT infrastructure planning.
As the examples above illustrate, the general approach to design an integrated EA planning function as a system of intermeshed closed-loop control systems allows for a variety of configurations. According to the Conant-Ashby theorem “every good regulator of a
system must be a model of that system” [CA70] which means that the effectiveness of
the individual configuration depends on how well it represents the actual interdependencies of the planning objects. The following information model ensures that the theorem
is fulfilled. In Section 5 we will discuss an example configuration.
4.2 Information model
Figure 4 shows an information model that is capable of describing the transformation
model for EA planning in an embracing manner.

Figure 4: Information model for describing the EA planning transformation model

Central concept of the information model is the mixin PROJECTAFFECTABLE which
marks a concept from an EA information model as subject to EA planning, thereby allowing a using organization to decide which concepts, e.g. business applications, are
considered in EA planning.
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Beyond the basic linkage between the concept REQUIREMENT and the concept
WORKPACKAGE in Figure 2, the comprehensive information model introduces a different conception. Firstly, a requirement reflects an intended change in contrast to a
work package that describes a scheduled change. Secondly, complementing the relationships introduces and retires that target changes on an EA-relevant level, the requirement
provides the relationship optimizes. This relationship allows describing maintenance
requirements that do not reshape the enterprise on an EA-relevant level. Together, the
three types of relationships and the relationship precedence cover all types of dependencies between architecture elements in a uniform manner (see requirements (R3) and
(R6)). In particular, they supply a basis for a technique for comparing an as-is and a tobe state (T1). Further, each requirement bears a target date, i.e. a date as of which the
change is to be effective, as well as an expected duration for implementation. Based on
this information, the technique of a critical path analysis (T5) can be implemented.
Above information not only supplies concepts for documenting requirements, but also
for documenting decisions on requirements. A requirement can on the one hand switch
to the role APPROVEDREQUIREMENT, where it is further linked to a work package
for implementation. On the other hand, a requirement may also be converted to a POSTPONEDREQUIREMENT to reflect that currently no plan for resolving the identified
conflicts can be scheduled. Thereby, techniques for requirements management (T2) as
well as techniques for synchronization management (T3) are supported via the temporal
and explicit dependencies between the requirements. Table 1 summarizes design results,
information model, design activities, and techniques of our method for an integrated EA
planning.
Table 1: Method summary
Method for planning enterprise transformation
Design Results

DR1. Meta result [or input]: System of local and global partial plans (R1)
DR2. Meta result [or input]: Coordination mechanisms (R6)
DR3. Meta result [or input]: Principles and goal structures (R6)
DR4. List of model elements that need to be changed in each partial plan
(ProjectAffectables) (R3)
DR5. Information about relationships to other model elements and other
partial plans (requirement relations) (F)
DR6. Description of project proposals containing work packages realizing
approved requirements (R4, R9)

Information
Model
Design Activities

I1. Transformation Model (R3, R6; provides basis for T1-3, T5)
A1. Analyze differences between as-is and to-be (requirements) for each
local and global planning iteration (DR4)
A2. Synchronize partial plans and identify inconsistencies (DR5)
A3. Separate segments, i.e. identify work packages and projects (DR6)
For each segment:
A4. Identify general temporal interdependencies (DR6)
A5. Schedule an effective sequence of development activities, by refining
temporal interdependencies (DR6)
A6. Draw network plan displaying all interdependencies (DR6)
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Techniques

T1. Graph comparison (for A1)
T2. Techniques of requirements management (for A1)
T3. Techniques of synchronization management (for A2, A3)
T4. Establishing project network model/graph using Precedence Diagramming Method and the Arrow Diagramming Method (for A5)
T5. Deriving a project timeline using Critical Path Method (for A5)

5 Demonstration
In this section, we demonstrate (and initially evaluate) our approach employing an industry case illustrating one possible configuration of a system of intermeshed closed-loop
control systems as proposed in this paper. The using company provides banking solutions, offering a banking platform to private and universal banks. The company’s EAM
focuses on three main fields: Application development, application management, and
operations. The application development division is responsible for the development of
the banking platform which is described by an application architecture model, an IT
architecture model, and an operating model.
Challenges within the architectural development plan are the coordination of activities of
development teams (R6), assurance that all dependencies are addressed, and that milestones of integration and development activities are met simultaneously (R9). If, for
example, a component of an application needs an interface to a component of another
application (R3) at a certain time for a certain milestone (e.g. test or release), it has to be
assured that both components are available at that very point in time. This simple example grows very complex as the banking platform comprises over 200 applications, each
consisting of a multitude of components that each has its own lifecycle.
The planning activities at the company aim at the further development of their core
product, a banking platform, which consists of various applications, interfaces and middleware components. As the company also provides the hosting of the platform, infrastructure is an issue, too. For this perspective, the company’s information model covers
the relationships between business applications, their constituting components and the
underlying hardware devices (see Figure 5). The three conceptual classes representing
architecture elements are thereby considered project affectable, i.e. are subject to the
dependence planning mechanisms described in our method.

Figure 5: Information model of the demonstration case

In such a scenario both, top-down transformation plans and the bottom-up evolution of
partial architectures occur and need to be integrated (R6). Further development of the
banking platform (high-level transformation plan) is driven by a superordinate planning
team that defines the general development strategy of the platform and the relevant principles (DR1, DR2, DR3). At the same time requirements for the development of the
individual components and sub-architectures are collected separately. The configuration
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of the underlying intermeshed closed-loop control system is a matrix structure defined
by lead architects (business, applications, IT, operations, and security) and domain architects responsible for business domains structured by business products (DR1, DR2).
Partial architecture roadmaps are defined following the general EA guidelines. The
roadmaps consist of models representing snapshots of the desired architecture for up to
three future points in time, taking into account existing vendor specific constraints if
applicable (DR4). Individual component development plans are then integrated into
these roadmaps. The coordination between high-level transformation plans and local
roadmaps of evolution is ensured by the matrix structure. While domain architects control the development and realization of high-level transformation plans, lead architects
drive and ensure the development of components taking detailed restrictions into account. In joint workshops all parties consolidate their plans based on EA goals and principles. Possible alternatives are thereby discussed and evaluated (DR5). This particular
matrix configuration uses vertical and horizontal coordination of the meshed systems.
Vertical coordination occurs e.g. by aligning a domain specific transformation plan with
the detailed plans for applications of that domain. Horizontal coordination occurs e.g. by
aligning the partial architectures of the lead architects.
To determine a sequence of development activities general milestones and components
to be developed are defined. Afterwards, the development phases of the elements’
lifecycles are planned in detail, i.e. in terms of specification and testing phases. Upon
those specifications a rough project program schedule can be defined (DR6). Finally, on
the basis of the project outlines actual project planning is enabled. For that purpose, the
project proposals can be enriched with information about costs, quality metrics, staff,
risks, and resources.
The case description illustrates that an appropriate configuration of a system of intermeshed closed-loop control systems that takes the concerns of relevant stakeholders
(domain and lead architects) into account is a efficient solution for coordination of topdown transformation planning and bottom-up evolutionary change. Whether the results
of such a planning approach justify the respective efforts cannot be shown here. Therefore, the case study does not serve as a full evaluation. However, discussions with the
case study company showed that – apart from a well defined plan – such an approach has
a number of positive side effects – most notably stakeholders have a common high level
of knowledge about the organization and are therefore able to effectively coordinate each
other before or during actual projects.

6 Reflection and outlook
In this paper, we analyzed top-down driven methods for EA transformation planning as
well as bottom-up driven methods for requirements, release, and synchronization management. We integrated design activities and techniques used in these domains into a
method for an integrated EA planning. Our method description focuses on the coordination of distributed planning activities and an underlying information model, which provides the modeling concepts for addressing requirements (R1), (R3), and (R6).
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Building on the contained information about the transformation and evolution plans, the
delineated method and techniques particularly aim at requirements (R4) and (R9). The
applicability of method and information models has finally been demonstrated with an
industry case.
However, there still are a number of questions that we have not answered yet but given
an indication in the case only. For example our approach does not generally describe
how exactly configuration mechanisms for systems of intermeshed closed-loop control
systems work and whether there may be a (limited) number of reference configurations
for an integrated EA planning
Also criteria for determining the number of iterations for global and local planning cycles are unknown. It is further unknown, which exit conditions are valid, i.e. when to
stop the EA planning phase and proceed with refinements and implementations.
Finally, it has to be shown that there is a business case for such a “coordinated” approach of an integrated EA planning opposed to an even more decentralized and less
coordinated development plan. However, in practice we observe a growing demand and
acceptance for such a coordinated planning. This is because alternatively a coordination
of projects applying for funding is often performed by prioritization and projects are
postponed after available budgets are assigned. The prioritization process, taking only
the financial dimension into account, however, often results in dysfunctional plans.
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Abstract: Lack of effective involvement of stakeholders is one of the main drawbacks
of enterprise architecture initiatives. Ongoing attempts to overcome this involve using
Collaboration Engineering to develop a collaboration process that enterprise architects
can execute to facilitate collaborative sessions with stakeholders during architecture
creation. However, a ﬁeld study evaluation of this process revealed that it offered inadequate support for stirring vigorous and rigorous discussions during activities that
required organizing and assessing problem or solution aspects that resulted from brainstorming activities. Since Soft Systems Methodology (SSM) helps to structure rational
thinking about messy situations, its techniques can be adapted to supplement the design of the collaboration process with support for triggering discussions and creating
a shared understanding and vision among stakeholders. This paper therefore presents
a script that shows how this can be done, and discusses its evaluation in a real case.

1 Introduction
The common drawbacks of enterprise architecture development include the lack of: effective involvement of stakeholders; support and commitment from top management; effective communication; and a mutual understanding of the purpose of the architecture effort
[Ben05, Gar09, Sta95]. Enterprise architects have reported various challenges that hinder
effective stakeholder involvement during architecture creation (see [NBP10]). The challenges are mainly caused by two issues. First, the success of collaborative sessions that
involve enterprise architects and stakeholders mainly depends on the presence of a professional (or skilled) facilitator. Second, there is lack of a clear, predictable, and repeatable
way of managing tasks that require effective stakeholder involvement. Ongoing attempts
to overcome these issues involve using Collaboration Engineering to develop a collaborative process that enterprise architects can execute (by themselves) so as to manage
tasks that require effective collaboration with stakeholders during enterprise architecture
creation. Collaboration Engineering was chosen because it offers affordable facilitation
to practitioners (in this case enterprise architects) of recurring high-value tasks (like enterprise architecture creation), by enabling the development of repeatable processes that
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practitioners can execute without hiring a professional facilitator [BVN03, VB05].
According to [KV07, VB05], a collaborative process for a given task is designed using
the following procedure: specifying the goal and deliverables of the process; deﬁning the
activities that participants must execute so as to achieve the goal; specifying the reasoning
phases participants must undergo in order to achieve the goal; and describing detailed facilitation support for each activity. Facilitation support is speciﬁed by articulating: (a) the
Group Support System (GSS) tools that should be used (or alternative techniques) during
the collaborative sessions; (b) how the tools should be conﬁgured; and (c) the message
prompts that should be followed [BVN03]. This design approach was adapted when formulating the collaboration process for effectively involving stakeholders during enterprise
architecture creation. This process is herein referred to as Collaborative Evaluation of Enterprise Architecture Design Alternatives (CEADA). The earlier version of CEADA was
evaluated in a ﬁeld study (of ﬁve organizations) where it was effective in supporting activities that required stakeholders to brainstorm, prioritize or rank or rate concerns and
requirements for the architecture; and perform multi-criteria evaluation of possible enterprise architecture design alternatives. However, CEADA was still lacking adequate support for stirring vigorous and rigorous discussions when executing activities that required
stakeholders and architects to reduce and organize aspects from brainstorming activities;
and assess possible interrelationships and implications. This was reﬂected in the feedback
(see section 2) from stakeholders who participated in the sessions supported by CEADA;
the facilitator; and the observer of the sessions.
Since the main focus of this research is to offer effective stakeholder involvement in architecture creation, in this paper we propose to address the above weakness by supplementing
CEADA with techniques for enhancing the creation of a shared understanding and vision
during execution of activities that involve organizing and discussing brainstormed aspects.
We focus on adapting Soft Systems Methodology (SSM) because of its reputation for
managing complex and ill-structured organizational problems through structuring rational
thinking about them [Che98]. We also adapt the cause-effect analysis diagram (or Fishbone or Ishikawa) technique because of its support for thorough problem analysis [Ish86].
Since SSM offers implicit facilitation support for collaborative workshops or discussion
debates among problem owners and solver(s), Collaboration Engineering is further used in
designing the facilitation script that shows how SSM and Ishikawa techniques can be used
in enterprise architecture creation. For the remaining part of this paper, Section 2 presents
the research methodology; Section 3 discusses the script that extends CEADA to address
its weaknesses; Section 4 presents the evaluation results of CEADA’s performance in a
real organization; and Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Research Methodology
This research adapts the Design Science methodology. In Design Science, signiﬁcant organizational problems are solved by: designing suitable artifacts using knowledge derived
from scientiﬁc theories and industrial experiences; evaluating those artifacts using experiment and real life environments; and reﬁning the artifacts to address their inefﬁciencies
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[BVN03]. In this research CEADA is the ultimate artifact, which was designed based
on literature from the enterprise architecture development realm, collaborative problem
solving and decision making realm, and expert advice from enterprise architects and professional facilitators. In our earlier work[NBP11], a ﬁeld study evaluation of CEADA
indicated that it is already successful in effectively supporting communication during the
execution of tasks that involve brainstorming and evaluating problem and solution aspects.
However, evaluation feedback also indicated the need to enhance CEADA’s support for
tasks that require stakeholders to ﬁlter, clarify, organize, and discuss problem and solution
aspects that arise from a brainstorming activity. This is implied by the following three
issues highlighted in the feedback from the ﬁeld study.
First, more time in the sessions was spent seeking a shared understanding and shared vision of problem and solution aspects, and yet some stakeholders complained (at the end of
the sessions) that they had less discussion time. Second, stakeholders suggested that using
(simple) visual representations of their ideas (prior to discussing and evaluating the architecture models) would have helped them to better analyze and understand the problem
and solution aspects and the architecture models. Third, the participation of stakeholders
decreased during activities that involved organizing and discussing problem and solution
aspects. This could have been caused by the less hands-on nature of the way the organize tasks were executed. These three issues indicate the need to devise a way that will
improve the execution of CEADA activities that require explicit articulation, proper organization, and thorough discussion of the problem and solution aspects. Such activities
require stakeholders and architects to undergo the reduce, clarify, and organize patterns
of reasoning 1 . However, Collaboration Engineering research has widely addressed issues
encountered in the other patterns of reasoning (i.e. generate, evaluate, and build consensus), but more research is needed in addressing issues encountered in the reduce, clarify,
and organize patterns of reasoning such that the effectiveness of collaboration processes
can be improved [VB05].
Therefore, this paper reports work on an extended version of CEADA that attempts to
address the above issues by triggering purposeful discussions that help stakeholders to
acquire a shared understanding of problem and solution aspects during enterprise architecture creation workshops. The extended CEADA comprises of a script designed by
adapting knowledge from SSM, the Ishikawa diagram technique, and Collaboration Engineering. Thereby, the weaknesses of any of these methods in effectively supporting
execution of activities in architecture creation workshops, are overcome by the strengths
of the other methods. The extended CEADA has been evaluated in a real organization and
ﬁndings are discussed in section 4.
1 According to [BVN03, BVN+ 06], there are six patterns of reasoning that a group may undergo, i.e.: generate, moving from a state of having few to more concepts through brainstorming; reduce, moving from a state
of having many to few concepts that are worthy of further attention; clarify, moving from a state of having less
to more shared understanding and meaning of concepts; organize, moving from a state of having less to more
understanding of the relationships among concepts under consideration; evaluate, moving from a state of having
less to more understanding of the value of concepts under consideration; and build consensus, moving from a
state of having fewer to more group members agree and commit to proposed concepts.
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3 Soft Systems Methodology in Architecture Creation
This section discusses the adaptation of SSM and Ishikawa diagram techniques to improve
CEADA. In addition, the usability of the CEADA script has been demonstrated using scenarios from one of the organizations in which CEADA was earlier evaluated, i.e. Wakiso
District Local Government (WDLG). WDLG is an administrative and service delivery organization that operates under the Ministry of Local Government in Uganda; and consists
of 11 departments, each having a number of subsections [Wak08].
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Figure 1: Adaptation of SSM in Enterprise Architecture Creation (Based on [Che98])

According to [Che98], SSM mainly comprises of the following four stages. Stage one
involves studying the problem situation and representing it using: (a) Rich Picture – a
holistic expression of aspects that describe the problem situation e.g. processes, actors
and their thoughts or concerns; and (b) Analysis One Two Three – a description of all
problem owners, cultural or social aspects (i.e. roles or norms or values), and political aspects of the problem situation. Stage two involves describing the desired situation by: (a)
Formulating Root Deﬁnitions – explicit phrases that brieﬂy describe the desired transformation in form of “what should be done”, “how it should be done”, and “why it should be
done”; (b) Performing a CATWOE analysis of each Root Deﬁnition – assessing Customers
who will be affected by the transformation, Actors who will implement the transformation, Transformation process(es) that will be affected, World views regarding the transformation, Owner(s) of the transformation, and Environmental and external issues that
will affect the transformation; (c) Using the Root Deﬁnitions and their CATWOE analysis
to assemble all proposed transformation processes into conceptual or purposeful activity
models that describe the desired situation. Stage three involves comparing the conceptual
models with real world views through holding debates which aim at: (a) deﬁning desirable
and feasible changes for improving the problem situation; (b) ﬁnding accommodations between conﬂicting interests regarding the problem situation and the desired changes. Stage
four involves taking appropriate action to address the problem situation.
The adaptation of the SSM techniques deﬁned in stages one to three into enterprise architecture creation workshops is shown in Figure 1. From ﬁgure 1, Rich Picture and Analysis
One Two Three can be adapted as techniques for gathering information for formulating
baseline architecture models (see section 3.1), whereas Root Deﬁnitions, CATWOE anal-
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1. Communicate purpose of session 1
Tool Name: Manual Step Name: [Activity 1.0]
Facilitator Notes: Purpose of session is to gather information on the organization’s problem & solution aspects
2. Define services offered by, & processes executed in, the organization
Tool Name: Generate Step Name: [Activity 1.1.1] Outline File Name: GenOrgnProcesses.mw
Step Specific Information: Allow unlimited No. of items per topic; viewing other participant input; & participants
to control topic selection. This configuration applies to all activities supported by the generate tool in this script.
Topic List: (1) What are the services offered by, & the processes executed in, this organization? (2) What are
the organization’s information inflows? (3) What are the organization’s information outflows? (4) Who are the
external partners of this organization (e.g. unions, consortiums, sponsors, etc), & which departments do they
collaborate with? (5) What are the completed & ongoing projects in the organization?
Facilitator Notes: Explain the data capturing functions (or answering formats) for each question to participants,
i.e.: (1) {Department}-{services it offers}-{Processes it executes to offer its services}; (2) {type of information
inflow}-{information sender}; (3) {type of information outflow}-{information recipient}; (4) {Department}-{External
partner(s)}; (5) {project name}-{project status}-{where to find documentation about the project}
3. Clarify & organize attributes of processes in the organization
Tool Name: Organize Step Name: [Activity 1.1.1.1] Output File Name: OgzdProcesses.mw
Step Specific Information: Input file - [GenOrgnProcesses.mw]; Step will run in Outliner Mode.
Facilitator Notes: Display the generated list of processes & invoke a specialization-driven-division (i.e. divide
stakeholders into small groups based on their departments/specialization). This enables detailed assessment of
the as-is situation & enhances communication, shared understanding, & homogeneity in a subgroup. Guide
each subgroup to do the following:
(1) Clean & clarify items in the processes list under their department
(2) Distribute copies of the Ishikawa diagram template for capturing process attributes to all subgroups.
Guide them to fill in the required prompts in the template, using the cleaned list of processes in their department.
(3) Display key symbols you have chosen for drawing a Rich Picture. Guide each subgroup to draw a Rich
Picture of the as-is situation of its department, showing the actors, their roles, their concerns etc.
(4) Converge subgroups & encourage representatives of each subgroup to discuss their department-specific
Ishikawa diagrams for processes; & department-specific Rich Picture. To help the group to acquire a shared
understanding of the as-is situation, map all the department-specific Ishikawa diagrams for processes onto an
organization-wide Ishikawa diagram for processes; & merge all the department-specific Rich Pictures to form an
organization-wide Rich Picture. Plug these diagrams on to the holistic data capture template.
4. Define the challenges or problems faced in the organization
Tool Name: Generate Step Name: [Activity 1.1.2] Outline File Name: GenOrgnChallenges.mw
Topic List: What are the challenges or problems faced in this organization?
Facilitator Notes: Explain the answering format: {Department}-{challenges faced by the department}
5. Determine the root problem cause
Tool Name: Organize Step Name: [Activity 1.1.3] Output File Name: OrgnRootProblemCauses.mw
Step Specific Information: Input file - [GenOrgnChallenges.mw]; Step will run in Outliner Mode.
Facilitator Notes: Display the generated list of challenges, & invoke a specialization-driven-division (this is
explained in activity 1.1.1.1). Guide each subgroup to do the following:
(1) Clean & clarify items in the challenges list under their department
(2) Distribute copies of the Ishikawa diagram template for problem analysis to all subgroups. Guide them to
perform a cause-effect analysis of problems in their department, by filling the required prompts in the template.
The department-specific Rich Pictures from activity 1.1.1.1 can be used as a source of information.
(3) Converge subgroups & encourage representatives of each to discuss their department-specific Ishikawa
diagrams for problem analysis & the identified root problem cause(s). Clean & organize the challenges list using
output from the subgroups. Map all the department-specific Ishikawa diagrams for problem analysis onto an
organization-wide Ishikawa diagram for problem analysis, & identify the general root problem cause(s).
6. Identify un-captured problem aspects & any anomalies in the output of problem analysis
Tool Name: Generate Step Name: [Activity 1.1.4] Outline File Name: CommentsOnProblemAnalysis.mw
Topic List: (1) What concerns do you have about any of the Ishikawa diagrams for problem analysis? (2) Which
effects & causes of problems (or organizational weaknesses & threats) have not been represented?
Facilitator Notes: Explain answering format: {Department}-{cause/effect/weakness/threat}

Figure 2: Facilitation Script for adapting SSM in Architecture Creation

ysis, and activity models can be adapted as techniques for gathering information for formulating target architecture models (see section 3.2).

3.1

Creating Baseline Enterprise Architecture Models

SSM is a structured inquiry process which uses models as a source of questions about a
problem situation [Che98]. This section presents ﬁve structured and question-triggering
techniques that can be used in interviews and group sessions (or when reviewing organization documentation) to gather information for creating baseline architecture models.
These include: (a) the Ishikawa diagram, a technique useful for assessing problems and
their causes [Ish86]; (b) Rich Picture, and Analysis One Two Three [Che98] (these tech-
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7. Assess Amendments to the problem analysis outcome
Tool Name: Organize Step Name: [Activity 1.1.5] Output File Name: AdditionsProblemAnalysis.mw
Step Specific Information: Input file - [CommentsOnProblemAnalysis.mw]; Step will run in Outliner Mode.
8. Seek consensus on outcomes of problem analysis
Tool Name: Evaluate Step Name: [Activity 1.1.6] Output File Name: ConsensusProblemAnalysis.mw
Step Specific Information: Input Topic List Items - [Yes, I agree with the problem analysis results; No, I do not
agree with the problem analysis results]; Evaluation Method - [Vote (Yes/No)]; Display Variability - [Yes].
Facilitator Notes: Encourage participants who do not agree to attach comments on their votes. Discuss the
comments & re-vote to enable participants to reach a realistic level of shared understanding of problem aspects
9. Define aspects that describe the organization’s problem scope
Tool Name: Generate Step Name: [Activity 1.1.7] Outline File Name: GenAspectsProblemScope.mw
Topic List: (1) Which processes or stakeholders (i.e. current problem owners) are affected by the problems? (2)
Which processes or stakeholders (i.e. possible problem owners) are likely to be affected by the problems?
Facilitator Notes: The filled Ishikawa diagram for problem analysis can be used as a source of information.
10. Clarify & organize the generated aspects on the problem scope
Tool Name: Organize Step Name: [Activity 1.1.8] Output File Name: OgzdAspectsProblemScope.mw
Step Specific Information: Input file - [GenAspectsProblemScope.mw]; Step will run in Outliner Mode.
11. Evaluate & agree on aspects that define the organization’s problem scope
Tool Name: Evaluate Step Name: [Activity 1.1.9] Output File Name: AgreedProblemScope.mw
Step Specific Information: Input topic file - [OgzdAspectsProblemScope.mw]; Evaluation Method - [Select
(Mark all that apply)]; Display Variability - [Yes]
12. Reaffirm key organization principles associated with problem aspects
Tool Name: Generate Step Name: [Activity 1.2.0] Outline File Name: AssociatedOrgnPrinciples.mw
Topic List: (1) Which business (& architecture principles, if they exist) are associated with the problems the
organization is facing or with any possible solutions to the problems? (2) What are the accepted practices in the
organisation? (3) What are the existing management or governance frameworks in this organisation?
Facilitator Notes: answering format is: {name of principle/practice/framework} - {source of information about it}
13. Specify business strategy & goals
Tool Name: Generate Step Name: [Activity 1.3.0] Outline File Name: GenBusinessStrategyGoals.mw
Topic List: Which business strategy & goals does the organization have so as to overcome its problems?
Facilitator Notes: Explain the answering format: {strategy: goals}. If the business strategy & goals are already
documented, provide a seed file listing them & prompt participants to give their views about the strategy & goals.
14. Clarify & validate the business strategy & goals
Tool Name: Organize Step Name: [Activity 1.3.1] Output File Name: OgzdBusinessStrategyGoals.mw
Step Specific Information: Input file - [GenBusinessStrategyGoals.mw]; Step will run in Outliner Mode.
Facilitator Notes: Categorize business goals according to the business strategy that are intended to achieve.
Plug results into the right section in the holistic data capture pyramid or template.
15. Evaluate & agree on the business strategy & goals
Tool Name: Evaluate Step Name: [Activity 1.3.2] Output File Name: RankBusinesStrategyGoals.mw
Step Specific Information: Input topic file - [OgzdBusinessStrategyGoals.mw]; Evaluation Method:[Rank from
1 to N (Use each value only once)]; Display Variability: [Yes]
Facilitator Notes: Prompt stakeholders to prioritize or rank the business goals.
16. Determine possible business solution alternatives for achieving the strategy & goals
Tool Name: Generate Step Name: [Activity 1.4.0] Outline File Name: GenBusinessSolnAlternatives.mw
Topic List: What can the organization do in order achieve its business strategy & goals?
17. Clarify & organize the generated business solution alternatives
Tool Name: Organize Step Name: [Activity 1.4.1] Output File Name: OgzdBusinessSolnAlternatives.mw
Step Specific Information: Input file - [GenBusinessSolutionAlternatives.mw]; Step will run in Outliner Mode.
Facilitator Notes: Guide stakeholders to: identify which business solution alternatives can be treated as
specifications of a given solution alternative; & assess each solution alternative by filling in the required prompts
in the Ishikawa diagram template for capturing constraints of a given business solution alternative.

Figure 3: Facilitation Script for adapting SSM in Architecture Creation (Contd.)

niques are deﬁned in the preceding section); (c) short data capture statements or functions;
and (d) a holistic data capture pyramid template, which has been formulated based on
literature in [Lan05, OPW+ 08] to give an overview of all aspects to be addressed during enterprise architecture creation. The CEADA script in ﬁgures 2, 3, 10, and 11 shows
when and how to apply these techniques during group sessions with client stakeholders.
It has been formulated based on the procedure for designing collaborative processes (see
section 1), and it has been documented using MeetingworksTM GSS. The detailed procedure of how the activities in CEADA were derived was discussed in our earlier work (see
[NBP11]), the script herein extends CEADA by offering execution details of its activities.
In ﬁgure 2 the facilitation notes of activity 1.0 introduce the holistic data capture pyramid
template (see ﬁgure 4), which provides a shared holistic view and shared understanding of
data that is to be gathered during architecture creation and all the information templates
that are to be used. In addition, the facilitation notes in ﬁgure 2 (activities 1.1.1.1 and
1.1.3), ﬁgure 3 (activity 1.4.1), and ﬁgure 11 (activity 4.2) show how the Ishikawa dia-
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Figure 5: Adapted Ishikawa Diagram Template for Capturing Process Attributes

gram technique has been adapted in mainly four ways. These include: Ishikawa diagram
template for capturing attributes of processes executed in an organization (see ﬁgure 5);
Ishikawa diagram template for analyzing the problematic aspects in an organization (see
ﬁgure 6 for the problem analysis template that was used at WDLG); and Ishikawa diagram
templates for deﬁning constraints and requirements that the architecture pertaining to a
given (business) solution alternative must fulﬁll (see ﬁgure 8). The facilitation notes in the
script also indicate that once these templates are populated with data, they can be plugged
into the holistic data capture pyramid template in ﬁgure 4. Furthermore, in ﬁgure 2 (activity 1.1.1.1), facilitator notes also introduce the use of a Rich Picture in capturing baseline
operations of departments in an organization. From ﬁgure 7, there are six key symbols
that can be used to formulate a Rich Picture. As shown in ﬁgure 7, these symbols were
used to formulate a Rich Picture for the as-is situation at WDLG. It shows that WDLG
involves various complexities of people (represented with a face-like symbol and accompanying text) e.g. departments, committees, community. The level of detail in a Rich
Picture depends on the problem solver [Che98]. Thus, to avoid an overcrowded Rich Picture and to enable shared understanding about the major problem(s) faced, the subsections
in each of the 11 departments have not been represented. The dotted lines represent twoway communication, and the storage symbol on a dotted line indicates a decentralized way
of data storage. The un-dotted lines represent responsibilities of a given group of people,
the stars represent the services offered, and the cloud call-out represents problems faced.
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As the script indicates in ﬁgure 2 (activity 1.1.1.1), these symbols can be used to draw
department-speciﬁc Rich Pictures, which can later be merged into an organization-wide
Rich Picture.

3.2

Creating Target Enterprise Architecture Models

The script in ﬁgure 3 (activity 1.4.1) and ﬁgure 11 (activity 4.2) describe when and how
to use the adapted Ishikawa template for gathering data on constraints and requirements
that the architecture must address (see ﬁgure 8). In addition, in ﬁgure 10 (activity 1.6.1)
the script describes when and how to articulate the purpose of the architecture creation initiative using the architecture purpose template shown in ﬁgure 9. Furthermore, the script
in ﬁgure 11 (activity 4.1) shows when and how to use SSM’s Root Deﬁnitions and CATWOE analysis to gather information on requirements and solution scenarios that must be
represented in the target architecture models. For example, one of the Root Deﬁnitions
for WDLG can be denoted as (R), where: R = {What to do – enable centralized data
storage and IT-supported data processing and sharing in WDLG}; {How to do it – by
purchasing database servers and client computers, and setting up and maintaining a Local Area Network}; {Why do it – in order to have consistent data records, realtime data
retrieval, and improved service delivery in WDLG}. Consequently, the CATWOE analysis of R is as follows: Customers {WDLG staff, Wakiso district community}; Actors
{staff in the IT section of the planning department of WDLG, ICT and Internet service
providers}; Transformation process {input – isolated databases and manual departmentspeciﬁc processes, output – centralized database and IT-supported departmental but coherent processes}; World views {centralized database system yields consistent data records
and enhances data sharing}; Owners {Technical Planning Committee, Ministry of Local
Government}; and Environmental or external issues {ﬁnancial resources from the Ministry}. Furthermore, the script in ﬁgure 11 (activity 4.2.2) shows that requirements can
be thoroughly elaborated using the Requirements Elaboration Template (see ﬁgure 12).
This template shows how the above CATWOE aspects of SSM can be used to assess the
requirements that the architecture must address. Figure 12 shows that activity models can
be used to represent the transformation processes that must be implemented or executed
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so as to achieve a given requirement. Figure 12 is an adaptation of the format of activity
models provided by [HWP99].

4 Performance Evaluation of the CEADA Script
The CEADA extension script presented in section 3 was evaluated in the Department of
Radiotherapy at Mulago Hospital in Uganda. This department is concerned with: the
treatment of cancer; training of radiography students of the Makerere University College
of Health Sciences; undertaking research on cancer treatment; and sensitizing the public
about cancer issues. Out of the 20 staff members in the department, about 14 participated
in the CEADA evaluation. The aim of CEADA in this case was to guide the collaborative creation of an enterprise architecture that would improve the execution of operational
processes in the radiotherapy department.
The execution of the CEADA script was done using interviews and a collaborative session.
Output from interviews was ﬁrst analyzed and it was then used to formulate the preliminary models that were discussed in the collaborative session. Due to the busy schedule of
the department (given its various patients), only one collaborative session was conducted,
in which all activities were executed. Thereafter, members who attended the session were
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given questionnaires so as to capture their evaluation of the performance of the CEADA
script against a number of quality criteria. Table 1 presents the evaluation results. Column
2 of table 1 shows the evaluation criteria that were used. These criteria are discussed in
detail in [NBP11]. The scores used to measure CEADA’s performance were based on a
5-point Likert scale, as shown in the last row of table 1. The mean score of CEADA’s performance under each criterion (or sub criterion) is shown in table 1. The standard deviation
of the scores (as shown in table 1) illustrates the degree of variability among stakeholders
regarding CEADA’s scores under each criterion. The mean scores in table 1 indicate that
CEADA’s performance was good regarding the support for creating a shared understanding and shared vision among stakeholders. In addition, the low standard deviations of
scores (shown in the last column of table 1), implies that there was generally a high level
Table 1: Performance Evaluation Results of the CEADA Script
#

Evaluation Criteria for Measuring Performance of the CEADA Script

Performance Indicator
Mean score Standard deviation
of scores
4.36
0.50

1 Support for creating a shared understanding (among stakeholders) of the problem
and solution aspects of the organization
a Support for enabling stakeholders to understand why some of their
4.15
0.55
concerns/views would not apply in some contexts
b Support for enabling stakeholders to understand the concerns of other
4.36
0.84
stakeholders about the current and future operations in the organization
c Support for enabling stakeholders to understand the results of the architecture
4.25
0.45
process
2 Support for enabling stakeholders to freely express their views about the current
4.43
0.94
operations in the organisation
3 Support for attaining stakeholders’ satisfaction with the activities done in the
4.50
0.52
collaborative session(s)
4 Support for attaining stakeholders’ satisfaction with the outcome(s) of the
4.23
0.60
collaborative session(s)
a Support for enabling constructive critiquing of ideas generated in the session(s)
1.50
0.52
b Support for enabling stakeholders to understand the objectives of the session(s)
4.29
0.61
Note: The evaluation scale used in the questionnaire that evaluated CEADA sessions is a 5 point Likert scale with
responses ranging from strongly disagree (point 1) to strongly agree (point 5)
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18. Choose appropriate business solution alternative
Tool Name: MultiCriteria Step Name: [Activity 1.4.2] Output File Name: ChosenSolnAlternative.mw
Step Specific Information: List of Alternatives - [OgzdBusinessSolnAlternatives.mw]; Input Criteria List Items [Suitability with respect to: (1) satisfying organization principles i.e. internal constraints; (2) achieving business
strategy; (3) achieving business goals; and (4) satisfying external regulations or constraints]
Facilitator Notes: Prompt stakeholders to comment on their scores of the business solution alternatives.
19. Define external constraints that should be considered during enterprise architecture effort
Tool Name: Generate Step Name: [Activity 1.5.0] Outline File Name: GenExternalConstraints.mw
Topic List: (1) What are the policies or laws from regulatory authorities (& what do they imply) that relate to the
defined solution aspects? (2) What are the policies or laws from the organization's consortiums, donors or
sponsors, unions etc, that relate to the defined solution aspects?
Facilitator notes: Explain answering format: {name of body} - {external principle} - {implied external constraint}
20. Clarify & organize the identified external constraints
Tool Name: Organize Step Name: [Activity 1.5.1] Output File Name: OgzdExternalConstraints.mw
Step Specific Information: Input file - [GenExternalConstraints.mw]; Step will run in Outliner Mode.
Facilitator notes: Plug results into the right section in the holistic data capture pyramid or template.
21. Define the purpose of the enterprise architecture effort
Tool Name: Generate Step Name: [Activity 1.6.0] Outline File Name: GenPurposeEAEffort.mw
Topic List: (1) What is the main issue that the enterprise architecture effort must address in order to achieve
the defined solution aspects? (2) In realizing the desired solution aspects, how do you want to use the resultant
enterprise architecture?
22. Clarify & organize aspects regarding the purpose of the architecture effort
Tool Name: Organize Step Name: [Activity 1.6.1] Output File Name: OgzdAspectsPurposeEAEffort.mw
Step Specific Information: Input file - [GenPurposeArchitectureEffort.mw]; Step will run in Outliner Mode.
Facilitator notes: Guide participants to classify their ideas about the purpose of the architecture into 4 major
categories (which are adaptation of the general uses of enterprise architecture defined in Op ‘t Land et al
(2008)), i.e. enterprise architecture will be used for: (a) supporting decision making regarding the chosen
business solution alternative; (b) showing the impact of the business strategy and the chosen business solution
alternative; (c) specifying business requirements; (d) informing & contracting service providers.
23. Agree on the general purpose of the enterprise architecture effort
Tool Name: Evaluate Step Name: [Activity 1.6.2] Output File Name: AgreedPurposeArchEffort.mw
Step Specific Information: Input topic file - [OgzdAspectsPurposeEAEffort.mw]; Evaluation Method - [Select
(Mark all that apply)]; Display Variability - [Yes]
24. Define high level solution specifications & scope of the enterprise architecture effort
Tool Name: Generate Step Name: [Activity 1.7.0] Outline File Name: GenSolnSpecsScope.mw
Topic List: (1) Which business services, functions, departments or areas of the organisation should the
architecture creation effort focus on? (2) Which of the existing business functions should not be considered in
the desired state? (3) Which architecture domains (i.e. business, data, applications, & technology) should be
covered during architecture creation? (4) What is the desired level of detail that the architecture creation effort
should focus on? (5) From the completed & ongoing projects in the organization, which architectural resources
are available in the organisation, and can be considered for use during architecture creation? (6) List any
constraints (i.e. enterprise-wide or project-specific constraints) that the organization principles impose on the
implementation of the defined business strategy or chosen business solution alternative
25. Clarify & assess the defined high level solution specifications or architecture scope dimensions
Tool Name: Organize Step Name: [Activity 1.7.1] Output File Name: OgzdSolnSpecsScope.mw
Step Specific Information: Input file: GenSolnSpecsScope.mw; Step will run in Outliner Mode.
Facilitator notes: assess aspects with respect to problem scope & the purpose of architecture
26. Agree on high level solution specifications & scope of the architecture effort
Tool Name: Evaluate Step Name: [Activity 1.7.2] Output File Name: AgreedSolnSpecsScope.mw
Step Specific Information: Input topic file - [OgzdSolnSpecsScope.mw]; Evaluation Method - [Select (Mark all
that apply)]; Display Variability: [Yes]. Plug results into the holistic data capture pyramid or template.
27. Determine all solution owners & their roles in the architecture effort
Tool Name: Generate Step Name: [Activity 1.8.0] Outline File Name: GenSolutionOwners.mw
Topic List: List all stakeholders who will be affected by, or benefit from, or participate in the implementation of,
the desired solution; & mention what the role of that stakeholder will be in the enterprise architecture effort.
Facilitator Notes: Answering format: {problem/solution owner} - {Role in the architecture development effort}

Figure 10: Facilitation Script for adapting SSM in Architecture Creation (Contd.)

of consensus (among stakeholders) on the performance of CEADA under each criterion.
Moreover, comparing CEADA’s performance results at the department of Radiotherapy
with its performance results in ﬁeld study one (see [NBP11]), the performance of CEADA
regarding the support for creating a shared understanding and shared vision among stakeholders has improved. For example, in ﬁeld study one, the average score of CEADA’s
performance under “creating a shared understanding and shared vision among stakeholders” was 3.80. This average score has increased to 4.28 after the adaptation of SSM and
Ishikawa diagram techniques into CEADA. Certainly, the difference in CEADA’s performance may also be caused by other factors such as the variation in the complexity and
scope of the organization’s problem and solution aspects, or in the type or personalities
of stakeholders dealt with. However, stakeholders’ evaluation highlighted that the Rich
Picture model gives a general view of operations in an organization but lacks detailed information about how the operational processes are executed and their attributes. It was also
acknowledged that the use of the Ishikawa model templates and the activity models (that
are represented in form of a requirements elaboration template) helped to freely represent
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28. Clarify & organize list of solution owners
Tool Name: Organize Step Name: [Activity 1.8.1] Output File Name: OgzdSolutionOwners.mw
Step Specific Information: Input file - [GenSolutionOwners.mw]; Step will run in Outliner Mode.
29. Determine all decision makers in the architecture process & their roles
Tool Name: Generate Step Name: [Activity 1.9.0] Outline File Name: DecisionMakersRoles.mw
Topic List: Who are the key decision makers in the organization?
Facilitation notes: Answering format: {position in the organization} - {decision making responsibility}
End of session 1 & preparations for session 2
30. Communicate purpose of session 2
Tool Name: Manual Step Name: [3.0] Facilitator Notes: Give a recap of results from session 1
31. Define concerns regarding problem & solution aspects from session 1
Tool Name: Generate Step Name: [3.1] Outline File Name: GenConcernsProbSoln.mw
Topic List: (1) What concerns do you have regarding the problem & solution aspects?; (2) What has not been
captured in the problem aspects? (3) What has not been captured in the solution aspects? (4) Which problem &
solution owners have not been included?
32. Clarify & organize concerns about problem & solution aspects
Tool Name: Organize Step Name: [Activity 3.2 and 3.3] Output File Name: OgzedConcernsProbSoln.mw
Step Specific Information: Input file - [GenConcernsProbSoln.mw]; Step will run in Outliner Mode.
Facilitator Notes: Discuss the concerns & refer to the Ishikawa diagram template for problem analysis.
33. Validate & agree on the concerns about problem & solution aspects
Tool Name: Evaluate Step Name: [Activity 3.4] Output File Name: ValidConcernsProbSoln.mw
Step Specific Information: Input topic file - [OgzedConcernsProbSoln.mw]; Evaluation Method - [Select (Mark
all that apply)]; Display Variability - [Yes]
34. Define business requirements that the enterprise architecture must fulfill
Tool Name: Generate Step Name: [Activity 4.1] Outline File Name: GenReqtsForEA.mw
Topic List: To move from the current to the desired state, define WHAT should be done; HOW it should be
done; & WHY it should be done.
Facilitator Notes: Answering format is an adaptation of the Root Definitions of SSM, i.e.: {WHAT should be
done}; {HOW it should be done}; & {WHY it should be done}
35. Clarify & organize requirements for the enterprise architecture
Tool Name: Organize Step Name: [Activity 4.2] Output File Name: OgzdReqtsForEA.mw
Step Specific Information: Input file: GenReqtsForEA.mw; Step will run in Outliner Mode.
Facilitator Notes: Invoke a specialization-driven-division & guide stakeholders to:
(1) Identify and delete all duplicate root definitions; determine which root definitions should be sub root
definitions of other root definitions.
(2) Fill in the prompts in the Ishikawa diagram template for capturing requirements for the architecture.
Converge all subgroups & prompt stakeholders to identify any incomplete requirement (i.e. one which is not in
the format of: {WHAT should be done}; {HOW it should be done}; & {WHY it should be done}. Plug results into
the holistic data capture pyramid or template.
36. Elaborate requirements for the architecture using CATWOE analysis and Activity Models of SSM
Tool Name: Generate Step Name: [Activity 4.2.1] Outline File Name: ElaboratedReqsForEA.mw
Topic List: (1) For each requirement, who are the Customers or beneficiaries? (2) Who are the Actors
responsible for realizing each requirement? (3) What are the required inputs to realize the Transformation
process described in each requirement, and what are the expected outputs from the transformation process?
(4) What are the World views that make each requirement meaningful or rational? (5) Who are the owners or
sponsors responsible for sponsoring the realization of each requirement or stopping it? (6) What are the
Environmental & external issues or constraints that may hinder the realization of each requirement?
Facilitator Notes: guide the stakeholders in doing a CATWOE analysis of each agreed on root definition
37. Clarify & organize CATWOE aspects that describe the requirements & solution scenarios
Tool Name: Organize Step Name: [Activity 4.2.2] Output File Name: OgzdElaboratedReqtsForEA.mw
Step Specific Information: Input file - [ElaboratedReqsForEA.mw]; Step will run in Outliner Mode.
Facilitator Notes: Guide stakeholders to use the Requirements Elaboration Template to clarify, organize, &
verify aspects that describe the requirements & solution scenarios that the enterprise architecture must address.
38. Validate & agree on the requirements for the enterprise architecture
Tool Name: Evaluate
Step Name: [Activity 4.3.0] Output File Name: ValidatedReqtsForEA.mw
Step Specific Information: Input topic file - [OgzdElaboratedReqtsForEA.mw]; Evaluation Method - [Rank
from 1 to N (Use each value only once)]; Display Variability: [Yes]
Facilitator Notes: Encourage participants to comment on the ranks they assign to requirements.

Figure 11: Facilitation Script for adapting SSM in Architecture Creation (Contd.)

and structure various aspects associated with the execution of the processes. Therefore,
although CEADA’s improved performance may not only be attributed to the adaptation of
these new techniques, the new techniques played a key role in supporting the organize and
clarify patterns of reasoning.

5 Conclusions
Creating an enterprise architecture in a collaborative setting (with active participation of
clients) helps to create ownership and commitment among stakeholders. Thus, CEADA
is being developed using Collaboration Engineering so as to provide enterprise architects
with an explicit way of actively involving stakeholders during architecture creation. From
the ﬁrst ﬁeld study evaluation of CEADA, some weaknesses were identiﬁed in its design
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Figure 12: Requirements Elaboration Template

that called for adaptation of SSM techniques so as to address complexities that occur in a
collaborative enterprise architecture development environment. Therefore, herein CEADA
has been extended using a script that adds on our earlier work by providing facilitation
support for using SSM and Ishikawa diagram techniques to execute activities that require
the use of clarify and organize patterns of reasoning.
With the CEADA script, hands-on techniques have been adapted for each activity that requires clarifying, organizing, and discussing aspects from brainstorming tasks; and guidelines are given on how enterprise architects can use SSM and Ishikawa diagram techniques
to gather data (in group sessions with clients) that can be used to create baseline and target
architecture models. Although the Rich Picture has been adapted as a technique for gathering baseline information, it can also be used to gather information on the target situation.
Also, embedded in the script is a questionnaire that can be used during interviews with
stakeholders, or as template for gathering information from organization documentations.
Thus, this research kick-starts the support for enterprise architecture data gathering and
stakeholder involvement with SSM, in order to create a shared understanding and shared
vision of the problem and solution aspects among organizational stakeholders. However,
in line with the Design Science approach, the repeatability and predictability of the script
is yet to be determined through further evaluation of CEADA. Further evaluation and reﬁnement of the CEADA script will result in a very useful method that can be used along
with the existing enterprise architecture frameworks.
Acknowledgements: We are extremely grateful to staff members of the department of
Radiotherapy in Mulago hospital for their participants in this research.
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Abstract: Business Process Compliance (BPC) has gained signiﬁcant momentum in
research and practice during the last years. Although many approaches address BPC,
they mostly assume the existence of some kind of uniﬁed base of process constraints
and focus on their veriﬁcation over the business processes. However, it remains unclear how such an integrated process constraint base can be built up, particularly at
the presence of process constraints stemming from heterogeneous sources such as internal controls, external contracts, or security and privacy policies. Hence in this paper, we propose a representation framework for the integration of process constraints
stemming from different sources. The representation framework is generic such that
existing formalisms to represent process constraints can be integrated. The framework
is illustrated by means of real-world process constraints from different domains and
heterogeneous sources. Altogether process constraint integration enables consistency
checks and optimizations as well as maintenance and evolution of the constraint base.

1 Introduction
Business Process Compliance (BPC) has become a major challenge for enterprises nowadays. BPC requires that business processes comply with certain relevant rules, regulations,
or norms. Although many approaches address BPC [NS07, LSG07, SGN07, LRD10,
AWW11], they mostly assume the existence of some kind of integrated base of process
constraints and focus on the veriﬁcation of these constraints over the business processes.
By process constraints we refer to those rules in the domain of interest, that are associated with processes. As literature and practice show, the co-existence of processes and
process constraints is common and desired [HG09, LRD10]. However, it remains unclear
how such an integrated process constraint base can be built up and used for compliance
checks within the Process-Aware Information System (PAIS), even though this constitutes
the essential prerequisite for all further compliance checks.
The particular challenge of providing an integrated process constraint base results from
the heterogeneity of sources process constraints might stem from. First of all, the sources
and purposes of process constraints might be different. Examples comprise internal quality directives such as Six Sigma or ITIL, external controls such as standards (e.g., ISO
001), regulations by authorizing bodies, guidelines [PT09], or regulations based on contracts (business contracts) [SGN07]. For a speciﬁc application scenario consider Fig. 1
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Figure 1: Process Constraints Stemming from Heterogeneous Sources Imposed on Current PAIS

that displays example processes and rules from the medical domain: here, business processes might be subject to medical guidelines [PT09] on the one side and also subject to
authorization and privacy constraints on the other side. Fig. 1 also covers simple resource
synchronization as well as temporal rules. The basic challenge is to integrate all these
different kinds of process constraints within one representation in order to enable consistency checks, integrated compliance veriﬁcation, and a better support for constraint base
maintenance. The latter becomes important since process constraints are often subject to
change and evolution [LRGD09].
In this paper, we present a framework that enables the integrated representation for process constraints stemming from heterogeneous sources.1 The framework covers process
perspectives such as control ﬂow, data ﬂow, time, and resources that can be subject to
process constraints. The integrated representation also enables the speciﬁcation of behavior which is relevant for process constraints that require some sort of action (e.g., synchronization between process instances). The design of the representation framework
also enables the integration of existing speciﬁcation formalisms for process constraints,
for example, SeaFlows [LRD10], logic-based rules [PSvdA07], or BPMN-Q constraints
[AWW11]. The uniﬁed representation is validated against a selection of real-world process constraints. We further discuss how such a framework can be implemented within
PAIS. Altogether the proposed approach provides a ﬁrst step towards the integrated management, veriﬁcation, and evolution of process constraints in PAIS, tackling the challenge
1 An

extended version is available as technical report [MRM11].
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Figure 2: Process Constraint Properties

of heterogeneous sources for process constraints.
Sect. 2 discusses constraint properties in PAIS. The representation formalism for integrated process constraints is presented in Sect. 3 followed by an evaluation in Sect. 4.
Sect. 5 compares related approaches and Sect. 6 concludes with summary and outlook.

2 Constraint Properties in Process-Aware Information Systems
In the previous sections, a uniﬁed representation for process constraints has been presented. In this section, we discuss its usage within Process-Aware Information Systems
(PAIS) along different constraint properties as set out in Fig. 2.
Usage: Process constraints can be used to verify the compliance of business processes
with relevant regulations and constraints. This is useful for process design and evolution.
Constraints can also be used to alter or affect the behavior of processes (behavioral). Affecting the behavior of processes includes the attribution of process activities or, more
generic, the attribution of structural patterns. Examples include resources allocation of
process activities.
Additionally, constraints can be used to specify meta constraints. Meta constraints are
intended to check the consistency of other constraints, for example, constraint C5 in Fig.
1. Another example is a meta constraint specifying that for each process activity referring
to a resource centrifuge synchronization constraint C10 in Fig. 1 is assigned to.
Application: Application deals with the question at which phase of a process life cycle
constraints may be enforced. Basically, at design-time constraints are checked to verify
that a process complies to certain criteria (compliance) constraints. All constraints that are
checked at design-time are compliance constraints or meta constraints.
All behavioral constraints, and some compliance constraints are checked at run-time. Examples include the checking for data value constraints, or the attribution of structural patterns (the attributes are used at run-time, though can be checked by meta constraints at
design-time). Compliance constraints may affect run-time under certain circumstances.
E.g. although a process may not conform to a speciﬁc constraint at design-time, it may
do so at run-time, because only a certain execution path violates the constraint. Hence
corresponding process instances are to be monitored at run-time [LRD10].
Scope: The most important scope perspective is structure as in all constraints structural
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information has to be present (either explicit or implicit through connections of information to structure), as otherwise they would not be connected to processes and could thus
not be enforced in PAIS. Note that if a constraint holds on only structural information, it
is always a compliance constraint.
Data is also an integral part of a process tightly connected to structure. At design-time,
it is possible to check if data types and data ﬂow conform to a certain schema. Further
it can be checked whether certain data values will lead to compliance violations are runtime. If, for example, a treatment process states that a lab test is to be performed for all
patients beyond 65 years and the corresponding medical guideline states that the lab test
is mandatory for patients beyond 62 year, it can be already checked at design-time, that
for patients between 62 and 64 there will be a violation of the corresponding constraint at
run-time.
Resource and time are attributes that are typically connected to structure (or data). Their
purpose is to describe information that aids the execution of a process. Resource-aware and
time-aware constraints in PAIS are typically checked or enforced at run-time including:
• Resource assignment to process activities, typically speciﬁed based on access constraints (e.g., constraint C11 in Fig. 1). Based on role assignment, process activities
are offered to authorized actors in their work lists at run-time (e.g. by a RBAC
component).
• On top of access constraints, authorization constraints can be speciﬁed such as dynamic separation of duties. Dynamic authorization constraints are veriﬁed during
run-time.
• Assign temporal information to activities (e.g. the normal duration of a certain activity is 2 hours with a standard deviation of 10 minutes).
Origin: All constraints become available through not speciﬁed external resources, either
at design time, run-time or change time. They are identiﬁed and structured by constraint
designers and then made available through a constraint-base, and have to be enacted from
this point on. One exception is constituted by SLAs for dynamic service selection. These
constraints become available through execution of a process instance, and vanish after the
instance ﬁnishes.

3 A Framework for Process Constraint Integration
In this section the framework for integrating process constraints in PAIS is introduced
that should cover all constraint properties set out in Section 2. As fundamental property,
process constraints are associated with one or several processes that are implemented and
executed within the PAIS of interest. As process literature study shows, all formalisms on
process constraints (implicitly) incorporate a structural pattern that contains at least one
activity either executed within a process or stored within the process activity repository.
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In the SeaFlows project [LRD10], for example, process constraints are tied to one or more
process activities and consist of an antecedent and a consequence part. More precisely,
based on a triggering antecedent pattern, a consequence pattern must hold to fulﬁll the
constraint. Process constraints as deﬁned in DECLARE also refer to process activities and
the semantics for relations between activities are based on LTL (Linear Temporal Logic)
[PSvdA07]. BPMN-Q offers compliance patterns containing structural patterns within the
triggering part of the constraint [AWW11].
In the following section we will deﬁne an extended concept of Linkage for process constraints that subsumes the structural pattern of the constraint, but might further incorporate information on the Context of the process constraint, i.e., process types or process
instances the constraints refer to, and the Trigger position. The latter is required for capturing process constraints that can trigger an action such as synchronization.

3.1

Expressing Process Context by Linkage

The following deﬁnition of Linkage integrates the Contextc of a process constraint c
together with its structural pattern SPc and a trigger position TPc (cf. Fig. 3).
Deﬁnition 1 (Linkage) Let P be a set of all process types of consideration and IP be the
set of process instances running according to a process type P ∈ P. A process type P ∈
P is described by a process schema SP := (AP , EP , DP )2 where AP denotes the set of
activities, EP the set of control/data edges, and DP the set of data elements SP consists
of. Then the linkage Linkagec to a process type P is deﬁned as follows:
Linkagec ⊆ Contextc × SPc × TPc
Contextc ⊆ P × IP
∃SPc
TPc ∈ ∅, before(an,P ), after(an,P )

where
∧
∧

In Def. 1, Contextc describes in which processes or process instances a constraint may
occur. Possibilities include single instances (e.g. SLAs for services that have been dynamically selected), all instances of a process (attribution of resources to tasks) or even
instances in multiple processes (when a resource is used in multiple processes, and synchronization has to take place). Structural patterns SPc express the association between
process constraint and process. In connection with context, it deﬁnes for which parts of
process types and process instances the corresponding process constraint is to be enforced
or veriﬁed. Structural patterns may not only spawn single activities but also several activities connected through complex control decisions. Finally, the trigger position TPc is
relevant for synchronization constraints, since synchronization constraints are constraints
that not only set out certain conditions on process execution, but enforce an action. In this
2 In order to stay meta-model independent, we assume a simple generic representation for process schemas
that can be adopted by any (imperative) process meta model.
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case the trigger position speciﬁes whether the action should take place before the affected
activity is started or after. The Trigger Position is solely present for run-time (behavioral)
constraints. As a structural pattern may not only spawn a single activity but also several
activities connected through complex control decisions, it is necessary to determine when
exactly a constraint has to ﬁre. This is the equivalent of describing the condition under
which an event occurs, in an Event Condition Action (ECA) rule. The trigger position itself is simple: before or after an activity occurs. Of course multiple before / after positions
can be speciﬁed.
Both, SPC and TPc are grouped as Connection in Fig. 3 to express their tight integration. A TPc can not exists without a set of activities matched by a structural pattern SPc .
Apart from TPc , linkage information can be statically matched against processes, thus it
is possible to determine enabled and idle constraints (as described before).
From now on we will denote a linkage Linkagec in the compact form:
Linkagec : ((P, IP ), SPc , TPc )
Consider compliance constraint C6 depicted in Fig. 1: “C6:
operation, patient must be examined”.

Before any invasive

The antecedent pattern “existence of activity invasive operation” within
a process triggers the check whether this activity is preceded by an activity “patient
examination”. The linkage for this compliance constraints turns out as
LinkageC6 : ((Invasive Surgery, ALL), SPC6 , ∅)
with
SPC6 : ∃a1 Is(a1 , examine patient)
∃a2 Is(a2 , conduct surgery)
a1 A∗ a 2
where

3.2

∧
∧

A∗ : arbitrary activities between a1 and a2

Integrating Data, Time, and Resources

Existing approaches mostly deal with control ﬂow constraints, i.e., constraints that are
only referring to structural patterns within a process [AWW11]. The only approaches
that have addressed data ﬂow aspects within process constraints are SeaFlows [KLR+ 10]
and BPMN-Q [AWW11]. In accordance to these approaches, the data ﬂow perspective
within a process constraint can be represented as condition on the structural pattern it
refers to. Consider constraint C8 from Fig. 1: “C8: Beyond age 62, a blood
test must be performed”.
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Figure 3: Process Constraint Structure (Integrated Representation)

We can see that the data ﬂow condition “Beyond age 62” imposes a restriction on the
structural pattern of the constraint (“blood test”). However, control and data ﬂow are
only two perspectives of a process. As case studies show, process constraints might also
refer to conditions on time and resources, e.g., constraints C3, C4, C5, C7, C9, and C11
within the example depicted in Fig. 1. Hence, constraint integratoin requires the speciﬁcation of data, time, and resource conditions on top of the linkage part of the constraint.
Deﬁnition 2 (Condition) Let c be a process constraint with linkage Linkagec referring
to a process type P described by process schema on linkage SP := (AP , EP , DP ). The
condition of c imposed on Linkagec is deﬁned as
Conditionc ⊆ expr(DP ) × expr(timec ) × expr(resourcec )
where
• expr(DP ) denotes a logical expression over the data elements of P
• expr(timec ) denotes a temporal expression and
• expr(resourcec ) denotes a logical expression over the resources associated with P
(typically modeled within a organizational or resource model)
It is important to mention that a condition cannot exist without referring to a linkage.
Thus, a condition describes, under the premise of a given linkage, either (a) a combination
of data, temporal or resource conditions that have to be present or (b) a combination of
data, temporal or resource conditions that have to be present in order for a given behavior
to be apply.
For constraint C6, for example, no speciﬁc condition is imposed on the linkage part.
Hence:
ConditionC6 : ∅
When considering constraint C3 in Fig. 1, things get more interesting, since “After a
blood test wait 4 hours before sonography” obviously imposes a time
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condition on the linkage part. Less obviously, an additional condition is imposed on the
data ﬂow, since the 4 hours time frame between blood test and sonography are only required for the same patient, formally:
LinkageC3 : (Invasive Surgery, ALL), SPC3 , ∅)
with
SPC3 : ∃a1 Is(a1 , blood test)
∃a2 Is(a2 , sonography)
a1 A∗ a2

∧
∧

and
ConditionC3 : patient(a1 ) = patient(a2 )
min time between(a1 , a2 , 4h)

∧

Similar considerations can be made for data (“C8: beyond age 62”) and resources
(C7: examination by same user as surgery) which can be also represented
by a condition part imposed on the linkage of a constraint.

3.3

Expressing Behavior within Process Constraints

The last missing piece is, given a certain linkage and condition, to allow for a certain
assignment or behavior. Assignment becomes necessary for access constraints such as
C11. Behavior speciﬁes for example the action part of a synchronization constraint such
as C10. Hence, we complete the uniﬁed constraint representation by a Behavior part.
Deﬁnition 3 (Behavior) Let c again be a process constraint. For a given Linkagec and
Conditionc , a behavior can be either empty, the attribution of resource or time information
or instructions speciﬁc for process execution (e.g. exceptions).

3.4

Summary: Linking, Condition, Behavior

The overall representation for process constraints consisting of linkage, condition, and
behavior is summarized in Fig. 3. In Sect. 4 we will evaluate the uniﬁed representation
against all case study constraints shown in this paper and existing related approaches.

4 Evaluation
In Sect. 4.1, we show how a selection of real-world process constraints can be expressed
based on the integrated representation framework . In fact, we have analyzed several
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application domains and related rules within SeaFlows [LRD10] throughout the last 5
years. Additionally, the examples from the medical domain (cf. Fig. 1) are analyzed.

4.1

Process Constraints from Different Domains

Medical Guidelines: A ﬁrst medical guideline taken from the report “Prevention, Detection, Evaluation, and Treatment of High Blood Pressure” [U.S03] is depicted in Fig.
4-R1) together with a fragment of a corresponding treatment process. An analysis of this
constraints over the process shows that blood pressure ≥ 20/10 mmHg above
goal blood pressure refers to the data perspective (data element blood pressure)
and part initiating therapy refers to structural pattern initiate therapy).
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Figure 4: Medical Guidelines

The second medical guideline (cf. Fig. 4-R2) describes the vaccination of children for
Pneumococcal [PT09]. This guideline refers to the data perspective, e.g., data element
age) and structural pattern
SPR2 : ∃a1 Is(a1 , give first dose)
∃a2 Is(a2 , give second dose)
a1 A∗ a 2

∧
∧

In addition, it refers to temporal aspects, i.e., certain time intervals between vaccination
should be maintained.
Financial Sector: Fig. 5-R3 shows a ﬁnancial regulation taken from regulatory package
BASEL II [Bas06]. Here the basic question is whether “capital ratio” is a process data
element or an application data element, i.e., whether the constraint refers to the data perspective or application perspective. If we assume that capital is solely application data as
depicted for Process P1, the constraint above does not refer to any structural aspect of the
process and hence is not considered as process constraint. By contrast, as for Process P2,
the capital ratio is still calculated by the application connected with activity calculate.
However, the value is explicitly written as process data element ratio. Consequently,
the linkage part of the constraint refers to structural pattern calculate.
Authorization: Separation of duties is one example for authorization constraints [SM10].
Assume the constraint depicted in Fig. 6-R4. It refers to the functional perspective
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Figure 5: Financial Regulation (BASEL II)

based on the corresponding process activities requisite purchase and approve
purchase. Further it refers to the organizational perspective by imposing a mutual exclusion constraint on process resources.
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Figure 6: Authorization

Service Level Agreements (SLAs): The following constraint (cf. Fig. 7-R5) was taken
from http://aws.amazon.com/ec2-sla/. Its linkage refers to the corresponding process via
structural pattern file claim, to the data perspective for the decision constraint
ServiceYear-Unavailable < 99.5, and to the time perspective via restrictions
over the trailing. Further (SLAs) can be found in regulation packages for internal quality
such as Six Sigma or ITIL.
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Figure 7: Uptime Agreement

4.2 Evaluation
The feasibility of the uniﬁed representation is evaluated by means of the overall 16 process
constraints and along the constraint properties described in Section 2. For this we classify
the 16 process constraint into different constraint types that embody a combination of
properties as represented by the uniﬁed representation.
As depicted in Tab. 1 we identiﬁed 14 different process constraint types. The ﬁrst two
constraint types deal with Resource Attribution (e.g., roles, actors, nodes) and Timing Information Attribution (e.g., minimal, maximal, average duration) to process structure. All
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Table 1: Constraint Types

this information is necessary at run-time, for a temporal monitor as a basis to verify if a
process behaves correctly, or an RBAC system to select actors in a worklist. The only
difference between these two is, that during change-time timing information may have to
be adapted to account for the duration of changes. E.g. constraint C11 in Fig. 1 can
represented as follows:
LinkageC11
SPC11
ConditionC11
BehaviorC11

: ((Invasive Surgery, ALL), SPC11 , ∅)
: ∃a1 Is(a1 , affirm diagnosis)
:∅
: {ROLE := Doctor}

with

For attribution TPc is always empty, as the matched structural pattern implies, that the
attribution is available all the time.
The third constraint type describes Business Compliance Constraints in general. We decided to include this very generic constraint type (which should not be confused with
several of the other constraint types) to show some speciﬁc characteristics we derived by
studying constraint sources. Business compliance constraints, are exclusively compliance
constraints, they never carry a behavioral part, they most of the time verify a certain structure of the process, with a possibility of checking also data, resource and temporal aspects.
Therefore the design-time Structural constraints also in this list are Business Compliance
Constraints, as well as some Temporal Constraints or Data constraints (whenever only
design-time aspects are covered). Separation / Binding of Duty, Resource Attribution,
and Timing Information Attribution are the exception to the rule. They may be very well
applied at design time, just only the impact can only be seen at run-time.
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Figure 8: Uniﬁed Constraint Optimization and Checking

4.3 Application Scenarios for Integrated Process Constraint Representation
Fig. 8 illustrates how presented approach can streamline the maintenance and evolution of
new process constraints within Process-Aware Information Systems (PAIS).
• Process constraints can be identiﬁed based on structural patterns and enriched with
process context. At some point it may be necessary to create new processes (structural constraints often trigger the creation or evolution of existing processes).
• Constraints can be expressed and stored in an integrated manner based on the representation presend in this paper.
• Based on the integrated representation, constraint consistency checking and optimization can be supported by an automatic process. Because all constraints are
available in a single consistent representation, (unlike for current approaches) it is
easily possible to check if inconsistencies between constraints exists (particularly if
they stem from different sources), rather than checking consistency between pure
structural process constraints only. In current approaches the constraints are embedded and encapsulated in different components of the PAIS (e.g., process engine and
organizational model) such that integrated checks are not possible.
• Constraint enactment is also different from current approaches. As depicted in Fig. 8
step (1) the Linkage can be matched on behalf of the PAIS, the checking of condition
and the enactment of behavior can be move to (potentially external) components.

5 Related Work
Many approaches for checking BPC either at design or run time exist, e.g., [LSG07,
SGN07]). As argued before, an integrated constraints representation has been outside
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Representation

DECLARE
[PSvdA07]
control ﬂow pat.

BPMN-Q [AWW11]

Linkage

SeaFlows
[LRD10]
activity set

Condition
Behavior

data
–

–
–

data
–

control ﬂow pat.
global scope

Integrated Representation
control ﬂow pat.
process context
trigger position
data, time, resource
!

Table 2: Comparison of Existing Approaches

the scope of these approaches so far. Validation of the integrated representation compared
to selected existing approaches is presented in Table 2.
The above mentioned approaches try to ensure BPC either a-priori at design time or by
detecting inconsistencies at run-time. In addition, there are also a-posteriori approaches
that offer techniques to analyze process logs (i.e., data of already executed and ﬁnished
processes) with respect to certain properties such as adhering to compliance constraints
[vdAdBvD05]. In these approaches, different aspects logged during process execution can
be checked, e.g., separation of duties. Doing so the a-posteriori approach reﬂects the need
for uniﬁed compliance checking, not only a-posteriori, but also a-priori. Other approaches
use constraints to synchronize between business processes of different type (e.g., between
a chemotherapy and a radiation process) [Hei01]. Based on our approach, synchronization
constraints can be uniﬁed and managed in combination with the other constraints in PAIS.

6 Summary and Outlook
This paper introduced a framework for the integrated representation of process constraints
in PAIS. First of all, the basic concepts of the framework were introduced, i.e., Linkage
that contains the structural pattern of the process the constraint refers to, the Context, i.e.,
the process types or instances for which the constraint is imposed, and the Trigger Position that equips the constraints with actions that migth be triggered by the constraint, e.g.,
for synchronization. Further, the framework was enriched by coping with data, time, and
resource information provided within the constraints. Finally Behavior was speciﬁed that
serves for resource attribution or exception handling, for example. Based on different realworld examples the feasibility of the representation has been shown. Further perspectives
on the usage of the presented framework for consistency checks and compliance veriﬁcation were discussed. Finally, it was shown how existing formalisms for specifying process
constraints can be expressed by the representation framework at hand.
Currently we are working on an implementation representation framework on top of our
adaptive process engine CPEE. Particular focus will be put on maintenance of the constraint base and an integrated veriﬁcation component for the engine.
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Abstract: We formalize the usual static role concept for workﬂow nets, introduce
dynamic roles and deﬁne soundness as well as a second correctness criterion, called
consistency, for workﬂow nets with roles. We study the relation between the notions
of consistency and soundness of workﬂow nets with and without roles. In particular,
we show that a sound workﬂow net extended by consistent roles is again sound.

1 Introduction
The focus of formal business process modeling and related analysis methods is mainly
on the control ﬂow perspective. However, there is also research [HSV06, JKJ10, BBS07,
RAHE05, PA07, RAH09, Pri08] on the resource perspective of business processes, i.e.
on the people, systems and machines actually doing the work. In this paper we formally
model human resources, i.e. the actors enabling a business process. In this context, a central question is which actors are allowed to work on a given task of a process. Similar to the
concept of role-based access control (RBAC) in the domain of IT-security [SCFY96], business process modeling languages as well as industrial workﬂow systems usually consider
roles as an intermediary concept between tasks and actors [TCG04, RAHE05, AH02]. The
permission to execute a task is associated with one or more roles, and conversely also actors are assigned to roles, thereby acquiring the permissions of the roles. Roles are mostly
determined by the organizational units (also called groups) and the positions within an
enterprise, but also skills and responsibilities are regarded. Typical modeling constructs
for assigning roles to tasks are swimlanes referring to roles as in BPMN and EPCs or an
annotation of tasks with roles as common for workﬂow (Petri) nets [AH02, Aal98, Wes07].
In this paper, we provide a formal semantics of the usual role concept for workﬂow nets
by a translation into Colored Petri nets (CP-nets) [Jen97]. There already exist papers that
show how to model resource allocation and the handling of resources available for process
instances by CP-nets [PA07, RAH09] (there is also some work considering nets in nets
[Pri08] and plain Petri nets [JKJ10, HSV06]). These papers focus on the distribution of
work items, resource allocation patterns, resource management, etc. These aspects are
important for workﬂow systems, but they go beyond the role concept of workﬂow nets.
Moreover, we do not restrict our considerations to static roles but also deﬁne a formal semantics for workﬂow nets with dynamic roles which have informally been introduced in
[BDHM11] in the context of learning processes. In learning processes it is common that
the learners dynamically change their roles. Depending on executed learning tasks they
gain additional knowledge or responsibilities and therefore their role in the process can
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change which then inﬂuences the allocation of further tasks. Besides the intended applicability for learning and teaching processes, workﬂow nets with dynamic roles are useful
for formally modeling and analyzing business processes with complex authorization constraints. In particular, the principles of separation of duty (SoD) and binding of duty (BoD)
[TCG04] can nicely be represented by dynamic roles. For instance, when writing a review
an actor gets a new role which is later on required for presentation of the review (BoD)
but prohibits writing a second review (SoD). In the literature, there are several interesting
approaches, mostly based on RBAC concepts [SCFY96], which introduce speciﬁc additional model constructs and notations for explicitly representing authorization constraints
in the context of workﬂows, e.g. [TCG04].
The deﬁnitions of workﬂow nets with static and dynamic roles in this paper enable formal
methods. In particular, it is possible to deﬁne behavioral correctness criteria regarding
these role concepts. The most popular correctness criterion for workﬂow nets is soundness
[Aal98, Wes07]. We ﬁrst extend this notion in a natural way to workﬂow nets with static
and dynamic roles. Then, we introduce a second correctness criterion, called consistency,
which requires that the role perspective does not inﬂuence the control ﬂow of a model.
We brieﬂy show that, in the case of static roles, soundness and consistency have a very
simple and intuitive meaning, namely a workﬂow net with static roles is consistent iff, for
each non-dead task, there is at least one actor having one of the roles assigned to the task,
and it is sound iff it is consistent and the underlying workﬂow net is sound. Concerning
workﬂow nets with dynamic roles the notions of soundness and consistency become more
difﬁcult. We show that a consistent model is sound iff the underlying workﬂow net is
sound. Counterexamples show that further relations between consistency and soundness
do not hold. Lastly, we discuss a characterization of consistency for dynamic roles which
regards the role perspective separately from the underlying workﬂow net.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recapitulate the standard role concept
for workﬂow nets and deﬁne a formal semantics for this concept using CP-nets. In Section
3 we formally introduce and deﬁne dynamic roles for workﬂow nets. In Section 4 we
discuss soundness and consistency for workﬂow nets with static and with dynamic roles.

2 Standard Role Concept
The role concepts of most business process modeling languages are similar. They basically
allow an assignment of users and tasks to roles. This is also the case for the standard role
concept of workﬂow nets [AH02, Aal98]. This section presents a formal semantics of this
concept by translating it into a CP-net-notation. We assume that the reader is familiar with
workﬂow nets and CP-nets. We use the following notations. N denotes the non-negative
the powerset of A and NA the set of multisets over
integers. For a ﬁnite set A, 2A denotes
"
A
A. For m ∈ N we write m = a∈A m(a) · a. If m(a) > 0 we write a ∈ m.
Deﬁnition 1. A workﬂow net (WF-net) is a tuple N = (P, T, F, i, f ), where
•
•
•
•

P and T are ﬁnite sets of places and transitions fulﬁlling P ∩ T = ∅,
F ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P ) is a ﬂow relation,
i, f ∈ P are places satisfying (T × {i}) ∩ F = ∅ and ({f } × T ) ∩ F = ∅,
for any node n ∈ P ∪ T there exists a path from i to n and a path from n to f .
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Figure 1: A WFR-net.

The behavioral semantics, i.e. the occurrence sequences, of a WF-net is given by considering the corresponding marked Petri net with the initial marking 1 · i.
Deﬁnition 2. A workﬂow net with roles (WFR-net) is a tuple N R = (N, R, A, l, r), where
•
•
•
•
•

N = (P, T, F, i, f ) is a WF-net,
R is a ﬁnite set of roles,
A is a ﬁnite set of actors,
l : T → 2R is a labeling function assigning a set of roles to each transition,
r : A → R is a function assigning a role to each actor.

This deﬁnition represents roles and actors in an intuitive and simple way. It is similar to
most standard role concepts for business processes. Each actor having one of the roles
associated to a transition is permitted to execute a respective task. Unlabeled transitions
(having assigned the empty set) can occur automatically without requiring an actor.
Figure 1 shows an example workﬂow net with roles. There are four actors, one with role
R1, two with role R2 and one with role R3. Task A has to be done by an actor with role
R1. Then, B and C can be executed concurrently by R2-actors. Afterwards, D requires the
role R3. Finally, E can be accomplished by an actor with role R1 or with role R2.
To provide a formal operational semantics for WFR-nets, we deﬁne a translation into CPnets. We extend the underlying WF-net by a place which serves as a resource pool, containing all actors with their associated roles. The role annotations of transitions are considered
by appropriate guards. In this way roles, actors and execution permissions are regarded.
We here just provide the deﬁnition of a CP-net [Jen97] (black tokens are given by the color
set U N IT = {()}). For the operational semantics of CP-nets, see [Jen97].
Deﬁnition 3. A colored Petri net (CP-net) is a tuple CP N = (C, P, T, F, V, c, v, g, e,
m0 ), where
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

C is a ﬁnite set of non-empty types (each type is a set called color set),
P and T are ﬁnite sets of places and transitions fulﬁlling P ∩ T = ∅,
F ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P ) is a ﬂow relation deﬁning a set of arcs,
V is a ﬁnite set of variables,
c : P → C is a coloring function assigning a type to every place,
v : V → C is a coloring function assigning a type to each variable,
g assigns a boolean expression using variables from V to every transition,
e assigns an!expression of type Nc(p) using appropriate variables from V to every arc,
m0 : P → p∈P Nc(p) assigns an initial marking m0 (p) ∈ Nc(p) to every place p.
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Figure 2: CP-net corresponding to a WFR-net.

Deﬁnition 4. Given a WFR-net N R = (P, T, F, i, f, R, A, l, r), we deﬁne the corresponding CP-net CP NN R = (C, P & , T, F & , V, c, v, g, e, m0 ) by
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

C = {U N IT, A, R, A × R},
P & = P ∪ {pres },
F & = F ∪ ({t ∈ T | l(t) 3= ∅} × {pres }) ∪ ({pres } × {t ∈ T | l(t) 3= ∅}),
V = {x, y},
c(p) = U N IT for p ∈ P , c(pres ) = A × R,
v(x) = A, v(y) = R,
g(t) = [y = g1 orelse . . . y = gn ] for t ∈ T satisfying l(t) = {g1 , . . . , gn },
e(z) = 1 · () for z ∈ F , e(z) = (x, y) for z ∈ ({t ∈ T | l(t) 3= ∅} × {pres }) ∪
({pres } × {t ∈ T | l(t) 3= ∅}),
"
• m0 (i) = 1 · (), m0 (p) = ∅ for p ∈ P \ {i}, m0 (pres ) = a∈A (a, r(a)).
In order to ﬁre a transition of the introduced CP-net, the variables x and y have to be bound.
In this way an actor x having the role y is allocated to the task. The transition guard ensures
that the allocated actor is permitted to execute the task, i.e. it is checked that his role y is
assigned to the task in the WFR-net. When an actor executes a task, he is removed from
the place pres . As soon as the task is accomplished, the actor is released by giving it back
to the place pres . In this way the place pres guarantees that at any time an actor can only
be allocated to one task. An exception are tasks of the original WFR-net having an empty
set of roles. These automatic tasks require no actor from the resource pool pres . Note that
the concept of releasing an actor allocated to a task as soon as the task is completed is an
important difference to the approaches in [HSV06, JKJ10, BBS07], where also WF-nets
regarding resources are formally discussed. Figure 2 depicts the CP-net corresponding to
our example WFR-net from Figure 1.
We have restricted ourselves to a basic role model in this section. This basic model can be
extended in different directions:
• The basic role model does not regard process instances. However, different process
instances can easily be distinguished by using a copy of the WFR-net for each instance and connecting each copy with the place representing the resource pool. Then,
this place does not only ensure that an actor cannot execute two tasks of one process
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instance at once but also that an actor cannot execute two tasks of different process
instances at once. One resource place can also be used for different process models.
Then, the same actors are shared among the process instances of several processes.
• In the basic role model an actor can only be assigned to one role, and we do not consider a hierarchy among roles. While these restrictions reduce the modeling comfort,
they do not restrict the modeling capabilities, since these aspects can equivalently be
represented by the concept of alternative role annotations. For explicitly modeling
multiple roles of actors, we can associate sets of roles instead of single roles to each
actor. Then, the transition guards check whether a speciﬁc role is contained in the
set of roles of an actor. A hierarchy among roles can be expressed by a consistency
condition on the function assigning sets of roles to actors.
• The basic model does not regard collaborative tasks which require a joint execution by
several actors with certain roles, e.g. two authors that write a paper together. We can
extend the role model by collaborative tasks as follows (see [BDHM11] for details).
Instead of one actor, a collaborative task consumes a certain number of actors from the
resource pool. To ensure that each of the actors has an appropriate role, we can use the
“andalso”-operation in the guards.

3 Dynamic Roles
The idea of dynamic roles is to change role assignments of actors depending on tasks
executed by an actor, i.e. the role of an actor depends on his task history. We will extend
the intuitive modeling language of WFR-nets by this concept. If an actor having a certain
role changes his role when executing a task, we represent this by extending the label of the
transition. Formally, we simply consider pairs of roles consisting of the old and the new
role, i.e. the labeling function now assigns a set of pairs of roles instead of a set of single
roles to the transitions. If a role assignment does not change when executing a task, the
old and the new role coincide.
Deﬁnition 5. A workﬂow net with dynamic roles (WFDR-net) is a tuple NR= (N, R,
A, l, r), where
•
•
•
•
•

N = (P, T, F, i, f ) is a WF-net,
R is a ﬁnite set of roles,
A is a ﬁnite set of actors,
l : T → 2R×R is a labeling function assigning a set of pairs of roles to each transition,
r : A → R is a function assigning a standard role to each actor.

Figure 3 shows an example workﬂow net with dynamic roles. There are two actors, both
initially having the role R1. Both are allowed to execute task A. Also the concurrent tasks
B and C require the role R1, i.e. B as well as C can be accomplished by any of the two
actors. However, one and the same actor cannot execute both tasks (separation of duty),
since each of them causes a role change. The actor executing B gets the role R2, the one
executing C gets the role R3. Therefore, the two actors have to share the two tasks among
each other. After B and C, task D can be done by either an R2-actor or an R3-actor, i.e. by
any of the two actors. Finally, E has to be executed by an actor with role R2. Thus, this
task requires the actor that executed B before (binding of duty).
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Figure 3: A WFDR-net.

Analogously to the last section, we deﬁne the semantics of a WFDR-net by a translation
into a CP-net. In addition to Deﬁnition 4, the dynamic roles of actors are regarded. When
ﬁring a transition three variables have to be bound. Besides the actor x, the variable y1
represents the role required to execute the task and y2 represents a role change.
Deﬁnition 6. Given a WFDR-net NR= (P, T, F, i, f, R, A, l, r), we deﬁne the corresponding CP-net CP NN R = (C, P & , T, F & , V, c, v, g, e, m0 ) by
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

C = {U N IT, A, R, A × R},
P & = P ∪ {pres },
F & = F ∪ ({t ∈ T | l(t) 3= ∅} × {pres }) ∪ ({pres } × {t ∈ T | l(t) 3= ∅}),
V = {x, y1 , y2 },
c(p) = U N IT for p ∈ P , c(pres ) = A × R
v(x) = A, v(y1 ) = R, v(y2 ) = R,
g(t) = [(y1 = g1,1 andalso y2 = g1,2 ) orelse . . . (y1 = gn,1 andalso y2 = gn,2 )] for
t ∈ T satisfying l(t) = {(g1,1 , g1,2 ), . . . (gn,1 , gn,2 )},
• e(z) = 1 · () for z ∈ F ,e(z) = (x, y1 ) for z ∈ {pres } × {t ∈ T | l(t) 3= ∅},
e(z) = (x, y2 ) for z ∈ {t ∈ T | l(t) =
3 ∅} × {pres },
"
• m0 (i) = 1 · (), m0 (p) = ∅ for p ∈ P \ {i}, m0 (pres ) = a∈A (a, r(a)).

Figure 4 shows the CP-net corresponding to the WFDR-net from Figure 3.

Figure 4: CP-net corresponding to a WFDR-net.
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4 Soundness
In this section we discuss soundness of WFR-nets and WFDR-nets. A net may exhibit
errors such as deadlocks, livelocks or garbage being left in the process after termination.
Soundness is a basic behavioral property that each proper procedure should satisfy. For
WF-nets the property states that “for any case, the procedure will terminate eventually, and
at the moment the procedure terminates there is a token in place f and all the other places
are empty” [Aal98]. Moreover, there should be no dead tasks.
Deﬁnition 7. A WF-net N = (P, T, F, i, f ) is sound if
(S1) From each marking reachable from 1 · i, the marking 1 · f is reachable.
(S2) There are no dead tasks w.r.t the initial marking 1 · i.
As an example, the WF-net underlying the nets shown in Figure 1 and 3 is sound. Remark that the soundness deﬁnition originally included a third property stating that for each
marking m reachable from 1 · i with m(f ) ≥ 1, there holds m = 1 · f . However, it was
later shown that this property follows from (S1).
We now deﬁne a notion of soundness of WFR- and WFDR-nets which integrates the resource perspective of business processes. For this purpose we consider the corresponding
CP-nets and formulate two requirements generalizing the properties (S1) and (S2).
Deﬁnition 8. Let NR= (N, R, A, l, r) be a WFR- resp. a WFDR-net and CP NN R =
(C, P & , T, F & , V, c, v, g, e, m0 ) the corresponding CP-net. A marking mf of CP NN R is
called ﬁnal marking if mf (f ) = 1 · () and mf (p) = ∅ for p ∈ P \ {f }
Deﬁnition 9. Let NR= (N, R, A, l, r) be a WFR- resp. a WFDR-net and CP NN R =
(C, P & , T, F & , V, c, v, g, e, m0 ) the corresponding CP-net. The net NR is sound if
(S1’) From each reachable marking of CP NN R , a ﬁnal marking is reachable.
(S2’) CP NN R has no dead tasks.
It can easily be veriﬁed that the nets in Figure 2 and 4 fulﬁll the properties (S1’) and (S2’).
That means, the WFR-net in Figure 1 and the WFDR-net in Figure 3 are sound.
In WFR-nets and WFDR-nets the resource perspective is deﬁned on top of the control ﬂow
perspective. The latter is given by a WF-net and the former by role annotations and actors.
This concept clearly separates the resource view from the control ﬂow view. Therefore,
the actors and roles of a WFR-net resp. a WFDR-net should have no inﬂuence on the
control ﬂow of the model. They should only describe the resource allocation allowed
within the business process. Otherwise, the two views are not consistent. Consequently,
besides soundness we in the following introduce a second correctness property which is
concerned with consistency of the resource perspective to the control ﬂow perspective.
By requiring actors with certain roles for ﬁring transitions, the control ﬂow can only
be restricted. That means, if a transition can occur in a certain marking of a WFR-net
resp. a WFDR-net this transition is also enabled in the corresponding marking of the underlying WF-net where the corresponding marking is given by just neglecting the place
pres . Thereby, a transition occurrence of a CP-net, called binding element, is given by
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a pair consisting of the ﬁred transition and the ﬁring mode (i.e. the binding of the variables) of the transition [Jen97]. For instance, in the net of Figure 4 the binding element
(A, < x = andy, y1 = R1, y2 = R2 >) is enabled.
Deﬁnition 10. Let NR= (N, R, A, l, r) be a WFR-net resp. a WFDR-net, CP NN R =
(C, P & , T, F & , V, c, v, g, e, m0 ) the corresponding CP-net and m a marking of CP NN R .
Then the marking mu of N given by mu (p) = |m(p)| for p ∈ P is called corresponding
marking of m.
Lemma 1. Let m be a marking of CP NN R . If the binding element (t, b) is enabled in m
leading to the follower marking m& , then t is enabled in the marking mu of N leading to
u
the follower marking m& .
Proof. By construction, compared to N , the CP-net CP NN R just has the additional place
pres (together with arcs connecting the place with transitions). A well-known property of
Petri nets is that adding a place to a Petri net can only restrict the enabledness of transitions
and does not inﬂuence the markings w.r.t. other places.

Figure 5: WFDR-net which is sound but not
consistent.

It is possible that an enabled transition of N is
prohibited in NR, since appropriate actors are
missing, i.e. the place pres prohibits the occurrence. If behavior speciﬁed by the control
ﬂow model cannot occur due to missing actors,
this indicates inconsistency between the control
ﬂow and the resource perspective, i.e. the resources are not appropriate for the given control ﬂow. Therefore, we formulate the following
correctness criterion which ensures the reverse
implication to Lemma 1.

Deﬁnition 11. Let NR= (N, R, A, l, r) be a WFR- resp. a WFDR-net and CP NN R =
(C, P & , T, F & , V, c, v, g, e, m0 ) be the corresponding CP-net. The net NR is called consistent if for each reachable marking m of CP NN R and each transition t which is enabled
in the marking mu of N , there is a binding b such that (t, b) is enabled in m.
Using Lemma 1 we can summarize the following relationship between the behavior of a
WFR-net resp. a WFDR-net and the underlying WF-net in terms of occurrence sequences.
Lemma 2. If an occurrence sequence (t1 , b1 ) . . . (tn , bn ) is enabled in the initial marking
m0 of CP NN R leading to the follower marking m, then t1 . . . tn is enabled in the initial
marking 1 · i of N leading to the follower marking mu . In the case NR is consistent we
also have: If t1 . . . tn is enabled in the initial marking 1 · i of N , then there are bindings
b1 , . . . , bn such that (t1 , b1 ) . . . (tn , bn ) is enabled in the initial marking m0 of CP NN R .
Proof. The statements follow from mu0 = 1 · i by inductively applying Lemma 1 and
Deﬁnition 11.
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The WFR-net of Figure 1 and the WFDR-net of Figure 3 are both consistent. Figure 5
shows a WFDR-net which is not consistent. However, this net and also its underlying WFnet are sound. The net contains two subsequent alternatives, ﬁrst between task A and B,
then between task C and D. The role annotations ensure that whenever the actor initially
executes A, then he next has to execute C, although D is also enabled in the underlying
WF-net. Similarly, when starting with B, the actor then has to execute D. Therefore, the
role perspective of this net forbids behavior which is allowed by the control ﬂow model,
namely the occurrence sequences AD and BC.
4.1

WFR-nets

An important observation is that for WFR-nets the correctness property of consistency is
already included in the soundness property.
Lemma 3. A sound WFR-net NR= (N, R, A, l, r) is consistent.
Proof. If NR is not consistent, there is a reachable marking m of CP NN R and a transition
t such that t is enabled in the marking mu of N , but for each b the binding element (t, b) is
not enabled in m. It follows that the place pres prohibits the ﬁring of t. Since the marking
of pres never changes, the transition t is dead in CP NN R , i.e. NR does not fulﬁll (S2).
Consequently, NR is not sound.
Since soundness of WF-nets is well investigated, we discuss the relation between soundness of a WFR-net and soundness of the underlying WF-net. It can ﬁrst be shown that
soundness of the underlying WF-net is a necessary condition for soundness of a WFR-net.
Lemma 4. If NR= (N, R, A, l, r) is a sound WFR-net, then also N is sound.
Proof. If N is not sound, one of the conditions (S1) or (S2) is not satisﬁed. We show for
each case that NR is not sound.
If N does not fulﬁll (S1), then there is a reachable marking m from which 1 · f is not
u
reachable. Either a marking m& with m& = m is reachable in CP NN R or this is not the
case. In the ﬁrst situation, by Lemma 1, a ﬁnal marking is not reachable from m& , since
a ﬁnal marking mf fulﬁlls muf = 1 · f . That means NR does not fulﬁll (S1’). In the
second case, by Lemma 2, NR is not consistent and therefore Lemma 3 shows that NR is
not sound.
If N does not fulﬁll (S2), then there is a dead task. By Lemma 2 this task is also dead in
NR, i.e. NR does not fulﬁll (S2’).
In general, consistency does not imply soundness, since it formulates no requirements on
the control ﬂow of the underlying WF-net. Soundness of the underlying net also does not
imply soundness of a WFR-net because the WFR-net can contain dead tasks due to missing
actors. However, we now show that both properties together, consistency and soundness
of the underlying WF-net, ensure soundness of a WFR-net.
Lemma 5. Let NR= (N, R, A, l, r) be a WFR-net. If NR is consistent and N is sound,
then also NR is sound.
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Proof. If NR is not sound, one of the conditions (S1’) or (S2’) is not satisﬁed. We show
for each case that either NR is not consistent or N is not sound.
If NR does not fulﬁll (S1’), then there is a reachable marking m of CP NN R from which
no ﬁnal marking is reachable. By Lemma 2, the marking mu is reachable in N . In the
case NR is consistent, with Lemma 1 it follows that the marking 1 · f is not reachable from
mu , since a marking mf of CP NN R fulﬁlling muf = 1 · f is a ﬁnal marking. That means,
N does not fulﬁll (S1).
If NR does not fulﬁll (S2’), then there is a dead task. In the case NR is consistent, by
Lemma 2, this task is also dead in N , i.e. N does not fulﬁll (S2).
The previous lemmas imply the following characterization of soundness for WFR-nets.
Theorem 1. A WFR-net NR= (N, R, A, l, r) is sound iff NR is consistent and N is sound.
This characterization shows how to design sound WFR-nets. First, a sound WF-net is
constructed. Then, roles and actors are added in a way which does not inﬂuence the
control ﬂow given by the WF-net.
So far the structural interpretation of the behavioral property consistency is not clear, and
thus we do not know how to ensure the property when designing the role perspective of a
WFR-net. Therefore, we provide a simple characterization of consistency:
Lemma 6. A WFR-net NR= (N, R, A, l, r) is consistent iff, for each transition t with
l(t) 3= ∅ which is not dead w.r.t. N , there is an actor a ∈ A such that r(a) ∈ l(t).
Proof. If NR is not consistent, the proof of Lemma 3 shows that there is a transition t
which is not dead w.r.t. N but cannot ﬁre w.r.t. CP NN R due to the place pres (which has
a constant marking). It follows: l(t) 3= ∅ and there is no a ∈ A such that r(a) ∈ l(t).
If there exists a transition t with l(t) 3= ∅ which is not dead w.r.t. N such that there is no
a ∈ A with r(a) ∈ l(t), then there is a reachable marking m of N which enables t but for
any reachable marking m& of CP NN R and any b the binding element (t, b) is not enabled
in m& because the constant marking of pres prohibits t. Therefore, if a marking m& with
u
m& = m is reachable in CP NN R , then NR is not consistent. Otherwise, by Lemma 2,
NR is not consistent.
From this characterization we can immediately deduce two very simple sufﬁcient conditions for consistency of a WFR-net NR= (N, R, A, l, r) which are purely structural. In
particular, they are completely independent from the underlying WF-net N . In the ﬁrst
condition we only remove the restriction to dead tasks from the previous characterization.
The second condition is a further simpliﬁcation abstracting from tasks. It just requires that
for each role there is at least one actor having the role.
(C1) If, for each transition t with l(t) 3= ∅, there is an actor a ∈ A such that r(a) ∈ l(t),
then NR is consistent.
(C2) If, for each role x ∈ R, there is an actor a ∈ A with r(a) = x, then NR is consistent.
The WFR-net from Figure 1 fulﬁlls (C2), since there is an actor for all three roles.
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Figure 6: Sound WFDR-net.

4.2

WFDR-nets

For WFDR-nets, soundness and consistency become more difﬁcult notions. In contrast to
Lemmas 3 and 4 for WFR-nets, soundness of a WFDR-net does neither imply consistency
of the WFDR-net nor soundness of the underlying WF-net. The WFDR-net of Figure 6 is
sound, although it is not consistent and the underlying WF-net is not sound. The WF-net
can run into a deadlock when ﬁring tasks C and F or D and E. However, when ﬁring C and
E or D and F the net completes properly. Inconsistent role annotations of the WFDR-net
prohibit the deadlocks of the underlying WF-net.
We have already discussed that soundness alone is not enough for a WFDR-net. For correctness, we are interested in sound and consistent WFDR-nets. For such nets it is possible
to show that the underlying WF-net is also sound.
Lemma 7. If NR= (N, R, A, l, r) is a sound and consistent WFDR-net, then N is sound.
Proof. If N is not sound, one of the conditions (S1) or (S2) is not satisﬁed. We show for
each case that NR is not sound or not consistent.
If N does not fulﬁll (S1), then there is a reachable marking m from which 1 · f is not
u
reachable. In the case NR is consistent, by Lemma 2, a marking m& with m& = m is
reachable in CP NN R . By using Lemma 1, a ﬁnal marking is not reachable from m& ,
since a ﬁnal marking mf fulﬁlls muf = 1 · f . That means NR does not fulﬁll (S1’).
If N does not fulﬁll (S2), then there is a dead task. By Lemma 2 this task is also dead in
CP NN R , i.e. NR does not fulﬁll (S2’).
Moreover, analogously to Lemma 5 for WFR-nets, consistency of a WFDR-net together
with soundness of the underlying WF-net implies soundness of the WFDR-net.
Lemma 8. Let NR= (N, R, A, l, r) be a WFDR-net. If NR is consistent and N is sound,
then also NR is sound.
Proof. The proof is analogous to Lemma 5.
The two previous lemmas together yield the following equivalence.
Theorem 2. A consistent WFDR-net NR= (N, R, A, l, r) is sound iff N is sound.
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Altogether, we have shown how to design correct WFDR-nets. First, a sound WF-net is
constructed which is then consistently extended by roles and actors. With this approach
soundness of the resulting WFDR-net is guaranteed. Still, there are also sound WFDRnets which are not consistent. For such a net it is possible that the underlying WF-net is
not sound (Figure 6), but it is also possible that the WF-net is sound (Figure 5). For the
sake of completeness note that in the case of a non-sound and non-consistent WFDR-net,
the underlying WF-net can be both sound (Figure 5 with empty set of actors) or not sound
(Figure 6 with empty set of actors).
We now investigate the property of consistency for WFDRnets in detail. The aim is to ﬁnd a characterization of consistency which explicitly regards the role perspective separately from the underlying WF-net. Then, as it is natural,
consistency for the role perspective can be checked on top of
the control ﬂow perspective. For this purpose, we introduce
the notion of role diagram which describes the dynamic role
behavior of all the actors of a WFDR-net as given by the role
annotations (neglecting the underlying WF-net). Figure 7 ilFigure 7: A role diagram.
lustrates the role diagram of the WFDR-net from Figure 3.
The role diagram of a WFDR-net is a non-deterministic ﬁnite automaton which models
the overall dynamic resource perspective of a WFDR-net. States represent different role
combinations of actors, and each transition represents a task that can be executed by a
certain role combination as well as the role change triggered by this task execution.
Deﬁnition 12. A non-deterministic ﬁnite automaton is a tuple M = (Q, T, δ, q0 ), where
•
•
•
•

Q is a ﬁnite set of states,
T is a ﬁnite set of input symbols,
δ ⊆ Q × T × Q is a transition relation and
q0 ∈ Q is an initial state.

Deﬁnition 13. Let NR= (P, T, F, i, f, R, A, l, r) be a WFDR-net. The role diagram
RN R = (Q, T, δ, q0 ) of NR is deﬁned inductively (Q ⊆ NR ):
"
• q0 = a∈A r(a)
"
• If q ∈ Q, q(x1 ) > 0 and (x1 , x2 ) ∈ l(t) for t ∈ T then q & = x∈R\{x1 ,x2 } q(x) · x +
(q(x1 ) − 1) · x1 + (q(x2 ) + 1) · x2 ∈ Q and (q, t, q & ) ∈ δ.
A WFDR-net is consistent if the resource perspective, i.e. the place pres does not prohibit
any behavior of the underlying WF-net. That means, for each reachable state, if the WFnet allows the occurrence of a task, then there are actors capable of executing the task.
In particular, the enabledness of a task has to be independent from the assignments of
actors to previous tasks. Based on the concept of role diagram we formulate the following
characterization for consistency of WFDR-nets.
Lemma 9. Let NR= (N, R, A, l, r) be a WFDR-net and RN R = (Q, T, δ, q0 ) the role
diagram of NR. Then, NR is consistent iff it fulﬁlls the following property: For each occurrence sequence t1 . . . tn , n ≥ 1, of N and each (q0 , t1 , q1 ) . . . (qn−2 , tn−1 , qn−1 ) ∈ δ
there exists qn ∈ Q such that (qn−1 , tn , qn ) ∈ δ.
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Proof. If NR is not consistent, there is a marking m of CP NN R reachable by an occurrence sequence (t1 , b1 ) . . . (tn−1 , bn−1 ) and a transition tn which is enabled in the marking mu of N , such that (tn , bn ) is not enabled in m for each binding bn . By Lemma
2, t1 . . . tn is an occurrence sequence of N . Moreover, by
"construction of RN R it holds
(q0 , t1 , q1 ) . . . (qn−2 , tn−1 , qn−1 ) ∈ δ such that qn−1 = (a,x)∈A×R m(pres )(a, x) · x.
Since tn is not enabled in m w.r.t. the place pres , it follows that there is no (a, x1 ) ∈
m(pres ) such that (x1 , x2 ) ∈ l(tn ). Thus, there is no x1 ∈ qn−1 such that (x1 , x2 ) ∈
l(tn ). It follows that there does not exist a state qn ∈ Q with (qn−1 , tn , qn ) ∈ δ.
If there is an occurrence sequence t1 . . . tn of N and (q0 , t1 , q1 ) . . . (qn−2 , tn−1 , qn−1 ) ∈ δ
such that there is no qn ∈ Q with (qn−1 , tn , qn ) ∈ δ, then by construction of RN R and
Lemma 2 there are bindings b1 . . . bn−1 such that (t1 , b1 ) . . . (tn−1 , bn−1 ) is an occurrence
sequence
of CP NN R which leads to a marking m with the following properties: qn−1 =
"
u
(a,x)∈A×R m(pres )(a, x) · x and m is the follower marking of the occurrence sequence
t1 . . . tn−1 of N . By assumption there is no x1 ∈ qn−1 such that (x1 , x2 ) ∈ l(tn ) and thus
there is no (a, x1 ) ∈ m(pres ) such that (x1 , x2 ) ∈ l(tn ). Consequently, there is no bn such
that (tn , bn ) is enabled in m, although tn is enabled in mu , i.e. NR is not consistent.
With Lemma 9, consistency of the role perspective can nicely be checked on top of a given
WF-net by comparing the marking graph of the WF-net and the role diagram.
The maximal occurrence sequences of the WF-net underlying the WFDR-net from Figure
3 are ABCDE and ACBDE. Thus, to verify consistency of the WFDR-net, for each preﬁx
of these sequences we have to check that the property formulated in the previous lemma
is satisﬁed by the role diagram of Figure 7. For instance, given the sequence ABCDE,
starting in the initial state of the role diagram there is only one sequence of state transitions
corresponding to ABCD. For the follower state R2+R3, it has to be checked that there is a
state transition given by the task E.
From Lemma 9 we can also deduce reasonable sufﬁcient conditions for consistency of a
WFDR-net NR= (N, R, A, l, r) with role diagram RN R = (Q, T, δ, q0 ) which are more
simple to check. First, a simpliﬁcation can be achieved in the case of deterministic role
annotations: If the role diagram is deterministic, then it is enough to check whether each
occurrence sequence of N is included in the role diagram. Second, we can consider the
situation that there are always enough actors to perform each task of the net. For this purpose, we regard the set of all states Q& ⊆ Q of the role diagram reachable by an occurrence
sequence of N . That means, Q& represents all reachable role combinations in the resource
place pres . We formulate the following condition which is analogous to (C1) for WFRnets: If for each task, each reachable role combination contains a role which is allowed to
execute the task, then NR is consistent. Moreover, we can simplify this condition analogously as in the case of (C2) for WFR-nets: If each reachable role combination contains
all roles of NR, then NR is consistent. Thereby, the set of all reachable role combinations
Q& can be computed by projecting the states of the product automaton of RN R and the
marking graph of N onto the RN R -component.
(D) If RN R fulﬁlls the property (q, t, q & ), (q, t, q && ) ∈ δ =⇒ q & = q && , then NR is
consistent iff RN R accepts each occurrence sequence of N (when considering all
states Q as ﬁnal states).
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(C1’) If for each t ∈ T with l(t) 3= ∅ and each q ∈ Q& , there exists (x1 , x2 ) ∈ l(t) such
that q(x1 ) > 0, then NR is consistent.
(C2’) If for each q ∈ Q& and each x ∈ R there holds q(x) > 0, then NR is consistent.
Since the role diagram of Figure 7 is deterministic, we can verify consistency of the
WFDR-net in Figure 3 by checking condition (D).

5 Conclusion
We have shown how to formally extend Petri net process models by static and dynamic role
concepts. Then, we have discussed correctness of respective models. An important topic
for future research is a detailed discussion of the extensions of the modeling languages
mentioned in Section 2.
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Abstract: Identifying structural patterns in conceptual models serves a variety of
purposes ranging from model comparison to model integration and exploration.
Although there are a multitude of different approaches for particular modelling
languages and application scenarios, the modelling community lacks an integrated
approach suitable for conceptual models of arbitrary languages and domains.
Therefore, a generic set-theory based pattern matching approach has recently been
developed. To prove that this approach is beneficial in terms of performance, we
conduct a statistically rigorous analysis of its runtime behaviour. We augment the
original approach to include a caching mechanism that further increases performance. We are able to show that the original algorithm is able to identify arbitrary
patterns within milliseconds. The caching extension further increases performance
by up to fifty per cent given the model base and patterns we used.

1 Introduction
Structurally analysing conceptual models serves a wide variety of purposes. In the domain of Business Process Management (BPM) it helps detect process improvement potential [VTM08]. In case of mergers and acquisitions, identifying structural patterns in
process models allows for comparing heterogeneous process landscapes to one another.
Such a comparison can then be used to integrate various process models containing similar or equivalent structures [Di09]. Identifying patterns in conceptual models is also
useful for business process compliance checking [Kn10] as well as determining the syntactical correctness of a particular model [Me07]. In the domain of database engineering,
detecting structures in conceptual models addresses the problem of schema matching and
integration [PS11; RS10]. In all of these application scenarios a manual analysis is extremely costly, since the number of models to be analysed may range in the thousands
[YDG10]. Furthermore, each model may contain hundreds of elements. Structural pattern matching can therefore only be beneficial if it is conducted in an automated or at
least semi-automated way. To that end, we have developed a generic set-theory based
pattern matching approach that is able to find patterns in conceptual models of arbitrary
modelling languages [De10].
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The approach is based on the idea that any graph-based conceptual model can be regarded as the set of its objects and relationships. The approach was prototypically implemented as a plug-in for a meta-modelling tool that was available from a previous
research project [DK07]. To prove that our approach is beneficial in terms of performance, we conduct a statistically rigorous analysis of its runtime behaviour. We evaluate
the approach on two sets of Event-driven Process Chains (EPC) [Sc00] that were available from previous research projects as well. In total, we analyse process models having
between 20 and 343 elements. The patterns we search for are based on the works of
[Me07] who defines syntactical errors in EPCs and [Va03] who identify workflow patterns. We are able to demonstrate that the generic set-theory based approach allows for
finding structural pattern matches within milliseconds. We augment the approach to
include a caching algorithm that further improves matching performance by up to fifty
per cent given the model base and patterns we used. The algorithm is based on the idea
of storing frequently used sub-patterns in a data structure that allows access in constant
time.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we discuss related
work. Our analysis indicates that there is no generic pattern matching algorithm that
finds matches within milliseconds. In Section 3, we briefly elaborate on the approach to
be evaluated. We continue by explaining the caching mechanism augmenting the original algorithm. In Section 4, we provide a detailed performance analysis of the approach
both with and without the caching algorithm. We conclude by summarizing our main
findings and providing an outlook to future research.

2 Related Work
Identifying structural patterns in conceptual models serves multiple purposes in the
fields of database engineering and business process management. To identify relevant
literature, the keywords ‘schema matching’, ‘business process’, ‘similarity’, ‘merge’,
‘check ’, ‘comparison ’, ‘compliance’, and ‘exploration’ were used in combination with
Google Scholar. Primarily, recent literature from the last five years was analysed. We
furthermore included some sources from unstructured search.
In the field of database engineering, various approaches have been proposed addressing
the problem of schema matching and integration. Two or more schemas are taken as
input and semantically as well as structurally equivalent elements are identified to create
an integrated schema as output [RB01]. Some of these approaches assume the underlying schemas to exhibit a tree-like structure [RS10; TC06; Au05] others identify similar
model parts [PS11; SDH08; DHY08].
In the field of business process management pattern matching is closely related to the
topic of model analysis, which serves multiple purposes ranging from model comparison
[Di10; YDG10; DDG09; AVW08; Kü08; VDM08; EKO07; SM07a; VAW06;] and
model merge [La10; WDM10; Di09; SM07b; Gr05; UC04] to model exploration [We11;
Kn10; Sm10; We10; Fa09; Sm09; WHM08; Aw07].
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All of these approaches address very particular tasks related to the identification of patterns in conceptual models. Furthermore, some of them restrict themselves to specific
modelling languages or do not provide exact matching algorithms but approximationbased heuristics. We therefore argue that the modelling community would benefit from a
more generic pattern matching approach that is not limited to a particular modelling
language or application scenario and that at the same time is able to identify exact pattern matches. Moreover, to be beneficial such an approach has to return results with
good performance. By providing a statistically rigorous performance evaluation, this
paper can therefore be seen as a continuation of the work of [De10].

3 Set-Theory Based Pattern Matching
3.1 Research Design
Our research follows the design science approach [He04] and more specifically the design science research methodology put forth by [Pe07]. Design science is concerned with
the creation of innovative artefacts solving previously unsolved problems. In our case
the artefact constitutes a generic pattern matching algorithm that is able to find structures
in conceptual models created in arbitrary modelling languages. The methodology of
[Pe07] stipulates six steps for the process of conducting design science, namely problem
identification and motivation, definition of the objectives for a solution, design and development, demonstration, evaluation, and communication. In this paper, we conduct a
statistically rigorous performance evaluation of the artefact presented by [De10]. We
assess its capability of efficiently contributing to the analysis of conceptual models. In an
additional development iteration we augment the artefact to include a caching algorithm
that further improves performance.
3.2 Pattern Matching Approach
The idea of this approach is to apply set operations to a set of model elements, representing the model to be analysed. Based on graph theory, the approach recognizes any
conceptual model as a graph G, consisting of vertices V and edges E, where G=(V,E)
with E$V×V. Therefore, the approach distinguishes model objects, representing nodes,
and model relationships, representing edges, interrelating model objects. Starting from a
particular basic set, the approach searches for pattern matches by performing set operations on this basic set. We define the set O of all objects, the set R of all relationships,
and the set E = O ! R to be the basic sets required for this approach. By combining
different set operations, patterns are built up successively. Given a pattern definition, the
matching process returns a set of model subsets representing the pattern matches found.
Every match found is put into a separate subset. In the following, we introduce the available operations of the approach briefly. A detailed formal specification can be found in
[De10].
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Each operation has a defined number of input sets and returns a resulting set. In the explanation of the operations, we use additional sets (X: arbitrary set of elements; Y: arbitrary set of objects; Z: arbitrary set of relationships) specifying which kinds of inputs an
operation expects.
" ElementsOfType(X,a) returns a set of all elements of X, belonging to the given element type a.
" ElementsWithTypeAttributeOfValue(X,a,b) returns a set of all elements of X whose
type is assigned an attribute a. In addition, the instance of the type attribute has to be
of value b. A type attribute might be the label of an element. The function then returns all elements having a particular label b.
In order to assemble complex pattern structures successively, the following operations
combine elements and their relationships and elements being related, respectively:
" ElementsWith{In|Out}Relations(X,Z) returns a set of sets containing all elements of X
and their {ingoing | outgoing} relationships of Z.
" ElementsDirectlyRelated(X1,X2) returns a set of sets containing all elements of X1 and
X2 that are connected directly via undirected relationships of R, including these relationships. Each inner set contains one occurrence.
" DirectSuccessors(X1,X2) is the directed analogue to ElementsDirectlyRelated.
A further category of operation is needed to build patterns representing recursive structures (e.g. a path of arbitrary length):
" {Directed}Paths(X1,Xn) returns a set of sets containing all sequences with undirected
{directed} relationships, leading from any element of X1 to any element of Xn. The
elements that are part of the paths do not necessarily have to be elements of X1 or Xn,
but can also be of E\X1\Xn. Each path found is represented by an inner set.
" {Directed}Loops(X) is defined analogously to {Directed}Paths. It returns a set of sets
containing all undirected {directed} sequences, which lead from any element of X to
itself.
To avoid infinite sets, only finite paths and loops are returned. To provide a convenient
specification environment for structural model patterns, we define some additional functions that are derived from those already introduced:
" ElementsWith{In|Out}RelationsOfType(X,Z,c) returns a set of sets containing all
elements of X and their {undirected} directed, {incoming | outgoing} relationships of
Z of the type c. Each occurrence is represented by an inner set.
" ElementsWithNumberOf{In|Out}Relations(X,n) returns a set of sets containing all
elements of X, which are connected to the given number n of {undirected} directed
{incoming | outgoing} relationships of R, including these relationships. Each occurrence is represented by an inner set.
" ElementsWithNumberOf{In|Out}RelationsOfType(X,c,n) returns a set of sets containing all elements of X, which are connected to the given number n of {undirected} directed {incoming | outgoing} relationships of R of the type c, including these relationships. Each occurrence is represented by an inner set.
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" {Directed}PathsContainingElements(X1,Xn,Xc) returns a set of sets containing elements that represent all undirected {directed} paths from elements of X1 to elements
of Xn, which each contain at least one element of Xc. The elements that are part of the
paths do not necessarily have to be elements of X 1 or Xn, but can also be of E\X1\Xn.
Each such path found is represented by an inner set.
" {Directed}PathsNotContainingElements(X1,Xn,Xc) is defined analogously to {Directed}PathsContainingElements. However, it returns only paths that do not contain
any element of Xc.
" {Directed}Loops{Not}ContainingElements(X,Xc) is defined analogously to {Directed}Paths{Not}ContainingElements.
" {Longest|Shortest}{Directed}Path{Not}ContainingElements(X 1,Xn,Xc) is defined
analogously to {Directed}Paths{Not}ContainingElements. However, the function
only returns the shortest or longest paths from elements of X 1 to elements of Xn containing or not containing at least one element of Xc.
By nesting the functions introduced above, it is possible to build structural model patterns successively. The results of each function can be reused adopting them as an input
for other functions. In order to combine different results, the basic set operators union
(!), intersection (#), and complement (\) can generally be used. Since it should be possible to not only combine sets of pattern matches (i.e., sets of sets), but also the pattern
matches themselves (this refers to the inner sets), the approach incorporates additional
set operators. These operate on the inner sets of two sets of sets respectively. The Join
operator performs a union operation on each inner set of the first set with each inner set
of the second set having at least one element in common. The InnerIntersection operator intersects each inner set of the first set with each inner set of the second set. The
InnerComplement operator applies a complement operation to each inner set of the first
outer set combined with each inner set of the second outer set. Only inner sets that have
at least one element in common are considered. As most of the set operations introduced
expect simple sets of elements as inputs, further operators are introduced that turn sets of
sets into simple sets. The SelfUnion operator merges all inner sets of one set of sets into
a single set performing a union operation on all inner sets. The SelfIntersection operator
performs an intersection operation on all inner sets of a set of sets successively. The
result is a set containing elements that each occur in all inner sets of the original outer
set.
DirectSuccessors(ElementsOfType(O, Function),ElementsOfType(O, Event))

The example of an EPC pattern given above illustrates the application of the approach.
This pattern represents all functions that are directly succeeded by an event. The ElementsOfType calls return the set of all functions and events respectively. They take the
basic set O as input which represents the set of all objects contained in the model to be
searched. The second parameter specifies the type of the objects contained in the intermediate result sets. These are then passed on to the DirectSuccessors call returning a set
of sets. Each inner set contains a function, the succeeding event and the edge between
these two objects.
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Figure 1 illustrates the prototypical implementation of the approach as a plugin for a
meta-modelling tool. The patterns are defined in a specification environment that is integrated into the meta-modelling environment of the tool. The modelling environment
allows for executing the pattern matching algorithm. All elements that belong to a particular pattern match are highlighted. In the example presented in Figure 1 two pattern
matches were found. Each match consists of a function, its succeeding event and the
relationship between these two objects.
Pattern specification environment

First match

Second
match

Figure 1: Application of the pattern matching approach

3.3 Extensions of the approach
Our approach is implemented using the visitor design pattern known from software engineering [Ga95]. A nested pattern definition is represented as a search tree. The algorithm performs a depth-first search on that tree calculating the result of the leaf nodes
first and then returning this intermediate result to the next higher level of the tree. This
structure allows for efficiently caching intermediate results, since a given sub-tree may
appear multiple times within one pattern definition. Before calculating the result on any
given level in the search tree, the algorithm checks a hash table to see if the given subtree has already been calculated. This hash table can be read in constant time, thus allowing for extremely fast access.
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4 Performance Evaluation
4.1 Model Base
As model base, we chose 19 different EPC models that were available from two previous
research projects in the fields of public administration (nine models) [Be05] and the
retail industry (ten models) [BS04]. In terms of the former, the largest process model
contains 343 elements and describes the process of refunding student travel expenses.
The smallest model consists of 26 elements and depicts the application for a dog licence
fee. As far as the process models of the retail industry are concerned, the largest model
contains 150 elements and depicts the process of goods receipt. The smallest model
consists of 20 elements representing the return of empties. In terms of the structure of the
models, in both model pools the large models contain a disproportionately high number
of split-connectors.
We chose these model pools for two reasons. First, these processes were surveyed in real
life scenarios. Consequently, they allow us to test the pattern matching approach in a
realistic context. Second, these pools explicitly include very small process models having a minimum of 20 elements as well as extremely large models of up to 343 elements.
This range of different model sizes allows us to evaluate the scaling characteristics of the
pattern matching approach. We argue that, other than the complexity of the pattern and
the abovementioned structure of the model, the size of the model is the factor that most
influences runtime performance. Additionally, we argue that most conceptual models
exhibit model sizes that fall into the range we cover here. We therefore conclude that the
results we obtained for EPC models are also representative of other process modelling
languages as well as application domains.
4.2 Patterns
In total we searched for seven patterns in each of the 19 process models. All but one
pattern check the syntactical correctness of EPCs. Although the matching approach can
be used in a variety of scenarios, we restrict ourselves to syntactical soundness checking
as this task requires the most complex patterns. Furthermore, the patterns we searched
for are based on the workflow patterns presented by [Va03] and common syntactical
errors in EPCs described by [Me07].
The first pattern we searched for is the “AND might not get control from XOR/OR”
(AND)-pattern reported in [Me07]. It returns paths of arbitrary length that begin in an
XOR/OR-split and end in an AND-join which is the successor of an event having no
incoming edges. The exact definition of that pattern is given below. Another very common syntactical error in EPCs constitutes a decision split after an event (DSAE) [Me07].
Other than that, we also searched for the syntactically correct version of that pattern, the
decision split after a function (DSAF). The exact pattern definitions can be found in
[De10]. Furthermore, we searched for connector loops (CL) which are paths of arbitrary
length that start and end in the same element and contain only connectors.
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DirectedPaths(
COMPLEMENT(
UNION(ElementsOfType(O,'OR'),ElementsOfType(O,'XOR')),
UNION(
SELFUNION(INNERINTERSECT(UNION(ElementsOfType(O,'OR'),
ElementsOfType(O,'XOR')),ElementsWithNumberOfOutRelations(
UNION(ElementsOfType(O,'OR')ElementsOfType(O,'XOR')),1)))
SELFUNION(INNERINTERSECT(UNION(ElementsOfType(O,'OR'),
ElementsOfType(O,'XOR')),ElementsWithNumberOfOutRelations(
UNION(ElementsOfType(O,'OR'),ElementsOfType(O,'XOR')),0)))
)),
INNERINTERSECT(ElementsOfType(O,AND),DirectSuccessors(
ElementsWithNumberOfInRelations(ElementsOfType(O,'Event'),0),
ElementsOfType(O,'AND'))))

We determined the longest sequence of activities (LSA) in each model which we define
as the longest paths not containing connectors. Additionally, we checked if every XORsplit is joined by the appropriate counterpart XOR (XOR) [Me07]. This pattern returns
all paths from XOR-split connectors to XOR-join connectors not containing AND- or
OR-join connectors. We also searched for all paths not containing elements that have a
particular label (PRC). We define this pattern to calculate all paths from the start to the
end elements of the model. From this set of paths we subtract all paths that do contain
elements having that particular label. This second set of paths is calculated by joining the
set of paths from all start to all end elements with the set of elements exhibiting the label.
By defining the pattern in this manner, we calculate the paths from all start to all end
elements twice. In doing so, we are able to demonstrate the effect of the caching mechanism on a computationally expensive operation like a path search. For reasons of brevity
we omit the exact definitions of the CL-, LSA-, XOR-, and PRC-patterns here.
4.3 Evaluation Process
To obtain the performance data in a statistically rigorous manner, we applied the steadystate performance methodology presented by [GBE07]. The methodology was developed
to control measurement errors in Java programs caused by the non-deterministic execution in the virtual machine due to garbage collection, just-in-time (JIT) compilation and
adaptive optimisation. As described above, the pattern matching approach was implemented as a plugin for a meta-modelling tool written in C#. This programming language
suffers from the same measurements errors. Therefore we adapted the approach of
[GBE07] to C#. To compensate for the non-deterministic behaviour of the virtual machine, we chose the so-called steady-state performance measurement determining program performance after JIT compilation and optimisation.
The performance evaluation was conducted on an Intel® Core™ 2 Duo CPU E8400 3.0
GHZ with 3.25 GB RAM and Windows 7 (32-Bit edition). We disabled the energy saving settings in Windows and executed the process as a real-time process to avoid any
unnecessary hardware slow down or process switching. Prior to each search run a complete garbage collection was forced. In doing so, we further eliminate systematic errors.
For the time measurement we used the high resolution QueryPerformanceCounter-API
in Windows in concert with the adapted methodology.
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During the initial warm-up phase, the JIT compiler optimized the pattern search algorithm. This implies running the algorithm until the variation coefficient drops under two
per cent [GBE07]. This coefficient is calculated by dividing the standard deviation of all
runs by its mean execution time. This led to searching each pattern in each model at least
five times. Once this warm-up phase was completed and a steady state was reached, the
measurement phase started. During this phase, each pattern was searched in each model
ten times. After ten search runs, the meta-modelling tool was restarted triggering another
ten search runs. This process was repeated 35 times to compensate for the non-deterministic behaviour of the virtual machine [GBE07]. For each process, the mean execution times were determined for each combination of pattern and model with caching
enabled and disabled respectively. This leads to a total of 70 measurements per combination of pattern and model, 35 for caching enabled and 35 for caching disabled.
4.4 Performance Data
We first consider the original algorithm without the caching extension. Runtime measurements are depicted in Figure 2. Each model is represented on the abscissa by its number of elements. In each model all seven patterns were searched for resulting in one bar
for each pattern. The ordinate represents the time unit in milliseconds on a logarithmic
scale. Each measurement depicts the mean execution time of all 35 search processes. In
addition, each measurement exhibits a confidence interval smaller than one per cent
given a confidence level of 99 per cent.
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Figure 2: Performance evaluation of the original algorithm

Figure 2 demonstrates that the majority of patterns are found within less than one
millisecond. In all but six cases results were obtained in considerably less than one second. The data suggest that our pattern matching algorithm returns results with an overall acceptable performance. Furthermore, the figure suggests that the performance of the
matching algorithm depends on three factors, namely the size and the structure of the
model (cf. Section 4.1) as well as the complexity of the pattern. The latter refers to what
and how many functions and operators are used in the pattern definition and to what
extent they are nested. Since the measurements are right-skewed, Figure 2 shows that the
larger the model the longer takes the matching process.
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The structure of the model refers to its number of split-connectors. A linear sequence of
elements can be more efficiently searched than a highly branched model. This explains
the execution times observed in the third largest model representing a procurement process in the retail industry. This process model contains a large number of splitting XOR
connectors, thus prolonging the matching process. In terms of the pattern complexity, in
all but one model the LSA pattern took the longest to compute. Furthermore, identifying
events or functions that are followed by an XOR-split connector can be computed in less
than one millisecond in all models except the largest one. The interaction of these three
factors influences runtime performance. Although overall performance is acceptable,
Figure 2 indicates that in case of large, highly branched models in combination with
complex patterns the execution time increases exponentially. This is especially the case
if path functions are used in the pattern definition. As explained in Section 3.2 these
functions determine all paths from all start to all target elements. Depending on the
number of objects in a given model in combination with the number of their relationships, an exponential number of paths have to be calculated. This theoretical complexity
explains the execution times of the LSA and PRC patterns in the large, highly branched
models.
The exponential increase in runtime performance motivates augmenting the original
matching approach to include a caching mechanism that stores previously calculated sub
patterns. The execution times of the augmented algorithm are depicted in Figure 3 and
Figure 4. Each figure depicts runtime performance of only one pattern, namely the PRC
pattern in Figure 3 and the XOR pattern in Figure 4. The models are again represented
on the abscissa by their number of elements. The figures depict two measurements for
each model, one with caching enabled and one with caching disabled. The execution
times of the original algorithm without the caching mechanism are taken as a reference
value for the measurements of the extended version. Again, the measurements represent
the mean value of all 35 search processes.
Figure 3 suggests that the caching mechanism improves the overall search performance
in every model. It represents measurements for the PRC pattern that allows for caching a
computationally expensive path search (cf. Section 4.2). The data suggest that the caching mechanism works particularly well on large and highly branched models in combination with complex patterns allowing to cache expensive operations. In the five largest
models the execution time decreased by approximately 50 per cent. Given this pattern,
the performance gain tends to decrease with the size of the model. For the smallest
model only a 20 per cent gain was measured.
The fact that the caching mechanism improves performance particularly well for computationally expensive operations is also supported by Figure 4. Here the execution
times of the XOR pattern are compared. This pattern only allows for caching relatively
cheap calls to the ElementsOfType function. The expensive path search is performed
only once. In this case, the caching mechanism yields hardly any performance increase
in large models. For smaller models, however, execution times can be decreased by up to
25 per cent. Since in models of up to 100 elements this pattern can be searched for in
less than one millisecond anyway, the actual performance gain is negligible. Still, the
data presented in Figure 4 indicates that execution times decrease in all but two models.
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Figure 3: Comparison of the caching algorithm to the original algorithm executing the PRC pattern

These performance statistics prove that although our pattern matching algorithm is generic and not optimized to suit a particular application scenario it returns results with
acceptable performance. The caching extension further decreases execution time. Its
performance gain depends on the size and structure of the models to be searched as well
as the complexity of the patterns. It is particularly beneficial on large, highly branched
models in combination with patterns that contain computationally expensive operations
like the path search. In those cases, the caching mechanism increases runtime performance by up to fifty per cent. In the worst case, caching previously calculated sub-patterns does not yield any performance gain. As expected, however, it does not decrease
execution time either.
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Figure 4: Comparison of the caching algorithm to the original algorithm executing the XOR pattern
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5 Summary and Outlook
In this paper, we conduct a statistically rigorous performance evaluation of a generic settheory based pattern matching approach. On the basis of a literature review we conclude
that there is no generic pattern matching approach suited for any application scenario
that at the same time is able to identify structures in conceptual models of arbitrary modelling languages. To prove that such a generic approach is beneficial in terms of performance, a detailed analysis of its runtime behaviour is required. After briefly introducing
the matching approach, we augmented the algorithm by a caching mechanism that stores
previously calculated sub-patterns. We introduced the model base as well as the patterns
we used to conduct the evaluation. Since the size of the models we analysed ranges from
20 to 343 elements, we argue that the results we obtained are also representative of other
process modelling languages as well as application scenarios. The evaluation process
was conducted according the methodology presented by [GBE07]. Our results were
therefore obtained in a statistically rigorous manner. The performance data suggest that
despite its generic nature our pattern matching approach returns results with acceptable
performance. Most of the patterns could be identified within a few milliseconds. The
caching mechanism we introduce continues to decrease execution time by up to fifty per
cent.
Having conducted a statistical analysis of its runtime behaviour, future research activities
will focus on a theoretical performance evaluation of the matching approach to determine the complexity class of the algorithm. To confront the exponential increase in execution time given large, highly branched models in combination with complex patterns,
we furthermore intent to introduce an additional function called ElementsOfTypeFast.
This function will work on a similar basis than the caching mechanism presented in this
paper. It will access a data structure that holds all elements of the respective element
types of a given modelling language. This data structure will furthermore allow for access in constant time. The idea is to fill this data structure only once before the actual
calculation of the pattern matches. ElementsOfTypeFast will then call this structure and
thus return all elements of a particular type in constant time which will lead to a further
increase in execution time.
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Abstract: While the potential prospects of domain-specific modelling languages
(DSML) are undisputed, the design of a DSML faces specific challenges that have
raised only little attention so far. They relate to the boundaries between a DSML
and corresponding models as well as to the question how specific a DSML should
be. Addressing these challenges does not only contribute to the development of
meta modelling methods, it also relates to judging the economics of a DSML. This
paper suggests guidelines to support typical decisions that occur with the design of
a DSML. They mainly concern the level of abstraction a potential language
concept should be defined on. The guidelines are not intended to serve as recipes
for design, but rather to improve the transparency of design decisions.

1. Motivation
In recent years, the conception of domain-specific modelling languages (DSML) has
gained increasing attention. This is for comprehensible reasons: A general purpose
modelling language (GPML) provides modellers with rudimentary concepts such as
‘Class’, ‘Attribute’ etc. only. Different from that, a DSML includes higher level concepts
that are reconstructions of technical terms in the targeted domain, e.g. ‘Organisational
Unit’, ‘Business Process’, ‘Strategic Resource’ etc. Therefore, the modeller is not forced
to specify these high level terms on his own. Instead he may reuse the concepts of the
DSML. This will not only promote modelling productivity. It also contributes to model
quality: Different from a GPML, the concepts of a DSML include implicit integrity
constraints that prevent the construction of nonsensical models. Furthermore, it should
be expected that the concepts of a DSML are developed with specific expertise and care.
Also, a DSML will typically feature a specific graphical notation that should foster
comprehensibility of respective models. The small, simplified example in Figure 1
illustrates the benefits of DSML compared to GPML. The prospects of deploying
DSMLs are contrasted with remarkable challenges. They concern both, the economics of
DSMLs and their development as well as principal considerations of language design.
Against this background, it is remarkable that there is hardly any method for guiding the
development of modelling languages in general, the design of DSML in particular.
Wand’s and Weber’s approach to evaluate the quality of modelling languages by
referring to ontological categories [WaWe93] does not help much with the specification
of a DSML in general, nor with differentiating levels of abstraction in particular. Take,
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for instance, the construct “ontological completeness”: Depending on the purpose of a
DSML, completeness in this sense may be not relevant.
Work on modelling language design is usually focusing on formal features of meta
modelling languages or on meta modelling tools (e.g. [Jeus07], [JaSz06]). Since a
modelling method consists of at least one modelling language and a corresponding
process model, one would assume that work on method engineering has produced
support for the development of modelling languages.

Figure 1: Illustration of DSML in comparison to GPML

However, this is not the case. While there is a plethora of approaches on method
engineering (e.g. [Brin96], [Roll09], for an overview see [HeRa10]), they mainly focus
on the construction and configuration of process models and take the modelling language
as given. Recent publications on DSML such as [Klep08] and [KeTo08] describe the
construction and use of DSMLs, but do not go into the details of meta model design.
The current lack of support may be attributed to the fact that those who develop
modelling languages are usually highly specialized experts. However, that does not
mean that they are not in need for support, since the design of modelling languages can
be an extremely demanding task. For several years, an essential part of our research has
been directed towards the development of domain-specific modelling languages and
corresponding modelling methods. During this time we have faced numerous challenges
that are related to certain recurring design decisions and to peculiarities of the
development process. Many discussions with various designers of modelling languages
have shown that we share this experience with others. This may be regarded as a deluxe
problem that is relevant for a few only. However, the lack of substantiated guidance
increases the risk of poorly designed modelling languages, which will eventually affect
all prospective language users. With the increasing popularity of DSML and
corresponding model-based approaches to software development, this problem becomes
even more crucial. While a number of tools support the specification of DSML and the
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realisation of corresponding model editors, prospective users can expect only little
guidance with designing a language that fits its purpose.
This paper is intended to suggest guidelines for supporting design decisions that are
specific to the development of DSML. For this purpose, it addresses mainly three
aspects: scope and economics, differentiating between language and language
application and dealing with abstraction conflicts. The background of this research is
work on languages for enterprise modelling. Nevertheless, the results should be
applicable to DSML in other areas as well.

2. Scope and Economics of DSML
Usually, the decision for developing a DSML will require some sort of economic
justification. The costs for developing – and maybe distributing – a DSML should not
exceed the additional benefit to be expected from its deployment. Unfortunately,
development costs and benefits are hard to judge in advance. If a DSML is developed for
one particular project only (as recommended e.g. by [KeTo08]), it may be possible to
estimate the expected cost/benefit ratio in a seemingly satisfactory way. However, as
soon as the development costs require a higher scale of reuse, the decision whether a
DSML will pay off or not will be of remarkable complexity and contingency. It seems
reasonable to assume that – ceteris paribus – the development costs will be the higher,
the more elaborate and specific a language is, i.e. the more semantics (in the sense of
information content) its concepts incorporate. However, the effect of semantics on a
DSML’s benefit is ambivalent. On the one hand, semantics should promote modelling
productivity and model quality, hence the benefit of reuse in a particular case. On the
other hand, semantics will compromise the scale of reuse: The more specific a DSML is,
the fewer the number of cases it can be applied to. Note, however, that trying to
determine an optimal level of semantics would be a hopeless undertaking: Not only that
measuring the level of semantics provided by a DSML on a metric scale is hardly
possible, the benefits of additional semantics will be hard to judge in a single case – not
to speak of numerous cases with considerable variance. Despite these obstacles, it is
nevertheless required to make corresponding decisions, namely to determine whether or
not to develop a DSML for a certain domain – and how specific it should be. At the
same time, there is need for reducing the costs and risks related to the development of a
DSML. Due to the contingency of the subject, deciding on the scope and economics of a
DSML in advance needs to account for specific aspects of a particular case. Hence, the
following criteria serve as general guidelines only that need to be interpreted against the
background of a particular project.
To outline the scope of the targeted DSML, modelling projects can be categorized with
respect to modelling subject and purpose, complexity and frequency. The higher the
complexity and frequency of modelling a certain subject for certain purposes, the higher
the benefit to be expected from a respective DSML. Also, the prospective users’ attitude
and skills need to be accounted for. If they are reluctant or even reject the idea of a
DSML, a negative impact on economics can be expected. To develop an elaborate idea
of the benefits to be expected from a DSML, a thorough requirements analysis is
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mandatory. Unfortunately, analyzing the requirements a DSML should satisfy is a
particular challenge. Often, prospective users will not be familiar with the idea of a
DSML and, hence, will not know what they can expect from such an artefact. Our
experience in developing DSML suggests that it is a promising approach to develop
prototypical diagrams for certain analysis scenarios, e.g. the economic analysis of an IT
infrastructure (see [Fran10]).
Against this background, one can conduct a high-level assessment of benefits with
respect to certain classes of modelling tasks and corresponding users. To evaluate
prospective economics, costs and risks of introducing, using and maintaining the DSML
need to be addressed. This requires accounting for the availability of development tools,
the qualification of developers and users as well as the volatility of requirements to be
expected in future times. Sometimes, the availability of a DSML will enable additional
options such as the integration with other DSML or the use of models at run time. With
respect to evaluating the investment into the development of a DSML, these options
should be taken into account. Even if the economic perspective of a DSML seems to be
promising, its feasibility may still be a challenge – especially if no previous experiences
with similar projects exist. In these cases, it may be a good idea to start with a smaller
scale project.

3. Differentiating between Language and Language Application
In general, a domain-specific modelling language is aimed at providing its prospective
users with technical terms suited to describe the targeted domain. However, sometimes it
is not evident, whether a concept should be part of the language specification or instead
be defined through the language. To illustrate this problem, it is useful to clarify the
targeted level of abstraction. The quest for abstraction suggests to not represent instances
– for a good reason: Instances may change over time, which would compromise a
model’s validity. On the other hand, models that represent the M2 or even higher levels
of abstraction are mainly restricted to specialized applications such as the specification
of modelling languages. Therefore, we focus on the M1 level, since we assume that the
vast majority of conceptual models are assigned to it. As a consequence, designing a
DSML requires analyzing whether a domain-level term is suited to be represented as a
meta type – and therefore can be incorporated into the language – or not, which would
suggest representing him in a model specified with the prospective DSML. In natural
language, there is no explicit distinction between the type and the meta type level.
Sometimes a term can be used on both levels and often it is used for representing
instances, too. For instance: ‘Business Process’ can be instantiated into various business
process types, which would qualify it as a meta type. One could argue that it could also
represent a type that then could be specialized into further business process types.
However, this is no option, since there is no suitable specialization concept for process
types.1 ‘Organisational Unit’ can be seen as the meta type of ‘Department’, which in turn
could have instances like ‘Sales Department’, ‘IT Service Group’ etc. But does ‘Sales
1
While there are a few approaches to introduce relaxed concepts of process specialization, a specialization
concept that accounts for substitutability is not feasible, because it would require monotonic extensions.
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Department’ need to represent an instance? Take for example a multi-national
corporation that defines a certain organisational structure for all its national subsidiaries.
In this case, ‘Sales Department’ may serve as a type. While it seems undisputed that it
makes sense to model goals, it is not clear whether a goal like ‘minimize throughput
time’ should be regarded as a meta type, a type or an instance. As a consequence, the
respective design decisions are even more demanding: In some cases, the foundational
presupposition that models are represented on the type level (M1) has to be dismissed.
For example: A DSML for modelling logistic networks should include concepts to
represent cities. If ‘City’ was used as a type within a particular model, the level of
abstraction would usually be too high. Instead, it will often be the case that one wants to
represent concrete cities, hence, particular instances in a logistic network.
Table 1 illustrates the decision to be made when analyzing a term with respect to its
suitability for being incorporated into a DSML. In the regular case, the decision will
focus on the two alternatives in the upper row: whether a term should be represented as a
meta type to become part of the language or whether it is supposed to be specified by the
language. In some cases, it will be required to decide whether a term should rather be
represented as a meta type or a type, where the latter implies that it is appropriate to
represent instances in respective models.
DSML

model

Meta type
‘Business Process’

Type
‘Order Management’

Type
‘Location’

Instance
‘Berlin’

Table 1: Language vs. language application on different levels of abstraction

3.1 General Criteria
To develop guidelines for the above decision scenario, we will first look at criteria that
need to be accounted for with every prospective language concept. Hence, we focus on
the principle decision whether a term is suited to be incorporated in a language. To
illustrate the criteria, we refer to examples form the domain of organisational analysis
and design. Note that the following criteria do not account for the question whether a
concept should be reconstructed as a type or a meta type, but only whether or not it is
suited for becoming part of a DSML:
a)

Noteworthy level of invariant semantics: If a term can be expected to have the
same meaning across all application areas a DSML is supposed to cover, it can
be regarded as a candidate for being incorporated in the language. In other
words: It should be possible to define the essential meaning of the concept.
Essential means that the features used to specify the concept are sufficient to
capture at least a minimal set of characterizing features, i.e. features that would
allow for distinguishing it from other concepts. Furthermore, one should know
how to describe the range of its more concrete specifications. In other words:
There should be substantial knowledge about the conceptual variance the
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abstraction covers. These aspects are related to the level of semantics, a
potential language concept includes. The level of semantics corresponds to its
information content: The more interpretations are excluded, the higher the level
of semantics. Hence, the level of semantics depends on the semantic
determination of its features, i.e. its attributes and the associated (meta) types.
The level of semantics embedded in a language concept is a core indicator of its
value as an abstraction: The more we know about possible instances (types or
instances), the more can we express about them on an abstract level – without
having to care for the peculiarities of particular instances. If the meaning of a
concept changes significantly with the application context, this could be
handled only with a specification on a lower level of semantics. Alternatively, it
may be a reasonable decision to reduce the scope of a language, i.e. to make it
more special. Hence, applying this criterion is interrelated with determining a
DSML’s intended scope (see 2).
Test: At first sight, it may appear that the most satisfactory approach to test an
assumption about a concept’s meaning across the set of intended applications
would be to conduct an elaborate and representative empirical investigation.
However, such an approach faces two major drawbacks. First, it will often be
not appropriate to focus on the actual meaning of a concept, but rather to pursue
a semantic reconstruction that fits the purpose of the DSML. Second, for
economic reasons, a comprehensive empirical investigation will usually be no
option. Therefore, introspection (reflecting upon known uses of a term – which
makes it empirical, too) and discursive evaluation will usually be the option of
choice. In any case, the results of such a test should be regarded as a hypothesis
that may still be refuted.
b) Relevance: If a concept is expected to be used on a regular base, making it part
of the language would increase the language’s value for most users. If it is
required in rare cases only, it would increase the size of the language, hence
make it more difficult to learn, while at the same time most users would not
benefit from it. While this criterion is related to all other criteria, it is different
in the sense that it puts explicit emphasis on the purpose of the language and the
actual range of applications.
Test: Creating exemplary models within the scope of intended applications
helps to find out how relevant the use of the concept would be with respect to
intended purposes of corresponding models. Analyzing intended applications
and related purposes may suggest empirical studies. However, such an approach
has its limitations: It does not seem plausible to expect a comprehensive
assembly of relevant purposes from prospective users if they are not familiar
with the considered kind of modelling (which will be especially the case with
DSMLs that target new domains).
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3.2 Language Concept as Meta Type or Type?
In addition to determining whether a term is in principle suited to become part of a
DSML, it needs to be decided whether it should be reconstructed as a meta type – which
can be regarded as the regular case – or rather as a type. The first two criteria focus on
checking the suitability as a meta type, while the third and fourth address the suitability
as a type.
c)

Noteworthy semantic differences between types: From a formal point of view, a
meta type should allow for a range of types with clear semantic differences. If
the types that can be instantiated from the potential meta type are all too
similar, the effort it takes to define the types is questionable. This criterion, too,
does not only apply to the entire range of intended applications, but also to the
semantic variance of types within particular models: It does not contribute to
the benefit of the abstraction in a particular case, if there are no noteworthy
semantic differences between potential types. Again, if the variance is
noteworthy only in some cases, while in others it is not, it would indicate the
contingency of a subject.
Test: From a formal point of view, the meta type should allow for a range of
significantly different types. That implies that the types can be defined on a
high level of semantics – otherwise there would not be much chance to express
clear differences between types. If this is the case, one would have to check
whether there is a noteworthy number of clearly different types within the range
of possible types.

d) Instance as type intuitive: This criterion emphasizes language ergonomics.
Would it correspond to the common use of the term to regard its instances as
types? Hence, would instances be regarded as types intuitively by prospective
language users or would they rather be interpreted as representing instances of
the respective domain?
Test: Since many people do not consciously differentiate between type and
instance level in many cases, an empirical test would have to face a remarkable
challenge. Therefore, referring to our Sprachgefühl (sense of language) and to
its discursive evaluation will usually be the only feasible option.
The following criteria serve to check whether a term that does not qualify as a meta type
could instead be represented as a type offered by a DSML.
e)

“Instance” as abstraction: There are terms that emphasize abstractions by their
very nature. Therefore, they resist against a clear distinction between the type
and the instance level. For example: Is a goal such as ‘minimize throughput
time of a set of business processes’ a type or rather an instance? It may be
regarded as a type, since it applies to a set of processes. At the same time, it
hardly allows for further instantiation. Nevertheless, it may be important to
represent a corresponding goal in a model. In these cases, it is suitable to make
a respective type, e.g. ‘Goal’, part of the language.
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Test: Since there is hardly a formal criterion to guide this test, it depends chiefly
on reflection and introspection to find out whether a term that does not allow
for further instantiation can still be regarded as an abstraction.
f)

Invariant and unique instance identity: Sometimes, it makes sense to represent
objects in a model that clearly qualify as instances. Examples include cities,
countries or particular organisations. Apparently, these examples have in
common that the respective instances have a unique identity that is relevant, i.e.
it makes a difference, for the modelling purpose. Also, the features that are
relevant for the modelling purpose are (widely) invariant within the intended
lifetime of a model (e.g. the geographical location of a city). Therefore,
including them in a model does not mean to compromise the quest for
abstraction.
Test: To test a term against this criterion, a number of models where it is
represented as an instance need to be analyzed. The focus of the test is on the
following questions: Are there useful analysis scenarios related to the intended
type of models that require accounting for instances? Are these instances
(widely) invariant with respect to the modelling purpose?

Against this background, we suggest the following guidelines.
Modelling Guideline R1: If a concept fulfils criteria a) to b), it should be
considered for becoming part of the language.
Modelling Guideline R2: If a concept fulfils criteria c) and d), it should be
considered for being represented as meta type.
Modelling Guideline R3: If a concept does not satisfy guideline R2 and fulfils
either criterion e) or f), it should be considered for being represented as type.
To illustrate the use of the suggested criteria, we consider three terms selected from the
examples discussed above. The following tables show the result of evaluating them
against the criteria of the modelling guidelines. “+” indicates that the term clearly fulfils
the corresponding criterion.
Organisational Unit
An organisational unit is a part of an organisation that reflects a permanent principle of the division of
labour. An organisational unit may contain other organisational units.
a) invariant semantics
+
The term is used on a high level of abstraction. The
essence of its semantics should not vary substantially.
b) relevance
This is a key term for describing organisation structures.
+
c) variance of type semantics
+
The semantics of types of organisational units can vary
significantly.
d) instance as type intuitive
+
At least some of the potential instances will be regarded
c
as types almost intuitively, e.g. “Department”, “Division”.
Other potential instances, such as “Marketing
Department”, “Consumer Electronics Division”, will
probably not be regarded as types by many. Hence, the
final assessment of this criterion depends on the
recommended instantiation.
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“o” expresses that it fulfils the criterion to a satisfactory degree, while “-“ indicates that
it fails to satisfy the corresponding criterion. “c” means that – with respect to the
considered criterion – the use of the term is contingent, i.e. in some cases it fulfils the
criterion, in others it does not. Note that guidelines R2 and R3 are considered only, if
guideline R1 applies. R3 is relevant only, if R2 does not apply. Note that there are no
precise guidelines based on “hard facts” for evaluating domain terms against the
suggested criteria. Instead, it is recommended to make use of discursive evaluation that
is aimed at developing reasons that are regarded as convincing by the participants.
Apparently, the term ‘Organisational Unit’ qualifies as language concept to be
represented as a meta type. Nevertheless, it may be an option to include a more specific
term in a DSML, e.g. ‘Department’: It may be regarded as a relevant term of the
corresponding technical language and since it is more specific than ‘Organisational Unit’
it could increase a DSML’s contribution to productivity and integrity.
Department
A department is an organisational unit, which will usually include further organisational units. It may
be part of a superordinate organisational unit.
a) invariant
semantics

b) relevance

As the description of the term indicates, there is not much that is
specific to the term department, which would clearly distinguish it
from the more general term organisational unit. Even on a high level
of abstraction, the meaning of the term varies. In some cases, a
department will be part of a superordinate head department or a
division, in other cases not.
This term is frequently used for describing organisation structures.

c

+

Since criterion a) is not satisfied, guideline R1 does not apply to ‘Department’.
Therefore, testing it against guidelines R2 and R3 is obsolete. Note, however, that
criterion a) is contingent, which means that for some domains the term’s semantics may
be invariant (see 4.1).
Location
A location represents a geographical area and a corresponding settlement such as a village or a city.
a) invariant
semantics

The essence of the term as it is outlined in the above description
should not vary substantially.

+

b) relevance

In various domains, e.g. in cross-organisational logistics, this is a key
term.

+

c) variance of
instances

The semantics of instances may vary to some degree.

d) instance as type
intuitive

It is conceivable to regard an instance as type, e.g. the type ‘City’ as
opposed to the type ‘Village’. Often, however, it will be more
appropriate to instantiate directly into a particular location such as
‘Berlin’ or ‘Hamburg’.
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o

o
c

Since guideline R2 does not clearly apply, R3 can be tested additionally. Note that in this
case, it is assumed that the concept’s instances represent particular instances such as
cities.
e) “Instance” as
abstraction

If an instance is a particular location, then this criterion is not
satisfied.

-

f)

Cities, urban districts and villages satisfy this criterion without a
doubt. Buildings will be regarded as invariant and unique in most
applications, too.

+

invariant and
unique instance
identity

The result of the last evaluation shows that ‘Location’ is suited as a language concept.
The decision on the level of abstraction depends on the intended purpose. If models are
supposed to represent particular locations, then the term is suited for being represented in
a DSML as a type. Otherwise, a representation as meta type would be more preferable.
Note, however, that there may be cases where it is required to account for both levels of
abstraction (see 4).
Applying the suggested guidelines to a few examples produces an ambivalent result. On
the one hand, the criteria help to reduce the complexity of decisions related to the design
of DSML. On the other hand, they are not easy to apply. Instead, they require a thorough
and differentiated interpretation that may be regarded as arduous by some. This is
especially the case for those criteria that are marked as contingent. Therefore, the
guidelines need to be interpreted with respect to the intended scope and purpose of a
DSML. However, scope and purpose of a DSML are sometimes hard to determine in
advance. Our experience suggests that developing modelling scenarios helps to get a
better idea of scope and purpose – and to dissolve the principle contingencies related to
some criteria.

4. Dealing with Conflicting Levels of Abstraction
The previous evaluation of the guidelines has shown that they do not always produce
clear results, which requires further analysis. Sometimes, however, the results may even
be partially contradictory with respect to the appropriate level of abstraction.
4.1 “Local” Types
There are terms that are not perfectly suited to be incorporated into a DSML, because
their semantics is not invariant within the intended language scope. Nevertheless they
may be important elements of respective technical languages - and may be useful for
particular applications of a DSML. For example: The semantics of the term 'Department'
is not invariant across a wider range of organisations. Therefore, it seems appropriate at
first to not include it in a DSML for organisation modelling. Instead, the DSML could
provide the more abstract concept 'Organisational Unit', which could be instantiated into
types such as ‘Marketing Department’, ‘Finance Department’ etc. However, this would
not be satisfactory either, because it would not be possible to express that a marketing
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department and a finance department (both defined on the M1 level) are two types of the
same kind. To deal with these contradictory requirements, a trade-off is recommended,
which is expressed in the following guideline:
Modelling Guideline R4: If a term is not used consistently throughout the set of
intended applications, it should not be incorporated into the language – in order to
not violate modelling rule R2. However, if this term is an important part of the
respective technical language and its semantics is fairly invariant within a certain
application area, it can be represented as a "local type".
A local type is an auxiliary abstraction that allows for adapting a DSML to specific
needs. In the case of 'Department', it would enable a company to define its own
conception of department. Figure 2 illustrates the specification of a local type. The local
types ‘Department’ and ‘Division’ are associated to instances of ‘OrganisationalUnit’ to
specify their semantics in a specific local scope.

Figure 2: Illustration of „local types“

In order to protect model integrity, the local type of an organisational unit can be defined
by an instance of an additional meta type (‘LocalUnitType’), which can be associated
with an instance of ‘OrganisationalUnit’. ‘LocalUnitType’ provides the option to specify
the hierarchical level and a characteristic designation. Furthermore, it would be possible
to assign a specific graphical notation. A level is defined by a positive Integer. The
lowest level, 0, is reserved for those organisational units that do not include further units
and/or that do not include any position that is in command of further organisational
units. If these levels are specified for all local types of organisational unit types, it is
possible to enforce the constraints that they imply, e.g. that no organisational unit on
level 2 can be part of a unit on level 1. The definition of a local terminology through
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instantiations of ‘LocalUnitType’ can be regarded as defining language concepts with a
limited scope, or as pseudo meta types. This approach can be further supported by
supplementing a DSML with instantiations of ‘LocalUnitType’ for specific subdomains,
e.g. for industrial enterprises, for public organisations, universities etc.
4.2 Intrinsic Features
On the one hand, specifying a meta model requires reflecting upon the ontological
essence of a term. On the other hand, it recommends taking into account that instances of
a meta concept are types. Sometimes, this results in the problem that the essence of a
term includes features that do not apply directly to the type level. Instead, they apply to
the instances represented by a type. For example: A language for modelling business
processes includes the meta type ‘BusinessProcess’, which has attributes such as ‘name’,
‘averageExecutionTime‘ and various associations to other meta types like ‘Event’,
‘OrganisationalUnit’ etc. Within a particular model, it is instantiated to a certain business
process type, e.g. ‘Order Management’, which includes the instantiation of attributes
from corresponding meta types. While we know that every business process instance has
a particular start and termination time, these materialized features do not apply to the
corresponding business process type. Since a meta type may only define features that can
be instantiated to describe features of a type, it is not possible to express features that
apply to the instances of this type only. However, assigning these features to every
instance would not only ignore an obvious abstraction, it would also result in
redundancy. This problem is well known in conceptual modelling and addressed by
concepts such as “power types” [Odel98] or “clabjects” [AtKü07]. A similar concept,
called "intrinsic feature" is proposed in [Fran11] to enrich a meta modelling language. A
(meta) type may have (regular) attributes that apply to its instances or “intrinsic
attributes” that can be instantiated only from the instances of its instances. The concept
can also be applied to an entire entity type (an instance of a meta type): An entity type
that must not be instantiated directly, but only on the level below the one it is presented
on, is called an “intrinsic type”. Figure 3 illustrates how to specify the example concepts
‘OrganisationalUnit’ and ‘Location’ with the use of intrinsic features. Intrinsic features
are marked by an ‘i’ printed white on black. Specifying e.g. ‘Location’ with intrinsic
features would allow for representing both, the semantics of location types such as
‘City’, ‘Village’ etc., and respective instances. A corresponding model would include
instances, e.g. ‘Hamburg’, that are characterized by a type, e.g. ‘City’, which was
defined by instantiating the meta type ‘Location’. Hence, a respective model editor
would need to provide modellers with two levels of abstractions. Unfortunately not
every meta modelling language features concepts for specifying instance level features.
But even in these cases, it is a good idea to somehow add their description to the meta
model – either by comments or by marking type level features.
Modelling Guideline R5: If the essential meaning of a meta type that is part of a
DSML includes aspects that apply to instances of the types of the meta type and
these aspects are relevant for the intended application of the DSML, then these
instance level features should be included in the specification. Preferably, this
should be done with meta modelling languages that feature corresponding
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concepts. Alternatively, instance level features can be marked or added in
comments.

Figure 3: Example of Specification with Intrinsic Features

5. Concluding Remarks
In contrast to the remarkable attention generated by the idea of DSML, there has been
only little work on specific design decisions related to the conception of a DSML. While
there has been some work on differentiating instance and type level features (see 4.2),
questions that concern the distinction of a prospective DSML and its application have
hardly been addressed so far. This is the case, too, for the decision on how specific a
DSML should be. This paper has shown that these questions are essential for the
development – and economics – of DSMLs and very challenging at the same time. Due
to the remarkable contingency of modelling subjects and purposes, it may not come as a
surprise that the proposed guidelines do not serve as recipes. Instead, their application
requires a considerable effort. As a consequence, they are mainly intended to improve
the transparency of design decisions and draw the reflective language designer’s
attention to aspects that require further investigation. Also, they are meant to contribute
to the discourse on the quality of meta models and DSML in general (see, e.g., [Fran98],
[OpSe99], [FeLo03]). In addition to that, the guidelines suggest specific requirements for
meta modelling languages and corresponding meta model editors that are not satisfied by
most of today’s solutions. Every guideline has been motivated with respect to certain
presuppositions and has been tested against a few examples. Nevertheless, there is still
need for further tests and discursive evaluations, since we are only at the beginning of
developing expressive methods for designing DSML.
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Abstract: An increasing data overload makes it difﬁcult to deliver needed information
to knowledge-workers and decision-makers in process-oriented enterprises. The main
problem is to identify information being relevant for process participants and their
activities. To cope with this challenge, enterprises crave for an intelligent and processoriented information logistics. The major challenge is to provide the right process
information in the right format and level of granularity at the right place and accurate
point in time to the right actors. When realizing such process-oriented information
logistics it becomes crucial to take into account quality dimensions of process information (e.g., completeness, topicality, punctuality). Reason is that these dimensions
determine process information quality and thus also the overall relevance of process
information for a particular process participant and his activities. This paper picks up
this issue and analyzes different quality dimensions of process information and their
impact on process-oriented information logistics.

1 Introduction
Market globalization has led to massive cost pressure and increased competition for enterprises. Products and services must be developed in ever-shorter cycles and new forms
of collaboration within and across organizations are continuously emerging. As examples consider product engineering processes [MHHR06] or the treatment of patients in an
integrated healthcare network [LR07]. To cope with these challenges, effective business
process management (BPM) [Wes07] becomes success-critical for enterprises.
BPM technology has focused on the modeling, analysis, and execution of processes (e.g.,
using BPM systems) [MRB08] in recent years. What has been neglected so far is the
support of knowledge-workers and decision-makers by providing personalized process information to them depending on their current work context. The latter determines the
information a process participant needs in order to perform current and newly upcoming
∗ This research was performed in the niPRO project. This project is funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) under grant number 17102X10. More information can be found at
http://www.nipro-project.org.
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activities. For example, to prepare his ward round a doctor needs information about his
patients. Besides process-related information (e.g., the current activity), the work context
also comprises device-related information (e.g., display size, bandwidth), location-based
information (e.g., GPS location), and user-related information (e.g., user name, role, department). Overall, an extensive amount of process information is provided within and
across organizations using techniques and tools such as e-mail, shared drives, Web 2.0
applications, and enterprise information systems [LL09].
Before characterizing the notion of process information, we ﬁrst have to deﬁne the terms
data and information. In literature, respective deﬁnitions are broadly diversiﬁed [Row06].
In the context of our research we apply the deﬁnitions suggested in [BCGH06, RT08,
AG04]: data are raw facts or observations of things, events, activities, and transactions that
are recorded and stored, but are not organized and processed, and therefore do not convey
any speciﬁc meaning. Information, in turn, refers to data that has been organized and
processed for a speciﬁc purpose. Consequently, it has a meaning and provides some value
to the recipient. Generally, data turns into information, if someone is interested in this data.
For example, a doctor might be interested in the blood group of a particular patient or the
patient’s maximum and minimum body temperature during a day. Besides, information
can be also derived from data. As example consider the average body temperature that can
be calculated from the individual temperature data items. Consequently, the difference
between data and information is not structural, but functional [Ack89].
Analogously, we deﬁne process information as follows: process information refers to data
that has been processed to support process users in the modeling, execution, monitoring,
optimization, and design of processes. Hence, the data gets a meaning and has a value
with respect to the process users’ activities. Typical process information includes, for example, process descriptions, working guidelines, process models, operational instructions,
forms, checklists, and best practices (e.g., documented in text documents, spreadsheets,
presentations, and e-mails).
However, the mere availability of process information is not sufﬁcient to adequately support knowledge-workers and decision-makers in their daily activities. What enterprises
need is an intelligent, process-oriented information logistics, i.e., the right process information must be provided in the right format and level of granularity at the right place
and accurate point in time. More precisely, process-oriented information logistics deals
with the planning, execution, and control of process information ﬂows within or between
enterprises to support knowledge-intense business processes implying human interaction
and decision making [BD08]. In this paper, we address one ﬁrst aspect of an effective
process-oriented information logistics: quality dimensions of process information.
Based on the question whether process information fulﬁlls certain quality requirements,
the overall relevance of process information can be determined. Picking up our healthcare example, typically, it becomes necessary that patient information is up-to-date and
complete in order to be able to charge certain services through the accounting and billing
department. Therefore, patient information which is out-of-date or incomplete is not relevant, since it cannot be processed by the medical accounting. However, depending on a
speciﬁc work context, different quality dimensions might be more or less important than
others. For example, for a surgeon, patient information should be available punctual and
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up-to-date. Conversely, for an employee being responsible for patient admission, information about the patient must be complete and error-free. Therefore, depending on the work
context, a different weighting of the individual quality dimensions becomes necessary.
In fact, the consideration of work context and quality dimensions of process information is
key to identify relevant process information. Figure 1 shows the relationship between work
context and process information quality. On the one hand, the work context determines
the process information a process participant needs to perform current activities. On the
other hand, the use of quality dimensions allows to determine process information quality.
Together, both aspects allow to determine the overall relevance of process information.
Work Context
task

Process
User

task

x

Goal: selection
of relevant …
(overall relevance)

Process
Information
Quality

Quality Dimension #1
Quality Dimension #2

task

...

Process
Information

Quality Dimension #n

Figure 1: Determining the relevance of process information.

The presented research is performed in the niPRO project. In this project we apply semantic technology to integrate process information within intelligent, user-adequate process information portals. Our overall goal is to support knowledge-workers and decisionmakers with the needed process information depending on their current work context. So
far, both research and practice do not address how processes and related process information can be effectively merged. Currently, conventional methods of information retrieval or
enterprise search engines are mainly used for this purpose. Opposed to this, the niPRO process information portal aims at determining required information for knowledge-workers
and decision-makers dynamically and automatically. Key challenges include the personalized provision of process information, ﬂexible visualization of process information, and
innovative design approaches for different levels of information granularity.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a running example that will be used
throughout the paper. Section 3 investigates quality dimensions of process information.
Section 4 discusses why contextual quality dimensions are particularly important. Section
5 discusses related work. Section 6 concludes the paper with a summary and an outlook.

2 Running Example
To illustrate different quality dimensions of process information, we use a running example from the clinical domain. This example is based on experiences we gathered during
an exploratory case study at a large German university hospital [MMR11]. In this case
study we analyzed the process of an unplanned, stationary hospitalization, including patient admission, medical indication in the anesthesia, surgical intervention, post-surgery
treatment, patient discharge, and ﬁnancial accounting and management.
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Our running example (cf. Figure 2) speciﬁcally picks up the doctor’s ward round. First,
the ward round is prepared, i.e., the doctor has a look at patient information and current
medical instructions (e.g., endoscope, physical therapy). Next, the doctor communicates
with the patient and asks for information about his status. Afterwards, the patient is examined. This activity includes the analysis of blood values, vital values, and further follow-up
diagnosis. Finally, the doctor creates medical instructions and updates patient information.

...

Patient
Record

prepare ward
round

...

Notes

communicate
with patient

...

examine
patient

Notes

Instructions

create medical
instructions

Notes

Patient
Record

update patient
information

Figure 2: Our running example.

For each of these activities different process information is needed. For example, to perform activity ”create medical instructions” a doctor needs blood values, vital values, notes,
and current medical instructions. Conversely, to perform activity ”update patient information”, the doctor needs output information (e.g., notes, instructions) of other process activities and also access to the patient record. Note that the illustrated process information
(e.g., notes, instructions, patient record) from our running example should be viewed only
as a small part of all relevant process information.
To determine which process information is relevant in a speciﬁc work context, we now take
a closer look at quality dimensions of process information. This way, we can ensure that
process information meets necessary quality requirements (e.g., contextual relevance, freeof-error, objectivity, and believability), ﬁts with the work context, is suitable for speciﬁc
activities, and can so be easily used by process users.

3 Process Information Quality
Apart from very broad characterizations such as ”ﬁtness for use” [TB98] there exists no
commonly accepted understanding of the term information quality. In fact, giving a single
deﬁnition of information quality is difﬁcult as this term is widely used in many areas. In
this paper we deﬁne process information quality as a set of quality dimensions.
Process information quality can be investigated from various viewpoints, e.g., integration,
transmission, security, storage, access, and representation. According to the goals of the
niPRO project, we focus on the viewpoints of integration, semantic processing, and provision. Integration concerns the collection of process information from different data sources
(e.g., databases, enterprise information systems, shared drives). The viewpoint semantic
processing implies semantic analysis, processing and linking of process information. The
provision viewpoint, ﬁnally, deals with the technical provision of process information.
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Quality categories and quality dimensions described in the following were gathered based
on a literature study, two qualitative exploratory case studies, and an additional online
survey [MMR11, HMR11].

3.1

Quality Categories of Process Information

Quality dimensions of process information can be combined into different quality categories. Each category subsumes a set of dimensions. All dimensions belonging to the
same category are affected by the same inﬂuencing factors such as work context (e.g.,
process- and user-related information) or information systems characteristics (e.g., representation of information). Speciﬁcally, we apply the classiﬁcation of Wang [WS96] and
Moore & Benbasat [MB91] and introduce four quality categories (cf. Figure 3):
• The Intrinsic quality category (QC1) integrates self-contained quality dimensions
of process information. Quality dimensions from this category are independent on
the work context. Examples include believability (e.g., to improve the believability
of a medical diagnosis several doctors have to approve it) and objectivity (e.g., to
guarantee the objectivity the health of patients must be determined by certain criteria
and not by estimation). Another example is free-of-error (e.g., to achieve error-free
patient lists, name and identiﬁcation number of the patient must match).
Intrinsic
(QC1)

Accessible
(QC2)

Quality Categories of
Process Information
Representational
(QC3)

Contextual
(QC4)

independent on
work context
dependent on
work context

Figure 3: Quality categories of process information.

• The Accessible quality category (QC2) combines quality dimensions being important for the access to process information. These are mainly affected by the information systems providing process information. Examples of respective quality dimensions are accessibility (e.g., to treat a patient the doctor needs the patient record)
and security (e.g., ensure the security so that speciﬁc process information is only
accessible to authorized users).
• The Representational quality category (QC3) subsumes quality dimensions concerning the representation of process information. This quality category is again
mainly inﬂuenced by the information systems providing process information. As
examples of respective quality dimensions consider interpretability (e.g., the exact
unit of measurement is always indicated for the given values), understandability
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(e.g., addresses should not be displayed as GPS coordinates), consistent representation (e.g., patient information should be display consistently), and concise representation (e.g., current diseases are displayed separately from pre-existing diseases).
• The Contextual quality category (QC4) integrates quality dimensions which are inﬂuenced by the work context of process users. Contextual quality dimensions are,
for example, contextual relevance (e.g., a doctor performing activity ”prepare ward
round” gets other process information than in activity ”create medical instructions”),
completeness (e.g., patient information must be completely available), and punctuality (e.g., blood values must be available when the doctor needs it). These quality
dimensions always depend on the current work context.
In the next section we restrict ourselves to the contextual quality category. We do this
because this quality category is particularly inﬂuenced by the work context and thus also
by process-related information.

3.2

Contextual Quality Dimensions of Process Information

We distinguish between nine contextual quality dimensions of process information (cf.
Figure 4). Each dimension is described in the following.

Contextual Quality
Category (QC4)

Punctuality
(QD1)

Topicality
(QD2)

Contextual
Relevance (QD3)

Completeness
(QD4)

Value-Added
(QD5)

Appropriate
Amount (QD6)

Granularity
(QD7)

Neighbourhood
(QD8)

Methods-of-Use
(QD9)

Figure 4: Contextual quality dimensions of process information.

3.2.1

Punctuality

The Punctuality quality dimension (QD1) indicates whether process information is provided punctually when the process participant needs it. Speciﬁcally, three different time
points (t) have to be distinguished: (a) the point in time at which the process user requests
the process information, (b) the point in time at which the process information is provided,
and (c) the point in time at which the process user applies the process information. Based
on this we can determine whether process information is punctual or not.
Additionally, it becomes necessary to distinguish between ad-hoc process information and
regular one. The former is requested spontaneously. For example, a doctor may request
blood values in order to be able to make decisions. Ad-hoc process information is accurate
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in time if it is provided between the point in time it is requested and it is used (cf. Figure
5). The length of this period depends on the process participant.
request (a)
t

use (c)

t+1

t+2

t+3

t+4

punctual

t+5

t+6

time

unpunctual

Figure 5: Punctuality of ad-hoc process information.

Conversely, regular process information is provided at pre-deﬁned points in time. For example, every morning a doctor may receive a patient list in order to know which patients
he has to visit. The punctuality of regular process information can be distinguished between two time points: (a) punctual in respect to the provision and (b) punctual in respect
to the use (cf. Figure 6).
provision (b)
t

t+1

t+2

use (c)
t+3

punctual to the provision

t+4

t+5

t+6

time

unpunctual

punctual to the use

Figure 6: Punctuality of regular process information.

3.2.2 Topicality
The Topicality quality dimension (QD2) indicates whether process information captures
the current characteristics (e.g., name, insurance agreement) of an object (e.g., patient) at
the current point in time (t). Process information is out-of-date if the characteristics of
the object have changed between the time point of capture and the time point at which
the process user applies the process information (cf. Figure 7). For example, a body
temperature of the patient measured two days ago is most likely obsolete. In practice,
the capture of characteristics is often time-consuming. Characteristics of an object may
continuously change (e.g., body temperature of a patient, health of patient). The capture
can be done either in real-time (e.g., using heart rate monitor) or at pre-deﬁned time points
(e.g., during the ward round).
3.2.3

Contextual Relevance

The Contextual Relevance quality dimension (QD3) indicates whether process information
is relevant in a speciﬁc work context. Process information has a high contextual relevance
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time
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Figure 7: Topicality of process information.

if it is needed to perform or support an activity. For example, for preparing the ward
round a doctor needs current diagnoses and medical instructions. The more precise a
work context can be deﬁned the more accurate the contextual relevance can be determined.
Therefore it becomes necessary to consider not only process- and user-related information,
but also location-based, device-related and time information.
Unlike the overall relevance (cf. Figure 1 on page 3), the contextual relevance is not inﬂuenced by other quality dimensions. As an example consider again the preparation of the
ward round for which the doctor needs the patient record. Let us assume that the patient
record is punctually available. In this case the patient record has high contextual relevance
and high overall relevance. Let us assume that the patient record is not punctually available. In this case the contextual relevance is still high, but no overall relevance can be
identiﬁed since the quality dimension punctuality is not fulﬁlled.
3.2.4

Completeness

The quality dimension Completeness (QD4) indicates whether or not all parts of a complex process information (comprising several information parts) are available. In order
to perform the activity ”create medical instructions”, for example, different blood values
(together representing a process information ”blood values”) must be available. Process
information is incomplete if some parts of a process information are missing. It is important to mention that completeness thereby depends on the currently needed information,
i.e., it depends on the current work context. Picking up again our example, this does not
mean that all possible blood values must be available, but only those being needed for
current patient treatment.
3.2.5 Value-Added
The Value-Added quality dimension (QD5) indicates whether it is possible to increase
some ”value” (e.g., patient satisfaction, diagnostic accuracy) by using process information. For example, information about patient needs is value added because the fulﬁllment
of the needs increases patient satisfaction. The value-added amount is calculated as the difference between the value that can be realized without using speciﬁc process information
and the value that can be realized with speciﬁc process information. Figure 8 shows this
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relationship. However it is quite difﬁcult to determine the value-added quality dimension
since respective effects often cannot be exactly estimated.
without
use
50%

60%

use
70%

80%

patient
satisfaction

value-added

Figure 8: Value-Added of process information.

3.2.6 Appropriate Amount
The quality dimension Appropriate Amount (QD6) of process information indicates
whether the amount of available process information is sufﬁcient. This is the case if
the amount meets the requirements of process participants. For example, a doctor needs
the name of the patient and pre-existing diseases. The appropriate amount of process
information is not sufﬁcient if he gets the entire patient record. In practice, this problem
is solved by extracting process information via software (e.g., a document is divided into
individual information objects). In our case studies we analyzed the appropriate amount
of process information. Obviously, decision-makers are confronted with too much information. Knowledge-workers, by contrast, have the problem of being confronted with
insufﬁcient information.
3.2.7

Granularity
a

f

c

methods for
aggregation

2xfindicates whether the aggregation of process
The Granularity quality dimension (QD7)
1xc
b meets
f
dthe requirements of process
information
users. Process information has the right
granularity if immediate use is possible (cf. Figure 9). For example, if a doctor needs to
know the average body temperature a patient had during the past week he should immediately get the calculated average value but not the individual values.
P. Miller
Day
01
02
03
04
05

Temp.
37.3
38.2
38.4
38.1
37.9

P. Miller

methods for
aggregation

Current Temp.:
37.9
Average Temp.:
38.0
Prognosis:

Figure 9: Granularity of process information.

According to [Jun06], three aggregation dimensions need to be distinguished: (a) time
dimension, (b) area-speciﬁc dimension, and (c) value and quantity dimension. As an example of the time dimensions consider the aggregation based on emergencies per day,
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month, or year. Examples of the area-speciﬁc dimension include aggregation by organization units (e.g., number of patients on ward A) or patients (e.g., patients’ age and gender).
As an example for the value and quantity dimension consider aggregations relating to cost
centers (e.g., research and development, patient service).
Unlike the granularity, the appropriate amount (QD6) meets the requirements if nonaggregated information is provided. Let us assume that the doctor wants to know the
average body temperature of a patient. If individual data items are provided, only QD7
meets the requirements. If the average body temperature is provided, both QD6 and QD7
meet the requirements.
3.2.8

Neighbourhood

The Neighbourhood quality dimension (QD8) indicates how strong and how frequently
process information is linked to other process information. Process information which is
strongly and frequently linked tends to be more important. In addition, the semantic of the
relation is important. Examples include metadata-matching (e.g., author, keyword), text
similarity, and usage-pattern [WM09]. Figure 10 illustrates the relations between process
information along a simple example. Starting from a process information (doctor in our
example) we can identify the neighbourhood being relevant.
examination
guideline

document

patient
doctor

Jane Doe

project

planning
email

best practices

John Doe

article
expert

wiki

Figure 10: Neighbourhood of process information.

3.2.9

Methods-of-Use

The Methods-of-Use quality dimension (QD9) indicates how a process participant uses
the process information. Suitable use cases are, for example, to read, create, update, and
delete the process information. For example, a process user cannot use read-only process
information if he wants to edit process information.

4 Evaluating Quality Dimensions
Quality dimensions are an important means to determine process information quality and
the overall relevance of process information for a particular process participant. They are
thus also an important means to realize process-oriented information logistics.
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Generally, there exist several approaches which can be used to decide whether process
information fulﬁlls our deﬁned quality dimensions: (a) algorithmic methods, (b) semantic technologies, (c) social methods, and (d) convergent methods. Algorithmic methods
are, for example, the vector space model, the term frequency algorithm, and methods
of clustering. The use of semantic technologies is another possibility to determine process information quality (e.g., via ontologies) [WM09]. Social methods include collaborative tagging or human-based rating of process information [WZY06]. Finally, convergent
methods improve the aforementioned methods through their combination (e.g., algorithmic detected relationships between process information are editable by process users).
Table 1 illustrates which of these methods can be used to determine our introduced quality
dimensions.
Table 1: Methods to determine process information quality.
Shortcut

Quality Dimension

Algorithmic

Semantic

Social

QD1

Punctuality

x

x

QD2

Topicality

x

x

QD3

Contextual Relevance

x

x

x

QD4

Completeness

x

x

x

QD5

Value-Added

QD6

Appropriate Amount

x

x

QD7

Granularity

x

x

QD8

Neighbourhood

QD9

Methods-of-Use

x

x
x

5 Related Work
Different authors investigate process-oriented information logistics in general. The stateof-the-art regarding information logistics is summarized in [DW09]. Empirical evidence
on beneﬁts generated by information logistics concepts is provided in [BD08]. Contextawareness in particular is discussed by Haselhoff [Has05] and Meisen et. al [MPVW05].
Problems of data quality and solutions for data quality improvements are described in
[Red01]. Scannapieco et. Al [SVM+ 04] present an architecture for managing data quality
in cooperative information system.
Quality dimensions of information in general have been considered in literature. Jung
[Jun06], for example, investigates data integration architectures and also sketches quality
dimensions. Wang et. al [WW96, Wan98] identify aspects of data quality based on empirical research and integrate their ﬁndings into a data quality framework. Naumann et.
al [NLF99] describe a framework for multidatabase query processing taking information
quality into consideration. Table 2 compares our quality dimensions with the ones in the
aforementioned papers.
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Table 2: Contextual Quality Dimensions from different viewpoints.
Shortcut

Quality Dimension

Our Paper

Jung
[Jun06]

Wang
[PLW02]

Naumann
[NLF99]

QD1

Punctuality

x

x

x

x

QD2

Topicality

x

x

x

x

QD3

Contextual Relevance

x

QD4

Completeness

x

x

x

x

QD5

Value-Added

x

QD6

Appropriate Amount

x

x

QD7

Granularity

x

x

QD8

Neighbourhood

x

QD9

Methods-of-Use

x

*

Relevance

x

*

Periodicity

x

*

Price

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

Wang subsume QD1 and QD2 under the term timeliness. In our paper, relevance is not a
separate quality dimension. Rather, relevance results from the combination of all quality
dimensions. Our QD3 is not inﬂuenced by other quality dimensions (cf. Section 3.2.3
on page 7). According to Jung, the relevance can be affected by other quality dimensions
(e.g., by QD1). In the paper of Wang, the inﬂuence towards the relevance is unclear. Wang
et. al [PLW02] deﬁne relevance as ”the extent to which information is applicable and
helpful for the task at hand”. Jung subsumed QD4 and QD6 under the term completeness.
In our research the quality dimension periodicity is based on the information sources and is
therefore not a quality dimension of process information. The quality dimension price can
be omitted because commercial data providers are not in focus. Naumann closely follows
Wang. Due to different perspectives some quality dimensions of Wang (e.g., value-added)
are omitted in the paper of Naumann.

6 Summary and Outlook
Enterprises are confronted with a continuously increasing data overload making it difﬁcult
for them to provide the needed information to their employees. Thereby, relevant information is often closely related to the execution of business processes. Hence, the main
problem is to identify information being relevant for a process user and his activities in a
given work context. To solve this problem, enterprises crave for an intelligent and processoriented information logistics enabling them to provide the right process information, in
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the right format and level of granularity, at the right place and accurate point of time to the
right people. To realize such process-oriented information logistics, quality dimensions
of process information adopt a key role. This paper picks up this issue and investigates
quality dimensions and discusses their role for process-oriented information logistics.
Future research includes an evaluation of the proposed contextual quality dimensions with
respect to the development of an intelligent, process-oriented information logistics. We
will investigate the factors determining the work context of process users. Only a precise
understanding of a work context allows us to accurately determine the overall relevance of
process information. Future research will also pick up again Table 1 and will address the
application of the discussed methods to determine our dimensions in detail.
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Abstract: Internal and external auditors face an enormous amount of financial
entries in accounting information systems. For many reasons - like legal
regulations - a process-oriented view of these entries is urgently needed in order to
understand the way financial entries are produced in accounting information
systems and to infer the underlying processes. Traditional modeling languages
focus on processes but pay no regard to the financial value-flows. Furthermore,
automated process retrieval approaches only reconstruct single process instances,
which need to be aggregated for reasons of comprehensibility, simplification and
clearness. The paper wants to close this gap and integrate the process with the
accounting perspective followed by an aggregation of single process instances. As
a result we present a visualization form capable of integrating the financial view
with process flows. In this way, auditors are able to trace how balance sheet items
have been produced in the system during the fiscal year.

1 Introduction
Current technological support for internal and external auditors is very limited. The last
decade painfully shows how weakly conducted audits result in unprecedented business
turbulences with corporate fraud and partly followed by collapse (years of incidents:
Enron 2001; MCI WorldCom 2002; Parmalat 2003; AIG 2004; Fannie Mae 2006;
Satyam 2009). Combined with the so-called “Financial Crisis” beginning in 2008 and
ongoing uncertainty for the global economy, political as well as scientific focus is on the
way audits are done nowadays [EU10]. Even though auditors are increasingly
recognized as playing a critical role within companies, their repertoire of supporting
tools and methods is out-dated. To (at least partly) remedy this deplorable state of affairs
is the main objective of the paper at hand.
Today’s internal and external audits focus on processes [Be97][Ru03][Ru06]. Within the
bounds of process auditing an automated approach is to be developed. In this context,
different aspects need to be taken into account. First, an automated approach for a
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retrograde reconstruction of process- and value-flows from Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) and Accounting Information Systems (AIS) must be developed. This has
been done by introducing Financial Process Mining [GM10]. The automated retrieval of
process instances (a process instance can be described as the representation of one
execution of a business process) from system data is followed by the presentation of
mined results. Modeling these results needs to fulfill different requirements for different
groups of stakeholders. This paper is focused on internal and external auditors as
stakeholders. Additional stakeholders include - but are not limited to - business process
managers, process owners, risk managers, the board of directors and the audit
committee. Both, internal and external auditors, have mainly overlapping interests.
In the case of process audits an integrated view of value-flows and process flows is
essential. While process flows are in the foreground, the corresponding value-flows also
have to be considered in terms of risk and “materiality” (for a definition see ISA 320.3
[IFAC10]). An adequate visualization – integrating both views - has been developed and
is described in chapter 4 “Related Work”. In order to gain an overall-view of the process
flow including the financial flows, mined process instances need to be aggregated into
process models.
This paper was written to take an important step towards automated process audits. In a
first step the motivation for this research problem will be explained to introduce the
reader to this domain (section 2). For a further understanding the research method
(section 3) as well as related work (section 4) will be presented. Following this
introduction, an approach for the aggregation of financial process instances will be laid
out (section 5). We conclude this paper with a summary and an outlook on work of
future research in this field (section 6).

2 Motivation
An integral part of a modern approach for auditing company’s financial statements is the
process audit [Ru06]. This is justified by the fact that conventional auditing methods
(substantive audit procedures performed for single business transactions, based on
“Analytics” and “Test of Detail”) seem more and more impracticable from an efficiency
point of view in a world where the number of business transactions is dramatically
increasing and all data is electronically available in ERP systems. The argument behind
process auditing is that all business transactions running through well designed and
controlled business processes will be properly represented in the financial statements of
the company [Be97] [Ru06]. Following this approach the design of the business
processes including relevant controls are reviewed. Furthermore the compliance with
defined processes throughout the year is checked for a sample of business transactions.
The audit results are then applied to all business transactions ran through the
corresponding process in the financial period under investigation.
Process audits utilize interviews as means to survey the business processes of a company
[Ru03]. A number of employees involved in a business process are interviewed. Based
on the information gained through these interviews auditors are modeling their
understanding of the actual processes including relevant controls with the help of
flowcharts and/ or narratives [Ru03] (ISA 315 [IFAC10]). Software supporting the task
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of business process survey is rarely used in current audit approaches. There are several
severe issues in this approach. One is the influence of perceptions, i.e. involved
individuals are only able to express their subjective perception of reality or the gained
information is normative in the sense that it states what is expected to be done rather
than describing the actual process [Aa02]. Secondly an auditor has to rely on the
information he obtains by the employees regardless if it is potentially erroneous on
purpose or unintentionally. Thirdly interviews are time-consuming and therefore come
along with high costs. Last and from audit perspective the main point is that processes
are not derived from the business transactions stored in ERP systems itself although the
results of the process audit are applied to them later. This is the key problem our process
mining approach for financial audits is aiming at. Therefore the objective is the
development of an automated approach for a retrograde reconstruction of processes from
business transaction data stored in ERP and AIS.
Although motivated by efficiency arguments process audits are also obligate by
international standards1 as they are considered as important steps for understanding the
client’s business and so forming the basis for a well-founded audit of the financial
statements. Starting point for this audit methodology was the introduction of the
Business Risk Audit (BRA) by Bell et al. in 1997 [Be97]. BRA can be characterized as a
top down audit approach starting with an analysis of the business strategy, significant
business transactions and business risks of a client. Subsequently the key processes of
the client are identified and analyzed regarding their conformance to business goals,
handling of significant business transactions and the coverage of identified business
risks. Detailed (transaction oriented) audit procedures are than effectively planned and
performed based on the comprehensive knowledge gained during the previous steps. The
BRA aims at focusing on audit procedures related to areas which have been identified as
being exposed to high audit risks. The core idea of BRA is that a better understanding of
the client’s business significantly correlates with a better understanding of the audit risks
[Be97]. According to the International Standard on Auditing (ISA) 200 “The risk that the
auditor expresses an inappropriate audit opinion when the financial statements are
materially misstated” is defined as audit risk. Therefore an important method for
focusing the audit activities on areas with a high audit risk is the concept of materiality.
According to ISA 320 (Materiality in planning and performing an audit) materiality is
defined as follows ”Misstatements [in the financial statements], including omissions, are
considered to be material if they, individually or in the aggregate, could reasonably be
expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of the financial
statements.” [IFAC10]. Consequently for each audit a materiality (quantitative and/ or
qualitative measure) is to be determined by the auditor. The materiality is than applied in
planning and performing an audit of the financial statements (ISA 320 [IFAC10]).
The “Big Four”2 turned towards the BRA, not only for its higher efficiency (reducing the
amount of substantive audit procedures and test-of-details, as mentioned above), but also
1

For instance ISA 315 states that “the auditor should obtain an understanding of the information system,
including the related business processes, relevant to financial reporting (…)” ISA 315.81 [IFAC10].
2
The “Big Four” are the four largest international accountancy and professional services firms: Ernst & Young
(E&Y), Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu (Deloitte), Klynveld Peat Marwick Goerdeler (KPMG) and
PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC)
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because of an increased value added for the client as well as a stronger link between risk
management and audit [Ru06].
To support the auditors planning activities especially the decision which processes/
process variants will be subject to detailed audit procedures in due consideration of
materiality our automated approach for a retrograde reconstruction of processes will not
only consider the process flow itself but also integrate the corresponding value-flows.
Two steps are necessary for this reconstruction task. First single business transactions
which can be seen as process instances need to be reconstructed from the data stored in
ERP systems. Secondly these process instances must be aggregated to infer the
underlying processes/ process variants. The first step is described in [GM10]. This paper
is dealing with the second step.

3 Research Method / Research problem and research methodology
Following the guidelines for Design Science Research in Information Systems
[He04][MS95], this paper is focused on developing a relevant IT artifact (constructs,
models, methods and implementations). This artifact represents a domain-specific
modeling notation and rules for aggregation of process instances constructed from
financial entries stored in ERP systems. Artifacts facilitate the analysis, design,
implementation and use of information systems [He04][De97].
The research idea came from the awareness of a problem that became apparent in current
audit practice (inductive reasoning) regarding process audits in the context of year-end
audits. Referred to [Pe07] a problem-centered approach is on hand. The research
problem can be described as follows. Process audits are in fact an integral part of the
audit of the financial statements of a company. However process audits are based on
information not directly derived from the financial entries constituting as a whole the
financial statements. Process audits are performed based on process models constructed
with the help of qualitative methods of collecting data (e.g. guided interviews).
Nonetheless the results of the process audit are used to develop the auditor’s opinion on
the financial statements. There is a gap between the data source the audit results are
based on (process audit) and the data source the audit results are applied to (financial
statements). Theoretical considerations based on a literature review (deductive
reasoning) helped to achieve a further understanding of the problem.
Starting from this research question following objectives were derived for an artifact to
be designed. There should be an automated approach for a retrograde reconstruction of
process instances and corresponding value-flows from financial entries stored in ERP
systems. Furthermore, there should be a modeling notation representing the
reconstructed process instances and aggregation rules to infer a generalized view on all
process instances constituting the financial statements.
In this paper a BPMN-based notation capable of integrating the financial view with the
process flows is proposed. In [GM10] an algorithm is described for reconstructing
process instances from financial entries. Based on this, aggregation rules for process
instances are developed. These rules were developed with individual sample process
instances from a standard SAP IDES system and are presented as narratives.
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4 Related Work
4.1 Financial Process Mining
Financial Process Mining is a subset of the Process Mining family in which all kind of
process, control, data, organizational and social structures are discovered in log files or
other data stored in information systems [Aa11]. According to van Dongen and van der
Aalst the goal of Process Mining is the construction of “a formal model describing a set
of real life executions” [DA05]. By now, the research field of Process Mining as a whole
is a fairly well researched. The first research was done in 1995 by Cook and Wolf for the
software engineering process [CW95]. In 1998, process mining was adapted to
Workflow Systems by Agrawal and Gunopulos [AGL98]. A full overview until 2002 is
given by van der Aalst et al. in [Aa02]. Up to now most of the Process Mining
techniques have been developed for event log data stored in different kind of information
systems (e.g. workflow management systems, ERP or AIS) and therefore focusing on
process flow reconstruction [Ra06]. Most research in this domain focuses on heuristics
based algorithms searching for an order of relations between events in event logs
[Me03]. Recent approaches like decision mining and social network/ organizational
mining tend to broaden the considered data sources [RV06][VS04]. However, data of
financial entries stored in ERP systems instead of using event logs as data source is not
yet considered. In [GM10] an algorithm is described which mines financial entries and
reconstructs the corresponding process instances by using information from the open
item accounting. These process instances are the basis for the aggregation and inference
of the underlying process models described in this paper.
A number of approaches for aggregating resp. merging process instances are suggested
in literature. [Ro10] provide an algorithm that produces a single configurable process
model encompassing the behavior of the input models. [GVJ08] use an abstraction called
functional graph to merge event driven process chains. [SKY06] define four types of
merge (sequential, parallel, conditional, and iterative) and describe corresponding
algorithms for performing the merge operations. [LCW09] describe a heuristic algorithm
to construct a generic process model from process variants which minimizes the average
distance between the generic model and the process variants. [DDA06] offer three
algorithms for discovering process models from process runs which differ regarding the
information contained in these runs. In [DA05] a multi-step approach for inferring an
overall process model from single processes instances is suggested. Moreover
frameworks for comparing different merge approaches and for merging incomplete and
inconsistent graph-based views are presented in [Br06] and [SE06]. However, these
approaches do not fulfill the requirements from an audit perspective outlined in section
5.1 Data source, Requirements and Illustration.
4.2 Modeling Languages - BPMN(-Finance)
At present, there is a broad variety of different process modeling languages in research
and practice. The main representatives are the Business Process Modeling Notation
(BPMN) [BPMI04] and the Event Driven Process Chain (EPC) [SN95][SN00] [KNS92].
Other modeling languages include the Integrated Definition (IDEF) [MM06] [KBS10],
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Petri Nets [Pe62] and the Unified M
Modeling Lan
nguage (UML
L) [OMG10] [Ru04]. In
uages, see e.g. [Za01] [KLL
L09].
addition thhere are further scientific moodeling langu
Considerinng the objectiv
ve of this papper only a mod
deling languag
ge capable off integrating
the financiial- and process-dimension is appropriatee. Subsequenttly a notation is proposed
to depict financial pro
ocess instancees including value flows using BPM
MN. For an
S
was chossen as test ER
RP System. Th
herefore all pro
roperties are
evaluation see [LK06]. SAP
w their SAP terms. The BPMN-Finan
nce notation described below
w will later
displayed with
be used forr an illustrativ
ve example off the aggregation algorithm.
B
BPMN-Finan
nce
BPMN activities aree business actiivities. In SAP
P these are im
mplemented
I this examp
ple the transaaction name
as transsactions or suubprograms. In
(Autom
matic Paymennt), the userr who carrieed out the transaction
(OLBE
ERT), the acttual transactiion code (F1
110) and thee document
numberr which wass created when
w
the transaction wass executed
(200000
00531) are shhown. It is posssible to add any
a data of thee document
header. Moreover, it is feasiblee to mark trransactions rrepresenting
control activities by ccolor coding them
t
.
Events are items onn accounts. The
T first num
mber represent
nts the item
ment (001), th
he number beelow indicatess the actual
numberr of the docum
amountt which was pposted to the account (3.14
41 €). In adddition to the
conventional BPMN
N meaning (staart-, intermed
diate- and endd-event) the
color off an event hass a meaning:

Blue

Yellow

The item has been pposted to a baalance sheet acccount on thee asset side.
m
an addittional asset haas been posteed or a liabilitty has been
This means
compen
nsated (= Debbit).
The iteem has been pposted to a balance
b
sheet account on tthe liability
side. Th
his means an additional liaability has beeen posted or aan asset has
been co
ompensated (=
= Credit).

Green

The item
m is an incom
me posting (= Debit,
D
Profit & Loss is affeccted).

Red

The item
m is an expennse entry (= Crredit, Profit & Loss is affeccted).
BPMN sequence floows connect activities,
a
gateeways and evvents. Their
n is to speccify the process flow in BPMN moddels. In the
function
proposeed notation thhe sequence flows
f
connectt transactions (activities)
and iteems on accouunts (events). The processs flow does not always
reflect the
t chronologgical order of the
t processing
g in an ERP syystem (here
in SAP
P). For a bettter understand
ding our notaation depicts the logical
order of events and aactivities. Ano
other advantag
ge of this apprroach is the
ndence of a pparticular ER
RP system, ass different syystems may
indepen
have deeviant internall processing lo
ogic.
Regardless of the pprocess flow
w, a connectio
on between an activity
(transacction) and an event (item) indicates thatt the item wass posted by
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this traansaction. Acttivities within
n accounts (ssee below) coonstitute an
exception. They reprresent a clearring of open items.
i
Includiing them is
i technically possible posinng a risk of
necessaary as a manuual execution is
incorrecct assignmentt. Edges betw
ween events deepict the assiggnment of a
clearing
g item and thee correspondin
ng cleared item
m.
BPMN groups repre sent accountss in BPMN-Finance. In the top middle
the acccount numberr and the acccount name is shown. Thee design is
following conventioonal accountin
ng practice. By
B coloring tthe account
i
open-iteem managed aaccounts are indicated.

Orange

The fin
nancial accounnt is not involv
ved in open iteem accountingg.

Black

Financiial account is iinvolved in op
pen item accounting.
Table 1: BPMN
N-Finance mod
deling elements

5 The Fiinancial Process Data Aggregation (FPDA)) Algorithm
m
5.1 Data source, Requiirements and Illustration
Process innstances recon
nstructed from
m financial entries
e
can be
b described as directed
graphs. Nodes
N
are cllassified in two fundam
mentally diffeerent groups:: activities
(transactions in SAP) an
nd events (iteems in SAP). Items are gro
ouped into acccounts. In a
simplified representation of a processs instance acccounts are deepicted as a nnode, not a
m. These two groups are ddifferentiated by
b their propeerties. Each aaccount and
single item
each transaaction can be included more
re than once in
n the same pro
ocess instancee. A process
instance sttarts and endss with 1-n acccounts. Accounts are linkeed by transacctions. Each
transactionn can be linkeed to 2-n accoounts. Accoun
nts cannot be linked
l
directlyy with each
other. The linkage is dep
picted by edgges representin
ng the processs flow within the process
P
instan
nces include no cycles ressp. can be reepresented as an acyclic
instance. Process
directed grraph. Reason is
i that the linkkage between
n transactions and accounts is based on
financial entries.
e
A finaancial entry caannot be posteed twice, therre are uniquelyy identified
by their doocument numb
ber in the ERP
P systems.
From a daata perspective following ccan be stated:: for inferring
g the aggregat
ated process
model the data source is
i globally coomplete. Conssidering the domain
d
of finaancial audit
od (e.g. fiscal year) is relevaant. Hence theere are a finitee number of
only a certtain time perio
relevant finnancial entriees which can bbe determined
d in the ERP system and uused for the
aggregation. Provided that the used ERP system fulfills generaally accepted accounting
principles the
t source datta is free from
m noise.
For the agggregation alg
gorithm follow
wing requirem
ments can be specified froom an audit
perspectivee:
Completenness: Each pro
ocess sequencee being part of
o the process instances whiich are used
for the agggregation need
d to be includded in the aggrregated process model. In tthis context
sequence means
m
a possib
ble way in a pprocess instancce (graph).
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Rationale: An auditor has to give an opinion on the financial statements as a whole.
Hence, the method of materiality would suggest reducing the aggregated processes
model to process sequences with a value flow on or above materiality level. But auditors
are obliged to apply also qualitative materiality measures and are forced to put specific
attention to sources for material misstatements (e.g. accounting errors, fraud) (ISA 240,
ISA 320, [IFAC10]). Therefore rare or abnormal process sequences are potentially of
high interest for the auditor’s opinion.
No new process sequences: Exclusively process sequences included in the process
instances which are used for the aggregation should be incorporated in the aggregated
process model.
Rationale: As described above only a certain time period (in most cases a fiscal year)
with finite number of financial entries is relevant from an audit perspective. The
aggregated process model should only contain process sequences at least one financial
entry can be associated with. Otherwise the process sequence was not executed in real
world and is therefore not relevant for the audit.
No cycles: The aggregation algorithm should not create cycles.
Rationale: As the process instances are acyclic itself the aggregated process model
should also be acyclic to reflect the characteristics of the underlying process instances
and consequently the characteristics of the underlying financial entries.
Given the requirements listed above algorithms mentioned in the literature can be
evaluated regarding their applicability. As said before the focus of most research in the
domain of process mining is on heuristics based algorithms. Statistical and heuristic
approaches do not necessarily ensure completeness as certain sequences in the process
instances may have a low probability and therefore remain undetected [Me03]. In
addition, as the data source in the domain of financial processes is globally complete
purely algorithmic approaches seem to be more appropriate [CW98][SKY06][Ro10]
[GVJ08][DA05][DDA06][Me04]. However, these approaches either create cycles in or
add additional behavior (new process sequences which are not included in the input
process instances) to the aggregated process models. As explained above these are
undesired properties in our use case.
Therefore we present a new aggregation algorithm. It operates with process instances
reconstructed according to the mining algorithm introduced in [GM10]. For
demonstration purposes a payment run instance and a manual payment instance were
chosen and simplified. The automatic payment run has three generic activities: 1.
“Receive goods”, 2. “Receive invoice” and 3. “Pay invoice”. The actual mined process
instance had 26 “Post Goods Receipt for PO” transactions and 26 corresponding “Post
invoice document” transactions. Out of these 26 concurrent process flows, two were
randomly chosen. The manual payment instance has the same three generic activities.
However, for the 3rd activity a different SAP transaction was used. The used accounts
are also the same besides two Accounts: “400100 - Purchase Raw M.” and “305000 Packaging Material” The basic process instances look like the following (please note the
sequence flow from the right to the left), see Figure 1:
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Figure 1: Initial process instances (22 accounts;
a
10 transactions)

5.2 Definin
ng start and end
e events
Start- and end-events
e
(ittems) need to meet at least one
o of the folllowing two coonditions:
1. The account theey are posted to is not involved in open-iitem-accountinng
m
2. There is no cleaaring-documeent for this item
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For all ideentified itemss (e.g. debit iitem) meeting
g one of thesse conditions it is to be
determinedd whether theey are start- or end-eventts. This is done by exam
mining their
offsetting item
i
(e.g. cred
dit item). If thhis offsetting item cleared an
a item the seelected item
is an end-eevent. On the contrary, if thhe offsetting item
i
got clearred the selecteed item is a
start-eventt. By applying
g this rule all start- and end-events are identified
i
andd marked as
such.
5.3 Definin
ng internal, start
s
and end
d nodes for the algorithm
All accounnts either exclusively contaaining items which are ideentified as staart- or endevents are marked as staart or end noddes depending on their items. All other acccounts and
a marked as
a process moodel internal nodes disting
guished by thheir names.
activities are
Accounts are
a named aft
fter their accouunt names, acctivities are named
n
after thheir activity
names.
For demonnstration reasons a genericc model of th
he payment run
r instance ddepicted in
Figure 1 iss created. Accounts are reppresented by nodes named
d with capital letters and
activities / SAP transacttions are repreesented by nodes named wiith numbers. T
The generic
F
2 repressents the abovve presented model.
m
Green nodes
n
are start
rt nodes, red
model in Figure
nodes are end
e nodes and
d yellow node s are internal nodes.

Figure 22: Generic proceess model

5.4 Perforrm the aggreg
gation
Apply rule no1: All iden
ntical start andd end nodes are merged.
Merging accounts
a
is do
one by insertiing all items to one combiined account.. In general
activities are
a also unitted straight aaway. Please note that so
ome transactioon specific
information could be lost
l
when meerging activitties, e.g. the user who exxecuted the
ocess model inn Figure 3 illu
ustrates this steep:
activity. Thhe generic pro
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Figure 3: Generic
G
processs model after merging
m
start and
d end nodes

After mergging all start and end noddes the algoriithm identifies all possiblee sequences
from start to end nodes. When referrring to sequen
nces a possiblle way from a start to an
end node is meant.
ng the predecessor sequencces of each
Apply rulee no2: All ideentical sequennces (includin
node) begiinning from th
he start nodes are merged.
Each identtified sequencce starting from
m a start nodee is compared
d to all other ssequences the longest possible maatch between each pair is marked for merger
m
if all ppredecessor
a identical. T
The generic
sequences of each node included in thhe two selecteed sequences are
process moodel in Figure 4 illustrates tthis step:

Figurre 4: Generic prrocess model affter applying rule no2

v
node sequences annd therefore
In theory, a complex prrocess model would have various
c
to be comparred would be enormous.
e
Forr real world
the possiblle number of combinations
data we did not experience this as a problem. Sophisticated
S
process instannces which
result in a great number of comparisoons were very rare.
Apply rule no3: All iden
ntical sequencees (including the successor sequences off each node)
f
the startt and end nodees are merged
d.
beginning from
First the allgorithm comp
pares all identtified sequencces beginning with a start nnode to each
other. The longest matcch between eaach sequence is marked forr merger if alll successor
a identical. This step is
sequences of each node included in thhe two selecteed sequences are
del in Figure 5 illustrates thhis step:
repeated foor all end notees. The genericc process mod

Figurre 5: Generic prrocess model affter applying rule no3
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Transform
ming the abovee shown geneeric process model
m
back in
n the originall format we
obtain thee process mo
odel presentedd in Figure 6. As you can see a cconsiderable
simplificattion of the orriginal processs instances is achieved. Never
N
the lesss all initial
process innstances are fully includeed and no new
n
process sequences aare created.
Furthermore, it is evideent that a purrchase of raw
w material (acccount “4001000 Purchase
ment (activity
y/ SAP transaaction FB01
Raw M.”) is always acccompanied byy manual paym
M Schultz. O
On the other hand, a purch
hase of invenntory goods
"Post docuument") by Mr.
always com
mes along with
h an automatiic payment run
n.

Fig
gure 6: Aggregaated process moodel (11 accoun
nts; 6 activities / SAP transactioons)

6 Summary and Fu
uture Work
k
In this papper we have provided an approach for the visualizaation and agggregation of
process innstances extraacted from E
ERP systems or AIS. The developmen
ent and the
demonstrattion were based on SAP ass a well-know
wn and widely
y-used ERP syystem. With
this approaach two goalss have been acchieved. Firsttly, process flows and valuue-flows are
integrated in a notation (BPMN-Finannce). Secondlly, rules for th
he aggregationn of process
w
provided
d to infer a leess complex process
p
model representing all process
instances were
instances considering
c
au
udit requirem
ments. The visu
ualization of financial proccesses shall
help externnal and intern
nal auditors too shift their viiew towards financial
f
proccesses: from
financial statements being a set of iteems on accou
unts to a process-oriented pperspective.
ns which proccesses and pro
ocedures produ
uced the finanncial entries
This perspective explain
fore the financcial statementts throughout the fiscal year. Using an appropriate
and therefo
notation annd aggregation this processs view aims at
a a better and
d faster underrstanding of
the interdeependencies and
a procedurees within the accounting function
f
by aallowing an
easier cognnitive processsing. Future w
work will inclu
ude research in the area off rule based
abstractionn and documen
nt property orriented visualization.
The underllying project for
f this articlee is funded by
y the BMBF (G
German Federral Ministry
of Educattion and Research) andd supervised by PT-DL
LR (project references:
01IS100411B).
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Abstract: Content Management Systems (CMS) lack the ability of managing semantic information that is part of the content stored in a CMS. On the other hand, a lot
of research has been done in the ﬁeld of Information Extraction (IE) and Information Retrieval (IR), respectively. Additionally, the vision of the Semantic Web yields
to new software components that make semantic technology usable for application
developers. In this paper, we combine IE/IR concepts with the technologies of the
Semantic Web and propose a new family of CMS, called Semantic CMS (SCMS),
with advanced semantic capabilities. We provide a reference architecture for SCMS
and prove its value along two implementations. One implementation was created as
part of the Interactive Knowledge Stack research project and another one in a one-year
student project exploring the design of an SCMS for the software engineering domain.

1 Introduction
The growing importance of an efﬁcient content management is omnipresent in nearly each
aspect of daily business. The challenges posed by the raising amount of content are wellknown [AL99] and are becoming greater due to the high availability of content from various sources like the Internet. Through this, more and more unstructured content needs to
be handled and therefore aggravate the management of content by Content Management
Systems (CMS).
Addressing these challenges, the “Semantic Web Wave” [LHL01] brought up several technologies that enable the deﬁnition of semantics as machine-readable metadata, termed
“semantic metadata”. Recent approaches [Sar08], like named-entity recognition, clustering and classiﬁcation use the foundations and facilitate the automatic enrichment of
content with semantic metadata. The semantic metadata allow the automatic structuring
This work has been part-funded by the European Commission under grant agreement FP7-ICT-2007-3/ No.
231527 (IKS - Interactive Knowledge Stack).
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Figure 1: The four layers of an SCMS

and thereby the further processing like searching or ﬁltering. In addition, these metadata
enable the reasoning of new knowledge based on the content.
Summarizing the research trends of the last years, several technological foundations and
algorithms have been developed to face the challenges of efﬁcient content and knowledge
management. On the other hand, only little attention has been paid to the integration of
these approaches from a software engineering perspective. The integration of semantic
functionalities has signiﬁcant impact on the architecture. The CMS architecture has to
be extended in comparison to traditional CMS, because the storage and processing of
semantic metadata in a semantic CMS (SCMS) needs to be considered. Furthermore,
concepts for reasoning and knowledge extraction need to be integrated and the controlling
of their processing must be handled.
The authors participate in the Interactive Knowledge Stack (IKS)1 project, that is focused
on building an open and ﬂexible technology platform for SCMS. As a working hypothesis,
when starting the project in 2009, we thought of four layers, shown in Figure 1, that would
be required to have in an SCMS architecture. The top layer called Presentation & Interaction for presenting knowledge to the end user and support a direct interaction with this
knowledge. To extract knowledge from content the second layer called Semantic Lifting
is used. In this layer, a given content is lifted to semantic level by extracting knowledge
from it. To generate new knowledge based on existing knowledge and to represent this
knowledge within an SMCS we need the third layer, called Knowledge Representation
and Reasoning. The last layer persists the new knowledge in the Persistence layer.
Starting with the initial four layer architecture we began our research on requirements.
We also implemented semantic components in an iterative development process. The requirements were gathered by asking industrial CMS vendors for their needs and by doing
research on possible semantic features [CES+ 09]. The requirements were consolidated
and implemented in prototypical semantic components in an agile development process.
The architecture was reﬁned and adapted with each iteration of research and development [CEN+ 10].
In this paper, we present the resulting reference architecture for SCMS that addresses the
1 http://www.iks-project.eu
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domain-speciﬁc characteristics of such systems. This reference architecture has been implemented in two software development projects that are described as case studies. The
reference architecture can be adapted in two different ways. On the one hand, the architecture can be used to enhance a traditional CMS with semantic features. On the other hand,
the reference architecture provides support for the speciﬁcation of SCMS from scratch.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. At ﬁrst, an overview about the stateof-the-art in engineering CMS is given in Section 2. In Section 3, traditional CMS architectures and their characteristics are discussed. Section 4 introduces the SCMS reference
architecture that is applied in two case studies described in Section 5. Finally, the presented
results are concluded and an outlook about future work is given in Section 6.

2 Related Work
Recent research provides only few reference models for the development of SCMS. Based
on the technologies and foundations developed for the Semantic Web, a stack architecture,
termed the “Semantic Web Stack” as described in [Ber00], has been designed. This architecture has been extended in [HPPH05] with a rule layer. Both approaches provide a
conceptual architecture by deﬁning layers and assigning appropriate semantic technologies
to these layers. Though, both approaches do not provide architectures that can be operationalized in the sense of development of software. They neither specify functionalities
provided by layers or components nor the interaction between the layers.
In [BKvH02] Sesame is introduced, a generic architecture model that focuses on storing
and querying metadata in RDF and RDF schema. The architecture includes functional
components that can be deployed. As described, this approach is restricted on a speciﬁc
technology and thus limited to RDF and RDF schema. It mainly addresses persistence and
data access components, whereas other functionalities like knowledge extraction or user
interaction are not considered sufﬁciently.
A server architecture for XML document management is proposed in [AMFK+ 00]. The
architecture consists of a set of high-level layers that focus on the processing of textual
documents. The approach is limited to XML-based content and does not provide solutions
for the storing or extraction of knowledge from existing content.
The “Context Broker Architecture” (CoBrA) described in [CFJ03] uses semantic web technologies in an architecture for context-aware information systems. The storage and access
of knowledge and context reasoning is explicitly considered. The architecture is designed
on a high level of abstraction and does not describe the different components and their
interfaces in detail. In addition, dynamic processing of knowledge extraction is not in the
focus of the approach.
Summarizing the state-of-the-art in architecturing of SCMS, existing approaches do not
provide a generic model that is independent from concrete technologies and considers
all aspects of knowledge extraction and management. Another shortcoming of existing
architectures is the lack of user interaction with knowledge providing an actual value of
semantic technologies for the end user.
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3 Traditional CMS Architecture
CMS architectures are built upon the concept of a 3-tier architecture with client, CMS
server, and database backend. Figure 2 shows the internal server architecture of a CMS.
The main difference of CMSs compared to other information systems is to focus on ﬂexible
content modeling and storage. Content data models as the representation of content and
their persistence need to be highly adaptable to any domain or customer scenario.
A CMS User Interface at the top layer in Figure 2 presents the content and offers editorial
features to create, modify, and manage content within its lifecycle. Access to the content
itself is provided by a Content Access layer. This layer is used by the User Interface to get
access to the content and the content management features of the CMS. Additionally, the
Content Access layer can be used by third party software that may want to integrate the
CMS into other applications.
The core management features are implemented in the Content Management layer. This
layer provides functionalities for the deﬁnition of the domain or application speciﬁc Content Data Model. Access control and content lifecycle deﬁnitions are further typical management features implemented in this layer. The Content Data Model layer is conceptually
placed below the Content Management layer that has the necessary features to manipulate
the model. The Content Data Model is the application speciﬁc model based on the underlying Content Repository. The Content Repository deﬁnes the fundamental concepts and
persistence mechanisms for any Content Data Model that is deﬁned on top. The Content
Management features are tightly related to the Content Administration layer to administer
the CMS stack.

4 Reference Architecture
In an SCMS the content is stored in a traditional Content Repository and the knowledge
about that content is additionally stored in a Knowledge Repository. Our proposal of an
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Figure 3: SCMS Reference Architecture

SCMS reference architecture, as shown in Figure 3, is designed in such a way that any
existing CMS, that has an architecture similar to the one depicted in Figure 2, can be
extended to become an SCMS. This ensures that a CMS can be semantiﬁed without any
major changes to the existing CMS. To create an SCMS out of a CMS the traditional CMS
content column is extended by a second knowledge column for the semantic features in
parallel.
To interact with each other both columns are connected at the level of Content Access and
Knowledge Access. The content of an SCMS is stored in the content column. Traditional
content repositories are best prepared for this task. The content is transported from the
content column to the knowledge column at the Content/Knowledge Access layer. For a
loosely coupled solution, this could be done via some service implementation, e.g. RESTful Web Services [Fie00]. The delivered content can be analyzed by the components of
the knowledge column. The obtained knowledge is stored in the knowledge column. Once
the content column needs additional knowledge regarding some content it can query the
content column. On the other hand the knowledge column can search for new or changed
content in the content column.
In summary, a SCMS is a CMS with the capability of interacting with, extracting, managing, and storing semantic metadata about content. In the following, we will describe
the SCMS reference architecture along our coarse grained four layer concept shown in
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Figure 1 that consists of Presentation & Interaction, Semantic Lifting, Knowledge Representation & Reasoning and Persistence.
Presentation & Interaction In a traditional CMS, the user is able to edit and consume
content through a user interface. When dealing with knowledge in SCMS we need an additional layer at the user interface level that allows a user to interact with content, called
Semantic User Interaction. For example, a user writes an article and the SCMS recognizes the name of a person in that article. An SCMS includes a reference to an object
representing that person – not only the person’s name. The user can interact with the person object and see, e.g. its birthday. The person is a knowledge object that is part of a
Semantic User Interaction. Access to knowledge is encapsulated through a Knowledge
Access layer similar to the Content Access layer. Whereas the content column of Figure 3
provides access to the content from the User Interface, provides the knowledge column
access to knowledge for Semantic User Interaction. By combining existing features of a
CMS User Interface layer with new feature from the Semantic User Interaction layer, an
SCMS provides a Semantic User Interface layer on top of both.
Semantic Lifting One problem for traditional CMS is the missing ability to extract
knowledge in terms of semantic metadata from the stored content. Therefore, an SCMS
deﬁnes a layer for Knowledge Extraction Pipelines that encapsulate algorithms for semantic metadata extraction. Typically, knowledge extraction is a multistage process [FL04]
by applying algorithms known from the research ﬁeld of Information Extraction and Retrieval. A Knowledge Extraction Pipeline deﬁnes that each stage of the pipeline produces
results that are an additional input for the next stage [ELB07]. For example, a typical step
in a Knowledge Extraction Pipeline is to identify all entities in a given content.
Knowledge Representation & Reasoning After lifting content to a semantic level this
extracted information may be used as inputs for reasoning techniques in the Reasoning
layer. Logical reasoning is a well-known artiﬁcial intelligence technique that uses semantic relations to retrieve knowledge about the content that was not explicitly known before.
To handle knowledge within the system we use Knowledge (representation) Models that
deﬁne the semantic metadata used to express knowledge. These metadata are often deﬁned
along some ontology that speciﬁes so-called concepts and their semantic relations. For example, persons and organizations are concepts and a semantic relation between these concepts may deﬁne that persons can be employees of organizations. Using this deﬁnition, one
can express that a concrete person is an employee of an organization and this knowledge
may have been extracted from a given content through a Knowledge Extraction Pipeline.
In the same way the content column provides an extra orthogonal layer for Content Administration there is a need for a corresponding construct to administer knowledge. Knowledge Administration leads from the management of Semantic User Interaction templates,
over Knowledge Extraction Pipeline and Reasoning management to the administration of
Knowledge Models and Repositories.
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Persistence Knowledge is stored in a Knowledge Repository that deﬁnes the fundamental data structure for knowledge. State-of-the-art knowledge repositories implement a
triple store where a triple is formed by a subject, a predicate, and an object. Inﬂuenced
by the ideas of the semantic web a triple can be used to express any relation between a
subject and an object. To make this a semantic relation one has to deﬁne the Knowledge
Models on top of the Knowledge Repository, e.g. to specify the semantic meaning of a
certain predicate.
In the following section, two case studies are introduced that demonstrate the applicability
of our reference architecture in concrete project contexts.

5 Case Studies
The concepts introduced by the SCMS reference architecture are validated through two
distinct implementation projects. The ﬁrst project is the IKS reference implementation
(IKS-RI) project with the goal to deliver an implementation of the Knowledge column
of the presented SCMS architecture in Section 4. The IKS-RI is validated through an
industrial early adopters program where CMS vendors are invited to integrate the IKS-RI
technology into their existing CMS and by this they create an SCMS. The major part of the
IKS-RI is implemented as its own open source sub-project hosted at the Apache Software
Foundation. This IKS subproject is called Apache Stanbol and was founded to create an
independent open source community around the presented concepts of an SCMS. In this
paper we reﬂect on the current work in progress status plus the planned features of the
IKS-RI. The IKS-RI 1.0 release is scheduled for the end of 2011 and the Apache Stanbol
community is supposed to push the development further on after 2011.
The second project is a one-year student project that lasted from April 2010 to April 2011.
The project was dedicated to develop an SCMS for the software engineering domain and
is called Information-Driven Software Engineering – abbreviated as ID|SE. The idea is to
create an SCMS that can handle large unstructured software speciﬁcation documents and
helps to extract the semantic information that is hidden in these documents. Therefore, the
ID|SE platform tries to, e.g., identify pieces of content within a speciﬁcation that describe
a requirement.

5.1

IKS Reference Implementation

The IKS-RI2 is used as a proof of concept implementation of the SCMS reference architecture. The implementation of IKS-RI and the development of the SCMS reference
architecture is an intertwined process driven by open-source developers for the implementation and researchers for the reference architecture. Distinguished roles and viewpoints
on the problem to support the development of SCMS ensured that all decisions made on
2 http://code.google.com/p/iks-project/

(July 27, 2011)
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the implementation or the conceptual design were critically questioned.
The IKS-RI implements the Knowledge column of the SCMS reference architecture (see
Figure 3). Its implementation is divided into different open-source projects. The IKS-RI
developers, amongst others the authors of this paper, use and support several existing opensource projects for their work. Examples are the Apache Clerezza3 project to manipulate
semantically linked (RDF) data or the Apache OpenNLP4 project for natural language
processing. Additionally, the developers are actively involved in the development of a
newly founded open-source project, called Apache Stanbol5 , to implement the required
knowledge features. Before describing the work done at Apache Stanbol we will ﬁrst
focus on the Semantic User Interaction layer of the reference architecture.
Today, most CMS are web-based CMS whereas clients are primarily web browsers. Thus,
the User Interface is implemented using modern Java Script browser technology. Along
the traditional User Interface, the new Semantic User Interaction features are also required
to work inside web browsers. The IKS/VIE6 sub-project makes use of a set of Java Script
libraries, namely jQuery, Backbone.js, and rdfQuery and creates new semantic interaction
widgets on top. The VIE architecture is depicted in Figure 4 in comparison to the reference
architecture. VIE provides a framework at the Semantic User Interaction layer for user
interaction widgets that can be used to create user interface components in the Semantic
User Interface layer. Such widgets realize user interaction with content plus knowledge. A
simple scenario is to edit a text and insert not just the literal name of the person but instead
the entity person with the associated knowledge about that person.
The Apache Stanbol architecture is built upon the OSGi [All11] component model implemented by the Apache Felix7 project. The OSGi model supports elegant separation of different components required by the Knowledge column. Each component is based on a Resource Oriented Architecture [Ove07] exposing their interfaces in terms of a REST [Fie00]
API. The aggregation of the components’ interfaces forms an implementation of the Knowledge Access layer in Figure 3. This means that all components of Apache Stanbol address
functionality within this layer and below of the reference architecture. Apache Stanbol
3 http://incubator.apache.org/clerezza/

(July 27, 2011)
(July 27, 2011)
5 http://incubator.apache.org/stanbol/ (July 27, 2011)
6 http://github.com/IKS/VIE (July 27, 2011)
7 http://felix.apache.org/ (July 27, 2011)
4 http://incubator.apache.org/opennlp/
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does not address the top layers. The IKS-RI architecture for the SCMS layers starting with
Knowledge Access is depicted in Figure 5.
Apache Stanbol deﬁnes a sub-framework, called Stanbol Enhancer, to implement Knowledge Extraction Pipelines. Such a pipeline consists of Enhancement Engines in which
each engine is responsible to automatically extract one piece of information. Subsequent
engines can use information extracted by previously executed engines. At the end of this
process a given content is enhanced with the extracted metadata that become knowledge.
The most important knowledge that can be extracted with Apache Stanbol is the identiﬁcation of certain types of entities within the content. Supported entities are e.g. persons and locations. The extracted knowledge is represented in a triple-graph structure
provided by Apache Clerezza and stored with the use of the Stanbol ContentHub. The
ContentHub provides access to previously enhanced content and allows to retrieve already
stored knowledge for a given content.
The EntityHub is used to retrieve semantic information about entities available through
accessible Linked Open Data sources. A prominent example of a public Linked Open
Data source is the DBPedia8 archive which provides access to the data available through
Wikipedia9 . The EntityHub is able to search for entities in such data sources, to cache the
information in an Apache Solr database, and to publish this information within Stanbol.
Reasoning about knowledge is prepared through the Stanbol Reasoner component which
is able to integrate existing reasoning engines. This reasoning implementation requires
knowledge that is structured according to an ontology that can be managed by the Stanbol
Ontology Manager. The Ontology Manager provides a management API for ontologies
expressed in the Web Ontology Language (OWL) [W3C09]. Clients can query the Stanbol
8 http://dbpedia.org/

(July 27, 2011)
(July 27, 2011)

9 http://www.wikipedia.org/
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Reasoner to gain new knowledge that is only implicitly present in the stored knowledge.
The Stanbol Reasoner processes existing knowledge represented in an OWL ontology and
is able to retrieve new knowledge, e.g. by using the semantic relations between entities
deﬁned through the ontology. Ontologies can be stored using Apache Jena which supports
semantic web standards like the used OWL.
The administration of all Apache Stanbol components is done via the OSGi System Console that is provided by the underlying Apache Felix OSGi implementation. Each component deﬁnes its own conﬁguration parameters that can be manipulated via the System
Console. For example, the used Linked Open Data source for the EntityHub is conﬁgurable through this mechanism.

5.2

Information-Driven Software Engineering

The ID|SE project10 was a one-year student project with the goal to create an SCMS for
the software engineering domain. Imagine a CMS in which one can upload unstructured
requirements and speciﬁcation documents and the system is able to identify speciﬁed requirements, actors, use cases, and components of the system plus the ability to reason
about relations, e.g. between actors and use cases. Such an SCMS would help to structure
the large amount of information written in plain text speciﬁcations. The ID|SE project
used the publicly available speciﬁcation of the German health card system for evaluation.
The speciﬁcation11 consits of more than 10,000 pages of text written in German including
some tables plus a few informal ﬁgures and is available in Word or PDF format.
In this paper, we focus on the ID|SE architecture and leave out the discussion about semantic features of the ID|SE platform. In Figure 6, we compare the reference architecture
with the ID|SE version of an SCMS architecture. The ID|SE project realizes the Content
column in Figure 3 on the basis of OpenCMS12 , an open-source CMS. In consequence,
the ID|SE User Interface is implemented as an OpenCMS module. The focus of the ID|SE
project was on features to analyze a given software speciﬁcation document. The creation
of sophisticated Semantic User Interaction components was not part of the project. That is
the reason why the ID|SE architecture does not reﬂect Semantic User Interaction but only
provides a User Interface without extra semantic capabilities.
The ID|SE Service Platform API provides access through web services to the platform
services that are realized by the IE/IR Service Orchestrators. To connect the Knowledge
column with the Content column provided by OpenCMS the ID|SE project implemented
an adapter in OpenCMS that informs the ID|SE platform about newly uploaded content to
trigger the semantic lifting machinery and to transfer the content from OpenCMS to the
ID|SE platform.
The core of the ID|SE platform is a set of semantic lifting components that implement
features from the research ﬁeld of Information Extraction (IE) and Information Retrieval
10 http://is.uni-paderborn.de/fachgebiete/fg-engels/lehre/ss10/pg-idse/pg-idse.html
11 http://www.gematik.de/

(July 27, 2011)
12 http://www.opencms.org/ (July 27, 2011)
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Figure 6: Reference Architecture compared to ID|SE Architecture

(IR), respectively. This IE/IR services are executed in a pipeline by the IE/IR Service
Orchestrators. In the following, we present a list of the IE/IR services used by the platform
to give an impression of how this Knowledge Extraction Pipeline depicted in Figure 7
works.
• Content Extraction
Features to convert a given content in DOC or PDF format into a format that is
suitable for being further processed by the pipeline.
• Preprocessors
Features to pre-process the content by applying techniques like tokenization of text,
sentence detection, part-of-speech tagging, and word stemming.
• Classiﬁer
A set of algorithms to classify pre-processed content according some classiﬁcation
schema. It is used for example to classify content as a text containing requirements
or as a use case description.
• Clusterer
Features to partition large sets of documents into clusters of similar documents. This
is used, e.g., to identify similar requirements as they are partitioned into the same
cluster with these techniques.
• Named Entity Recognizer
Features to recognize named entities like actors, components, and use cases within
the content.
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Figure 7: ID|SE IE/IR Services Pipeline

After processing the documents by the IE/IR Services, the ID|SE platform provides additional features that are aligned to the reasoning capabilities of the reference architecture,
called Information Aggregators. The Information Aggregators layer consists of components that collect semantic metadata that were extracted by the IE/IR Services and generates new metadata on that basis. The ID|SE platform provides three aggregators.
• Entity Cover Calculator
The Entity Cover Calculator computes the ratio between the coverage of named entities between two documents. This feature can be used, e.g., to search for documents
that may be duplicates of each other like duplicate requirements.
• Faceted Data Creator
The Faceted Data Creator generates metadata for a faceted search user interface
component. A faceted search lets users browse through large sets of documents by
selecting different document categories. Each selection of a new category reduces
the number of matching documents and allows an easy way to ﬁnd a searched document.
• Use-Case Model Recognizer
Searches for use cases and actors in documents and creates UML [OMG10] use-case
diagrams based on this information.
The knowledge extracted by the IE/IR Services and the Information Aggregators is represented using the ID|SE speciﬁc Metadata Model. This model deﬁnes that each document consists of a number of artifacts in which each artifact is stored as a character
sequence. This character sequence can be annotated with metadata deﬁning that a certain
sub-sequence contains a speciﬁc semantic information. Additionally, character sequences
form tokens and sentences. The Metadata Model is implemented using the Java Persistence API (JPA) [Gro06] for storing these data into the Metadata Storage. The ID|SE platform uses the open-source relational database MySQL13 as its Metadata Storage which
implements the Knowledge Repository layer of the reference architecture.
13 http://www.mysql.com/

(July 27, 2011)
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6 Discussion & Future Work
In this paper, we have motivated the need for a new generation of CMS that improve the
handling of the growing amount of content by using semantic web technologies and IE/IR
concepts. For these systems, termed Semantic Content Management Systems (SCMS)
we proposed a reference architecture that supports the development of such systems by
considering domain-speciﬁc requirements like the pipeline processing of knowledge extraction technologies. The reference model is intended to be used in different ways. The
architecture can be adapted to develop an SCMS from scratch or to enhance existing, traditional CMS with semantic functionalities.
The applicability of our approach in these two different ways has been evaluated by the
implementation of the reference architecture in two software development projects. Applying the reference model to concrete implementation projects, the architecture provided
a starting point for integrating semantic web and IE/IR technologies. The proposed structure ensures the consideration of all relevant aspects of semantic content and knowledge
management by appropriate concepts. Hereby, the presented approach attains beneﬁts for
the design and implementation of SCMS.
Addressing the experiences from the performed case studies, we identiﬁed three directions
for the further work on our reference architecture. As a ﬁrst step, the reference architecture
will be evaluated as part of an overall evaluation in the IKS project. The applicability is
measured by the expertises from the project consortium including partners from seven
research institutions and six industrial CMS providers.
Secondly, we will use best practices and feedback given by architects and developers from
our case studies to concretize the different layers and their functionality to ﬁne-granular
components. In addition, conceptual interfaces for the interaction between these components will be deﬁned. Through this, the applicability of the reference architecture in the
technical design will be improved.
Finally, we still see the potential for further improvement in the presentation and interaction layer of our architecture. The investigation of useful concepts for semantic user
interaction and corresponding user interfaces is still part of our current work. The impact of these concepts on an architecture level needs to be analyzed in order to identify
alignments for the reference architecture.
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Abstract: Service descriptions play a crucial role in Service-oriented Computing (SOC),
e.g., for service discovery, service selection, service composition, etc. However, it has
been observed that service providers – the main source of service descriptions – typically release poor service descriptions, i.e., mostly technical-oriented descriptions.
Several approaches have been proposed to tackle this problem by enriching poor service descriptions with additional information from other sources, e.g., communities or
domain experts. In this work, we propose a novel approach to generate additional information about web services based on the conﬁgurations of their consuming business
processes. For instance, we can extract annotations and context information for web
services based on the conﬁgurations of their consuming business processes. In this paper, we introduce our proposed approach and its architecture based on the open-source
online modeling platform Oryx and our public service registry Depot.

1 Introduction: Service Descriptions
Service-oriented Architecture (SOA) incorporates the main three roles of service-provider,
-consumer, and -registry. Typically, service providers register their offered web services
in one or more service registries that act as brokers between service providers and consumers. Such registries are then used by service consumers to discover web services that
satisfy their (business) needs. Selected web services are then used as part of business
processes (BP) running inside organizations, such as making a health insurance contract,
selling items online, booking ﬂights and hotels for journeys, etc.
Typically, service consumers maintain repositories of business process models (BPM) for
their daily activities, e.g., add new client, offer special promotions, etc. Each business
process is composed of a set of tasks. Some tasks are manual tasks that are performed by
employees, whereas others are service tasks performed through web services. Building a
new BPM incorporates three steps: 1) creating and labeling its tasks 2) determining the
interaction between them, i.e., data and control ﬂow 3) conﬁguring the created model, i.e.,
selecting web services to perform service tasks. The created BPM is then stored in the
consumer’s repository for similar future requests.
Using the aforementioned scenario in practice involves several challenges, e.g., service
discovery, service selection, BP conﬁguration. Service discovery has been one of the main
challenges in Service-oriented Computing (SOC). Several approaches have been proposed
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to tackle this challenge, e.g., semantic web service discovery [KLKR07]. However, such
approaches assume the existence of rich and correct service descriptions. In practice, this
assumption is not realistic because it has been observed that service providers release poor
service descriptions [SWGM05]. Additionally, the assumption that service consumers’
queries during service discovery can be expressed formally using a query language is not
realistic due to the increasing complexity of business needs and web services [Sun05].
During service discovery, a list of candidate web services are returned to the service consumer as a result for her submitted query. Choosing a particular web service to invoke
from this list of candidates is known as service selection [SS04]. Service selection has
become a complex task due to several factors, such as lack of rich service descriptions,
increasing number of web services, increasing complexity of web services and modern
business needs, etc. However, it has been shown that additional information about web
services, e.g., annotations, helps meet this challenge [BTR10].
Business process conﬁguration is the service selection step for service tasks in BPMs.
In this step, each service task is assigned a web service to execute it. In practice, process engineers conﬁgure tasks manually using static lists of services they know already.
To perform this task dynamically, process engineers require sufﬁcient information about
web services to conﬁgure their business process models accordingly. Technical-oriented
information only is not sufﬁcient, because it does not ﬁt their backgrounds and knowledge [SBE07]. The “Internet of Services” initiative introduced the concept of “Business
Services” to emphasize this requirement, namely, service descriptions should be understandable by business people, as well [SAP09].
In this work, we introduce a novel approach to use business process conﬁgurations to
learn additional information about web services used in these processes. We have already
introduced an approach to discover relationships among web services based on such conﬁgurations [AA11]. In particular, we consider extracting annotations for web services
based on business processes that use them.
1.1

Research Context: Lack of Rich Service Descriptions

Services are typically parts of one or more distributed business processes. Identifying tasks
in a BP that should be implemented as web services is a system design decision. In general,
system designers follow a bottom-up or top-down approach. In the bottom-up approach,
existing web services are composed to achieve more complex tasks. This composition is
repeated at higher levels until the required BP is achieved. On the other hand, the topdown approach means decomposing the complex task of the BP in question into sub-tasks
iteratively until simple tasks are reached. Each simple service task is then implemented
as a web service. The best practice is to follow a mix of both approaches to avoid high
costs of the top-down approach and inﬂexibility of the bottom-up approach [Jos07]. In our
approach, we follow this best practice, where we allow BP designers to get an overview
of existing, relevant web services, and give them the chance to add more tasks that reﬂect
their requirements.
The fact that web services are typically parts of one or more distributed business processes
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brings the challenges of service discovery and selection to business processes. Business
processes and web services are usually separated and each of them is investigated individually. In this work, we introduce a novel approach to use business process conﬁgurations
to derive additional annotations for the used web services from the service consumers’
perspective (business view) to enrich their technical service descriptions released by their
providers.
Several limitations can be identiﬁed in the current, traditional settings used in modern
distributed information systems. In this work, we target the following limitations:
• Lack of rich service descriptions: This limitation has been identiﬁed in both industry and research [BTR10, KTSW08]. Semantic web services tackle this problem by
means of ontologies, but such approaches are not so common in practice [Bos08].
• Insufﬁcient criteria for service selection: Service consumers take several factors
into account when they select web service(s) they want to use, e.g., service quality,
provider’s reputation, context in which the service is typically used, etc. Such information is usually provided by third parties, namely, service brokers (registries).
However, context information is typically ignored.
• Complex conﬁguration of business processes: Creating business process models
is labor-intensive due to the increasing complexity of modern business needs. Additionally, the conﬁguration of business process models is error-prone due to the
increasing complexity of web services and because it is usually a manual task .
1.2

Contributions

The contributions of this work are:
1. A collaborative, incremental, and practical approach to enrich web service descriptions with annotations generated from the conﬁgurations of business processes that
consume these web services.
2. Smooth conﬁguration of business process models by enabling context-aware service
selection.
3. Enhanced service discovery using both technical and business perspectives of service descriptions that are gathered from service providers and business process conﬁgurations, respectively.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 2, we discuss potential application
domains for our approach. An overview of our approach is presented in Sec. 3. Further
implementation details and application scenarios are given in Sec. 4. Related work is
summarized in Sec. 5. We close this paper with a summary and future work in Sec. 6.
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2 Application Domains
Sharing information about business processes and web services used to achieve them is not
usually desired by service consumers. This information might be considered one aspect of
their competitive advantage. Nevertheless, our approach can be valuable in several scenarios and application domains, in particular, where there is a high potential for collaboration
and a low potential for competition among service consumers, such as:
1. Government services: The number of governmental web services has been increasing steadily. For instance, the municipalities of the Netherlands have decided to use
a common infrastructure to run their business processes [GWJV+ 09]. Several similar cases have also evolved in other European countries, such as Germany and UK.
We give a detailed use case from this domain in Sec. 4.3.
2. Education: Web services are usually used in education to share information and
offer computationally-intensive tasks. For instance in Life Sciences, web services
are used to provide information about Genes, and extract protein encodings from
natural text 1 . As collaboration between educational institutions is expected instead
of competition, our approach can be applied in this application domain.
3. Online modeling platforms: Due to the increasing popularity of the Software
-as-a-Service trend, several online modeling platforms are available on the
Internet, e.g., Oryx 2 . Such platforms enable model sharing and collaborative modeling among communities, e.g., distributed teams. In such cases, our approach can
be applied inside each community.
4. Quality-based service brokers: Several service brokers (registries) provide qualitybased service discovery and recommendation, e.g., www.asperado.com. Such
brokers gather statistics about web services and measure their quality. These measures are then used to answer consumers’ requests to ﬁnd relevant web services with
speciﬁc quality constraints. In this scenario, our approach can be applied directly
because the involved service consumers agree already to provide information about
web services they use to service brokers.
Due to policy and privacy issues, our approach cannot be applied to some application
domains, such as banking. However, partial information about the used web services can
be provided by service consumers, without leaking information about the internal structure
of their business processes.

1 Several

examples available on: http://www.biocatalogue.org

2 http://oryx-project.org
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3 Annotations from Business Process Conﬁgurations
Several approaches have been proposed to enrich poor service descriptions with additional
information, such as websites of service providers [ANC10], invocation analysis [AN10],
ontologies [SWGM05], etc. In [ANC10] we have introduced an automatic approach to
annotate public web services with additional information that are extracted by means of
crawling from the websites of their providers. However, this recent approach is limited
to the content provided by service providers on their websites. Therefore, we introduced
another approach to generate dynamic tags for data web services based on the analysis of
their invocations [AN10]. This recent approach is not applicable to functional and business
web services. Hence, additional sources and types of information about web services are
still required. In this work, we introduce our approach to use BP conﬁgurations to gather
additional information about web services. These three sources of additional information
about web services are integrated together, indexed, and used to enhance service discovery.
This architecture is depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Multiple sources of information about web services to enhance service discovery

3.1 Approach Overview
The main goal of our approach is to enrich web service descriptions with annotations
generated from the conﬁguration of business processes that consume these services. To
achieve this goal, we link business processes and web services. We give an overview of
our approach to achieve this linkage in Figure 2. The scenario starts when a business
process designer creates a new BPM. At that point, the designer gives a descriptive name
and summary for the new process (Step 1), e.g., establish a company in Germany. Behind
the scene, a request is sent to a service registry to ﬁnd relevant web services that have
been used in similar models (Step 2), e.g., establish a company in UK. The returned set of
services is made available to the designer to select from. A by-product of this step is to
accelerate the process designing step (Cf. Sec. 1.1).
However, the process designer might not use all web services suggested by the service
registry in the new model. She introduces new tasks to express their particular business
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Figure 2: A high-level overview of our approach to link BPs and web services

needs (Step 3), where each task is given a label to identify it. This label is passed to the
service registry to ﬁnd potential web services that can perform the required functionality
(Step 4). For each new task in the model, a list of candidate web services is returned to
the process designer. Each web service is associated with a set of annotations that explain
its functionality. These annotations are extracted and generated automatically from the
websites of corresponding service providers [ANC10]. The new BPM is ﬁnalized when
each service task is conﬁgured by assigning a web service to execute it (Step 5). With
the ﬁnalized BPM, two types of information can be generated, namely, task-web service
assignment and annotated BPM.
The task-web service assignment is passed from the modeling framework to the service
registry. Task labels and documentations are then extracted and their assigned web services
are annotated with this extracted information. These labels and documentations are created
by service consumers that represent the application level, i.e., business people. Whereas,
the initial annotations are extracted and generated from the content released by service
providers, i.e., technical people. Additionally, this assignment and the title of the created
BPM are used to determine the context(s) where these web services are typically used.
This information is then used to enable context-aware service selection for similar cases
in future BPMs.
The tasks in the created BPM are automatically annotated with the annotations of the web
services they are bound with. The result is an annotated BPM. These annotations are
crucial for BPM lookup because not only task labels are used to index and ﬁnd tasks, but
enriched annotations are also used to achieve this goal [Awa07].
This approach to enrich web service descriptions is collaborative and incremental. With
each newly-created and conﬁgured business process model, the service registry gains addi-
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tional annotations (e.g., labels) and information (e.g., context) about the used web services.
These annotations and information are used to provide enhanced service discovery and enable smooth business process conﬁgurations due to context-aware service selection in later
business process models. These advantages speed up the process design. Our approach
is beneﬁcial for both service registries and service consumers. Moreover, we believe that
this is a practical approach to build rich semantic descriptions of web services, which can
be considered as an additional step towards semi-automatic ontology construction. With
such enriched service descriptions, more sophisticated approaches for service composition
can be applied [AAMZM04].
It is worth mentioning that our approach does not suffer from a cold start. Available web
services are already enriched with annotations that are collected automatically from the
websites of their providers. The goal of our approach is to use these annotations to smooth
BP conﬁgurations and generate additional annotations for them from the conﬁgurations of
BPs that use them to reﬂect the service consumers’ (business) perspective, as well.

3.2 Formal Model
A service registry usually contains a collection of web services. Each web service, W Si ,
has one or more operations. An operation, OPj , is given a name by its developer, e.g.,
GetWeather, and a list of annotations, A (by service registry). An annotation of an
operation, a, can be a short sentence or several paragraphs describing that operation. These
deﬁnitions can be expressed formally as follows:
• Web service: W Si = {OP1 , · · · , OPn }; n ≥ 1
• Operation: OPj =< name, A >; A : annotations
• Annotations: A = {a1 , · · · , am }; m ≥ 1, a : annotation
A business process, BPk , has a list of tasks. Each task, Tl , has a label, documentation,
and an optional operation, op, that executes that task if it is a service task. Formally, these
deﬁnitions can be expressed as follows:
• Business Proces: BPk = {T1 , · · · , Ts }; s ≥ 1, T : task
• Task: Tl =< label, doc, op >; doc : documentation, op : operation
Conﬁguring a BP can be expressed as a function that takes a BP and assigns an operation
to each service task in that BP. This function is deﬁned formally in Equaion 13 .
Conf : BP
! → {OP1 , · · · , OPy }; ∀Tb ∈ BP :
OPc if Tb service task; OPc ∈ {OP1 , · · · , OPy }
Tb .op =
none otherwise

(1)

The newly-introduced effect of this conﬁguration function is expressed formally in Equation 2. The label and documentation of each conﬁgures service task are appended to
3 We

use the dot notation T.op to refer to the operation property of task
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the annotation set of its assigned operation. These added annotations usually reﬂect the
consumer’s (business) perspective of these operation. This perspective complements the
providers’ (technical) perspective.
Tx .op.A = Tx .op.A ∪ Tx .label ∪ Tx .doc

(2)

4 Implementation and Application Scenarios
We have implemented a prototype that realizes our approach to enrich service descriptions
using business process conﬁgurations. In this section, we give details about the implementation of this prototype that integrates Oryx – an open-source business process modeling
platform and repository – and Depot – a public web service registry. Our prototype is
available at: https://www.hpi.uni-potsdam.de/naumann/sites/bpws/.
The front-end of our prototype is Oryx, whereas Depot represents the backend. An end
user, such as business process designer, interacts with an Oryx front-end to model her
business processes. Behind the scene, Oryx contacts Depot to ﬁnd relevant web services
for each particular business process and its individual tasks.

4.1

Oryx: A Modeling Platform

Oryx is an open-source, web-based graphical modeling tool and repository for business
process models [DOW08]. Using a standard web browser, users can login to Oryx and
create, modify and share business process models. Oryx supports a plethora of modeling
languages, e.g, BPMN, Petri nets, UML, etc.
Business process modeling languages are deﬁned within Oryx by means of stencil sets. A
stencil set describes the visual appearance of a model element, either node or edge, the set
of properties it has and connectivity rules to other model elements. The user can deﬁne
a stencil set extension to adapt a speciﬁc stencil set to a certain modeling domain. We
use this feature to populate a process model with the set of web services returned from
the service registry. In Oryx, a task has several properties, such as label, documentation,
type, implementation, status, etc. During the conﬁguration task, the implementation of
each service task should be speciﬁed.

4.2

Depot: A Public Service Registry

Depot is a service registry with multiple sources of information about web services, e.g.,
service providers, invocation analysis, service consumers[ANC10]. The information that
Depot gathers is integrated into uniﬁed service descriptions that are used to provide enhanced service discovery. Depot uses an automatic approach to collect public web services
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Figure 3: Example process model of establishing a UK limited company

from the websites of their providers and annotate them [ANC10].
Traditionally, service consumers provide ratings, feedback, and other quality measures
about web services. Although such information is valuable, it requires additional effort and
is provided by service consumers explicitly. The assumption that the majority of service
consumers give this information is not realistic. In our approach, two types of information
are provided by service providers implicitly, namely, task labels and documentations as
annotations for their assigned operations, and titles of BPMs as context for web services.

4.3

Use Case: Establishing a Limited Company in UK

The European Union (EU) has been one of the main service markets. In 2006, the European Parliament and Council introduced the “Directive 2006/123/EC on services in the
internal market” [Eur06], that aims to create a genuine internal market for services. Therefore, the directive seeks to remove legal and administrative barriers in order to make it
easier for businesses to set up in other member states of the EU and to provide services
cross-borders or on a temporary basis. The services offered by the UK Companies House 4
and other private service providers to establish a limited company in UK is an effort to apply this directive in UK.
Figure 3 shows a process model using BPMN for establishing a UK limited company.
The ﬁrst six activities of the process are services of the UK Companies House. In the
beginning, it has to be checked whether the desired company name is not already in use
and the directors are not disqualiﬁed from leading a company. For the remaining steps,
electronic forms are provided in the Portable Document Format (PDF). Last two activities
in the model are web services offered by private service providers, e.g., Buy domain name
can be executed using the whois web service (http://www.webservicex.net/
whois.asmx).
Using our approach, a process engineer can conﬁgure her BPM to establish a company
in UK using the existing annotations for web services and their operations used in such a
model. These annotations are generated from the websites of their providers and through
invocation analysis. Although, they might be not rich enough, such annotation can be helpful in some cases. Generating additional annotations for such web services and operations
4 http://companieshouse.gov.uk
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from this BPM enrich their descriptions. In this particular use case, all used operations
are associated with the context “establish a company in UK”. Additionally, each operation
is annotated with the label and documentation of each task that uses it. For instance, the
whois web service is annotated with “buy domain name”.

4.4

Our Approach in Action: Establishing a Company in Germany

According to the German Federal Ministry of Economics and Technology, establishing a
company in Germany incorporates 9 major steps 5 . For instance, check the company name,
notarize the articles of association and foundation agreement, notify the Ofﬁce of Business
and Standards, register at the Trade Ofﬁce (involves check manager’s qualiﬁcations), etc.
Some of these steps are similar to the ones involved in establishing a limited company
in UK (Cf. Sec. 4.3), such as check the company name, check qualiﬁed managers, rent
ofﬁce, buy domain name. Figure 4 shows a screenshot of using our prototype to design a
business process for establishing a company in Germany.

B
A
C

Figure 4: A screenshot of our prototype used to model the process of establishing a company in
Germany. A: suggested web services, B: a pre-conﬁgured task from A, C: task properties

To create a new model for this process in Oryx, a proper title, such as “Establishing a
company in Germany” is given by process designer. The area labeled with A in Figure 4
shows a list of web services discovered in Depot that have been used is similar contexts and
are relevant to this process. For instance, the whois web services used in the UK example
can be shown in this example despite the fact that there is no high similarity between terms
appearing in “establish a company in Germany” and “whois”. Each of these web services
is already conﬁgured and can be simply dragged-and-dropped to the design area. Indeed,
5 http://www.existenzgruender.de/englisch/
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the task labeled with B is an example of such pre-conﬁgured tasks.
Saving this model adds additional information to Depot about the considered web services,
such as the new labels and the current context. This additional information helps Depot
provide better results in future similar cases, such as “Establishing a company in France”.

5 Related Work
The problem of web service discovery is similar to looking for a needle in a haystack [GPST04].
Seeking the right service based on user’s search criteria in which the user may be interested is still one of the main challenges in SOC [HLV07]. Several factors exacerbate this
challenge [Bos08]:
• The increasing number of available web services on the web: With the increasing
popularity of Software-as-a-Service and Cloud Computing, the number of
public web services has been increasing steadily. For instance, Seekda (http:
//webservices.seekda.com) reported more than 28,000 web services;
• Keyword-based search: This factor is two-folded; from one side service providers
typically release poor service descriptions that are not suitable for keywords matching. Additionally, today’s complex business needs make it difﬁcult for consumers
to even choose proper keywords;
• Syntax-based search that ignores semantics of the terms used by service consumers
(query) and service providers (service description).
The lack of rich service descriptions is highlighted by several researchers in the community [KTSW08]. Therefore, researchers have proposed several approaches to gather additional information about web services to handle the problem of poor service descriptions
[BCPS05, DJZB05, HK03, MB05]. In [ANC10] we introduced an approach to extract and
generate annotations for public web services from the content that their providers publish
on their websites. We showed also that additional annotations can be generated for web
services based on the analysis of the their invocations, such as tags [AN10].
Tremendous work has been proposed to meet the challenge of service discovery. This
work can be grouped into four categories:
1. Semantic approaches: These approaches treat the problem of service discovery as
a matchmaking problem [LPC06]. Service consumer’s needs (goals) are captured in
rich semantic expressions. These semantic expressions are then matched against the
semantic descriptions of the considered web services.
2. Information Retrieval approaches: These approach investigate the semantic relationships between the term used by service consumers in their queries and those
between the terms used to advertise the considered web services [MCZ07].
3. Data mining approaches: These approaches transform the service discovery task
into a constraint satisfaction problem, where the submitted query is matched against
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the collection of web services. Graph traversal and clustering methods are typically
used to solve the constraint satisfaction problem, where the relationships between
the considered web services are used to increase the accuracy of the returned result
list [YSZX07].
4. Linking approaches: These approaches follow an integration approach to perform
web service discovery. Typically, a set of web services that collectively satisfy a
service consumer’s need is presented to the consumer. Service composition is then
used to consume these web services [RS04].
In this work, we target two of the main limitations in existing service discovery approaches, such as the ones mentioned above: (i) The unrealistic assumptions of the availability of complete and correct service descriptions [FKL+ 05], and (ii) the ability of service consumers to express their sophisticated real business needs so that service discovery
can be achieved [Sun05]. In the Adaptive Service Grid (ASG) project 6 , the authors assume that today’s complex business needs can be expressed (reasonably) by service consumers using ontologies to achieve a semantic service discovery. Our approach uses actual
service usages in BPs to extract additional annotations to enrich their poor service descriptions that are used to provide enhanced service discovery, context-aware service selection,
and smooth conﬁguration of business process models.

6 Summary and Future Work
We tackle the problem of lack of rich service descriptions and its effects on the conﬁguration of BPs. Several approaches have been proposed to enrich poor service descriptions
with additional sources of information, such as community annotations, domain experts,
etc. In this paper, we introduced a novel approach to enrich poor service descriptions with
annotations extracted from the conﬁgurations of BPs that consume them. Two types of information can be extracted from such conﬁgurations, namely, annotations from task-web
service assignment and context(s) of web services. the extracted annotations help enhance
service discovery in future cases. Context information enables context-ware service selection, and smooth BP conﬁguration.
We used Oryx and Depot to implement a prototype that realizes our approach. Oryx represents the front-end and Depot represents the back-end of our prototype. We showed how
our approach can help create BPMs in several domains and introduced a detailed example
to to model a process for establishing a company in Germany.
Our approach is collaborative, incremental, and practical. The more we can ship back from
process models to service registries, the better service discovery we can provide. In future,
we will consider not only task-service assignments but also global behavioral relationships
imposed on services by process models via their tasks. We believe that this is of crucial
importance to achieve service composition in a practical way.
6 www.asg-platform.org
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Abstract. Recently, a growing development and use of Cloud computing
services has been observed. Especially modeling cross-organizational
cooperation and the respective provider comparison are gaining importance.
Despite initial positive results, it is challenging in theory and practice to find an
appropriate provider matching the individual requirements. Moreover, the
comparison process is complicated by a number of new entrants as well as
offers of non-transparent services, which sometimes differ significantly.
Due to the lack of adequate possibilities to compare and classify Cloud
providers we are presenting in this paper a provider independent classification
model for Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). For this purpose, the target
dimensions for Cloud Computing from a customer perspective were defined,
based on expert interviews, an international literature review and a Cloud
provider market (IaaS and hosting) analysis.

1

Motivation

For several years Cloud Computing has been influencing the IT landscape and has
been an important economic factor. Gartner predicts a strong growth of Cloud
services with a worldwide revenue of 146.8 billion US dollars in 2014 [Pr09]. In this
context, Cloud Computing has become a fast growing and non-transparent market
with many small and large providers, each of them having their specific service model
[RZ11a], [HK10], [VJ10]. That makes it difficult to compare the providers as such
and their service offerings. In the majority of cases the service portfolios are
heterogeneous and combined with complex pricing models and service features.
Furthermore, the fact that interoperability between providers hasn’t been achieved
makes a provider selection often irreversible or requires much effort [HK10],
[RZ11b]. This difficulty, known as “provider lock-in”, is discussed extensively and is
an important topic in many companies and international research activity e.g. Open
Grid Forum (OGF) [CH09], [Ar09]. Consequently, the customer is confronted with
the situation to select an appropriate provider to realize his specific requirements
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mostly based on diffuse classification criteria. Due to the lack of adequate
possibilities of comparing a Cloud provider, especially on the infrastructure level, this
paper focuses on developing a classification model for IaaS providers. In this context
the following research question need to be answered:
What are appropriate classification characteristics for Cloud providers and what
should an Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) classification model look like?
To reduce entry barriers and support the migration into the Cloud this paper starts
with examining Cloud Computing characteristics and the IaaS provider’s market.
Based on a literature review and interviews conducted with experts we have derived
six customer target dimensions valid for Cloud Computing (see chapter 4). These
target dimensions serve as strategic objectives regarding Cloud Computing and
provide a structure for Cloud characteristics in the first place. Next we gathered all
requirements available and appropriate classification criteria for Cloud providers and
reviewed them in cooperation with the experts. On this basis we have developed a
classification model by assigning relevant provider and service requirements to the
target dimensions using a four level hierarchy (see chapter 5). We defined 17
classification criteria on the 2nd level and 51 criteria on the 3rd level.

2

Cloud Computing introduction

With Cloud Computing a paradigm shift to standardization and service orientation in
the information and communication industry emerges and marks the industrialization
of IT [Le10]. Cloud Computing allows companies to rent IT services on demand to
support their business processes. As a new part of IT sourcing, the effort of operation
and maintenance is completely managed by the provider. The customer only rents the
service in a pay-per-use manner like a commodity similar to the energy or water
market.
Considering the extensive usage of on demand services, mobile applications and
interactive elements, transactions and workloads will rise significantly and require
scalable IT structures [La10]. This growing acceptance will result in an increasing
demand for IT resources. At this point the Cloud Computing model is essential. It
makes on demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing
resources possible, that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal
management effort or service provider interaction [GM09]. The resources (e.g.
networks, servers, storage, applications and services) are offered in a scalable way via
the Internet without the need for any long-term capital expenditures and specific IT
knowledge on the customer side. It is possible to obtain complete software
applications or the underlying IT infrastructure in the form of virtual machine images.
Basically Cloud Computing is composed of the characteristics above described and
consists of three levels, software as a service (SaaS), platform as a service (PaaS) and
infrastructure as a service (IaaS) [GM09].
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On the infrastructure level customers have the possibility to obtain on demand
resources from a Cloud provider with no need to operate the required IT
infrastructure. On the one hand, the customer can extend his existing IT infrastructure
by renting additional capacity from the Cloud to compensate load peaks, preventing
the customer from having much capacity available. On the other hand, the complete
infrastructure and respective services can be obtained from the Cloud. This decreases
the IT maintenance effort and creates value especially for small businesses with
fluctuating demand, e.g. due to seasonal activities. Alongside the benefits of Cloud
Computing, several challenges emerge on the management level regarding different
technological components and modules, integration of heterogeneous interfaces,
usage dependent provisioning and billing of resources as well as ensuring data
privacy and data security [IH10], [Bi10], [Cl09].

3

Research Methodology

Cloud Computing is characterized by various factors and a common definition of this
term doesn’t exist [We09], [Wa08], [Va09]. Thus Cloud Computing was examined
from different perspectives (technological, business issues, applications and general
aspects) [YT09]. According to this, we attempted to develop an IaaS classification
model which would be valid for all research fields without limitation.
Prior to the literature review five experts were interviewed on common objectives in
Cloud Computing. As a result four target dimensions for the Cloud could be derived.
The expert interviews were conducted with five experts from four companies, all
holding different positions within their companies. Care was taken that those
respondents were representative of all perspectives (provider, customer and
mediator/consultant) being important for the selection process (see Table 1). The
interviews with the experts were structured and conducted referring to Glaeser and
Laudel [GL10].
Table 1. Type of experts interviewed
(Expert from)
Company type

Position within
company

Company data
170.000 employees
Global IT service offerings

IT service provider

Software provider

Software provider

Consulting company

Customer / Client

10-15% revenue based on Cloud
Computing

Innovative solutions in IaaS
SME software company
11 employees
Development of standardized
components for web-based
services
SME software company
11 employees
Development of standardized
components for web-based
services
International consulting company
500 consultants worldwide

Cloud Computing as one
consultancy topic
Automotive sector
ca. 95.000 employees

Director of IaaS
division

CIO

Software
architect

Partner

Divisional
director IT
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Cloud experience
Deep understanding of
IaaS services and
infrastructure

Expert know-how in SaaS
and general Cloud
approaches

Expert knowledge in IaaS
and PaaS especially in the
implementation
Current consulting focus;
Cloud market appreciation

Experience in selecting,
implementing and
operating IaaS

Next, in order to describe, synthesize, evaluate and integrate the results of existing
scientific work in comparison of Cloud providers and distinguishing criteria of Cloud
offerings, we conducted a systematic literature review following the approach of
Webster and Watson [WW02]. This research method ensures that an extensive
number of relevant papers considered. During the literature review we attempted to
match each criterion gathered to a representative target dimension. The necessity
emerged to define two more target dimensions in order to allocate all relevant criteria.
Afterwards the additional dimensions were discussed and evaluated with the experts
as well. The outcomes were six target dimensions, each including a group of relevant
classification criteria.
The first step in the literature selection process was conducted to identify a
comprehensive list of literature sources. We started off by taking the top journals
based on the VHB-JOURQUAL2 [SH09] and Saunders’s journal ranking [Sa11b]. To
complete the analysis, publications of renowned national and international
organizations and associations (e.g. Bitkom) were included. Table 2 lists all literature
sources that were examined to identify relevant papers.
Table 2. Journals and conferences investigated for the literature review
Publication
type

Publisher

Journals

ACMSIG, CACM, CAIS, CompDcsn, DATABASE, DSI, DSS,
EJIS, I&M, I&O, IBMSJ, IEEEComp, IEEESw, IEEEIC,
IEEETC, IEEETKDE, IEEETrans, IEEETSE, IEEETSMC, IJEC,
IJHCS, InfoS ys, ISF, ISJ, ISM, ISR, IT&M, IT&P, JACM, JAIS,
JCIS, JComp, JCSS, JIM, JITTA, JMIS, JSIS, KBS, MISQ,
MS, SMR, WIRT

Conferences

Associations,
Organizations,
Companies

AMCIS, ECIS, ICIS, HICSS, IEEE Conferences, LNI, LNCS,
MKWI, PACIS, WI
Cloud Security Alliance (CS A), EuroCloud, Bi tkom,
Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der Inform ationstechnik (BSI),
Securing Europe's Information Society (ENISA), Center for
Experimental Researchin Computer Systems (CE RCS),
Fraunhofer SIT, Distributed Managem ent Task Force
(DMTF), The European Telecommunications Standards
Institute (ETSI), National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST), Open Grid Forum (OGF), Object
Managem ent Group (OMG), Open Cloud Consortium (OCC),
Organization
for
the
Advancement
of
Structured
Information Standards (OASIS), Storage Networking
Industry Association (SNIA), The Open Group, TM Forum,
SaaS EcoSystem, OpenCloudMani festo, Experton Group, TSystems

In a subsequent step, we chose topic related papers from the selected literature
sources. An initial list of papers was generated by using key words such as “Cloud
Provider”, “Cloud Vendor”, “Cloud Characteristics”, “Cloud Classification”, “Cloud
Selection”, “Cloud Taxonomy”, “IaaS”, “Infrastructure as a Service”, “Platform as a
Service”, “Software as a Service”, “PaaS” and “SaaS” to search for titles, abstracts
and keywords. We only scanned the directories of the journals and conference
proceedings manually if no electronic search was possible. Furthermore, we expanded
our scientific foundation by reviewing the citations in the papers identified in the first
cycle of literature exploration to determine previous papers that should be considered
for an analysis in a subsequent cycle of literature exploration.
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We identified 55 papers all dealing with the comparison of Cloud providers or at least
containing related keywords. In order to identify the final set of publications we
subjected these papers to a detailed (content-related) review. Therefore, we manually
reviewed the papers of the initial list and selected only those papers which primarily
dealt with the comparison of Cloud providers. Thus, 38 articles were selected which
dealt primarily with the classification or selection of Cloud providers and
distinguishing criteria of Cloud offerings. It is surprising that almost the entire set of
finally selected papers consists of conference papers and there is just a small amount
of high-quality journal papers available. This probably shows that there is a lack of
research regarding the classification of Cloud services and distinguishing criteria of
Cloud offerings.
Complementary to the literature review the provider market of IaaS and hosting were
investigated. This analysis was based on an extensive internet research where the
websites of relevant companies were examined regarding their pricing model, IaaS
service offering, company data and customer segment. By means of market studies
and business publications on the Cloud market we detected over 60 relevant providers
in the IaaS and hosting business [VJ10], [LC10], [HF09]. Based on this analysis we
compiled a feature catalog for IaaS providers.
In order to develop a detailed proposal for an IaaS classification model the target
dimensions including the related criteria from the literature review were matched with
the features of the provider catalog supported by the experts. Thereby, a designoriented approach was used.

4

Target Dimensions in Cloud Computing

In this contribution we define six target dimensions - such as cost savings or
increasing flexibility - to group and structure the Cloud characteristics. Each target
dimension represents a general objective which the customer pursues and which
characterizes his Cloud or IT strategy. Four target dimensions (costs, IT security &
privacy, scope & performance, reliability & trustworthiness) were defined together
with the experts prior to our analysis. Through our literature review and market
research, we validated these four dimensions and simultaneously discovered two
additional dimensions (flexibility and service & Cloud management), which were
evaluated subsequently by the experts as well. Table 3 shows the relevant sources
assigned to the six target dimensions. In this context we discovered that practitioners
mainly deal with questions about security, reliability and manageability of Cloud
Computing. Largely unnoticed, however, remain so far the performance as well as the
cost / price models. Science is exploring the topic covering all target dimensions and
attaches significantly more importance to the performance dimension.
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Table 3. Results of the literature review
IT Security &
Compliance

Service & Cloud
Management

Source

Reliability &
Trusttworthines

Scope &
Performance

Costs

Flexibility

Target
Dimension

30

29

14

27

18

Academic Publications

Günther et al. (2001)
Hilley (2009)
Hoefer and
Karagiannis (2010)
Li et al. (2010)
Prodan and Ostermann
(2009)
Annecy (2010)

Vaquero et al. (2009)
Peng et al. (2009)
Weinhardt et al. (2009)
Hay et al. (2011)
Martens et al. (2010)
(2011)
Christmann et al.
(2010)
Tsvihun et al. (2010)
Armbrust et al. (2010)
Iyer und Henderson
(2010)
Anandasivam and
Premm (2009)
Lehmann et al. (2009)
Rimal et al. (2009)
Schwarz et al. (2009)
Talukder et al. (2010)

Koehler et al. (2010)
(2010)
Saya et al. (2010)

Narasimhan et al.
(2011)
Russell et al. (2010)
Popularity

36

41

35

Industry Publications
BITKOM (2010)
BSI (2010)

EuroCloud (2010)
ENISA (2009)

CSA (2009)
SaaS EcoSystem
(2011)
DMTF (2009) (2010)
OpenCloudManifesto
(2009)

T-Systems (2008)
Experton Group (2010)
The Open Group
(2009)

Popularity
Low priority

21

6

1

Average priority

168

24

High priority

4.1

Target Dimension: Flexibility

An associated advantage of Cloud Computing, identified in science and industrial
practice, is the gain in flexibility compared to traditional solutions [We09].
Resources, for example, can be allocated and de-allocated as required, whereas
requirements can sometimes vary greatly. The provisioning time is shorter compared
to traditional outsourcing such as Application System Provider (ASP) and with a very
small overall commitment period to the vendor [RZ11a]. Also other aspects such as
standardization (e.g. APIs), the traceability of data, the short-term contracts or a
demand-driven and scalable resource recovery have to be considered regarding an
appropriate supplier selection.
4.2

Target Dimension: Costs

The decision to choose Cloud Computing and a particular provider is often guided by
monetary considerations [Hi09] and linked with the slogan "pay-as-you-use".
Customers who decide to use Cloud services benefit mostly from small capital
commitment, low acquisition costs for required servers, licenses or necessary
hardware space and the reduced complexity of IT operations. Despite similar services
on the IaaS level the pricing and billing models often differentiate between each
provider [RZ11a].
4.3

Target Dimension: Scope & Performance

With this target dimension the scope of services and the performance of a Cloud
provider are described. To select the Cloud provider which best meets the
requirements, knowledge about their service and performance is of crucial importance
[Ar09]. Here it is essential to consider features regarding performance (latency, or
transaction speed), capacity limits (e.g. maximum number of accounts or storage
space), service complexity (how many functions are available) and degree of
customization (how far the service can be adapted).
4.4

Target Dimension: IT Security & Privacy

The decision on selecting a provider in the Cloud is very often influenced by
company requirements in the areas of security, compliance and privacy [CH09],
[Ts10], [Ja08], [Cl09]. Companies have to be sure that their data and applications,
even operated in the Cloud, meet the required compliance guidelines of both and are
adequately protected against unauthorized access. Here, the decision criteria are rather
referring to the infrastructure of the provider itself than to the provided service.
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4.5

Target Dimension: Reliability and Trustworthiness

This target dimension describes how certain the customer can be that the service from
the Cloud has the guaranteed availability [Ja08]. It is important to know what
commitment the provider makes, mostly in form of Service Level Agreements
(SLAs). Moreover, the reliability with which these commitments are kept is of great
importance. In contrast to the commitment, the trustworthiness describes the
provider's infrastructural features, which may be evidence of a high reliability. These
include disaster recovery, redundant sites or certifications.
4.6

Target Dimension: Service & Cloud Management

The Service & Cloud Management includes features of the provider that are
substantial for convenient Cloud service operations. These include the offered support
and functions for controlling and monitoring as well as the individualization of the
web interface [YT09]. The manageability (usability) of services, especially in a
distributed IT architecture, and the Cloud governance, dealing with requirements and
responsibilities by the customer, are essential features of this target dimension.

5

Classification Model for Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)

The aim of this paper is to develop a classification model for supporting a Cloud
service selection on the infrastructure level. The model may help companies in their
selection process and creates greater transparency in the Cloud market. For that
purpose, different target dimensions were elaborated (chapter 4). These dimensions
cover the Cloud Computing in its entirety and aren’t limited to one level (SaaS, PaaS,
IaaS). Next, these dimensions have to be broken down into selection criteria that are
measureable and comparable. Based on the fact that all three Cloud levels are
targeting different customer needs, it wasn’t possible to define selection criteria valid
for all levels at once. At this point, we limited our examination to the infrastructure
level (IaaS) because in our opinion the services are particularly convenient due to a
certain degree of consistency. With the purpose of developing a classification model
we summarized and mapped similar characteristics and requirements regarding their
target dimension into three hierarchical levels (see Figure 1). Thereby abstract and
operational selection criteria were identified. The abstract selection criteria are used
for further structuring and differentiation purposes. On the third level of the
classification scheme, criteria have been operationalized, so that they can be weighted
and compared (e.g. pricing options, delivery time). The level below finally defines
figures and measurable requirements (key performance indicator, KPI). Each
operative criterion (3. level) consists of various level 4 requirements. Furthermore,
requirements can be divided into provider requirements and service requirements (see
Figure 1). Provider requirements describe the features of the Cloud provider
independently from any service, e.g. existing certifications, IT infrastructure
characteristics or key figures of the company. Service requirements in contrast deal
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with characteristics directly referring to the usage of a service, e.g. service
availability, scalability or interface features.
Classification scheme example: The target dimension “Flexibility” (1st level) consists
of “service dynamics” among other things, an abstract classification criterion (2 nd
level) which is characterized through the provisioning time (3rd level). The
“provisioning time” is measured among other things by the required time to start up
an instance (4th level; KPI). For instance, if the deployment time is less than five
minutes, the provisioning time is rated as low, assuming the other requirements will
be rated similarly.

1st level

general objectives of
Cloud Computing

target dimensions

2nd level

specific classification of
Infrastructure as a Service

abstract classification
criteria

3rd level
4th level

operative
classification criteria

service requirements

requirements / KPI

provider requirements

Fig. 1: Classification scheme
The result of this paper is a classification model with six target dimensions, 17
abstract selection criteria (2. level) and 51 operative selection criteria (3. level). This
model is illustrated in Figure 2. For reasons of clarity the requirements on level four
are not shown.
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Costs

Flexibility
interoperability & portability

standardisation

price model

data portability

network
configuration

load balancing

virtualization

price resilience

multi-tenancy

network access

payment options
payment method

service dynamics
provisioning time
instance
customizing

service charging

contract length

charging
granularity

scalability

charging type

set-up time

IT Security & Privacy
datacenter security
hardware security

performance
computing time

incident und service management

redundancy
(network)

support
contact and
consulting services
service operations

data protection

provider reporting

auditing

datacenter location

service
transparency

provider
profile

service level agreements

system
management
Controlling

availability

usability

connection
opportunities

liability and
penalties

customizing
options

abstract selection criteria

reporting
and
monitoring

web portal

connection security

target dimension

instance capacity

connection
bandwidth

reliability

trustworthiness

network security

add-on services

Service & Cloud
Management

redundancy
(datacenter)

data protection &
compliance

instance type
storage service

Reliability and Trustworthiness

disaster recovery

software security

software

price transparency

resource
scalablity

system
management

technology

price class

price options

automatisation degree
changes / updates

Scope & Performance

operative selection criteria

Fig 2: Classification model for IaaS (without KPIs)
Next, the selection criteria and target dimensions will be briefly explained. The
classical target dimension is the flexibility, which describes the ability to respond
quickly to changing capacity requirements. Here, the topics interoperability &
portability, automation and service dynamics are particularly noteworthy. But there
are far more important aspects in supplier selection. These include, for example, price
stability (duration of the agreed price) and the granularity of allocation (e.g. 1 MB,
100 MB or 1 GB steps). Between IaaS providers in particular, the pricing (price
range, pricing options, price transparency, payment options etc.) and billing model
differentiate clearly. The performance is regarded as a relevant criterion for selection
by the experts, although it was marginally discussed so far in practice (see Table 3).
The efficiency and the scope of services can be divided into performance, technology
and software. Criteria like the max. CPU, RAM, hard drive, transfer volumes and
transfer speed belong to the topic of performance. Features such as the type of
virtualization, the load balancing and so on will be subsumed under the term
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technology. This target dimension is completed by software characteristics, such as
the selection of different operating systems. The target dimension of IT security is
attracting particular attention in practice and refers to the data center or network.
There are requirements for privacy (encryption of data) and compliance (e.g. location
of data center) as well. Using external services from the Cloud, trustworthiness and
reliability are very important. In this field they can be grouped into commitment
(which efforts are guaranteed by the provider, service SLAs), reliability (the
probability that service pledges can be met) and trustworthiness (e.g. performance
transparency, market experience). The target dimension Cloud & Service
Management can be differentiated according to incident and service management
(support and customer service), service operation (e.g. monitoring of services and
volume control via APIs) and web portal (usability and adaptability of the surface).

6

Conclusion & Future Work

Based on our literature and provider review, complemented by interviews with
specialists in the respective field, we introduced in this contribution a classification
model enabling a provider selection on the IaaS level. Our view is that via the model,
companies are able to support their decision process and simplify the provider
comparison. In this way, heterogeneous IaaS offerings in the Cloud can be compared
a lot easier and the time of the selection process can be accelerated as well. It is
conceivable that via middleware or standardized interfaces different IaaS offerings
can be automatically selected and offered based on the customer preferences (target
dimensions). Cloud actors like mediators or aggregators are becoming more
important. The consequence is a shift from a subjective provider assessment to a
mostly fact -based performance selection where the realization of service
requirements is gaining importance. There is no need for customers to know from
which provider they obtain the service as long as the requirements are met.
As further research approach, the classification model will be evaluated and refined.
Therefore IT managers will be surveyed and various case studies will be conducted to
ensure applicability of the presented classification model.
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Abstract: The importance of a business process model to be understandable to its
reader is widely acknowledged. In this vein, several approaches to assess and improve
understandability exist, such as theoretical quality frameworks, modeling guidelines
and process model metrics. In this paper we propose to investigate the issue of understandability from the angle of cognitive psychology. To this end, we discuss how the
cognitive process of inference acts as a central process of problem solving. In particular, we illustrate in how far chunking, computational ofﬂoading and external memory
might have an impact on the understandability of process models. Our propositions
are theory-based so far and will serve as basis for planned empirical investigations, as
discussed in the research agenda.
Keywords: Business Process Modeling, Model Understandability, Cognitive Psychology.

1 Introduction
In order to support the analysis and design of, for example, process-aware information systems, service-oriented architectures and web services, business process models or process
models for short, are employed [RM11]. Especially process models used in project phases
that are concerned with requirement documentation are needed to be intuitive and easy
to understand [WW02]. As consequence, various process modeling languages have been
proposed, each one of them claiming superiority, cf. [FMR+ 09]. To contribute to an objective discussion, we employ cognitive psychology as tool for assessing and discussing the
understandability of process models. More speciﬁcally, we embed the concept of inference
as central process for problem solving in the context of business process modeling.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses related work.
Then, Section 3 introduces concepts from cognitive psychology and puts them in the context of business process modeling. Finally, Section 4 summarizes the ﬁndings and concludes the paper with a research agenda.

2 Related Work
The understandability of process models is approached from various angles. For instance, in [BRU00], a theoretical point of view is chosen. Complementary, several studies report from empirical investigations. Most works thereby employ the concept of
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metrics computed on structural aspects of the process model to assess understandability,
e.g., [MRC07, VRvdA08, RM11, Car06, MMRS09]. An overview of metrics from software engineering, adapted to business process models can be found in [CMNR06, GL06].
Another interesting work to be mentioned is [MRvdA10], in which empirically validated
guidelines for process modeling with the aim to improve understandability are presented.
Common to all these approaches is that the model is in the focus of investigation. In our
work, however, we use cognitive psychology to focus on the interplay of model and human
to examine understandability.

3 Cognitive Concepts for Understanding Process Models
Basically, three different problem-solving “programs” or “processes” are known from
cognitive psychology: search, recognition and inference [LS87]. Search and recognition
allow for the identiﬁcation of information of rather low complexity, i.e., locating an object or the recognition of patterns. Most conceptual models, however, go well beyond
complexity that can be handled by search and recognition. Here, the human brain as
“truly generic problem solver” [Tra79] comes into play. Thereby, cognitive psychology
differentiates between working memory that contains information that is currently being
processed, as well as long-term memory in which information can be stored for a long
period of time [PTTG03]. Most severe, and thus of high interest and relevance, are the
limitations of the working memory. As reported in [Mil56], the working memory can not
hold more than 7±2 items at the same time. In addition, information held in the working
memory decays after 18–30 seconds if not rehearsed [Tra79]. To illustrate how severe
these limitations are, consider the sequence A-G-K-O-M-L-J. The average human mind is
just capable of keeping this sequence in working memory, and, after 18–30 seconds the
sequence will be forgotten.
The importance of the working memory has been recognized and led to the development
and establishment of Cognitive Load Theory (CLT), meanwhile widespread and empirically validated in numerous studies [Ban02]. Theories of CLT revolve around the limitations of the working memory and how these limitations can be overcome—especially the
second question is of interest for the understandability of process models. Hence, subsequently, we will discuss three strategies for dealing with the working memory’s limits.
First, we will discuss the chunking of information. Second, we will show how process
models can support inference through computational ofﬂoading. Third, we will introduce
external memory, which allows to free resources in the working memory.
Chunking and Schema Acquisition. Information is believed to be memorized in interconnected schemata rather than in isolation [Gra07]. Those schemata, which are stored in
long-time memory, can be used to aggregate information and handle it as a “chunk” of information in the working memory. Each schemata requires only one slot in working memory when used, hence mental effort is effectively reduced, cf. [New90, CWWW00, Gra07].
The process of aggregating information to a chunk using a schema, in turn, is referred to
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as “chunking” [Gra07].
To illustrate how chunking actually inﬂuences the understandability of business process
models, an example is provided in Figure 1. An unexperienced reader may, as shown
on the left hand side, use three chunks to store the process fragment: one for each XORgateway and one for activity A. In contrast, an expert may, as shown on the right hand side,
recognize this process fragment as a pattern for making activity A optional. In other words,
in her long-time memory a schema for optional activities is present, thereby allowing her
to store the entire process fragment in one slot in the working memory.

A

A
or

in

Memory

Figure 1: Chunking of an Optional Activity

Computational Ofﬂoading. In contrast to chunking, which is highly dependent on the
internal representation of information, i.e., how the reader organizes information in his
mind, computational ofﬂoading highly depends on the exact external presentation of the
business process model, i.e., visualization of the process model. In particular, computational ofﬂoading “refers the extent to which differential external representations reduce the
amount of cognitive effort required to solve information equivalent problems” [SR96]. In
other words, an external representation may provide features that help the reader to extract
information. Instead of computing and inferencing respective information in the modeler’s
mind, information can, as in the process of recognition, more or less be “read-off” [SR96].
To put computational ofﬂoading into the context of business process modeling, a simple
example illustrating the described phenomenon is shown in Figure 2. The illustrated process models are information equivalent, i.e., the same execution traces can be produced
based on both Model A and Model B. However, Model A is modeled in BPMN, whereas
for Model B the declarative modeling language ConDec [Pes08] was used (for a detailed
explanation of declarative process models we refer to [Pes08, MPvdA+ 10]). Consider the
task of listing all execution traces that can be inferred from the process model. A reader
familiar with BPMN will probably infer within a few seconds that Model A supports execution traces <A, B, D> and <A, C, D>. Such information is easy to extract as BPMN
provides an explicit concept for the representation of execution sequences, namely sequence ﬂows. Thus, for identifying all possible execution traces, the reader simply follows
the process model’s sequence ﬂows—the computation of all execution traces is ofﬂoaded
to the process model. In contrast, for Model B, no explicit representation of sequences is
present. Rather, constraints deﬁne the interplay of actions and do not necessarily specify
sequential behavior. Thus, the reader cannot directly read off execution traces, but has
to interpret the constraints in her mind to infer execution traces. In other words, process
model B, while information equivalent to Model A, does not provide computational of-
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ﬂoading for extracting execution traces. Consequently, even for a reader experienced with
ConDec, listing all supported traces is far from trivial.
) Model B

a) Model A

B
A

1

D

A

C

0 1

B
0 1

1

D

C
Figure 2: Computational Ofﬂoading

External Memory. Finally, we would like to introduce another mechanism that is known
for reducing mental effort, i.e., the amount of working memory slots in use. In particular,
we will discuss the concept of external memory in the context of business process models.
An external memory is referred to any information storage outside the human cognitive
system, e.g., pencil and paper or a black board [Swe88, Tra79, SR96, LS87]. Information
that is taken from the working memory and stored in an external memory is then referred
to as cognitive trace. In the context of a diagram, a cognitive trace would be to, e.g., mark,
update and highlight information [SR96]. Likewise, in the context of process modeling,
the model itself may serve as external memory. When interpreting a process model, marking an activity as executed while checking whether an execution trace is supported, can be
seen as leaving a cognitive trace.
For the illustration of external memory and cognitive traces, consider the process model
shown in Figure 3. Assuming the reader wants to verify, whether execution trace <A, D,
E, F, G, H> is supported by the process model. So far, as indicated by the bold path and
the position of the token, she has “mentally executed” the activities A, D, E, F and G.
Without the aid of external memory, she will have to keep in the working memory, which
activities have been executed, i.e., sub-trace <A, D, E, F, G>, as well as the position of
the token within the process instance. By writing down the activities executed so far, i.e.,
transferring this information from working memory to external memory (e.g., piece of
paper), load on working memory is reduced. In addition, the process model even allows
to store the “mental token”—either by simply putting a ﬁnger on the respective part of the
process model or by marking the location of the token, as shown in Figure 3.

4 Summary and Research Agenda
In this paper we discussed the concept of inference from cognitive psychology in the
context of business process modeling. In particular, we described how chunking, computational ofﬂoading and external memory can lower mental effort and, in turn, support
inference and facilitate the understanding of a process model.
We acknowledge that this approach is still work in progress and conclude with identifying
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Figure 3: External Memory

a research agenda guiding our future research. First and foremost, we are planning to validate the described concepts for process models, i.e., to verify whether the expected effects
can be observed in practice. It is assumed that effects are highly dependent on the exact representation of information, e.g., computational ofﬂoading may work differently in
BPMN models than in ConDec [Pes08] models. Hence, we will start validation using wellknown languages like BPMN and then investigate in how far ﬁndings can be generalized
to other modeling languages like ConDec. Second, after concepts have been validated,
we envision two major directions. On the one hand, as motivated in the discussion, we
aim at contributing to an objective discussion about the superiority of process modeling
languages. Validated concepts will give us then a tool to assess or predict the understandability of a process model. Such insights may be then used to guide the developement
and improvement of process modeling languages. On the other hand, we plan to use the
introduced concepts to systematically develop software that supports the understandability
of process models. More speciﬁcally, as soon as the cognitive processes of understanding
a process model are well enough understood, they can be used to systematically analyze
shortcomings of process modeling languages and to provide appropriate computer-based
support for compensating those shortcomings.
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Abstract. For almost all applications there is a need to judge business process
models by user´s perspective. This paper presents first facts and findings how
the eye tracking method can contribute to a deeper empirical understanding and
evaluation of user satisfaction in business process modeling. The method of eye
tracking is used in order to check subjective perceptions of users through objective measurement. The experimental investigation is done using two variants of
the widespread business process modelling notation “Event-driven Process
Chain (EPC)”.
Keywords: eye tracking, user satisfaction, event-driven process chain (EPC)

1 Introduction
User satisfaction is one of the most widely researched topics in the information systems field [ANC08], [A03]. There are strong relationships between user satisfaction
and intended use or actual use of information systems [ANC08, p.44]. The paper
focuses on user-based requirements in business process modeling. In order to be able
to judge subjective appraisals of test users and real-life users through objective measurements, the method of eye tracking is used in our experiment. For the evaluation of
requirements of user satisfaction in business process modeling we focused on, a research framework is developed and used as part of an experiment. Due to the fact, that
event-driven process chains (EPC) are still establish as a widespread notation in business process modeling, we used two variants of the EPC to show the prospects and
limitations of our approach.

2 Eye Tracking Technique
Eye tracking is a technique with which the course of a person's vision when viewing
an object, model or an application (investigation objects) can be measured [RP07]. In
the taxonomy of research methods, eye tracking is assigned to the user-oriented
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methods [Y03, p.125]. In the combination of eye tracking and surveys, survey results
are supplemented through quantitative eye tracking data. The test person comments
on his or her activities, feelings and thoughts in the use of the object of investigation
(qualitative aspect). This methodological approach is to be transferred in this
investigation to the measurement and analysis of the user satisfaction in business
process modeling.

3 User Satisfaction Eye Tracking Experiment
3.1 Research Framework and Hypotheses
The research framework has the aim, to create a framework for designing experiments
measuring the user satisfaction by combining surveys and eye tracking methods. Our
aim in this experiment is to compare the user satisfaction regarding two semiformal
modeling notations as the test case. We developed the following basic hypothesis (H1 –
H3) for this comparison:
H1: Seven user-related requirements deducted from our literature review are acknowledged by users (editors and recipients).
H2: Seven requirements are appropriate criteria to check subjective assessments of
users with objective measurements of experiments.
H3: Eye tracking is an appropriate method for measuring and judging user-related
requirements related to the user satisfaction in business process modeling.
Table 1. Research Framework for the empirical study
Requirements
Understanding
Completeness
Easy to use
Usefulness

Timeliness
Flexibility
Accuracy

Subjective Perception (Assessment of
users in the survey)
Users have been asked: the variant of
the modeling language is easy to
understand?
Users have been asked: the variant of
the modeling language is complete?
Users have been asked: the variant of
the modeling language is easy to use?
Users have been asked: the variant of
the modeling language is useful?

Users have been asked: the variant of
the modeling language is time saving?
Users have been asked: the variant of
the modeling language is flexible?
Users have been asked: the variant of
the modeling language is accurate?

Measurement
(Experiment with users)
A graphical representation of a process is shown to the
users and specific questions are asked. Number of false
answers is counted.
Users have to model a pre-defined process. It is noted if
users are capable to model the process (Editors)
Users have to model a pre-defined process. Number of
modeling errors is counted (editors).
In a given graphical representation of a process users
need to find a pre-defined object. The following is
measured:
*Numbers of fixations with eye tracking methods
*Length of fixation with eye tracking methods.
The more and the longer fixations are, the more the
effort and the worst the balance between effort and
utility.
Users have to model a pre-defined process. The time
needed is recorded (editors).
No measurement since users considered this requirement to be less important (rank 6 of 7).
No measurement since users considered this requirement to be less important (rank 7 of 7).

Due to the fact, that event-driven process chains (EPC) are still establish as a widespread notation in business process modeling, we used two variants of the EPC to
show the prospects and limitations of our approach. In our experiment two variants of
the event-driven process Chain (EPC) are used for validating the seven requirements:
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the extended EPC (eEPC) and the object oriented EPC (oEPC) [SNZ97]. Our investigation is based on 24 users (12 editors and 12 recipients of models). In each group 6
users have been students and 6 have been employees of a public administration. We
use as our test case graphical representation of public administration processes, because there are good experiences about the notations in this area (see survey, [anonymous]). The users have been asked to subjectively assess the modeling languages
regarding the seven requirements. Furthermore, we did experiments with the users
like measuring time to model a process (for editing users) or counting the number of
errors a user was able to find in a model (for recipient users). Another example is
measuring the length of fixations during solving a specific task by using eye tracking
(editors and recipients). All requirements have been mapped in order to measure how
the requirements are achieved by the two variants of the modeling language. After
that we compare the results of the subjective assessment and the objective experiment
for both, requirements and variants. As a result of our investigation, the most important requirements were ‘understanding’ (editors: 8, recipients: 11), ‘completeness’
(editors: 7, recipients: 6) and ‘easy to use’ (editors: 5, recipients: 7). In this context,
we asked if a user missed an important requirement but none of the 24 users answered
‘yes’. Thus, we conclude that the seven requirements used in our investigation are
sufficient. Hypothesis 1 can be considered to be confirmed in the context of our experiment. Table 4 depicts the research framework for our empirical study of the userrelated requirements. The column ‘measurement’ describes the experiment used for
the specific requirement.
3.2 Statistical Analysis
In the following section we analyze the data gathered during our survey regarding the
requirements. For all requirements interviewees could answer with the following
options: I fully agree (=4), I agree partially (=3), I doubt to agree (=2), I do not agree
at all (=1) for each variant of the modeling language (eEPC and oEPC). Due to missing answers the sample size could be less than 12. Table 2 depicts basic statistic ratios
regarding the assessment of the requirements by the interviewees during the survey.
Obviously, all requirements – except the requirement ‘accuracy’– got a better average
assessment regarding the oEPC. The requirement ‘accuracy’ has been assessed equally. The correlation of the assessments between eEPC and oEPC (right table) only
reveal a significant (negative) relationship [> (-) 0.5] for the requirement ‘time saving’. That means interviewees assessing one modeling language as time saving tend to
assess the other language as less time saving. In the following we want to verify if
differences in the assessments of the interviewees are significant regarding each requirement. For this reason we conducted a t-Test testing for different means in dependent samples. Table 3 shows the results of the statistic test.
The column ‘Sig. (2-tailed)’ shows the significance level of the difference of means
regarding the assessment of the interviewees for each requirement (meaning H0:
eEPC=oEPC; H1: oEPC#eEPC). But we want to focus on the hypothesis that one
modeling language is better than the other one. Thus, we also test H0: eEPC=oEPC;
H1: oEPC>eEPC to validate if the oEPC language dominates the eEPC variant (see
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column ‘Sig. (1-tailed)’). Since we test H0: eEPC=oEPC; H1: oEPC>eEPC the confidence level is always half the confidence level of column ‘Sig. (2-tailed)’. As a result,
we can see that the requirement ‘flexibility’ has been considered to be better in respect to the oEPC language on a 95% confidence level whereas the requirements
‘easy to use’ and ‘usefulness’ are significant on a 90% level. In the same manner we
analyzed the data of the survey we now want to consider the results of the experiments as depicted in table 4. Please note that Pair 4 and 5 both are linked to the requirement ‘usefulness’ since the data represents on the one hand the number of fixations and on the other hand the length of the fixations.
Table 2. Statistic ratios regarding the assessment of requirements by interviewees
Paired Samples Statistics
Mean N
air 1 E C easy-to-use
oE C easy-to-use
air 2 E C Flexi ility
oE C Flexi ility
air
air
air
air
air

2

Std
De iation

00 12
12
11

Std Error
Mean

000
8
8

11

E C accuracy
oE C accuracy
E C understandin
oE C understandin
E C completeness
oE C completeness
E C timeliness
oE C timeliness
E C usefulness
oE C usefulness

000
22
2
20

2
2

11
11
2 12
12
1 12
12
2
11
18 11
2 82 11
11

8
1
92
8
8
1 009
1
982

2
19
1 9
1 2
2 1
22
0
22
29
20

Paired Samples Correlations
N
C
C
C
C

Corr

Si

air 1
air 2
air
air

E
E
E
E

easy-to-use oE C easy-to-use
flexi ility oE C flexi ility
accuracy oE C accuracy
understandin
oE C understandin

12
11
11

0

12

- 120

air
air
air

E C completeness oE C completeness
E C timeliness oE C timeliness
E C usefulness oE C usefulness

12
11
11

9

2 0
91

- 88
2 1

11
12
0

Table 3. t-tests of the assessments of the interviewees for each requirement (different means)
Paired Samples Test

air 1
air 2
air
air
air
air
air

E
E
E
E
E
E
E

aired Differences
90
Std
Std Error
o er
pper
Mean De iation
Mean
8
22
0 0
809
2
-1 0 8 - 19
000
1 000
02 -2 0
218 - 1
1 1
-1
8
2 1 - 99
2
1 2
-1 1
0
10
12 -1 111
021

easy-to-use - oE
easy-to-use
flexi ility - oE
flexi ility
accuracy - oE
accuracy
understandin - oE
understandin
completeness - oE
completeness
timeliness - oE
timeliness
usefulness - oE
usefulness

t
-1 8
-2 09
000
-1 1 9
- 92
-9 9
-1

Si (2- Si (1df tailed) tailed)
11
1
08
10
02
01
10 1 000
00
11
2
1
11
0
2 2
10
0
180
10
111
0

inner
oE
oE
NA
oE
oE
oE
oE

Table 4. Statistical ratios of the experiments regarding the requirements
Paired Samples Statistics

air 1 E
oE
air 2 E
oE
air E
oE
air E
oE
air E
oE

understandin errors
understandin errors
easy-to-use errors
easy-to-use errors
timeliness time
timeliness time
usefulness Num erOfFixations
usefulness Num erOfFixations
usefulness en thOfFixations
usefulness en thOfFixations

Mean

Std
Std Error
N De iation
Mean

2 0
2 92
10 08
2 8
9 00
00
29 1
2 2
1 8 92
1 1 92

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

11
18
12
09
2 89
2 09
28
1
09

89
8
0
18 29
18 1
10 2
1 1

Paired Samples Correlations
N Corr Si
air 1 E
oE
air 2 E
use
air
E
air
E
oE
air
E
oE

understandin errors
understandin errors
easy-to-use errors oE
easy-toerrors
timeliness time
usefulness Num erOfFixations
usefulness Num erOfFixations
usefulness en thOfFixations
usefulness en thOfFixations

12 - 11
12

22

0

12

2

2

12 - 0
12

21

8
2

Regarding table 4 please note that – compared to the assessments of the interviewees
– small values are better than big ones (e.g. less errors are better than more errors or
less time consuming is better than more time consuming). Obviously, regarding the
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8

means the oEPC language performs better for all requirements than the eEPC variant
except for the requirement ‘understanding’. Focusing on ‘understanding’ one can see
that users answered with fewer errors considering the eEPC. In this context, we reason that eye tracking is an appropriate method to measure and assess requirements for
user satisfaction in business process modeling in our experiment. Therefore, Hypothesis 3 can be considered to be confirmed. T-tests regarding the differences of the means
of the measurements reveal that the oEPC variant dominates significantly the eEPC
variant (Table 5). Only the requirement ‘understanding’ cannot be considered significant. The requirements ‘easy to use’ and ‘timeliness’ are significant on a 95% level
(see column Sig. (2-tailed)). The two measurements for ‘usefulness’ are significant
only on a 90% level. Table 8 does not contain the requirement ‘completeness’ since
all users where able to model the predefined process in the appropriate experiment
with the eEPC and the oEPC variant. Thus, the requirement ‘completeness” remains
undecided.
Table 5. t-tests of the experiments / measurements for top 5 requirements
Paired Samples Test
aired Differences
90 Confidence Inter al
Mean
air 1
air 2
air
air
air

E
oE
E
use
E
oE
E
oE
E
oE

understandin errors understandin errors
easy-to-use errors - oE
easy-toerrors
timeliness time timeliness time
usefulness Num erOfFixations usefulness Num erOfFixations
usefulness en thOfFixations usefulness en thOfFixations

Std De iation Std Error Mean

- 2
0
00
92

o er

22

pper

2 98

-

1 09

1 91 2 10 11

8

1

2

2 00

1

2

df

-1 0

12

91

t

-2 1

Si

(2-tailed)

11

Si (1tailed)
2 9

0

0 0

8 11

01

91 8 1

11

12

00
0 2

1 1

11

1

0

inner
E
oE
oE
oE
oE

After having analyzed the results of the survey and the experiments separately, we
now want to focus on a comparison of both as an overall result. Table 6 shows the
results of this comparison.
Table 6. Comparison of survey and results, * 90% significance, ** 95% significance
Requirement

"Winner"
survey

eEPC
N/A
oEPC**
oEPC*
oEPC**

"Winner“
experiment

Understanding
Completeness
Easy to use
Usefulness
Timeliness

oEPC
oEPC
oEPC*
oEPC*
oEPC

Flexibility

oEPC**

No measurement

Accuracy

N/A

No measurement

Comment
no significance
no significance
significant for oEPC
significant for oEPC
Experiment significant for
oEPC, Survey not significant
for oEPC
significant for oEPC, no
experiment
no significance

Obviously, a significant result can be detected regarding the requirements ‘easy to
use’ and ‘usefulness’. Only significant in one area, but on an average the oEPC dominates regarding the requirement ‘timeliness’. Considering the requirement ‘flexibility’, the oEPC has been significantly assessed better than the eEPC, but we did not
conduct an experiment for that requirement. For the requirement ‘accuracy’ we cannot deduct a winner. Furthermore, for the requirements ‘understanding’ and ‘com-
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pleteness’ there is no significant result. To sum up the oEPC seems to dominate most
requirements (often significant). The eEPC variant succumbs or is equal to the oEPC
variant. As a result, the literature based common user related requirements are appropriate to check subjective assessments of users in a survey with objective experiments. Therefore, hypothesis 2 can be considered to be confirmed regarding our experiment.

4 Summary of the results
The eye tracking method was used for first time in the measurement and assessment
of the user satisfaction in business process modeling. In the application case, the eye
tracking method was used to visualise objective measurement and progression data, in
addition to the survey techniques. The graphical depictions from the eye tracking
(heatmaps) were able to visually support the investigation results. The research
framework was used on the basis of extended and object-oriented event-driven process chains (eEPC and oEPC). We used always the same modeling tool to minimize
external effects when testing our framework (bflow Toolbox [BT10]). To what extent
investigations on the basis of other semi-formal modelling languages lead to other
results remains reserved for other investigations. The hypotheses (H1 to H3) could be
confirmed on the basis of two variants of the event-driven process chain (EPC). To
what extent investigations on the basis of other semi-formal modelling languages in
the field of business process modeling lead to other results remains to be validated in
follow-up investigations. The initial results of this investigation are interesting, in
particular with regard to the options to visualise measurement results in the representation of heatmaps. Here, however, further investigations should follow in order to be
able to validate the relevance of the eye tracking method for investigations in the
research area of information systems moreover.
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Abstract: The purpose of this article is to discuss the inﬂuence of creative personality
on process redesign. Building on creativity theories stemming from the ﬁeld of cognitive psychology, we identify important individual factors during process redesign, and
hypothesize their contributions to creative process design using a modelling tool. We
present an integrated research model and illustrate how we seek to test the model using
the Cheetah Experimental Platform.

1 Introduction
It has long been recognized that business process redesign and innovation can lead to improved processes and better business performance and customer satisfaction. Process improvement was the number one item for top management according to the Gartner Group
in 2010 [Gro10]. In practice, process models are used for analyzing, documenting and
improving business processes. They help to identify process weaknesses as well as possible improvement opportunities. An important factor for process improvement are the
employees working with the process models. For creating novel and valuable ideas for
process redesign human creative ability is needed. Cook describes creativity as “source of
competitive strength within organizations” [Coo98, 179]. Companies have to identify their
creative potential to enable business innovation. Identifying individual creative potential is
relevant for assembling teams and deciding who should be part of a process redesign team.
Additionally, creativity training can be of relevance for teams working on processes.
Despite increasing consciousness about the need to consider creativity in researching business innovation, most research up to now was undertaken in the ﬁeld of product innovation. The business process management community has barely recognized the importance
of creativity and little research has been undertaken to improve and understand the relationship between creativity and business process redesign. There are few exceptions as
for instance Seidel et al. [SR08] who discuss the concept and management of creativity in
business process management.
Given the high practical relevance of creative process redesign, the aim of this paper is
ﬁlling that gap by investigating the relationship between individual creativity and business process redesign. More speciﬁcally, we address the research question how creative
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personality style and creative capacity inﬂuence creativity in process redesign tasks.

2 Theoretical Background
Business Process Redesign. Business process reengineering and continuous process improvement constitute two different ends on a continuum of business process redesign.
Business process reengineering refers to “fundamental rethinking and radical redesign of
business processes to achieve dramatic improvements in critical, contemporary measure of
performance, such as cost, quality, service and speed” [HC93]. Thereby, business process
reengineering largely ignores the existing process and in the most extreme case follows a
clean sheet approach creating the redesigned process from scratch. Continuous process
improvement, in turn, typically takes existing processes as a starting point and gradually
improves them in an incremental manner [Dav93]. While both approaches differ in their
focus, both aim at the redesign of existing business processes and lead to a transformation
of the original process model (i.e., AS-IS process) into a redesigned version (i.e., TO-BE
process) improving one or more performance measures. To achieve this transformation
different redesign patterns can be used as for instance cutting non-value adding tasks,
changing the order of tasks or automating tasks [RLM05].
Creativity and Creative Personality. Creativity and creative problem-solving form the
basis for business innovation and process redesign [MM02]. Similarly to other design activities, there is no single solution and no clear path to a solution in a process redesign
task. A creative solution is deﬁned as being both original and novel as well as relevant and
valuable in the speciﬁc context [Ama83, 358]. When researching creativity three main
aspects are relevant: the creative person, the creative process and the creative product
[Ama83]. In our study we intend to include all three aspects and examine how creative
personality inﬂuences the solutions to a process redesign-task (creative product) using a
modelling tool (creative process). One of the most inﬂuential personality models in the
context of creativity is the Adaption-Innovation theory by Kirton [Kir76]. While adaptors tend to “doing things better”, innovators are likely to be “doing things differently”
[Kir76, 622]. Adaptors work out few, but realizable solutions, they pay attention to details and work out the solution incrementally with well-known techniques [FH92, 967]. In
contrast, innovators propose more, but less realistic solutions and might ignore rules and
existing paradigms. This distinction directly relates to the continuum between continuous,
incremental improvement [Dav93] and radical redesign of processes [HC93].

3 Research Model and Hypotheses
Having laid out the relevant theoretical foundation related to creativity and business process redesign, we will now draw several propositions to suggest which factors will inﬂuence business process redesign. Concerning person-related characteristics creative style
and creative capacity are two independent dimensions [Kir78, 697] which are both rel-
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evant for solutions to process improvement tasks. Besides person-related characteristics
there are two more factors contributing to the creative process [Ama83]: domain-relevant
skills and task motivation. We summarize our expectations about relevant inﬂuence factors
in light of the theoretical considerations in the research model shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Research Model

The model proposes that the quality of a redesigned model in a process redesign task
will be a function of person-related characteristics (style and capacity), process modelling
competence (domain-relevant skills) and task motivation. Concerning the inﬂuence of creative style we anticipate the following effects: In contrast to innovators, adaptors perceive
“boundaries less elastic and permeable” [Kir78, 697]. Therefore, we expect adaptors to
make only small, continuous improvements to the model, innovators to radically change
the process and do a complete reengineering. Innovators are more likely to “break existing
patterns” [Mud95, 167]. As innovators do not pay as much attention to details they might
make more syntax errors, but produce more innovative ideas. We state:
H1: Higher innovative style is positively associated with the amount of model changes.
H2: Higher adaptive style is positively associated with the correctness of model solutions.
According to [GT02, 1] there are two basic indicators of creativity: ﬂuency is deﬁned
as “the ability to produce quantities of ideas which are relevant to the task instruction”
and originality as “the ability to produce uncommon ideas or ideas that are totally new or
unique”. We expect creative capacity to positively inﬂuence both criteria. Therefore:
H3: Creative ability is positively associated with originality and ﬂuency in the redesign.
Next, we consider process modelling competence and task motivation. We speculate both
factors to contribute to the creative quality of process redesigns in terms of ﬂuency and
originality. While lower modelling experience might hinder creative persons from fully
unfolding their capacity to provide creative ideas, high task motivation might foster creativity.
H4: Process modelling competence is positively associated with originality and ﬂuency in
the redesign.
H5: Task motivation is positively associated with originality and ﬂuency in the redesign.
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4 Planned Empirical Study
For answering these research questions we are currently conducting an empirical study
using the Cheetah Experimental Platform [PZW10]. Cheetah guides participants through
a variety of questionnaire parts, offers a tutorial on process modelling and a process modelling tool for the redesign tasks, which logs every modelling action (e.g., adding and
deleting of activities) to enable later analysis. The next paragraphs introduce main parts of
the experimental design.

4.1

Measurement of Independent Variables

Creative Style: Innovative vs. Adaptive Problem-Solving Style (KAI (Kirton AdaptionInnovation Inventory): The Kirton Adaption-Innovation Inventory [Kir76] measures individual problem-solving style relating to the quality of problem solutions. Respondents
have to rate themselves on 32 items. It measures three different scales: sufﬁciency of
originality, efﬁciency and rule governance.
Creative Capacity: Abbreviated Torrance Test of Creative Thinking (ATTA): The
Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (TTCT) measures divergent thinking and assesses the
quantity and quality of creative ideas. It is a widely used (by over 2000 studies) instrument
[GT02]. For the purpose of our study we use the verbal subscale of the abbreviated test
version as a screening indicator of creative thinking abilities. The scores in the test are
based on ﬂuency (number of ideas) and originality (unusualness of ideas).
Process Modelling Competence: Participants are asked about the extent to which they
have previously been involved with modelling in education and work. Additionally, we
use a test on theoretical knowledge of process modelling developed by [MS08].
Task Motivation: For measuring intrinsic motivation we use three items derived from a
scale by [DBW92]. An example item was: ‘I found the tasks of providing improvement
ideas for the processes to be enjoyable.’

4.2

Measurement of Dependent Variables: Process Redesign

Experimental Redesign Tasks In our experiment participants are asked to work out improved TO-BE models for two given AS-IS process models. We use 2 measure-invoked
redesign tasks [SK10] targeting the measure- (customer) quality for the construction of
creative redesign tasks. The two AS-IS models were selected from different domains such
that we could expect that they are understandable with no special domain knowledge. In
the ﬁrst task we ask participants to optimize a new check in and guidance service of an
airline to best support costumers as well as business interests. The second task asks for a
process redesign of a coffee shop service to foster customer satisfaction.
Measurement of Process-Redesigns For analyzing the process redesigns we intend to use
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quantitative as well as qualitative measures.
• Change Distance: The amount of process changes can be measured as the number
of change operations needed to obtain the redesigned TO-BE process model from
the original AS-IS process model. Thereby, this measure considers operations related to the insertion or deletion of activities/edges.
• Correctness is assessed in terms of syntax as well as execution semantics. In particular, we measure whether syntactic requirements imposed by BPMN are met, and
whether the model is free of behavioral anomalies such as deadlocks. To this end,
we apply the soundness criterion for syntactically correct models [van98].
• Creativity of Redesign Ideas is assessed by a team of independent experts according to originality and ﬂuency. We deploy an iterative consensus-building process to
ensure validity and reliability of our assessment.

5 Example of Preliminary Analysis

Figure 2: Detail of Airport Model and Exemplary Redesigns

Data collection is still ongoing and participants are being recruited from modelling courses.
We would like to discuss two redesign examples of a process snippet, as can be seen in
Figure 2. The study participant with the ‘adaptive solution’ scored low on the AdaptiveInnovative continuum (2.60 on a scale from 1 to 5), the participant with the ‘innovative’
solution scored high (3.49). In the redesign solution we can see, that the ‘adaptor’ simply added one activities to notify the customer if the ﬂight is not delayed, demonstrating
incremental improvement. The ‘innovator’ added two activities and he reengineered the
complete order of the process. This example would support hypothesis 1, but further data
collection and detailed analysis will be needed to test hypotheses.
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Abstract: In this paper we argue that actor-centered models are well suited for sociotechnical systems of systems (like enterprise and especially cross-enterprise scenarios). Results can especially be drawn from the ﬁeld of multi-agent system modeling.
However, existing approaches reveal a lack of possibilities for switching between different levels of abstraction. This does not only concern more or less abstract models
for a given situation (model abstraction), but also to have models with actors of varying granularity, including individual as well as collective actors (actor abstraction).
We present a modeling approach that addresses both these aspects. It is based on the
core concepts of actors and activities and especially the concept of a collective actor
is emphasized. For supporting different levels of model abstraction, we present multiple modeling techniques. The semantic core of all models is based on high-level
Petri nets, although this is hidden for the more abstract models.

1 Introduction
Modern perspectives on software systems (e.g. ultra large scale systems [Nor06] or application landscapes [Mat08]) heavily rely on the concept of systems of systems. Core
distinguishing features of systems of systems are the operational as well as managerial independence of component systems. In addition, they are software-intense sociotechnical systems where a suitable joint optimization of social and (software-)technical
system parts has to be pursued.
Agent-orientation has emerged as a powerful and general conceptual framework for
socio-technical systems of systems. Both the idea of independent, loosely-coupled component systems (the agents) and the establishment of system-level/organizational structures are addressed equally [Jen00, Dig09].1 As in a system of systems setting, a component system might be a system of systems itself, approaches for collective agency have
been brought forth in recent years (cf. [HMMF08, AG09]). These are motivated by the
social and especially organization-theoretic concept of collective actors: Collectivities
(networks of social relations between social actors) are Janus-faced, social contexts as
well as collective actors that are embedded in more global contexts.
Nevertheless, on the modeling side, there still exists what we call an actor abstraction
problem as there is a lack of modeling techniques that allow for a seamless integration of
1 Many of the concepts and ideas of agent-orientation nowadays appear in the “guise” of service-oriented
systems (cf. concepts like autonomous, intelligent or collaborating services where the service metaphor is quite
stressed and the agent metaphor is better suited). However, we will not deepen on this topic in this paper.
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actors of varying granularity/abstraction. In this paper we present a modeling approach
with the speciﬁc aim of addressing this problem. Our main goal is to support planning and design of actor systems, possibly including social as well as artiﬁcial actors.
We address abstraction in two dimensions: (1) more or less abstract models for speciﬁc
scenarios (model abstraction), (2) possibilities to integrate actors of different abstraction/granularity in scenarios (actor abstraction). For more or less model abstraction, we
present three modeling techniques and each of the techniques incorporates the concept
of collective actors.

2 Different Levels of Abstraction for Actor/Activity Models
So called Actor/Activity-Flow Models provide the semantic core for the more abstract
models. They are high-level Petri net models and thus have a precise operational semantic. Figure 1 shows an Actor/Activity-Flow Model of two Collectivity Units. With
a Collectivity Unit, we denote an entity that is a context for embedded actors and that
may actually be an actor itself. A Collectivity Unit is modeled in terms of actor positions
and activity patterns. Actors initiate activities, participate in them and may be added or
removed from their positions in the course of activities. In the example, we show two activity patterns transaction and replace-seller for Collectivity Unit A and the associated
actor positions seller, buyer, governor and administrator. An activity pattern consists
of connected transitions that represent actions. Places connect the transitions in a way
to make up the life lines of activity roles (vertically connected) and exchanges between
activity roles (horizontally connected). For each activity pattern, we have one role that
is the initiating role. In the example we have the two roles sender and receiver for the
transaction activity pattern (where the sender is the initiating role) and two exchanges
between them (for an item sent and the following acknowledge).
The example also includes a second Collectivity Unit B. This Collectivity Unit is actually an actor itself and is embedded in the context of Collectivity Unit A as a buyer.2
The ﬁgure exempliﬁes that collective agency in our model results from what we call role
implementation via role implementation. On the level of Collectivity Unit A, there is a
buyer actor embedded that implements the role receiver in the context of a transaction activity and thus carries out the actions for receiving an item and for sending an
acknowledge. Here however, this actor is itself a Collectivity Unit and in order to implement the role receiver on the next higher system level, there are the two internal roles
distributor and inspector. For these internal roles, there are speciﬁed several peripheral
actions that correspond to (/synchronize with) the actions for the role receiver on the
next higher system level. To summarize, Collectivity Unit B implements the role receiver in the context of Collectivity Unit A by means of embedding some actors itself
that in turn implement the roles distributor and inspector where peripheral actions synchronize with the actions of the receiver role. In general, such action recursion across
system levels can be arbitrarily deep and individual actors (not modeled here) represent
the recursion termination.
2 Such hierarchies of Petri nets being embedded in other Petri nets is covered by the high-level Petri net
concept of nets-within-nets [Val04] and is for example supported by the Renew tool (www.renew.de).
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Figure 1: Excerpt from a more complex Collectivity Unit

Actor/Activity-Flow Models are quickly becoming large and unhandy. Thus we will
present means for abstracting away from details. In the upcoming models, the underlying Petri net semantic is no longer directly visible but it still provides the basis for
understanding them. The ﬁrst abstraction step is in omitting details of activity ﬂows
and instead just referring to the roles of activities. Figure 2 shows an example of such
an Actor/Activity-Role Model. It is the abstraction of the Actor/Activity-Flow Model
from Figure 1. Actor positions are now just associated with activities (initiation, participation, addition, removal associations) and internal details of the activities are hidden.
The information revealed is similar to common Use Case Diagrams. However, for our
purpose to regard Collectivity Units as collective actors, we need an extension in the
form of associations across system levels. We use a notation of combining activity roles
via logical operators. Above, we have characterized collective agency basically as role
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Figure 2: Abstracting away from the activity ﬂows of Figure 1

implementation via role implementation. For Actor/Activity-Role Model models, we introduce AND/XOR conﬁgurations. For each AND/XOR conﬁguration, we combine a set
of roles of an activity pattern via a logical AND. For each instance (concrete activity) of
the activity pattern, these roles together implement exactly one role of a set of roles that
are combined with a logical XOR. In the example, it is simply modeled (just as before)
that the implementation of the roles distributor and (logical and) inspector of a reception activity of Collectivity Unit B lead to the implementation of the role receiver of a
transaction activity of Collectivity Unit A.
One might also want to consider additional logical operators for combining roles. For
now, we have intentionally chosen the restricted means of AND/XOR conﬁgurations
here as in our opinion, they lead to simple yet expressive possibilities for cross-level role
associations. Two canonical applications are shown in Figure 3.
We introduce one further step of abstraction. Instead of regarding singular actor positions
and activity patterns, we regard arbitrarily comprehensive actor and activity sets and
consequently Actor-/Activity-Set Models. The transition from the former Actor/ActivityRole Models to Actor-/Activity-Set Models is shown in Figure 4. On the top of the ﬁgure
is (one level of) the previous Actor/Activity-Role Model. A preliminary abstraction step
is shown in the middle of the ﬁgure where each actor position and each activity pattern is
regarded as a singleton actor or activity set respectively. Addition/removal associations
are now subsumed under participation associations. Based on this basic Actor-/ActivitySet Model, different more abstract models can be derived. We call these different perspectives on the initial model and we show some of them at the bottom of the ﬁgure.
For each perspective it is noted which set unions were applied. Here, we distinguish
between absolute associations between an actor set A and an activity set B (each sub-set
Asub ⊆ A has this association to one of the sub-sets Bsub ⊆ B) and contingent associa-
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Figure 3: Examples of embedding situations based on AND/XOR conﬁgurations

Figure 4: Transition from Actor/Activity-Role Models to Actor-/Activity-Set Models

tions (for at least one but not for all sub-sets Bsub ⊆ B, there is an association to one of
the sub-sets Asub ⊆ A).
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For Actor-/Activity-Set Models it also has to be taken into account that Collectivity Units
can be collective actors. For this purpose, it is no longer regarded which activity roles
are cross-level associated but just which activity sets on different levels have which ”interleaving” associations (for example, whether an interleaving is speciﬁed for each or
just for some activities of an activity set). Due to space limitations, we do not cover the
corresponding modeling primitives here.

3 Conclusion
In this paper, we present a modeling approach for actor/activity models that explicitly
addresses abstraction in two dimensions: (1) more or less abstract models for a given
scenario (model abstraction) and (2) more or less actor granularity (actor abstraction).
The results we present are part of our ongoing research. We yet have to provide tool
support for our modeling approach. Furthermore, up to now the models were mainly
used as means to conceptualize quite generic and abstract archetypes of organizational
units in multi-level organizational scenarios (cf. [WE10], in german). For the future, we
need to validate the practical use of the modeling approach by applying it to real-world
scenarios.
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Abstract: In this paper, we introduce a model analysis approach suitable for multiple analysis purposes. The approach is based on generic graph pattern matching
and semantic standardization of model elements. Due to its generic nature, it is applicable to conceptual models of any graph-based modelling technique. Through
semantic standardization, the approach relies on unambiguous model contents.
Therefore, its focus is on analyses with regards to the structure and contents of
conceptual models.

1 Introduction
The analysis of conceptual models addresses different goals, e. g., searching for corresponding model sections for model integration in distributed modelling projects or evaluating process compliance, amongst others. Manual model analysis can be costly, as the
number of models to be analysed may rank in the thousands [YDG10]. We therefore
argue that a semi-automated model analysis approach being suitable for different modelling languages and for different application scenarios is highly beneficial. Such an approach has to consider two basic aspects: First, it should be able to recognize structures
occurring within a model. Second, the approach should recognize the labels of the model
elements. It is crucial that the model elements’ contents are unambiguous, thus the approach should incorporate a mechanism that relies on semantic standardization.
In this contribution, we present a semi-automated model analysis approach, which makes
use of semantic standardization to assure comparability as a precondition for model
analysis and allows for flexible pattern specification and matching. Our research follows
the design science paradigm outlined by [He04]. This integrated approach is based on
our previous research on naming conventions [DHL09] and generic pattern matching
[De10]. The remainder of this contribution proceeds as follows: In Section 2, we present
a literature overview of existing model analysis approaches. Section 3 introduces the
conceptual specification of the approach. Section 4 provides an application example. We
close with an outlook to future research in Section 5.
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2 Related Work
Different analysis approaches proposed in the literature can be divided according to their
primary goal into quality evaluation, exploration, and comparison approaches. Notable
work concerned with evaluating the syntactical as well as semantic quality of conceptual
models has, for example, been proposed by [Fr09], [LSM09], or [Go08]. In terms of
model exploration, various analysis approaches have been proposed by [Az09] [Es09],
or [TIR07]. To compare two or more models to one another, algorithms have been developed by [Di11], [YDG10], or [DDM08], amongst others. These approaches deal with
particular analysis task and are therefore only suitable in their respective domains. We
argue that it would be beneficial to have a generic analysis approach being suitable for
any modelling language and in any application domain. The following section introduces
such an approach. It is based on our previous work on enforcing naming conventions
[DHL09] and identifying arbitrary structures in conceptual models [De10].

3 Conceptual Specification
The overall procedure of our analysis approach is subdivided into two main steps as
depicted in Figure 1 (black-shaded elements are adapted from the pattern matching approach, grey-shaded elements are adapted from the semantic standardization approach,
and non-shaded elements are new). First, the analysis is defined (cf. section Analysis
Definition in Figure 1). Second, the analysis is applied to a set of models in order to
generate a report as a result (cf. section Report Generation in Figure 1). An Analysis is
composed of one or more Sub-analyses, each of them having a particular Search Criterion. The search criterion describes the properties of the expected analysis results (e.g.,
“find all receipt structures containing the term “invoice). Furthermore, it has to be defined whether the scope of an analysis is to explore a single set of models or to perform a
comparison of two model sets (cf. attribute scope). To assure that all sub-analyses within
an analysis can be applied to the same model base, an analysis can be composed only of
those sub-analyses which have the same scope.
Each sub-analysis is based on a Search Criterion specifying the fact to be searched for.
Any search criterion consists of either a single Atomic Search Criterion or a Composed
Search Criterion. Atomic search criteria are further specialized as:
! Pattern Equivalence Class (PEC) to search for different structural patterns regarded
as equivalent (e.g., two different data structures being recognized as similar)
! Structural Pattern to search for a specific model structure (e.g., a pattern representing
activities in process models that are related to an application system)
! Element Types (e.g., all “application systems”)
! Phrase Syntax to search for model elements whose labels follow a certain syntax
(e.g., model elements whose labels follow the syntax <verb, imperative> <noun, singular> in order to name process activities)
! Word Class to search for all words of a certain type within model elements’ labels
(e.g., all nouns to identify business process objects)
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! Word to search for a particular word within the label of model elements (e.g., the
particular word “invoice” in order to identify all data models containing invoice data)
! Comparison Type to define a criterion for the comparison of two model sets. A
comparison type can take the values “structural pattern”, “pattern equivalence class”,
“element type”, “word class”, “word”, or “phrase syntax”. If an analysis has the scope
“comparative”, a result found in the one model set is compared to all results found in
the other model set. If both results are equivalent concerning the comparison type,
they are returned as a result pair marked as “equivalent”. For example, finding similar
structures in data models requires defining a pattern equivalence class containing
these structures as structural patterns. Then, a comparative analysis can use this class
as a search criterion. In addition, it uses the comparison type “pattern equivalence
class” to relate every pattern match in the one model to every match in the other
model, and possibly a further comparison type “word” to only return structure pairs
containing the same term (e.g., “invoice”).
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Figure 1. Conceptual Specification of the Analysis Approach

As a comparison type defines only a criterion for the comparison of two model sets, this
criteria is only available for comparative sub-analysis (i.e., the attribute scope is set to
“comparative”). All the other atomic criteria can be used regardless of the specified
scope. A search criterion that contains more than one atomic search criterion is defined
as Composed Search Criterion. It is composed of further complex or atomic search criteria, which are connected through a logical operator. The search criteria to be combined
are specified by the Criterion Structure. To define the logical operator to be used for the
combination of these search criteria, we introduce the attribute Operator, which can hold
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one of the values “AND”, “OR”, “XOR” or “NOT”. A Criterion Restriction is used to
refine an atomic search criterion. Here, a search criterion – either an atomic or a complex
one – serves as a constraint for an atomic search criterion restricting the resulting set of
model fragments. Therefore, the restricting search criterion is directly assigned to the
atomic search criterion to be restricted.
Finally, an analyst has to specify the granularity of the analysis results to be displayed.
Therefore, we introduce the attribute Output Type. For example, an analysis is defined to
search for structural pattern occurrences. By defining patterns as output type, the pattern
occurrences contained in the analysis’ result are included in the report. By setting the
value to “element”, the report is straightened to visualize occurrences of single model
elements, which are contained in the returned pattern occurrences. By defining “phrase
syntax” as output type only phrase syntax occurrences contained in the returned pattern
occurrences are visualized, and so on. To avoid empty reports, the output type has to be
defined in respect to specified search criteria.
The results of an analysis are visualized as a Report. Depending on the scope of an analysis, a report is targeted at either one Model Set for an explorative analysis or two model
sets for a comparative analysis. Each model set consists of one or more Models to be
analysed. A report is composed of one or more Report Elements, each of them resulting
from one sub-analysis. A report element represents a single row in a report and shows
the particular Facts returned as search results from the corresponding sub-analysis. A
fact defines a particular match of the sub-analysis’ search criterion, which is shown in
the report. In respect to the possible output types of a sub-analysis, a fact can be a Pattern Occurrence, an Element Occurrence, a Phrase Syntax Occurrence, or a Word Occurrence. For one particular sub-analysis of the aforementioned example, all process
activities that are related with a specific application system are included in the report
element as particular element occurrences. Facts resulting from a comparative analysis
are linked to each other as Comparison Matches. This way, equivalent result pairs are
defined by relating a fact occurrence in the one model set to the matching fact occurrence in the other one.

4 Application
To demonstrate the feasibility of our model analysis approach, we developed a prototypical implementation combining both structural pattern search and linguistic standardization features. As an implementation basis, we used a meta-modelling tool which was
available from a previous research project. Since our model analysis approach is generic
in nature, it is applicable to a variety of business scenarios. To evaluate its general feasibility, however, we decided to provide an application example in an area where we believe the approach is most beneficial, namely in case of mergers and acquisitions. A
major challenge in merging two or more companies is integrating the respective IT landscapes [MB07]. A first step toward IT integration in merger scenarios is identifying the
different application systems that support a particular business activity in all involved
companies.
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To identify such structures, we define a simple analysis with the output type pattern. The
report will show us all model structures that match the predefined search criteria. For the
example of application systems supporting specific business activities we therefore defined a structural pattern called “Function->Application System” for EPCs. This pattern
returns all functions that are directly related to an application system. As far as the linguistic features are concerned, we define the words “customer” and “CRM” to comprise
the necessary vocabulary for this domain. Given this pattern and these terms we can
construct the search criterion that allows for searching occurrences of the “Function>Application System” pattern. The search is further restricted to include only those pattern occurrences containing either the word “customer” or “CRM” at least once.

Figure 2. Exemplary Analysis

As a model basis, assume that we have two fictional companies. For each of these companies we modelled the three business processes “campaign execution”, “order processing”, and “request processing” as EPCs. Running the analysis as described above
results in the report depicted in Figure 2. In this case, the business process “campaign
execution” contains two occurrences of the specified search criterion. The processes
“order processing” and “request processing” each contain three occurrences. Clicking on
one model allows for navigating to it. Each fact is then highlighted, so the analyst can
easily locate the different fact occurrences. In the example, all functions that are directly
connected to an application system and contain the terms “customer” or “CRM” are highlighted.

5 Outlook
The contribution of this paper is two-fold: on the one hand, it provides a convenient tool
to practitioners and professionals that can be used in a multitude of application scenarios,
regardless of what modelling languages they prefer. On the other hand, we provide an
innovative approach to the model analysis body of knowledge. It takes into account both
the intensively discussed requirements of semantic interoperability and structural pattern
matching. It is applicable, reusable and thus evaluable in multiple scientific, educational
and professional scenarios. In future research, we aim at developing an automated or at
least semi-automated approach to integrate a number of conceptual models to one consolidated model. Furthermore, we intend to develop meaningful metrics for the analysed
models.
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Abstract: The foundation of every system is the architecture. It has to be designed
according to the corresponding system requirements by the system architect who is
also responsible for ensuring that it fits to the system requirements even if these
change due to new conditions during development process. Our approach defines a
model driven process for the architect to validate system architecture against system requirements based on UML. It supports the architect in designing the architecture and in analysing the impacts of requirements changes.

1. Motivation
Designing and validating system architectures are time- and work-consuming tasks. The
responsible person for those tasks, the system architect, must have special expertise in
this area to create the basic foundation of the system, experience and social skills are
also appreciated. The number of requirements is growing with the systems complexity
which also increases the number of dependencies between them. The system architect
does not only have to look at all these requirements, he also has to handle requirements
changes and their impacts on the system architecture. Due to customer’s desire for high
flexibility, requirement changes are no longer limited to analysis phase and early design
phase. They occur up to the end of implementation phase making architect’s work a big
challenge. A common proceeding can be described as follows: The architect creates an
architecture draft and improves it iteratively. The validation is done manually by stepping through the architecture-relevant requirements. There is no defined validation process which might cause unintentional omitting of important aspects. The validation is
based on estimations due to the architect’s experiences and only in special cases, mostly
for critical requirements, it is based on verifiable results. According to the required work
effort documentation and validation are only done completely for important, e.g. review
appointments. We think that the process described is not sufficient for developing complex systems because there is no defined validation process to achieve repeatable results.
Figure 1 shows the four levels of our approach to support the architect in his work. The
top-level defines our model-based validation process which is independent from any
specific modelling language. According to apply this process we choose the Unified
modelling Language (UML) and develop UML-specific support tool approaches in levels two and three. The implementation of these tool approaches are part of the fourth
level. The validation process is used in conjunction with the iterative design of the system architecture which can be partly automated. So-called validation targets sum up
architecture-relevant requirements on an abstract level suitable for architecture design.
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Figure 1: different levels of the approach

This level gives the architect a better view on the system architecture according to the
architecture-relevant requirements and makes complex correlations visible. For every
validation target the architect creates a process to check if the associated requirements
are fulfilled by the system architecture. The architecture is valid if all validation targets
are valid. Requirements can be associated to more than one validation target supporting
the architect during impact analysis after requirement changes. This approach depends
on a model-based system documentation used as data source for the validation target
processes and for a seamless documentation of system architecture design. For every
validation target the architect may create a specific notation allowing him to model all
necessary information for the validation target process. Based on the choice of UML
information not available is added by using the UML profile mechanism [UML10].
In section 2 we will discuss related work to our approach. Section 3 describes the validation process in detail and section 4 deals with the validation target specific notations
using the UML profile mechanism and the separating of development and validation
model. In section 5 we apply the introduced approach to an example from the area of
embedded systems. Section 6 lists up benefits and our experiences before section 7 concludes the paper and overviews future work.

2. Related Work
According to our research there are no approaches defining a model driven process for
the architect to validate system architectures against requirements which includes the
support for the architect for designing the architecture and analysing the impacts of requirement changes. The project System Architecture Virtual Integration (SAVI) [FEI10]
initiated by the Aerospace Vehicle Systems Institutes is based on three key concepts: a
reference model, a model repository with model bus and a model based development
process. Models using i.e. UML, AADL or SysML and mapped to the reference model
can be compared with the content of a requirements repository. In theory a validation of
system architectures against requirements would be possible but the overhead would be
high because this is not the projects intention. Furthermore, the project only exists in the
description of a feasibility study. There are modelling-language-specifications available
for special topics like the System Modelling Language (SysML) [OMG10a], the Architecture Analysis and Design Language (AADL) [CMU11] or the Modelling and Analysis of Real-Time and Embedded Systems (MARTE) profile [OMG10b] which could be
used but they are limited to a specific domain and they cannot be extended to add validation specific data.
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The tool PREEvision of aquintos [Aqu11] supports a model based development and
evaluation of electric and electronic architectures. The modelling language is based on a
graphical notation using an own domain specific meta-model, architecture relevant information are provided by a data model. Our approach is focused on the whole system
architecture including software components and uses an extension of the domain specific
notation by using the profile mechanism of the UML.

3. Validation process
The first step towards a model driven validation of system architectures is defining a
process for the architect. This process should be independent from any special system or
modeling language. It describes the necessary steps initially building up the validation
and how to react on requirement changes. First the validation targets are detected from
the requirements, especially non-functional requirements. The architect creates a validation process for every validation target and a validation target specific notation based
upon the domain notation to add validation specific information to the validation model.
By running all validation processes, manual or automatic, the architecture is validated. In
failure case the architecture has to be adjusted and revalidated. These modifications are
transformed into development model in case of a successful validation. The validation
process restarts after requirements change. [Pfl10] describes this process in detail.

4. Modeling language UML
According to the four levels presented in figure 1 our approach does not depend on any
particular modeling language but for practical usage a choice is necessary. We decided
for the UML because it is a widespread and accepted standard in research and industry.
It provides two possibilities to extend its meta-model: meta-model extension and the
profile mechanism [UML10]. By creating and using a profile composed of stereotypes,
tagged values and constraints for every validation target the architect can add the relevant information to UML elements without much effort. An UML element can own
several stereotypes from different profiles, i.e. from different validation targets, thus
there is no need for modeling dependencies between different validation targets just
because they add information to the same UML element easing profile reuse. The UML
like other meta-model based languages supports the exchange of data between different
models. For this purpose the specification defines the XML Metadata Interchange (XMI)
format. We use the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [EMF10] for implementing
tools supporting the system architect in creating the validation model by transferring
selected UML elements from development model to validation model and in synchronizing the two models after system architecture modifications. More details about this topic
can be found in [Pfl10].

5. Radar system example
A radar system receives echoes of electro-magnetic signals from an antenna, processes
these data closed to real-time and provides tracks which are the desired objects the radar
engineer wants to see on his radar display. The data processing in a radar system is almost sequential. It is just separated by data processing variants due to different types of
signals which are in our example: sea targets, air targets and near range targets.
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These signals are characterized by different electro-magnetic wave forms and processing
algorithms allowing the radar engineer to detect objects in a short or far away distance
with different resolutions. The system processes a continuous stream of data so that the
computing performance for data of a specific point in time is influenced by processing of
past and future signals. For this example we consider the following requirement:
- The system shall provide tracks for fed in test data after 320ms. (A1)
- The system shall provide plots for fed in test data after 280ms. (A2)
- The system shall be able to compute 3500 MBit/s data received from antenna. (A3)
- The system shall consume less than 220Watt/h. (A4)
- The temperature of each FPGA shall be less than 50°C. (A5)
- The temperature of each microprocessor shall be less than 70°C. (A6)
The system architecture describes software and hardware components, their connections
and behaviour. For this example we focus on the components and their connections.
Each software component has to have a dependency connection with stereotype
executedOn to a hardware component indicating that it is executed on it. There are three
hardware boards with two processing units, one microprocessor and one field programmable gate array (FPGA), each.
According to the validation process the architect detects validation targets from system
requirements in the first step. A1 and A2 are assigned to validation-specific aspect processing time (VT1), A3 to communication infrastructure (VT2), A4 to energy consumption (VT3) and A5 and A6 to system temperature (VT4). For the validation target specific notations the stereotype software has the tagged value mflops specifying needed
floating point operations for the software component and the stereotype hardware has
the tagged value performance providing the performance of processing units in MFlop/s.
If we assume linear energy consumption and linear temperature rising for processing
units in combination with a basic value, these data can be calculated by using processing
unit load deduced by VT1’s examination process. We add the tagged values energyConsumption and basicEnergyConsumption to the stereotype hardware as validation target
specific notation for VT3 and temperature and basicTemperature for VT4 (see figure 3).
We add the stereotype communication with tagged value bandWidth to the association
representing physical link between the board and the hardware component executing the
first software component in the processing chain. After determine the validation targets,
their corresponding examination processes and notations the architect creates the validation model illustrated in figure 2.

Figure 2: Validation model for radar system validation
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Figure 3: Validation target specific notations for VT1, VT2, VT3 and VT4
Table 1: result examination process VT1
Data

Processing time [ms]

tracks

313

plots

277

Table 2: result examination process VT2
Communication device

Antenna – radar system

Band width
[MBit/s]
5200

Table 3: result examination process VT3 and VT4
Processing unit
B1_FPGA

Processor
load [%]

Temperature
[°C]

26

48

35

B1_PowerPC

13

63

42

B2_FPGA

24

47

34

B2_PowerPC

8

60

37

B3_FPGA

14

43

28

B3_PowerPC

12

63

Total energy consumption

Table 4: result examination process VT1
Data

Processing time [ms]

tracks

306

plots

270

Table 5: result examination process VT2
Communication device

Antenna – radar system

Band width
[MBit/s]
5200

Energy
[Watt/h]

41
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Table 6: result examination process VT3 and VT4
Processing unit
B1_FPGA

Processor
load [%]

Temperature
[°C]

Energy
[Watt/h]

25

47

34

B1_PowerPC

12

63

40

B2_FPGA

15

44

29

B2_PowerPC

28

74

55

B3_FPGA

13

43

27

B3_PowerPC

11

62

Total energy consumption

39
221

It contains validation specific information only and it is used as data source for automated validation. Some information of the development model has been transferred,
some is not required and therefore has not been transferred and other has been added by
the introduced profiles. The results of the system architecture validation, i.e. of the four
validation targets, are shown in table 1 to 3.The system architecture passes the validation
and therefore fulfils the regarded system requirements. There has been no architecture
modification in the validation model so that synchronization of the models is not necessary. During development requirements are changing. In our example the customer
changes requirement A1: Tracks shall be provided after 310ms instead of 320ms.
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The revalidation after requirement change fails because VT1 cannot be validated: 313ms
is greater than 310ms. The architect has to change the system architecture. He assigns
software component sweep processing to the PowerPC of Board_2. This modification is
memorized because it has to be transferred to the development model in case of a successful validation. Although VT1 is valid after modification, the whole validation fails
due to energy consumption (see table 4 to 6). By analyzing validation results including
former ones the architect is able to identify the problem. The processing unit load of the
PowerPC on Board_2 has been raised causing raising energy consumption which cannot
be compensated by falling energy consumption of FPGA on Board_2. The architect
restores the former architecture, exchanges the software components burst processing
and near range target processing and reruns architecture validation. These modifications
are transferred to development model because validations for all validation targets are
successful.

6. Conclusion and future work
System development has to deal with evolving conditions challenging the system architect who has to design and document the architecture just as validate it against system
requirements considering influencing parameter. The introduced approach defines a
model-based validation process integrated into iterative development of system architectures. The process can be partly automated reducing time and effort for validation. The
approach supports the architect in keeping track of architecture specific aspects and their
dependencies such as analysing impacts after requirement changes. The approach has
been developed with the help of projects of the SOPHIST GmbH and our experiences
from system developments. Our experience shows that extra work caused by this validation process amortizes within several iterations of architecture design and requirement
changes. Currently we are developing tools to support the architect in model-to-model
transformation and using non-UML data sources during transfer process. In combination
with the validation target management tool we try to provide a tool chain for the whole
validation process increasing the usability. We also develop a validation target process
simulation to gain experience with heavily dependent validation targets.
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Abstract: Business process modeling is commonly used to document information
about structure and behavior of a business process. However, current business
process modeling notations do not support well the expression of quality
information relating to business processes. Organizations are interested in the
capturing of quality information for quality improvement of business processes and
supporting IT systems. We are developing an approach to capture quality
information comprehensively within business process models. In contrast to
existing approaches, our notation allows the capturing of a broad range of quality
characteristics as well as detailed attributes and measures. The approach is
implemented as an extension of a CASE tool. Moreover, we discuss lessons
learned from the application of the approach to a business process from practice.

1 Introduction
Business process modeling is widely used within organizations as a method to increase
awareness and knowledge of business processes, and to deconstruct organizational
complexity [BGR05]. Current business process modeling notations do not aim at
expressing quality information (QI) such as information about maturity or security of a
business process (cf. [Ko08], [PZ08], [SZS10]). Hence, quality requirements are often
not considered at the process modeling stage, which results in increased costs and delays
in the further development of business processes and involved IT systems. Annotating
the process model with QI contributes to a model that provides a more complete
representation of the overall business process [PZ08]. A (graphical) expression of QI
together with information on structure and behavior within a single model would
increase the modeler’s focus on quality at the process modeling stage. Therefore, as
stated in related work (cf. [SZS10], [PZ08]), it facilitates the capturing of quality
requirements and results in a more complete set of requirements. Although the benefit of
QI captured in a process model for early requirements elicitation has already been
identified by other authors, current approaches only focus on single QI [HKP11]. Our
research aims at capturing a comprehensive set of business and IT quality requirements
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and the coordination of these requirements. A first step in this direction is the
comprehensive modeling of QI within business process models, as business process
models are a starting point of requirements elicitation [Ko08].
In contrast to software product quality, which for example is standardized in the
ISO/IEC 9126 quality model [ISO01], there is no common quality standard for business
processes. Therefore, we developed a comprehensive quality model for business
processes that is based on software product quality standards [HP10a], [HP10b].
In this paper, we describe an approach to present the QI of our quality model within a
business process model and provide prototypical tool support of our approach. The paper
is structured as follows: In Section 2, as a background, we sketch our quality model.
Section 3 describes our approach to model QI and the prototypical tool support. In
Section 4 we present lessons learned from an exemplary application of the approach and
tool. Section 5 concludes the paper and presents future work.

2 Background
In the quality initiative domain process quality is in the focus of research and practice for
some decades and there are many high-level and expert-based techniques like TQM,
Kaizen or Six Sigma. However, a comprehensive view on the – in particular nonfinancial – quality aspects of a business processes is still missing.
Therefore, we developed the comprehensive Business Process Quality Reference-Model
(BPQRM) [HP10a], [HP10b] using characteristics we transferred from software product
quality standards. To the characteristics we allocated a broad range of detailed quality
aspects from business process management literature. We use a hierarchical structure of
QI defined as follows. A business process quality characteristic is a category of business
process quality attributes, for example the maturity of an activity. A business process
quality attribute is an inherent property of a business process that can be distinguished
quantitatively or qualitatively, for example the error density of an activity. A business
process quality measure is a variable to which a value is assigned as the result of
measurement. Measures can be defined as base measures or derived measures. A base
measure is a measurement for which the value is directly applicable to the process, e.g.
the number of errors or the number of (sub) activities. A derived measure is a measure
that is defined as a function of two or more values of base measures, e.g. the number of
errors per activity size. In the following, we use the term QI as a superset of
characteristics, attributes and measures.
Business process quality refers to the components of a business process. Components are
the activities of the process, the actors performing these activities, the objects handled
and created by the process as well as the resources necessary for its execution. As an
activity can be subdivided into sub activities, we consider a process itself as an activity.
In the BPQRM we associated a set of quality characteristics adapted from software
product quality standards to each component of a business process. Figure 1 shows the
BPQRM. The nodes correspond to the components and the characteristics are listed
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either within a node or on an edge between nodes. See [HP10b] for further information.

Fig. 1: Business Process Quality Reference-Model

3 Approach and Tool Support
We conducted an extensive literature and tool survey [HKP11] on research approaches
and tools from practice for modeling QI within business process models. As shown in
the survey, neither of them was able to express QI covered by more than 9 characteristics
of the BPQRM. Moreover, in most cases the surveyed tools were not able to express QI
in the process modeling view. The deficiencies identified in the survey motivated us to
develop an approach to model QI comprehensively within business process models and
to provide a new tool support. The research question thereby is how to enable the
modeling of a large set of different QI without a major increase of complexity of the
modeling notation. We decided to add small graphical symbols to already existing model
elements. To each characteristic in the BPQRM we associate a graphical symbol. A
detailed allocation of the symbols to the characteristics can be found in [Ka11]. To each
symbol we associate attributes, derived measures, base measures and the related values
in tabular form. The approach is implemented prototypically as an extension of the
Eclipse-based CASE tool UNICASE (http://unicase.org/).
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Figure 2 shows a screenshot of our tool. The process model is presented in a split screen
view together with the corresponding tables of attributes and measures. Therefore, – in
contrast to the surveyed tools – information on structure and behavior as well as
information on quality can be presented in a single view. In the process modeling view
(Business Process Model) the modeler can capture information on structure and behavior
of the business process as a BPMN [OMG11] model and can additionally capture the
quality characteristics of the BPQRM. The modeler can add quality characteristics to a
process model element by dragging and dropping the characteristic icons from the
toolbar beside the process model to the corresponding process model element. By
clicking a characteristic icon in the process model, the table of attributes and measures
related to the selected characteristic appears in the QI Details view below. Here the
modeler can capture the attributes, measures and their values. Thus, it is possible to
model a large set of different QI (in the form of characteristics) as well as to capture
detailed QI (in the form of attributes and measures) without a major increase of
complexity of the process model.

Fig. 2: Screenshot of the Process Modeling Editor

Note that in our view it is important to model QI simultaneously with information on
structure and behavior because QI is often elicited together with information on structure
and behavior. We think it is not sufficient to enter QI ex post into the model as QI may
influence the structure and behavior of a business process. Our approach is applicable to
an arbitrary graphical modeling notation. We utilize the BPMN as an example as it is an
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up-to-date and wide-spread modeling notation for business processes. Moreover, the
BPMN is well suited to be extended.

4 Exemplary Application
In the previous section, we described our approach and the prototypical tool support. In
the following, we discuss lessons learned by the application of the tool in a first
evaluation. We wanted to get first feedback whether our approach is an adequate means
to model the QI of a business process from practice. As an example we choose the
process of writing discharge letters in a hospital, because all the components of the
BPQRM are contained in the process and there is a large number of QI to be captured. A
discharge letter is a summary of the performed patient treatment and is used for the
communication between physicians for follow-up treatments. The modeled process
consists of 15 activities and handles 5 information objects. 4 actors and 1 IT system are
involved in the process. Altogether, we captured 12 different characteristics of the
BPQRM and related attributes and measures. For activities we captured the
characteristics maturity, time behavior, interoperability, attractiveness and resource
utilization. For resources we captured the characteristics maturity, attractiveness and
learnability and for information objects we captured currentness, compliance,
availability and operability. We did not capture QI related to actors as this QI was
excluded on request of the hospital. In Figure 2, as an example, a part of the process is
modeled in the process modeling editor. The diagram shows 4 activities and 2 data
objects annotated with characteristic icons which are relevant in the process. Further
information on the exemplary application can be found in [Ka11]. Next, we discuss
lessons learned by applying our approach in practice.
The example showed that our approach is a valid and practically applicable means to
model the 12 different characteristics that are relevant in the process. In general,
annotating a large set of characteristics to a single model element (the worst case is 26
characteristics per model element for the process components activity and resource) very
likely will reduce the clarity of a model developed using our approach. It turned out,
however, that in the example the number of modeled characteristics per model element
was much lower (typically 1 to 5 characteristics per model element) because not all of
the characteristics were relevant to every model element in the specific process.
In the process model we only visualize the quality characteristics. One characteristic
icon can represent several attributes and measures. The limitation to characteristics is a
useful means to allow a compact overview of the QI. However, the modeler cannot
access a specific attribute or measure directly. Instead s/he has to click on the
corresponding characteristic icon. For example, if the modeler wants to view the value of
the measure number of errors, s/he first has to click on the maturity icon (see Figure 2).
In the future the tool support may provide functionality for the direct retrieval of a
specific attribute or measure, e.g. by searching for its name.
The split screen view is a useful means to show details of a single characteristic together
with the process model element the characteristic is annotated to. Moreover, the tool
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allows the switching between characteristics quickly. However, selecting single
characteristic icons may be cumbersome, if the modeler wants to view QI aggregated
over different characteristics or model elements. Future work on the tool is required.

5 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we presented an approach to model QI comprehensively within a business
process model and provide prototypical tool support as an extension of the Eclipse-based
CASE tool UNICASE. The approach puts quality in the focus of business process
modelers and therefore helps to capture relevant QI early at the modeling stage. It is built
on the results of an extensive literature and tool survey. To the best of our knowledge
this approach is the first one which allows the modeling of a comprehensive set of QI
within a business process model and provides guidance on the QI to be modeled.
As a next step we plan to conduct further evaluations of the approach. We want to
compare our approach to goal-oriented approaches that model quality requirements
separately in a goal hierarchy and link them to processes. Moreover, the usability of the
prototypical tool support has to be revised. Extending the tool support by additional
functionality for automatic QI calculation, analysis or simulation is also desirable.
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Abstract: In this research-in-progress paper we conceptualize the teaching of
IT-Management and IT-Consulting as a hybrid package of products (resources)
and services (teaching). This understanding offers a new perspective on teaching
approaches and creates new opportunities for all stakeholders. Following a wellestablished procedure model for product-service systems (PSS) engineering, we
derive the customer requirements to the hybrid package. Than a product model is
developed. Based on these findings, an Education Integration Platform Solution
(EIPS) is prototypically designed. Finally, a conclusion and outlook are given.

1

Introduction – The Challenge of Teaching ITMC

The current business and information technology (IT) environment can be characterized
by dynamically evolving concepts and technologies as well as unprecedented volatility
[OB11]. This fact poses challenges on the future working force, which can only be faced
by permanent training of skills and knowledge [La10]. A combination of several crossdisciplinary qualifications is necessary for managing the complexity of the environment
[Wi02]. However, not only the professionals have to cope with new technology and
structures, also educational systems face challenges, like for example technological and
organizational change, globalization and international commerce as well as environmental challenges [OB11]. It has been shown for example that sustainability concerns have
an impact on teaching approaches [SBZ11]. Furthermore, what people learn, how they
learn, and where they learn will radically change in future [Wa07].
IT management and IT consulting (ITMC) are two important fields, which both are very
personal-intensive [CM09]. IT management covers different areas like managing IT
resources (and personnel) as a competitive advantage or the development and operation
of information systems [Lu04, CM09]. In this field, a variety of IT professionals, like
programmers, analysts, IS managers and others, are employed. In the following, we
focus on analysts and IS managers. IT consultants focus on building, managing and
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operating information systems [VSB12]. They work as intermediaries between IT and
business function [BD95].
Teaching ITMC involves several substitutable products and services [BSB11]. One cannot solely focus on the actual act of teaching (service) [MT03]. The learning resources,
in terms of presentations, working sheets, exercises and other documentation [TR05] are
the physical part of the teaching product-service system (PSS). The special thing about
understanding teaching ITMC as a PSS is the fact that the physical resources play a more
important role than in other teaching cases. Participants often cannot attend every presence lecture due to frequent travelling in their jobs (this is especially true for IT consultants) and therefore a good documentation is required. Mobile and individual e-learning
opportunities can support their learning. Furthermore, the ITMC field is wide and the
content, which has to be taught, is complex and difficult to understand. Therefore, personal teaching and coaching components are highly relevant. Hence, the provision of this
hybrid PSS has to be made transparent and measureable to all involved stakeholders.
That is the reason why our central research question can be formulated as follows: How
can PSS engineering methods be used to develop an integrated solution that allows and
effective and efficient teaching of ITMC?

2

Towards an Integrated Solution

2.1 Method
As we develop a holistic product-service system that incorporates the necessary aspects
of teaching ITMC as well as satisfying the requirements of all stakeholders, we focus
especially on the integrated design of products and services [TWL08]. Therefore, we use
a method for PSS engineering, developed by [WSB04] that has been successfully applied in research [BFS11].
Following [BFS11], the procedure consists of three phases: (1) definition, (2) synthesis,
and (3) analysis. First, the requirements of the PSS are derived and based on the to-be
properties have to be defined. By separating the inquiry of the requirements from the
definition of properties of the product-service system, the transformation of them into
the properties of the PSS can be made transparent [TWL08]. In the second phase, new or
changed characteristics and components of the hybrid service bundle with its inner relationships and dependencies are derived. Finally, the as-is properties of the service bundle
are evaluated by comparison with the to-be properties. Here one has to clarify which
requirements already have been fulfilled and which still have to be covered.
2.2 Requirements
In order to determine the requirements to the PSS, we conducted qualitative expert interviews with six practitioners from international consulting companies and representatives
of five universities during a workshop in February 2010 [BSB11]. As the findings of
these interviews provide only a rough overview on the requirements, a deeper analysis is
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necessary. Therefore, we conducted a literature review [WW02]. Search terms like
teaching, training, information technology, IT management, IT consulting, Learning
Management System or education system were used to search for relevant papers in
leading journals (top 20 journals according to AIS) and conferences (ICIS, ECIS, WI,
AMCIS, HICCS) within the last 20 years. These findings have been integrated into those
from the expert interviews. The result is depicted in Table 1.
Social and personcentric requirements

! Diffusion and transfer of knowledge between the stakeholders
! Giving opportunities for developing interpersonal skills
! Acquisition of needed technical skills and competencies

Economic
requirements

! Providing certificates after completion of program (value for money)
! Monetary or time savings and/or noticeable quality improvements
! Ensuring efficiency of the methods by measuring economic and ecological
values

Ecological
requirements

! Minimizing the ecological impact of the program through state-of-the-art
learning methods (e-learning, blended learning, simulation)
! Creating awareness among the stakeholders for ecological issues

Execution-related
requirements

! Integrated platform for all phases from enrollment over execution till evaluation and evolution (4E of Teaching)
! Rapid adoption of teaching new technologies and concepts
! Ensuring mobile as well as offline e-learning access
! Safeguarding and motivation for long-term impact and top management
awareness and acknowledgement

Table 1: Customer Requirements on the Teaching PSS.

3

Conceptualization and Implementation

3.1 Definition of To-Be Properties and Synthesis of Properties
The to-be properties now can be defined based on the requirements. The collected data
of the previous step (cf. Table 1) is grouped into functional aspects and subsequently
transferred to the level of properties of the product model of the PSS. In Figure 1 an
excerpt of the developed model is shown. The characteristics and properties as well as
their relations are depicted.
Within the synthesis phase, the to-be properties of the PSS are realized by the definition
of system characteristics. Existing logical relations and interdependencies between product and service components within the PSS are illustrated by the inner relationships
between characteristics (cf. Figure 1). Based on the customer requirements new characteristics of the PSS are added in order to analyze their impact on the previously determined requirements in the form of relations. As a result teaching ITMC is especially
related to content, cooperation and mutual exchange together with the enabling technological platform. Hence, we focus on these aspects in a way that the characteristics of the
software component of the PSS are constituted and their relations to the level of properties are determined (cf. Figure 1).
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Inner Relationships

Level of Characteristics
Teaching ITMC

Relations

Stakeholder
Participant
Researcher
Practitioner

Level of Properties
4Es of Teaching
Enrollment
Execution
Evaluation
Evolution
Content and Knowledge
Adoption new Technologies
Overcoming academia-practice gap
Social Aspects
Changed Behaviour
Application of Skills
Motivation
Top Management Acknowledgement
Certification
Monitoring
Costs
Economic goals
Ecological goals

Resources
Presentation Slides
Worksheets and Exercises
Documentation
Teaching
Module
Training Unit
Content
Method
Skill
Competence

Integration
Software interfaces
Data storage
Document management
Processes

EIPS
Data storage
Integrated DWH Solution
Reporting
Maintenance

Usability
Intuitive operation
Data quality
Timeliness
Granularity
Scalability
Adaption to growth of company

Infrastructure Mgmt.

Figure 1: Excerpt of the Level of Characteristics and Level of Properties of the Product Model.

3.2 Analysis of As-Is Properties
By analyzing the as-is properties one can monitor the fulfillment of the design goals
from various perspectives. For doing so, we use a descriptive and argumentative evaluation [Fr06]. We developed the PSS using expert interviews and a systematic literature
review. The resulting product model fulfills the requirements, which have been gained
by the definition and synthesis phase (cf. section 3.1). During the analysis we recognized
that a data warehouse (DWH) needs to be integrated into the IT architecture [BK10] in
order to cope with requirements like quality of data, the degree of integration as well as
the generation of reports (cf. Figure 1). This DWH is incorporated into an Education
Integration Platform Solution (EIPS) and additionally offers central services like a role
concept and an authorization mechanism. Unlike existing Learning Management Systems, which have been mainly developed by looking at technical possibilities [ZZZ04],
our system uses a holistic approach in looking at the user requirements on the complete
ITMC teaching process as a whole.
A high-level data model of the prototype is depicted in Figure 2 as Entity-Relationship
Diagram. Of course, the stakeholders and their affiliation, e.g. university or company
name, are represented. Stakeholders in EIPS can be participants, researchers and practitioners while feedback can be given to from any stakeholder to any other one. Researchers and practitioners work together in a partnership and therefore act as a tutor within a
training unit. This training unit has several participants and consists of a hierarchy of
training units which together form the module list. The necessary modules for teaching
ITMC have been outlined by [BSB11]. Each training unit has its at least one associated
content, but each content should only be covered by one training unit in order to avoid
redundancies. The content is linked to a set of skills. Skills are ability to apply the
learned content and competencies are defined as the proven ability to apply content
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[EE11]. These two concepts are modeled separately in EIPS in order to document the
learning progress. For each skill there are several teaching methods [HMT05] represented in the system. New teaching methods like simulation [LPP11] and practical case
study exercises [TR05] are also supported by EIPS. Additionally, specific resources can
be stored and assigned to one or more of the methods.
M-R
Feedback
(0,m)

Stakeholder

Module
(0,1)

(0,m)

Participant

Participation in
relevant units

(0,n)

(1,n)

(0,1)

Training Unit

Method

(1,n)

Partnership
Affiliation
Practitioner

(1,1)

Tutoring
Service

(1,n)

Literature Study

M-S
(1,n)

(0,n)

Lecture

(0,n)

C-T

(1,n)

Researcher

Resource

(0,n)

(0,m)
(1,n)

(0,n)

Content
(0,n)

S-Cont

(0,n)
(0,n)

...

Skill
(0,n)

S-Comp

(0,n)

Competence

Figure 2: Data Model of the EIPS.

4

Conclusion and Outlook

We conceptualized teaching ITMC as a hybrid package of products (resources) and services (teaching) in this paper. Synthesis-analysis cycles of a systematic procedure model
have been than run through in order to derive and implement of our integration concept.
As our research is currently in progress, only the Education Integration Platform Solution (EIPS) has been briefly presented.
The proposed approach offers some limitations and therefore raises further questions:
First, we have not been able to evaluate the PSS entirely. This is the task of future research. Also a detailed comparison with other Learning Management Systems is required
and needs to be done in a real world environment. Second, our approach cannot cover all
requirements on an integrated approach. The success of teaching strongly depends on the
persons who teach and those who are willing to learn (social aspects like mutual acceptance and understanding, motivation etc.). Future research might cover these issues in
investigating mechanisms for facilitating them. The task of future research is to find out,
how the proposed approach can be implemented and offered in an efficient way. However, we are convinced that the utilization of the PSS engineering method in the context of
teaching is a novel approach which results in an effective solution.
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Abstract: Choreographies capture the collaboration aspects between two or more processes. Explicit choreography notations have been included in the upcoming version 2.0
of the Business Process Model and Notation language (BPMN 2.0). This paper presents
a ﬁrst evaluation of the choreography modeling capabilities of BPMN 2.0 and presents
a summary of the evaluation of BPEL-based approaches. The result is that BPMN 2.0
does not support reference passing and is tightly tied to technical conﬁgurations.

1 Introduction
The collaboration between two or more processes is captured by process choreographies
[Pel03]. There are two paradigms of choreography languages available: interconnection
models and interaction models [DKB08]. In both modeling styles, the participants interact
with each other and activities are connected. On the one hand, an interconnection model
connects communication activities belonging to two participants. Thus, each send/receive
message exchange is expressed using a connection between participants. On the other
hand, interaction models express each send/receive message exchange as atomic interaction.
Generally said, the terms “interaction model” and “interconnection model” are derived
from the way each modeling paradigm expresses a send/receive message exchange and
not from the fact that activities are connected or general interactions between processes
are presented. The current version of BPMN 2.0 [Obj10] supports both, interconnection
models and interaction models.
We use the requirements by Decker et al. [DKLW09] to evaluate the choreography capabilities of BPMN 2.0 and provide a comparison with BPEL-based choreography approaches. In
this work, we dropped “R10: Integration with service orchestration languages”. BPMN 2.0
also offers modeling orchestration of Web services and thus a discussion of mapping concepts from BPMN 2.0 to BPEL is obsolete. In fact, it is possible that a workﬂow engine
accepts both formats [Ley10].
A variant of the requirements by Decker et al. [DKLW09] is presented by Schönberger
[Sch11]. In principle, “Decomposability” and “Standardization” have been added, whereas
“Correlation” and “Message Formats” have been dropped. We did not adopt that requirements framework to keep the existing evaluations of BPELlight , WSFL, WS-CDL, Let’s
Dance, BPMN 1.x, iBPMN, BPSS/UMM, and SCA comparable with our work. Our future
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work is to consolidate these requirements with the work of Schönberger and re-evaluate all
choreography languages using the consolidated requirements. Neither the requirements by
Decker et al. nor by Schönberger take comprehensibility of the language itself into account.
Such a quality assessment might be done by using the quality framework presented by
Krogstie et al. [KSJ06].

2 Chorographies in BPMN 2.0
In BPMN 2.0 interconnection models are implemented by collaboration diagrams. These
diagrams consist of two or more pools, where each of them represents a participant in
the overall collaboration. Within a pool, the internal process behavior of a participant
is modeled with BPMN common elements (e. g., activities, events, and sequence ﬂows).
Alternatively, pools can be depicted as black boxes, i. e., no internal process behavior is
modeled. In the discussion below we focus on pools that contain internal processes as they
provide more information about the collaboration.
A choreography language has to support multi-lateral interactions (requirement R1). Multilateral interactions are supported by the pools and message ﬂows in BPMN collaboration
diagrams.
It must be possible to specify the participant topology, i. e. the number and types of
participants involved in a choreography (R2). The participant types can be expressed by
pools and by using attributes, the minimum and maximum number of participants can be
speciﬁed. Hence, R2 is supported as well.
The choreography language has to provide also means to model an arbitrary number of
participants of the same type (“Service sets”, R3), where the concrete number is determined
at runtime. Multiplicity can by indicated in BPMN collaborations by three black parallel
lines in the bottom center of the pool, thus R3 is supported.
Another important choreography feature is “reference passing” (R4), where participant A
enables participant C to communicate with participant B by passing the reference of B to C.
This is not explicitly covered by the BPMN speciﬁcation. The only way to indicate that
messages contain references are documentation elements.
Message formats (R5) cannot be expressed by the graphical notation of BPMN, i. e., there
exist no graphical elements in the speciﬁcation to deﬁne the format of a message. A
message, however, may have an optional itemRef property (which is invisible in the
diagrams). This property represents an item deﬁnition, which contains a reference to a
concrete data schema (e. g., XML schema), thus R5 is fully met.
To enable an easy exchange of choreography implementations (as concrete WSDL portTypes and WSDL operations [W3C01]) the technical conﬁgurations of a choreography
have to be interchangeable and should be separated from choreography model (R6). In
BPMN collaborations, participants can be associated to interfaces (which are no graphical
elements). These abstract interfaces may contain references that point to a corresponding
technical implementation, such as WSDL portTypes. This, in turn, leads to the fact,
that a reference has to be changed if the name of the portType has been changed, thus
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requirement R6 is not supported.
The modeling of time constraints (R7) has to be supported by choreographies, too. In
BPMN collaborations they can be modeled by timer intermediate events.
Another choreography requirement is “Exception handling” R8. This is also supported by
BPMN collaborations. An exception can be caught and raised by error events.
As choreographies may be enacted multiple times messages have to be routed to the
correct process instance that belongs to the choreography instance, thus a message correlation mechanism is required (R9). In BPMN correlation information cannot be speciﬁed
graphically in a diagram, but BPMN collaborations provide means to deﬁne correlation
information for the collaboration (i. e., R9 is met). For each collaboration a property named
correlationKey can be deﬁned. This property consists of one or many correlation
properties that provide expressions to extract certain data from the payload of a message in
order to associate the message to a particular process instance.
Interaction models are realized by choreography diagrams in BPMN 2.0. These diagrams
deﬁne a special kind of processes that reﬂect the interaction sequence, i. e. the message
exchanges between two or more participants (which are represented by pools in the collaboration diagrams). The atomic building block in choreography diagrams is the choreography
task (brieﬂy called “task” in the following). “[An atomic task] represents an Interaction,
which is one or two Message exchanges between two Participants.” [Obj10].
Requirement R1 is satisﬁed, because the purpose of choreography diagrams is the deﬁnition
of interaction behavior between two or more participants. If one participant has to interact
with multiple partners, a task for each interaction can be created.
Choreography diagrams have full support of requirement R2: One can specify the type
of a service involved in a choreography diagram. It is not possible, however, to determine the exact number of participant instances involved in an interaction. Using the
participantMultiplicity attribute, it is possible to specify minimum and maximum number of participants.
Three black parallel lines in the bottom center of the participant bands indicate that multiple
instances of a particular participant interact with another participant. Thus, requirement R3
is satisﬁed.
There is no explicit support for reference passing mechanisms (R4) in choreography diagrams. As explained in the context of interconnection models, the only way to indicate that
a message carries service references are natural language descriptions in documentation
elements, which lack formality.
Choreography diagrams support message formats (R5). Although messages cannot be
graphically visualized in the choreography diagram, each atomic task contains one or more
messages. As mentioned in the context of interconnection models, a message may have an
optional itemRef property that contains a reference to a concrete data schema.
Participants in collaborations can be associated to interfaces. This is also true for choreographies but as with collaborations an interface references to a portType (or any other
technical implementation) by using its qualiﬁed name. Consequently, the reference has to
be changed after the portType name has been changed. Thus, requirement R6 is violated
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as the technical conﬁguration cannot be interchanged without adapting the choreography
accordingly.
Requirement R7 (time constraints) is satisﬁed by BPMN choreography diagrams as timer
intermediate events can be added to the choreography.
A requirement that is not satisﬁed by BPMN choreographies is exception handling (R8):
Exceptions are only visible to the participant where the error occurred. That means that
the other participants are not aware of any exception that was thrown within a particular
participant. As a consequence, they cannot handle this exception. The only way for a
participant to inform the other participants about an exception are ordinary messages, i. e.,
there are no special error message types.
Like in BPMN collaboration diagrams, correlation information (requirement R9) cannot be
depicted in a choreography diagram either. BPMN 2.0 choreographies, however, provide a
property named correlationKey to deﬁne correlation information, thus R9 is met.

3 BPEL-based Choreography Approaches
BPEL supports modeling of single business processes. It does not directly support choreographies. Hence, BPEL4Chor [DKLW09] has been introduced to support interconnection
models and BPELgold [KEvL+ 11] has been introduced to support interaction models.
BPEL4Chor directly supports interconnection models. The behavior of each participant is
modeled using BPEL. Each behavior description is called “participant behavior description”.
Communication activities must not have WSDL-speciﬁc attributes such as partnerLink
and operation. The interconnection to other participants is established by “message
links”, which connect sending and receiving activities. A message link contains the attribute
participantRefs, which lists the participant references transmitted on the message
ﬂowing on the message link. Message links themselves are listed in a “topology”. Besides
message links, the topology contains a list of participant types (referring to participant
behavior descriptions) and a list of participants and participant sets which denote the
participants taking part in one instance of the choreography. Decker et al. [DKLW09]
already evaluated BPEL4Chor using the requirements. We summarize the ﬁndings in the
following.
BPEL4Chor introduces a topology (R2) with sets of services (R3). BPEL4Chor allows
an arbitrary number of participant types and thus supports multi-lateral interactions (R1).
BPEL4Chor supports participant references by the attribute participantRefs on a
message link (R4). Speciﬁcation of message formats is fully supported by BPEL4Chor
(R5). Technical conﬁgurations are stored in a separate grounding document, which enables
interchangeability of technical WSDL information in different settings (R6). Time constraints may be speciﬁed using BPEL’s control ﬂow constructs (R7). BPEL’s exception
handling can be reused in BPEL4Chor (R8). Correlation may be speciﬁed on a name-basis
or directly using message properties (R9).
BPELgold is a choreography language providing interaction models using the control ﬂow
semantics of BPEL. “gold” stands for global deﬁnition. The complete language and an
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evaluation of the requirements is presented by Kopp et al. [KEvL+ 11]. Here, we provide a
summary of the language and the evaluation according to the requirements.
BPELgold reuses the topology and the grounding of BPEL4Chor. The participant behavior
descriptions are replaced by a single process interaction description. A message link of
the topology relates a sending participant to a receiving participant and excludes concrete
activities. The attribute participantRefs still exists.
The process interaction description is a BPEL process following the Abstract Process
Proﬁle for Basic Interaction Models. “Basic” denotes that only interactions between listed
participants are allowed. BPELgold introduces the Abstract Process Proﬁle for Extended
Interaction Models, where a global observer may also interact with the choreography.
This is used for runtime compliance checking of choreographies as described by Kopp
et al. [KvLN08]. This proﬁle is out of scope of this paper. In the case of the basic
proﬁle, BPEL’s communication activities are disallowed in BPELgold . Interactions are
solely described by an interaction activity. This activity presents an atomic message
exchange between two participants: One participant sends a message and another participant
receives that message.
As BPELgold builds on BPEL4Chor, it supports a topology (R2) with sets of services (R3).
BPELgold also supports arbitrary numbers of participant types and thus multi-lateral interactions (R1). The attribute participantRefs is still present in message links and thus
participant references can be passed over a message link (R4). Message formats can be speciﬁed using variables in the process model (R5). The concept of a grounding is still present
(R6): In a grounding, an interaction activity is assigned a partnerLink/operation
combination, which in turn is used in the services implementing the described participants.
Time constraints can be modeled using the constructs provided by BPEL (R7). BPELgold
supports the exception handling mechanisms of BPEL. Thus the exceptional path through
the choreography model can be explicitly described (R8). BPEL’s concept of correlation
is reused in BPELgold : Each interactionActivity contains a correlationSet
element referring to a correlation set used for correlation (R9). BPELgold can be mapped
to BPEL4Chor: each interactionActivity is split into an invoke/receive
pair. The name of each communication activity is generated. Thus, all information of a
BPEL4Chor message link is available.

4 Conclusion and Outlook
We compared the choreography modeling capabilities of BPMN 2.0 using the evaluation
criteria of Decker et al. [DKLW09]. For each requirement, we showed the constructs
offered by BPMN 2.0 to implement each requirement. Section 3 summarized the evaluation
of BPEL-based approaches. Table 1 summarizes the evaluation. On the one hand, it
turns out, that BPEL4Chor and BPELgold provide a complete support of the requirements,
whereas BPMN 2.0 lacks support: Reference passing and interchangeability of technical
conﬁgurations are not fully supported. On the other hand, only BPMN offers a full graphical
notation for both interaction models and interconnection models. Thus, a next step is a
detailed investigation of the integration of BPMN 2.0 with BPEL4Chor and BPELgold .
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Modeling Style
R1. Multi-lateral interactions
R2. Service topology
R3. Service sets
R4. Reference passing
R5. Message formats
R6. Interchangeability of technical
conﬁgurations
R7. Time constraints
R8. Exception handling
R9. Correlation

BPMN 2.0
Collaboration
interconnection
+
+
+
–
+
–

BPMN 2.0
Choreography
interaction
+
+
+
–
+
–

BPEL4Chor

BPELgold

interconnection
+
+
+
+
+
+

interaction
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+

+
–
+

+
+
+

+
+
+

Table 1: Assessment of BPMN 2.0 and BPEL-based approaches

This may be an extension of BPMN to support all constructs of BPEL4Chor similar to the
approach taken by Pﬁtzner et al. [PDKL07] in the case of BPMN 1.0 and BPEL4Chor.
Currently, there exists a mapping of BPMN 1.0 to BPEL4Chor [PDKL07] and no mapping
of BPMN 2.0 to BPEL4Chor. In case such a mapping is available, BPMN 2.0 collaborations
can be transformed to BPEL4Chor choreographies. Such a transformation would lead to a
fulﬁllment of requirement R6: The technical conﬁguration is not done in the BPMN 2.0
model, but using the mechanisms offered by BPEL4Chor.
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Abstract: In this contribution, we present an overview of our ongoing work in
developing an integrated tool support for semantic process model verification. We
present some of the requirements and insights gained by the implementation of a
platform for semantic process model verification. The platform is based on OWL
and SPARQL and provides for a user-friendly way of semantic model verification.
First empirical evaluations have been very promising and confirm that the tool can
be used to effectively query and verify semi-formal process knowledge.

1 Introduction
1.1 Background
A fundamental idea in the context of the model-driven development of information
systems is to use models to manage the complexity accompanied with the development
task. They provide a means for understanding business processes and serve for
optimization, reengineering, and development of supporting IT systems. Especially in
regard to the latter aspect, the quality of the models is of vital importance since it
directly affects the quality of the information systems developed on the basis of the
models. According to ISO 8402, quality is “the totality of characteristics of an entity that
bear on its ability to satisfy stated and implied needs”. One fundamental aspect of model
quality is the correctness of a model. There has been extensive research regarding
syntactical correctness. In contrast to that, approaches to verify the semantic correctness,
i.e. the correctness of the model contents, have been considered less frequently. With the
term “verification”, we denote ensuring correctness with respect to explicitly stated
requirements. In contrast to that, validation means the eligibility of a model in respect to
its intended use [De02, p.24] – in other words: if the criteria is something outside the
model [Me09, p.2]. Following this distinction, we call the procedures to ensure semantic
correctness “semantic verification”.
A major problem regarding semantic verification is how to automate it. This problem is
rooted in natural language being used for labeling model elements, thus introducing
terminological problems such as ambiguity (homonyms, synonyms) and other linguistic
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phenomena. Model creators and readers do not necessarily share the same understanding
as the concepts they use are usually not documented and mix both discipline-specific
terminology and informal, ordinary language. Hence, it is hard for humans to judge if a
model is semantically correct and almost impossible for machines (apart from using
heuristics) because the model element labels are not backed with machine processable
semantics. The result is that the machine cannot interpret the contents of model
elements. Therefore, we have developed an approach to encode the model element
semantics in a precise, machine readable form using OWL ontologies. On top of the
ontology-based representation, SPARQL-queries are used to check the correctness of a
model based on its graph structure. We use this query language as (a) it is a language
which has been standardized by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) and gained
broad acceptance in the Semantic Web and AI community, (b) it provides a simple
structure for queries consisting of triples which intuitively reflect the structure of process
graphs and (c) the query language is not specialized to any specific process modeling
language such as EPC, BPMN or UML Activity Diagrams. The approach is described in
more detail in [FeTh11]. In contrast to our previous work where we elaborated on our
concept of semantic verification, in this contribution we concentrate on the description
of our prototypical implementation. We describe the requirements, design decisions and
insights gained by extending a modeling tool with support for semantic verification.
1.2 Related Work
Approaches to ontology-based semantic verification can be found e.g. in the context of
Semantic Web Services. Semantically annotated process models are verified with an
emphasis on logical preconditions and effects which are specified relative to an ontology
[Dr07], [We09], [WHM10]. These approaches usually require both the annotation of
preconditions and effects and hence enable to check if the model is consistent. They do
not build upon a formal representation of the (intentional) semantics of individual model
elements (i.e. what is “inside the box” of a model element). In contrast to that, the
underlying paradigm of our approach is capturing the semantics of model elements by
using a single annotation of a model element in order to associate it with its intended
meaning explicitly specified in a formal ontology. Semantic constraints are then
formulated as SPARQL queries which are executed against the model repository. Such
queries focus constraints related to the structure of a model (e.g. to verify the absence of
an anti-pattern) and are in this respect orthogonal to approaches emphasizing the correct
execution of process instances [Ly09]. In respect to the IT-support of SPARQL queries,
query builders such as Konduit VQB have been developed [AMH10]. Whereas these
tools provide complex forms aiming at a general-purpose support for SPARQL, our
approach is tailored to query process models. We provide a simple yet powerful user
interface and we have evaluated the effectiveness in a user experiment.
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2 Requirements
In this section, we describe basic requirements regarding the functionality of the
integrated tool support for our approach to semantic model verification described in
[FeTh11]. To explore the general topic of queries and search in process models, we
conducted a survey. The participants of the survey (50 from both academia and practice)
clearly favored form-based approaches over all other approaches for querying model
contents. As form-based approaches require less knowledge in comparison to the usage
of a query language, it can be concluded that the users want to have a simple and userfriendly way of specifying queries. However, by relying exclusively on form-based
queries, much of the freedom and flexibility a query language such as SPARQL for
querying graph like structures offers is lost. We therefore suggest using a hybrid
approach where triple patterns of SPARQL queries can be constructed using a form and
adapted as plain-text manually. In order to execute multiple queries e.g. when checking
if a set of constraints is met, the tool has to provide for the batch-execution of queries.
Finally, we do not want to confine ourselves to a specific modeling language such as
BPMN or EPC. Rather, the tool should transform different model representations into
the ontology-based process representation devised in our previous work. Below, we
summarize the requirements.
(R1) Form-based, fail-safe query construction: Since our survey revealed that formbased approaches of query construction are favored over other alternatives, the tool has
to offer support for query construction using forms. The user should construct a query
exclusively by interacting with the form, i.e. no textual input should be required. Only
valid queries both in respect to syntax and semantics should be producible with the formbase query construction feature.
(R2) User-friendly query refinement: Since we propose the usage of SPARQL for
querying process models and for specifying semantic constraints, the user should be able
to use the full expressivity of this query language. However, the user should be
supported in refining a query which in its initial form is generated using the form-based
approach of query construction (cf. R1).
(R3) Execution of batch queries: In order to execute multiple queries at once, the tool has
to provide for the batch-execution of queries. The results should be summarized in a
report whereby it should be possible to assign a type to each query result as either being
information, a warning or an error.
(R4) Support of multiple modeling languages: In order to achieve a broad applicability
of the tool, it should not be dependent on a specific modeling language such as the EPC,
BPMN etc. but instead should be generic.
Moreover, other requirements such as performance and scalability were considered as
well during the development process. Due to space limitations, we have not listed them
as requirements but mention them in the appropriate sections of the platform description.
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3 Using SemQuu for Process Model Verification
In the following, we describe the tool we have developed for process model verification.
The tool is called SemQuu – Semantic Query Utility, since much of the functionality is
also relevant when exploring ontologies in general. SemQuu is implemented using the
Jena library (jena.sourceforge.net), the Pellet inference engine (pellet.owldl.com), the
Tomcat web server and JSP, XSLT, JavaScript, CSS and HTML for the user interface.
3.1 Import of Process Models
Process models can be imported from arbitrary tools in arbitrary formats, since they can
be transformed on the server into the ontology-based representation which is
accomplished by a plugin-converter for each format (R4 is met). As an example, we have
implemented an extension of Visio which can export EPC process models being
annotated with ontology concepts (see Fig. 1 for an illustration of the following
procedure). For export from Visio, we use the standard EPML format (Event-driven
Process Chain Markup Language) with special attributes capturing the semantic
annotation of the model. After having been exported from Visio to SemQuu, the model
is transformed to an OWL-DL ontology and added to the repository (cf. Fig 1 right).

Fig. 1 SemQuu Converter and Repository

3.2 Querying the Semantic Process Repository using SPARQL
An overview of SemQuu is provided by Fig. 2 (B). In order to query the repository of
ontology-based process representations with SPARQL, the user can use a simple formbased query builder (A) for successively constructing a graph pattern (R1 is met). This is
done by inserting multiple triple patterns with the help of drop-down list boxes (A)
which are aware of rdfs:domain and rdfs:range information so that no semantically
wrong query can be constructed (R1 is met).
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Fig. 2 Overview of SemQuu

Moreover, drop-down list boxes are dynamically updated upon selection of a value in
one of the boxes. Alternatively to the drop-down list boxes, the user can leverage the full
expressivity of SPARQL by using the text area input field. Moreover, when the user
modifies the query she or he is supported by an “intelligent” auto-completion feature (D)
which is fully aware of the ontology schema and instance data and only proposes
meaningful suggestions (R2 met). When queries are executed in batch mode, the result of
the queries can be displayed as an information, warning or error with respective
graphical symbols appearing for each type (C). The result for each query is initially
collapsed but can be unfolded if the user clicks on the “+” sign symbols (R3 is met).

4 Evaluation
In order to measure the effectiveness of SPARQL queries for the task of semantic
correctness checking, we conducted an experiment with 21 participants. We have
described this experiment in more detail in [FeTh11]. We give a short overview of the
results of this experiment here. We used models in three different sizes with 11, 39 and
217 model elements. The participants had to answer 10 questions per model (a) by
browsing and searching in the model with the tool Microsoft Visio or (b) by using
SemQuu. We conducted the experiment without the form-based query construction
feature since it was not been available at the time we conducted the experiment
(however, we plan to re-evaluate the tool). Fig. 3 shows the time required for answering
the 10 questions for each of the three models in relation to the model size. As can be
seen easily, at first there is a learning curve when using SPARQL. When the model size
exceeds approx. 190 model elements, the query language outperforms manual search.
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Fig. 3 Time Needed to Answer the Questions Dependent on Model Size

5 Conclusion and Outlook
In this contribution, we have introduced SemQuu, our prototype for semantic process
verification. Results of an initial evaluation regarding the query formulation have been
very promising. The tool is under active development, currently we are working on
improvements regarding the import and export of model data from Microsoft Visio.
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Abstract: Cloud Computing represents a shift in technology and IT (information
technology) service management and it opens up possibilities to build new
organizational configurations. As in IT outsourcing, the selection of the right
partner/vendor is of crucial importance. Thus, in this article we present a partner
selection process for four Cloud Computing Environments: public cloud,
community cloud, cloud chain and industrial cloud. We included data sensitivity
and the risk attitude of the decision maker as major decision factors for partner
selection. The constructed IT artifact (i.e. partner selection process) is evaluated by
means of a conceptual evaluation (expert interviews) that demonstrates the
applicability of the selection process.

1 Introduction
The advent of the internet, as well as advances in related concepts and technologies (as
e.g. Cloud Computing) have led to an increase in research on Collaborative Networks
and inter-organizational business practices [CA05]. In the course of that, researchers
increasingly focused on the inter-organizational use of IT instead of taking a solely intraorganizational view (cf. [KD96]). Cloud Computing is a new paradigm for the delivery
of scalable IT services via the internet on a pay-per-use basis [Ar10]. In this context, the
term ‘cloud’ refers to data centers that offer virtualized computing resources and
services. The combined investigation of Cloud Computing Services and Collaborative
Networks results in new collaboration types with a focus on resource sharing. In this
paper we posit that Cloud Computing works on the same basic principles as all
Collaborative Networks: two or more businesses that are largely autonomous and
geographically distributed collaborate with each other and are supported in this by IT
networks [CA05, WRT09]. Thus, the sourcing of Cloud Computing services always
implies some degree of dependency on external partners and a certain level of risk for
each participating unit [KD96, Ar10]. One of the biggest challenges regarding the
success of Collaborative Networks is the selection of partners in inter-organizational
business settings [WCB91]. In view of all this we propose a partner selection method for
conceivable Cloud Computing Environments with a focus on risk and security factors.
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We aim at developing a new partner selection method for the field of Cloud Computing.
The conceptual elaboration of the IT artifact is based on a systematic literature review
focusing on terms from the field of Cloud Computing and provider/vendor selection that
have been applied to publisher independent journal data bases [MT09]. Overall we
identified a sample of 113 articles published in journals and conference proceedings.
Finally we improved the artifact by means of three expert interviews. The interviewees
were experienced practitioners and academics with 3 to 10 years of work experience in
the field of Collaborative Networks, Partner Selection and IT outsourcing.

3 Reviewing Cloud Computing and Partnership Formation
Researchers have especially focused on gaining more insights into Cloud Computing and
its multiple facets. For instance, Youseff et al. [YBS08] propose an ontology, which
illustrates the relevant factors of Cloud Computing and their relationships. As yet, little
research has been conducted on the success factors and the risks associated with Cloud
Computing Services [MT09]. Koehler et al. [KAD10] found that the average reputation
of the Cloud Computing Service provider and the use of standard data formats are more
important than financial aspects such as cost reduction or pricing tariffs. Armbrust et al.
[Ar10] present a list of ten obstacles for Cloud Computing, of which the following four
are assumed to affect adoption: availability/business continuity, data lock-in, data
confidentiality and auditability. We found that several authors point out the importance
of risk and security methods for Cloud Computing Services [YBS08, MT09]. From a
vendor perspective, there are some obstacles affecting the growth of Cloud Computing
as well as policy and business issues, e. g. data transfer bottlenecks [Ar10]. Nevertheless,
Cloud Computing facilitates the introduction of new products and services without large
investments in IT infrastructure [Pu09]. Pricing strategies and revenue models are
suggested for instance by Pueschel et al. [Pu09] in order to exploit the economic
opportunities offered by this emerging paradigm. The literature review revealed that only
little research has been conducted in the field of Collaborative Networks. The only
article on this topic that we could identify is the one by Wlodarczyk et al. [WRT09], who
deal with the aggregation of several private Clouds to reduce security risks, which can
also be regarded as a form of Collaborative Networks.
The duration of collaborations between different companies or organizations can be
described by the so-called life cycle of enterprise networks [TJ01]. By and large, the
enterprise network life cycle can be divided into four different phases: a preparation
phase (preparing, first sourcing of partners etc.), a formation/setting up phase (final
partner selection, legal issues, contracts etc.), an operation phase (daily management of
the network) and a dissolution phase (decomposition of the network). Therefore,
partnership formation happens both during the preparation phase and in the
formation/setting up phase. Partner identification is concerned with the identification of
possible business partners. For example, Large [La09] distinguishes – next to the
different request types – also the internet as a source for identifying conceivable
partners. Additionally he lists classical sources such as personal contacts, professional
journals, annual reports, trading catalogues and alike. Apart from these two categories, it
is also conceivable to identify possible partners indirectly, that is, via intermediaries.
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What all these categories have in common is the fact that they are self-initiated
approaches. Partner selection, as the second and final step in the process of partnership
formation, can be performed by means of several methods and techniques. In the
literature review by Weber et al. [WCB91] and Zhang et al. [Zh04] 123 articles have
been reviewed paying special attention to the criteria and methods used in the partner
selection process. As regards the methods applied, the following three categories were
initially proposed by Weber et al. [WCB91]: linear weighting approaches, mathematical
programming techniques and statistical/probabilistic approaches. We have added
another category to this three-way categorization, which includes all other approaches
found in the literature that did not fit any of these three categories – as, for instance,
serious games and simulations [Ha08], agent-based approaches [Pe07] or activity-based
costing [RK97]. However, the results of the literature review give the impression that the
selection of partners in the context of Cloud Computing has not yet received sufficient
attention from the research community. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first
researchers to apply the concept of partner selection to the realm of Cloud Computing
Environments with a specific focus on risk and security.

4 Collaboration Types in Cloud Computing Environments
A selecting process for Cloud Computing partners/vendors needs to consider the
individual characteristics of each Cloud Computing Environment in order to be effective.
The following typology was developed deductively on the basis of scientific literature
and evaluated by means of expert interviews. In Thompson’s [Th67] seminal work on
organizational theory, he described pooled, sequential and reciprocal interdependencies
for an intra-organizational perspective, which were later mapped to the interorganizational context by Kumar & van Dissel [KD96]. In the field of Cloud Computing
we have identified collaboration configurations that share the same structural properties
as these inter-organizational system types. This analogy led to the definition of three
distinct Cloud Computing types which are conceptually depicted in Figure 1. The
following description points to security and risk-related aspects that are relevant for the
development of a partner selection method. In Pooled Cloud Computing one business
actor sources a service from the central point. This might be represented either by a
(standard) public cloud environment or a community cloud environment [Ar10]. In
contrast to public clouds, community clouds are only available for members of a specific
community (i. e. shared needs of a business community), where interdependencies
remain the same, which is the reason why both belong to the same collaboration type.
Community clouds provide a slightly higher security level than public clouds [WRT09].
Public availability has an enormous impact on risk management, for it requires high risk
management effort, whereas limited availability to specific communities reduces the
effort. Sequential Cloud Computing includes public clouds and represents a chain of
interdependencies by means of service flows (cloud chain). The access to this type of
cloud is usually open, resulting in a low security level comparable to that of (standard)
public clouds. Finally, in Networked Cloud Computing the output of each point can
become input for the other points, as happens, for example, in so-called industrial clouds
[WRT09]. However, the fact that they constitute a closed network of private clouds
guarantees for a high level of security [WRT09].
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Figure 1. A comprehensive and risk-based overview of Cloud Computing Environments.

5 Development of a Partner Selection Process
The developed approach combines a standard partner selection process [CNR95, MF97]
with a special focus on risk and security issues in Cloud Computing. The process is
illustrated in Figure 2. The preparation phase starts with the prerequisites of a sourcing
decision: the selection of a particular Cloud Computing Environment and the
identification of potential partners. The formation phase comprises the actual partner
selection and the initialization of the partnership. In addition to the actual process we
added methods, theories and documents to individual process steps. Since we investigate
the outsourcing of standardized Cloud Computing Services, we assume a newly arising
requirement as the first process step (e. g. the demand for a new IT service triggered by a
new business opportunity). This new requirement needs to be documented, analyzed and
aligned to the business strategy and the IT strategy of the focal company [MF97]. This
step is of particular importance for the follow-up activities because it accounts for
security and risk requirements, too. The make or rent decision is made on the basis of the
availability of internal resources and the ratio of production and sourcing costs. Next, the
company needs to determine its requirements regarding the risk and security level of the
IT service. During this step the risk attitude of the decision maker needs to be taken into
account. If the company considers a relatively low security level sufficient and decides
to enter an open access cloud it needs to distinguish between the Cloud Computing
Environments “public cloud” (pooled Cloud Computing) and “cloud chain” (sequential
Cloud Computing) (cf. Figure 1 and Figure 2). Within the former environment the focal
company acts as an end user and within the latter environment as an intermediator. For
the following steps of this track, we recommend applying the approaches discussed in
Section 3. On the other hand, the process paths for closed access Cloud Computing types
(community cloud and industrial cloud) with medium and high security levels can
support companies in their search for existing community clouds or industrial clouds.
Following the identification of suitable networks, the decision-making company
retrieves more detailed information on these networks in order to review them and to set
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up a ranking list. Finally, the company submits a request for membership to the best
fitting network. If access to this network is denied, the next best one is applied for.

Figure 2. Partner selection process for specific Cloud Computing Environments.

6 Conclusions and Outlook
The presented methodic approach supports companies in selecting partners for
collaborations in Cloud Computing environments and provides a strategic framework for
such collaborations from a managerial, technological and organizational perspective. In
this context, a strong focus was put on risk and security issues. In particular, the method
serves to support companies with knowledge in the field of vendor management in
Cloud Computing. We built the conceptual model (cf. Figure 2) on a deductive
theoretical basis (theories and methods) and improved it iteratively by means of semistructured expert interviews [Wal06]. Limitations of our approach lie in the limited
number of decision factors we draw on (security and risk issues). Furthermore, we
concentrated on the organizational forms Cloud Computing offers to companies. We are
planning to adapt our method to the requirements of the different Cloud Computing
Service types, which will mainly result in a modification of the first part of the process.
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Furthermore, a closer look at interdependencies within clouds or between the
participating collaboration partners could lead to important insights regarding the
discussed Cloud Computing Environments. There are many interdependencies within
industrial clouds. Partners in such a network are strongly dependend on each other,
which offers new business opportunities, but also new risk factors.
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Abstract: Due to the growing importance of services for many companies and the
resulting transformation of product based business models to service based business models, the paper focuses on the link between business models and services.
For this purpose the business model canvas of Osterwalder is adapted to address
the shortcoming relating to co-creation of extant business models.

1 Introduction
Services are a key driver of growth and profitability for many companies [CS06]. Particularly firms in technology industries, such as IT, aerospace, medical technology, and
automotive capture an increasing share of their income and profits with services [Ne08].
Thus, for these enterprises, services have become an essential part of their business
models, leading more and more of these companies to transform their product based
business models to service based business models. According to this transformation
approaches for modeling are necessary. As a recent study shows, extant business model
approaches have a lack in focusing specific aspects regarding to services [ZB11]. This
paper therefore proposes the use of an adaptation of Osterwalder´s business model canvas to support the modeling of service business models.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Conceptual foundations about the
understanding of business models in general and the business model canvas of Osterwalder as well as a general understanding of co-creation are given in chapter two. Based on
this theoretical background in chapter three we derive the problem of considering service
specific aspects in recent business model approaches. Moreover, we adapt the business
model canvas of Osterwalder to match the requirements of service based business models. Finally we sum up the findings and give an outlook.
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2 Conceptual foundations
2.1 Business models
The academic literature offers a variety of possible conceptualizations of the business
model construct. Recently, however, the different approaches seem to converge. AlDebai [Al10] summarizes a business model as “[...] an abstract representation of an organization, be it conceptual, textual, and/or graphical, of all core interrelated architectural, co-operational, and financial arrangements designed and developed by an organization, as well as all core products and/or services the organization offers based on these
arrangements that are needed to achieve its strategic goals and objectives.” [Al10]. Similarly Osterwalder [Os04] defines a business model as a “[...] conceptual tool that contains a set of elements and their relationships and allows expressing a company's logic of
earning money. It is a description of the value a company offers to one or several segments of customers and the architecture of the firm and its network of partners for creating, marketing and delivering this value and relationship capital, in order to generate
profitable and sustainable revenue streams.” [Os04]. Osterwalder also developed the
business model canvas, which represents a visualization of the business model dimensions [OP10]. We decided to use this approach by Osterwalder, because of the systematic and easy use of the structure as well as the handy visualization. Figure 1 shows the
Osterwalder business model canvas which is based on nine different dimensions.

Partner

Key
Ressources
Key
Activities

Value
Proposition

Cost Structure

Customer
Relationship

Customer

Channel

Revenue Streams

Figure 1: Business model framework (based on [OP10])

2.2 Co-creation
During the last decades the perspective of value creation turned from a value-inexchange view where value for customers is embedded in products to a value-in-use
view where value for customers is generated during the value-generating processes
[Gr08]. This reflects the shift from a traditional goods-dominant logic with the focus on
the exchange of goods to a service-dominant logic focusing on the creation of value
[VL06].
According to this value is not created by buying products but by using them in a specific
context [GKW11]. This reflects renunciation from distinct roles of customers and producers towards a broad engagement of the customer in value creation [PR04].
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This new perspective emphasizes on the understanding of the customer as part of valuecreation [ETG10][SP08]. From this point of view the customers can tailor the product or
service pursuant to their needs, which results in an enhanced value created [KMJ08].
This also implies that customers can be part of the value creation along the complete
value creating activities e.g. maybe from the development to the delivery of a product or
service by providing customer-specific knowledge [GKW11].
After a brief introduction into the basics of the business model and the co-creation, the
main problem of the existing business model construct will be outlined and a possible
solution will be introduced.

3 Service Business Models
3.1 Problem
The business model construct will be used in order to analyse, describe and evolve the
business model of products as well as services [ZB10]. Nevertheless, the consideration
of business models has a lack of service-specific aspects. One important gap can be
found in the structure of a business model. Co-creation, as a key characteristic of services, is not considered in most business model approaches [ZB11]. If it is considered,
like in the Osterwalder Business model canvas, then only with little impact on the whole
business model. For example Osterwalder limits co-creation to the customer relationship
dimension [OP10].
This aspect is emphasized by the graphical illustration of the business model (figure 1).
The business model canvas and the arrangement of the nine dimensions follow a goodsdominant logic view, where the dimensions are organized along a value chain. This
chain starts with partners and key resources as well as key activities leading to the value
proposition and at the end to the handling of the customer. This structure suggests that
neither customers can participate in the value creation nor partners are involved in customer-specific aspects of the business model.
3.2 Proposal for a solution
A possible way to address the described problem is to change the perspective on business models from a product to a service based point of view. To achieve this it is necessary that the framework permits a structure where the customer can be part of all aspects
of the business model. A possible way for this is to change the composition of the nine
blocks in Osterwalder´s business model canvas. The new structure is given in figure 2.
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Figure 2: Adapted business model canvas (based on [OP10]).

As figure 2 shows by encompassing the rest of the blocks with customers as well as
partners the deep integration into the value co-creation is represented. With this adaptation it is possible to reflect business models where a customer may have influence on
each dimension of the business model. In the following examples are given, which represent potential resources of co-creation.
In many cases of service provision there is a need for customer integration. This is due to
the fact that most services need to be provided individually for the customer. This leads
to a dynamic role of the customer in the service provision where the provider´s mission
is to help the customer to create value according to the specifications [GR11]. The value
creation is focusing on shared monetary benefits and revenue, for example, sharing of
financial gain and gaining joint contracts. Moreover, the relationship with the customer
can be designed based on the desired customer experience. Analogous to this the channel
has to be chosen. Further, customers have to be integrated into communication, sales and
distribution as well as into open innovation processes, for example, through social media. On the one hand, customers can provide resources like infrastructure or technology
and on the other hand they can influence the selection and use of resources. The service
provision is directly influenced by the customers and delivered by joint activities. Depending on the objectives of the service provision costs are borne by customers. Table 1
sums up the outlined impacts of co-creation in service business models.
Element
Cost Structure
Key Resources
Key Activities
Value Proposition
Customer Relationship
Channel

Revenue Streams

Customer perspective – Evidence of co-creation in business
model elements

• Cost incurred / borne by customers
• Customer providing resources
• Customers influence on resource selection and use (e.g. selecting a
specific consultant or varying volume of demand)
• Joint activities
• Customers influence on activities
• Specification of how service provider helps customers to create
value
• Desired customer experience
• Derived customer experience
• Open innovation
• Integration of customers in communication, sales and distribution
(e.g. through social media)
• Shared monetary benefits / revenue (e.g. sharing of financial gain
and gaining joint contracts)

Table 1: Customer perspective –Evidence of co-creation in business model elements
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In addition to the customer, partners can also affect the service business model and influence all dimensions. On the one hand, the provider can request help from partners, on
the other hand the provider can offer a platform for his partners to distribute own services and products. In this case the service provider holds an infrastructure that can be
used by partners to access customers. An example of this kind of business model is Apple Inc., which is selling devices with access to an app store where partners are able to
offer products to their customers. Therefore the main differences between partners and
customers can be found in the elements Value Proposition, Customer Relationship and
Channel, where partner support the provision of the service. The influence of the partners of the business model is shown in a table 2.
Element
Cost Structure
Key Resources
Key Activities
Value Proposition
Customer Relationship
Channel
Revenue Streams

Partner perspective –Evidence of co-creation in business model
elements

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cost incurred / borne by partners
Partner providing resources
Mutual influence on resource selection and use
Joint activities
Partner enhances co-creation of provider and vice versa
Provider opens customer relationship to partners and vice versa
Partner opens channels to customers for partners and vice versa
Shared monetary benefits / revenue

Table 2: Partner perspective –Evidence of co-creation in business model elements

4 Conclusion and Outlook
The paper shows how an adaptation of Osterwalder´s business model canvas can be
utilized to take co-creation into account of business modeling, which is a main shortcoming of recent business model approaches. Hence, the adapted model gives a framework
that is eligible to model service businesses, because one of the main characteristics of
them is supported considering customers as well as partners. This allows representing a
deep integration of the customers and partners in the value creation. According to the
understanding of business implied by service dominant logic this is a critical aspect and
is not applied in recent business model approaches. Furthermore with the adapted model
it is possible to analyze, describe and evolve business models with emphasis on services.
As this paper represents research-in-progress the described solution cannot be seen as a
complete solution for all paucities of recent business model approaches, but it gives an
implication how to deal with service specifics in the context of business modeling. The
next step on the research agenda addresses a refinement of the business model canvas
according to service-dominant logic. Further, a meta model for the service business
model will be abstracted. Beyond this it will be necessary to prove the adaptation by
specific examples in order to evaluate the adapted business model canvas.
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